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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

INTRODUCTION / ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Symmes Maini & McKee Associates (SMMA) would like to acknowledge the
participation and guidance provided by the district administration, Master Plan
Committee, and the teachers and staff of the District.
Master Plan Committee
Michael Harvey, Superintendent
Helen Allard
Grace Belfiore
Jennifer Clifford
William Dery
Barbara Lawrence
Sheila MacDonald
William Melville
William Wilson
School Committee
Roger Kuebel, Chair
William Wilson, Vice Chair
Jeanise Bertrand
Sean Condon
William Dery
Deborah Evans
Barbara Lawrence
Sheila MacDonald
Lawrence Swartz
Visioning Participants
See Section 3.3 for a list of participants
1.2

BACKGROUND

The charge for this District-wide Master Plan is to:
1.

Facilitate a visioning process, involving a broad range of community and District
stakeholders to identify educational and community goals for the district with a
focus on transformation of the HWRSD school system so as to promote the 21st
Century learner.
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2.

Review a number of narrowly-defined facilities reports developed in the last 5
years regarding the state of the District’s facilities as well as work conducted by
the District for repairs and/or replacement of certain building components.

3.

Perform a Demographic Study to understand the population changes
experienced already, as well as those anticipated over the next ten years.

4.

Review the role and ramifications of School Choice on the population and
needed facilities.

5.

Develop a comprehensive Master Plan with options for incorporating goals
identified through the Visioning process with demographics, School Choice and
existing buildings.

The facilities of the District consist of six (6) buildings:


Bessie Buker Elementary School, 1 School Street, Wenham, Massachusetts.



Cutler Elementary School, 237 Asbury Street, Hamilton, Massachusetts.



Winthrop Elementary School, 325 Bay Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts.



Miles River Middle School, 787 Bay Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts.



Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School, 775 Bay Road, Hamilton,
Massachusetts.



Administration Building, 5 School Street, Wenham, Massachusetts.

The three elementary schools, the administration building and their associated
property are leased by the respective towns to the District. The terms of the lease
agreements for these properties require the District to be responsible for maintaining
the buildings. The High School and Middle School buildings and surrounding
property are owned by the District.
1.3

DEMOGRAPHY AND ENROLLMENT FORECASTS

SMMA engaged Cropper GIS, in association with McKibbon Demographics, to
conduct a demographic study of the Hamilton-Wenham School District. All
population forecasts presented include a constant number of 115 Choice students
at the high school. Prior to the completion of this study, the School Committee
made a policy changes to the Choice program, reducing the number of Choice
Students to a level that does not affect program sections.
Executive Summary Findings
1.

2.
3.

Total enrollment is forecast to decrease by 93 students, or -4.8 %, between
2013-14 and 2017-18. Total enrollment will decline by 70 students, or -3.8%,
from 2017-18 to 2023-24.
Changes in year-to-year enrollment will largely be due to smaller grade cohorts
entering the system, in conjunction with larger grade cohorts leaving the system.
The major factors causing the District's enrollment to decline after 2013 is an
increase in the number of out-migrants in the local 18- to 24-year old age group;
the rise in the number of empty-nest households and a slight decrease in the
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number of in-migrating of younger families.
4.

If there was zero migration into the District during the 2013-14 to 2016-17 time
period, the elementary (K-5) enrollment would decline by 130 students. The inmigration is projected to be 114 students for the same time period. Therefore,
the elementary enrollment is forecast to decline by 26 students.

5.

At the high school, the population declines are forecast to be significantly larger.
The forecast population is expected to decline by approximately 95 students,
from 678 students to 583 students (including 115 Choice), a decline of about
14%. Since the development of the Demographic report, the HWRSD School
Committee voted to reduce Choice numbers to a level that does not materially
impact class sections.

6.

The locally raised 18-to-24 year old population (recent graduating high school
seniors) continues to leave the District, going to college or moving to urban
areas and not returning to the communities.

7.

The fertility rates for the Hamilton-Wenham School District are below
replacement levels during the entire life of the forecasts. (TFR=1.76 for the
district versus 2.1 for replacement level)

8.

Most of the in-migration households to the District contain population in the 0to-9 and 30-to-44 age groups.

9.

If the current home construction trends continue, the number of existing home
sales and the occupancy rates of the rental housing units will continue to be the
dominant factor affecting the population and enrollment change.

1.4

VISIONING

SMMA teamed with Frank Locker, Educational Planning, and a group of
approximately 50 teachers, administrators, students, community leaders, and
parents to guide the Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District Public to shape the
educational vision for the District.
Group discussions included:


Guiding Principles



21st-Century Education



Learning Modalities



Innovative Educational Deliveries



School Organizational Structure



School Choice and



Many other aspects of 21st Century Teaching and Learning

It is important to note that one of the outcomes of the Visioning sessions was the
identification of Guiding Principles. They included a need to look at how students
develop 21st-Century skills, in order that their learning be student-centered, active,
relevant, and personalized. Some examples of this kind of learning include:
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Project-based learning: learning through structured but open-ended long
term challenges with many potential solutions.



Personalized, mastery-based skill instruction: students master one
learning unit before proceeding to a more advanced task, working at their
own pace and instructional mode to achieve efficient and effective individual
progress.



Blended learning/ flipped classroom: Blended learning integrates online
with face-to-face activities in a pedagogically valuable manner. Flipped
classroom provides readings or online content, such as a lecture or video,
to be accessed as homework, while class time is used for discussion, group
projects, and personalized help.



Service learning: programs in which students engage in real-world
activities of value to the community in ways structured to enable them to
attain specified academic learning objectives.

1.5

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

Educational Programming Meetings
The SMMA study team conducted multiple meetings at each of the schools. At each
the three elementary schools and middle school, meetings were held with the
respective school principal. Additional meetings were held throughout the day with
representative teachers and staff. These meetings were arranged by each principal.
At the high school, the study team made itself available to all teachers on a drop-in
basis at the school library.
Principal meetings:


Bessie Buker Elementary School:

8/19/2013



Miles River Middle School:

9/5/2013



Cutler Elementary School:

8/19/2013



Winthrop Elementary School:

9/5/2013



Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School 9/5/2013

Teacher meetings were conducted as follows:






Bessie Buker Elementary School:
Miles River Middle School:
Cutler Elementary School:
Winthrop Elementary School:
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School:

10/29/2013
10/31/2013
11/15/2013
11/18/2013
11/19/2013 and 11/22/2013

The principals, teachers, and staff were interviewed at the schools for SMMA to
understand how the school currently functions educationally and how the school
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might change in the future to accommodate better 21st-Century teaching and
learning methodologies.
Class Sizes
Although the district has a policy for class sizes, most classrooms are below the
policy levels:
Kindergarten:

15 - 18 students

Grades 1 & 2:

18 - 20 students

Grades 3 thru 12:

20 - 22 students

Educational Evaluations of Building Including Space Summaries
Buker Elementary School
The Buker School has a current student population of approximately 240 students,
made up of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to Grade 5.
Since the population projections for the elementary grades has little variation over 10
years (a loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education
classrooms is minimal. This also indicates that, if three schools are maintained, the
low class sizes currently experienced can be sustained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 930 sf to 979 sf.
There appears to be adequate space for supporting subject areas: art, music, SPED,
gym, while other support areas are short on space and cramped. These include:
main office, teacher work room, language arts / reading, toilet rooms, etc. The library
and technology lab, when combined in area, are of adequate size, but as currently
configured as separate spaces do not function well for student tasks and teacher
supervision.
One area of Buker School that is especially underutilized is the lower level
(basement). Formerly boys’ and girls’ locker rooms, showers and toilets and PE
offices, some of the spaces retain features of their original use but are abandoned or
used for storage. The only updated space is used for a teacher’s lunch space. If the
lower level were renovated, it could create areas for more active learning
environments. Renovations would need to be more than cosmetic. The proposed
function(s) would need to become destination activities.
Although there is not a current need for significant additional space, if the Central
Administration building were demolished, the site area would be available to
construct a modest addition for new kindergarten classrooms and free up space
within the school to be reconfigured for adequate support spaces.
It must be noted that the current building is larger than the MSBA guidelines. This is
in part because of basement spaces that are awkward to access and therefore
seldom used.
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Cutler Elementary School
The Cutler School has a current student population of approximately 280 students,
made up of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to Grade 5.
Since the population projections for the elementary grades has little variation over 10
years (a loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education
classrooms is minimal. This also indicates that if three schools are maintained, the
small class sizes currently experienced can be maintained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 940 sf to 1,000 sf.
There appears to be adequate space for supporting subject areas: art, music, SPED,
gym, while other support areas are short on space and cramped. These include:
main office, teacher work room, toilet rooms etc.. The library and technology lab,
when combined in area, are of adequate size, but as currently configured as
separate spaces do not function well for student tasks and teacher supervision.
Winthrop Elementary School
The Winthrop Elementary School has a current population of approximately 254
students, made up of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to
Grade 5. Winthrop also houses the District-wide Pre-K program. Since the
population projections for the elementary grades have little variation over 10 years (a
loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education classrooms
is minimal. This also indicates that if three schools are maintained, the small class
sizes currently experienced can be maintained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 830 sf to 870 sf,
slightly smaller than those of the Buker School. There appears to be adequate space
for supporting subject areas: art, music, and SPED, while other support areas are
short on space and cramped. These include: main office, teacher work room, toilet
rooms etc. The library and technology lab, when combined, are undersized, as is the
gymnasium.
Miles River Middle School
The Miles River Middle School serves Grades 6 to 8 with a current student
population of approximately 440 students. The population projections indicate a very
small drop (22 students) in the enrollment from the current 441 to 419.
The classroom count for general education and science are in line with MSBA
guidelines. There are more special education classrooms and music and art spaces
than MSBA guidelines. The two areas in the existing building that are currently below
guidelines are Vocations and Technology and Administration.
There are no "Vocations and Technology" spaces in the current building. The MSBA
guidelines call for two spaces totaling 3,200 square feet. With a restructuring of the
HS and MS schedules, and a willingness to share spaces and teachers, curriculum
programs could be designed and conducted in high school STEM spaces.
Music - The MSBA guidelines call for a single room to serve both band and chorus.
The MS enjoys two rooms. The current instrumental and choral music teachers serve
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both the high school and middle school, though the different school schedules (and
bells) create limitations of the teachers’ schedules and resulting offerings. If the two
rooms within the MS building were shared by the middle school and high school, a
more efficient use of teacher resources and space would result.
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School
The Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School has a current student population of
approximately 678 students, including 115 students in the Choice Program.
There are 26 general education classrooms that range in size from 510 sf to 1,025 sf
with an average room size of 818 sf. Science rooms are either 900 sf or 1,150 sf
versus the MSBA guidelines of 1,440 sf.
The Spanish department is currently incorporating project-based learning as a
delivery model. This seems to be the exception. Most other curriculum disciplines
are departmental / subject based and delivered by conventional methodologies.
As the enrollment declines in coming years, with a likely further decline from
reductions in Choice students, there will likely be increased pressure to further
reduce the already modest 106 curriculum offerings.
A small number of curriculum offerings typically takes the form of reduced elective
courses. For many students, the elective courses offer challenges and opportunities
in areas of interest. A narrow curriculum can be limiting for some students, putting
them in a category of "at risk", or in a position of looking for alternative learning
opportunities or schools.
An alternative to the above discussion is for the school to shift to an interdisciplinary
project-based delivery model. This idea was discussed at length during the Visioning
sessions conducted last fall. This approach could, if developed properly, take
pressure off the course-offering model, and also introduce variety, challenges and
opportunities that might not otherwise be available.
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School Capacity Analysis
The recent Choice Report, dated November 14, 2013, indicates that at some point in
its history the current high school building had a population target of 720 students. It
is unclear if this was an anecdotal or real target, when it was established or with
what criteria. It may pre-date such area-influencing criteria as: Special Education,
technology (computer rooms), the Public Access Facility for the Towns of Hamilton
and Wenham, Title IX, and contemporary elective offerings etc. A current capacity
(range) needs to be established using contemporary criteria.
Establishing a building capacity can be a complicated process. With every student
having a slightly different schedule due to academic preferences, academic levels,
electives based on interest etc., and the schools’ Master Schedule of the current
106 curriculum offerings (117 in the Program of Studies), there cannot be straightline analysis.
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The most universal criteria would be the space Guidelines established by the
Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA). The analysis could be by:
Gross building area or what MSBA refers to as gross floor area (GFA). Since
HWRHS is approximately 52 years old, the building efficiency (net-to-gross area)
may not meet today’s norms. Additionally, the educational program of 52 years ago
was different, yielding different types and sizes of rooms than needed today.
Net educational area, or what MSBA refers to as net floor area (NFA), is the actual
functional area for the educational program and staffing needs. This is the gross (or
total) area minus corridors, toilet rooms, wall thicknesses, building support areas etc.
Since many of HWRHS spaces are smaller than the current MSBA Guidelines, this
would not be an accurate criterion for the analysis.
Because of a number of factors discussed, we believe neither net floor area nor
gross floor area is the best method for determining school capacity. Instead, the
number of academic teaching spaces may be the most accurate criterion for
comparison.
Academic Classrooms and Science - Currently, there are 22 academic classrooms
and 5 science classroom / labs in the school. The academic classrooms serve the
curriculum areas of: English, Social Studies, Math, and Foreign Language. Using the
MSBA Summary of Spaces form, we can back into the 22 the academic
classrooms and 5 science classroom / labs.


Using the "typical academic classroom" approach, we believe the current
HWRHS building has a capacity range of 650 to 660 students +/-.



Using the "science lecture / lab" approach, we believe the current HWRHS
building has a capacity range of 570 to 590 students +/-.

Choice Dilemma
Politics aside, the HWRSD has a facilities dilemma at the high school if Choice
remains.
Our Master Planning process has included obtaining a good deal of school and
community response including our Visioning process; meeting with teachers and
staff at each of the schools, and numerous meetings with the steering committee. A
major goal identified by the community and the Ddistrict includes creating learning
environments that support and enhance 21st-Century skills. This goal can be
accomplished by a combination of efforts, some that do not include renovation
and/or new construction, and others that likely will.
1.

The addition of flexible furniture and a change of delivery model could
accomplish some of the goals without the need for renovations, though these
efforts could be greatly reinforced by renovated facilities.

2.

To accomplish more of the goals, there is a need to right-size the science labs
and other teaching spaces and reorganize and reappoint the classrooms and
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support areas. To do this, the district will likely want to apply for an MSBA grant
to help pay for such a renovation.
3.

Accomplishing paragraph two above and keeping Choice will likely require a
modest addition.

Since the MSBA does not recognize Choice when developing population
projections, any renovation and/or additional project would likely not be sized to
support a Choice program.
During the course of this study, the Hamilton-Wenham Regional School Committee
voted to reduce the number of Choice Students at the high school. Since the MSBA
does not recognize Choice when addressing capital projects, exploring the impact of
a reduced population, including reduced Choice numbers, is an "interim” condition
and therefore difficult to evaluate with other "Options" for the facilities.
Central Administration Building
The former Center School building, constructed circa 1881, contains approximately
5,580 sf on each of three floors for a total of 16,740 sf. The building is not fully used
and somewhat inefficient.
The Lower Level is not used for central administration offices but primarily for
building utilities, storage and wood shop.
The Main Level houses most of the central administration personnel in four former
classrooms that have been subdivided. The net area currently being used is
approximately 3,460 sf.
The Second Floor houses three staff plus space for payroll records, school records
and storage and approximately 645 sf for offices
In a contemporary office building, the program area for Central Administration
offices is approximately 5,500 square feet.
1.6

PREVIOUS STUDIES REVIEW

Over the course of the last several years, and particularly in 2011, the HamiltonWenham Regional School District executed a number of conditions assessments of
its existing facilities. These assessments were conducted by both outside
consultants and via internal reviews. As a requirement of the Master Planning effort
and, as outlined within the School District’s Request for Proposals, SMMA was
charged with reviewing these previous studies; collecting data about the District’s
building stock and performing an analysis with the goal that this information would
inform the overall Master Planning effort. While it was not the charge of this project
to conduct a new Facilities Conditions Assessment, SMMA was tasked with
reviewing the previous studies, validating and providing an update of the information
within and consolidating our findings into a singular document.
The reports which were reviewed included:


Dore and Whittier Space Needs and Demographic Study



Dore and Whittier Comprehensive Facilities Study
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Evergreen Audit report



Capital Management Committee Facilities Needs Assessment

From these efforts SMMA was to provide options and recommendations for the
future use of these building assets, taking into account the substantial maintenance
and refurbishment work completed or planned during the 2012-2014 timeframe.
Additionally, SMMA was to consider the role school Choice could play, if any, in the
future facilities needs of the District when preparing options/recommendations. The
results of these latter elements are further described within Section Six of this report.
During the period of this Master Planning effort, SMMA reviewed the previous
conditions assessment reports outlined above. Additionally, the SMMA team
reviewed various existing condition drawings that were provided to us. SMMA also
conducted site visits to each of the District’s five schools as well as its Central
Administration building. Our team included: an architect and mechanical, electrical,
plumbing/ fire protection, structural and civil engineers. Based on the information
provided, the team developed a matrix of potential projects identified within the
previous studies that remain outstanding. The matrix is contained within Section 6.
In support of our efforts, the SMMA team conducted site visits to all the District’s
buildings on two dates, February 27, 2014 and March 18, 2014. Our efforts are
summarized, school-by-school and discipline-by-discipline, within this section with
recommendations within Section Six.
1.7

OPTIONS / COSTS

By definition, the Master Plan is a vision for the school district, looking forward a
number of years. How the Master Plan might be implemented is a function of the
communities' ability to fund future capital projects. The Master Plan "Options"
identify both short term and long term strategies, including some that simply keep
the existing buildings operating with updates for changing educational pedagogy,
while others chart a direction for the educational facilities for the next fifty (50) years.
Each of the four building types that are included in this study have what we have
called Master Plan "components". Since the timing and scope of potential projects
will require significant discussions with the two communities, there is no
"recommendation" that accompanies the options at this time.
Building types include:
1. High School
2. Middle School
3. Elementary Schools
4. Central Administration
1.

High School - these options are tied directly to the anticipated populations, and
therefore sizes of the building. All options are intended not only to
accommodate but enhance the concepts of 21st-Century Teaching and
Learning. This could be accomplished by developing environments that can
enhance project-based learning; student-centric activities, flipped classrooms
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and exhibit "flexibility" to accommodate other curriculum delivery approaches
that may be developed in the future.
Option 1.A: 5 Year Plan
The most significant short-term impacts on teaching and learning can be
accomplished with improvements to classroom furniture and a move to 1:1
educational technology.
Option 1.B: Reconfigure the existing high school building to accommodate a
10-year projected population of 468 students. This projection does not include
Choice students.
The existing building is approximately 125,600 gross sf. The projected
population can be accommodated within the school’s existing footprint.
Modifications can be made to respond better to desired educational delivery
models and provide flexibility for the future.
Option 1.C: Similar to Option A with a modest 7,000 square foot addition to
accommodate a slightly larger population of 583 students.
Option 1.D: New building - Although thought of by the communities as different
buildings, the current middle school and high school are age groupings within
the same building, though constructed at different times. They share some
building services, some corridors as well as some program spaces. Because of
the buildings’ interdependency, replacement of the high school would suggest
replacement of all grades served (6 - 12).
Option D is identified as a combined Middle School / High School with a tenyear projected population of 888 students resulting in an approximate building
size of 170,000 sf.
Because of the relatively new middle school, and the reasonably good condition
of the high school, it is SMMA's opinion that it is unlikely that the MSBA would
approve this option.
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Middle School
Option 2A: 2 Year Plan - identifies modest floor plan changes that allow the
team core classes to share project rooms. We are calling these project rooms
"maker spaces". These changes are proposed to be done in concert with
administrative changes:
Teachers, school administrators and district administrators all recognize that the
middle school should return to a "Team" approach to curriculum delivery and
social units. The district administration has proposed implementation of a Team
approach starting in school year 2014 - 2015.
The current middle school can be easily adapted to serve better the Team
approach. We are suggesting that some of the administrative proposals could
be accomplished relatively quickly, while other work could be accomplished
across either a 2-Year Plan or a 5-Year Plan.
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2.

Elementary Schools
The Hamilton Wenham Regional School Agreement requires one elementary
school to be located in the town of Wenham. The Buker School currently fulfills
that requirement. Some of the options discussed below do not adhere to that
requirement. If one of those options were to be chosen, alterations would need
to be made to the Regional School Agreement.
The Master Plan Committee discussed the merits of small schools as the district
is currently configured. A good deal of study data exists that describe the
advantages and cost effectiveness of small schools.
During the course of this study, SMMA had an informal discussion with a MSBA
project manager to review their approach to small schools. Here are some
paraphrased comments from that discussion.


Every community is reviewed individually to understand their unique issues



Communities with small student populations are encouraged to regionalize
or expand their region to maximize building and operational efficiencies



As part of MSBA's Module 3 Feasibility Study, the Authority will require the
district to explore options with the following issues in mind:
o

Building / Construction efficiencies

o

Program efficiencies

o

Long-term operational efficiencies; both operations and maintenance
(fuel, cleaning, power etc.) and efficiencies of staffing
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OPTION 3.A: 5 YEAR PLAN - is intended to incorporate building changes that
support educational goals identified through the Visioning sessions and
meetings with school and district educators as well as the Master Plan
Committee.
Buker - 5 Year


Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs



Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office



Remove the wall between the Media Center and Technology room. These
two spaces are supervised by one media specialist. The activities of this
program (such as research) are integral to both spaces



Repurpose the lower level through comprehensive renovations to provide
for a maker space, teacher planning and other usable spaces. Since this is
a relatively small area, it may be cost effective to implement without MSBA
Grant funds. This work could also be postponed to a comprehensive
renovation described below.

Cutler - 5 Year


Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs



Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office



Remove the wall between the Media Center and Technology room. These
two spaces are supervised by one media specialist. The activities of this
program (such as research) are integral to both spaces.

Winthrop - 5 Year


Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs



Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office



Repurpose spaces made available from current renovations

Note that work described within the 5-year plans could trigger code-required
upgrades for handicapped accessibility, automatic fire protection, seismic
upgrades etc. As part of any proposed building upgrades, these issues need to
be investigated by design professional.
OPTION 3.B: COMPREHENSIVE RENOVATIONS - If there is a desire to
maintain the existing small schools, it is possible to comprehensively renovate
school buildings of the age and character of those in Hamilton Wenham. Such a
renovation would transform the schools to a level that could serve the
communities for many years to come.
Below we compare comprehensive renovations of the existing schools with
other options.
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1.8

MSBA PROCESS

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY (MSBA) PROCESS
Districts seeking MSBA grant reimbursement for Capital Projects must follow a welldefined process described below: The full MSBA Process can be found on the
website http://massschoolbuildings.org/building. The process is subject to change.
Please refer to the website for current information.
Module 1 – Eligibility Period Status
Updated at June 5, 2013 Board Meeting
The MSBA has formalized its grant process with the establishment of an Eligibility
Period. The Eligibility Period assists the MSBA in:


Identifying whether a District is ready to manage and fund a capital project.



Determining a District’s financial and community readiness to enter the
capital pipeline.
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Providing a definitive schedule and identifying needs for planning and
budgeting.

The MSBA Board of Directors votes to invite a District into the Eligibility Period
based on a review of the District’s Statement of Interest (“SOI”). The vote initiates a
270-day period for the District to complete certain preliminary requirements that
include:
1)

Certification of the District’s understanding of the grant program rules by
executing an Initial Compliance Certification;

2)

Formation of a School Building Committee and submitting the membership to
the MSBA for acceptance;

3)

Provision of a summary of the District’s existing maintenance practices;

4)

Certification of a design enrollment for the proposed project agreed upon with
the MSBA (may not be applicable for Repair Assessments depending on the
proposed scope of work);

5)

Confirmation of community authorization and funding to proceed (see MSBA
Vote Requirements); and,

6)

Execution of the MSBA’s standard Feasibility Study Agreement, which
establishes a process for the District to be reimbursed for eligible expenses.

Districts that successfully complete the preliminary requirements to the satisfaction
of the MSBA within the 270-day Eligibility Period are eligible to receive an invitation
from the MSBA Board of Directors to the Feasibility Study phase. This phase
requires the District utilize MSBA-specific procurement processes and standard
Request for Services (“RFS”) templates. Districts are required to use standard
contracts to procure a team of professionals to work with the District as a proposed
project advances through the MSBA grant process as defined in Module 2.
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2.1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

SMMA engaged Cropper GIS in association with McKibben’ Demographics to
conduct a demographic study of the Hamilton Wenham Regional School District. All
population forecasts presented include a constant number of 115 Choice students
at the high school. Prior to the completion of this study, the School Committee made
a policy changes to the Choice program, reducing the number of Choice Students to
a level that does not affect program sections.
Executive Summary Findings:
1.

2.

Total enrollment is forecast to decrease by 93 students, or -4.8 %, between
2013-14 and 2017-18. Total enrollment will decline by 70 students, or -3.8%,
from 2017-18 to 2023-24.
Changes in year-to-year enrollment will largely be due to smaller grade cohorts
entering the system, in conjunction with larger grade cohorts leaving the system.

3.

The major factors causing the District's enrollment to decline after 2013 is an
increase in the number of out-migrants in the local 18-to 24-year old age group,
the rise in the number of empty-nest households and a slight decrease in the
number of in-migrating of younger families.

4.

If there was zero migration into the District during the 2013-14 to 2016-17 time
period, the elementary (K-5) enrollment would decline by 130 students. The inmigration is projected to be 114 students for the same time period. Therefore
the elementary enrollment is forecast to decline by 26 students.

5.

At the high school, the population declines are forecast to be significantly larger.
The forecast population is expected to decline by approximately 95 students,
from 678 students to 583 students (including 115 Choice), a decline of about
14%. Since the development of the Demographic report, the HWRSD School
Committee voted to reduce Choice numbers to a level that does not materially
impact class sections.

6.

The locally raised 18-to-24 year-old population (recent graduating high school
seniors) continues to leave the District, going to college or moving to urban
areas and not returning to the communities.

7.

The fertility rates for the Hamilton-Wenham School District are below
replacement levels during the entire life of the forecasts. (TFR=1.76 for the
district versus 2.1 for replacement level)

8.

Most of the in-migration households to the District contain population in the 0to-9 and 30-to-44 age groups.

9.

If the current home construction trends continue, the number of existing home
sales and the occupancy rates of the rental housing units will continue to be the
dominant factor affecting the population and enrollment change.

The projections include 115 Choice students in the high school population. This
number is carried consistently through all projected years.
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The Choice Students currently make up approximately 17% of the high school
population. If no policy changes take place, the Choice Students would comprise
approximately 20% of the population in 2023 / 2024.
Since this demographic study was completed, the Hamilton Wenham School
Committee has modified its policy on Choice to enroll only a number of students
such that no additional sections are required to accommodate them.
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School
District
High School Students by Town
December 2013
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Executive Summary
1.

The fertility rates for the Hamilton-Wenham school district are below replacement levels during the entire life of
the forecasts. (TFR=1.76 for the district vs. 2.1 for replacement level)

2.

Most of the in-migrating households to the district contain population in the 0-to-9 and 30-to-44 age groups.

3.

The locally raised 18-to-24 year old population (recent graduating high school seniors) continues to leave the
district, going to college or moving to other urban areas.

4.

The primary factors causing the district's enrollment to decline after 2013 is an increase in the number of outmigrants in the local 18-to-24 year old age group, the rise in the number of empty nest households and a slight
decrease in the number of in-migrating of younger families.

5.

Changes in year-to-year enrollment will largely be due to smaller grade cohorts in conjunction with larger grade
cohorts leaving the system.

6.

If there was zero migration in the district during the 2013-14 to 2016-17 time period, the elementary (K-5)
enrollment would decline by 130 students. The elementary enrollment is forecasted to decline by 26 students the
same period.

7.

If the current home construction trends continue, the number of existing home sales and the occupancy rates of
the rental housing units will continue to be the dominant factor affecting the amount of population and
enrollment change.

8.

Total enrollment is forecasted to decrease by 93 students, or -4.8 %, between 2013-14 and 2017-18. Total
enrollment will decline by 70 students, or -3.8%, from 2017-18 to 2023-24.
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INTRODUCTION

but are not limited to transfer policies within the district;
student transfers to and from neighboring districts;
placement of “special programs” within the district (as
opposed to in neighboring districts); state or federal
mandates that dictate the movement of students from
one facility to another (No Child Left Behind is an
excellent example of this factor); the development of
charter schools in the district; any voucher system that is
in place, the prevalence of home schooling in the area;
and the dynamics of local private schools.
Unless the district specifically requests the
calculation of forecasts that reflect the effects of changes
in these non-demographic factors, their influences are
held constant for the life of the forecasts. Again, the
main function of these forecasts is to determine what
impact demographic changes will have on future
enrollment. It is quite possible to calculate special
“scenario” forecasts to measure the impact of school
policy modifications as well as planned economic and
financial changes. However in this case the results of
these population and enrollment forecast are meant to
represent the most likely scenario for changes over the
next 10 years in the district.
The first part of the report will examine the
assumptions made in calculating the population
forecasts for the Hamilton-Wenham School District.
Since the results of the population forecasts drive the
subsequent enrollment forecasts, the assumptions listed
in this section are paramount to understanding the
area’s demographic dynamics. The remainder of the
report is an explanation and analysis of the district's
population forecasts and how they will shape the
district's grade level enrollment forecasts.

By demographic principle, distinctions are made
between projections and forecasts. A projection
extrapolates the past (and present) into the future with
little or no attempt to take into account any factors that
may impact the extrapolation (e.g., changes in fertility
rates, housing patterns or migration patterns) while a
forecast results when a projection is modified by
reasoning to take into account the aforementioned
factors.
To maximize the use of this study as a planning
tool, the ultimate goal is not simply to project the past
into the future, but rather to assess various factors’
impact on the future. The future population and
enrollment growth of each school district is influenced
by a variety of factors. Not all factors will influence the
entire school district at the same level. Some may affect
different areas at dissimilar magnitudes and rates
causing changes at varying points of time within the
same district. Forecaster’s judgment based on a
thorough and intimate study of the district has been
used to modify the demographic trends and factors to
more accurately predict likely changes. Therefore,
strictly speaking, this study is a forecast, not a
projection; and the amount of modification of the
demographic trends varies between different areas of
the district as well as within the timeframe of the
forecast.
To calculate population forecasts of any type,
particularly for smaller populations such as a school
district, realistic suppositions must be made as to what
the future will bring in terms of age specific fertility
rates and residents’ demographic behavior at certain
points of the life course. The demographic history of the
school district and its interplay with the social and
economic history of the area is the starting point and
basis of most of these suppositions particularly on key
factors such as the age structure and the household
composition of the district. The unique nature of each
district's demographic composition and rate of change
over time must be assessed and understood to be factors
throughout the life of the forecast series. Moreover, no
two populations, particularly at the school district level,
have exactly the same demographic, social or economic
characteristics.
The manifest purpose of these forecasts is to
ascertain the demographic factors that will ultimately
influence the enrollment levels in the district’s schools.
There are of course, other non-demographic factors the
affect enrollment levels over time. These factors include,

DATA
The data used for the forecasts come from a
variety of sources. Enrollments by grade and attendance
center were provided by the Hamilton-Wenham School
District for school years 2008-2009 to 2013-14. Birth and
death data were obtained from the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health for the years 2000 through
2011. The net migration values were calculated using
Internal Revenue Service migration reports for the years
2000 through 2010. The data used for the calculation of
migration models came from the United States Bureau of
the Census, 2000-2010, and the models were designed
using demographic and economic factors. The base agesex population counts used are from the results of the
2010 Census.
Recently the Census Bureau began releasing
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annual estimates of demographic variables at the block
group and tract level from the American Community
Survey (ACS). There has been wide scale reporting of
these results in the national, state and local media.
However, due to the methodological problems the
Census Bureau is experiencing with their estimates
derived from ACS data, particularly in areas with a
population of less than 60,000, the results of the ACS are
not used in these forecasts. For example, given the
sampling framework used by the Census Bureau, each
year only 120 of the over 4,000 current households in the
district would have been included. For comparison over
700 households in the district were included in the
sample for the long form questionnaire in the 2000
Census. As a result of this small sample size, the ACS
survey result from the last 5 years must be aggregated to
produce the tract and block group estimates.
To develop the population forecast models, past
migration patterns, current age specific fertility patterns,
the magnitude and dynamics of the gross migration, the
age specific mortality trends, the distribution of the
population by age and sex, the rate and type of existing
housing unit sales, and future housing unit construction
are considered to be primary variables. In addition, the
change in household size relative to the age structure of
the forecast area was addressed. While there was a drop
in the average household size in the Hamilton-Wenham
School District area as well as most other areas of the
state during the previous 20 years, the rate of this
decline has been forecasted to slow over the next ten
years.

dramatically, particularly in small areas. Even with the
recently reported rise in the fertility rates of the United
States, overall fertility rates have stayed within a 10%
range for most of the last 40 years. In fact, the vast
majority of year to year change in an area’s number of
births is due to changes in the number of women in
child bearing ages (particularly ages 20-29) rather than
any fluctuation in an area’s fertility rate.
The total fertility rate (TFR), the average number
of births a woman will have in her lifetime, is estimated
to be 1.76 for the total district for the ten years of the
population forecasts. A TFR of 2.1 births per woman is
considered to be the theoretical “replacement level” of
fertility necessary for a population to remain constant in
the absence of in-migration. Therefore, over the course
of the forecast period, fertility will not be sufficient, in
the absence of sufficient in migration, to maintain the
current level of population within the HamiltonWenham School District.
A close examination of data for the HamiltonWenham School District has shown the age specific
pattern of net migration will be nearly constant
throughout the life of the forecasts. While the number of
in and out migrants has changed in past years for the
Hamilton-Wenham School District (and will change
again over the next 10 years), the basic age pattern of the
migrants has stayed nearly the same over the last 30
years. Based on the analysis of data it is safe to assume
this age specific migration trend will remain unchanged
into the future. This pattern of migration shows most of
the local out-migration occurring in the 18-to-24 year old
age group as young adults leave the area to go to college
or move to other urban areas. The second group of outmigrants is those householders aged 70 and older who
are downsizing their residences. Most of the local inmigration occurs in the 0-to-9 and 30-44 age groups
(bulk of which is from areas within 75 miles of
Hamilton-Wenham School District) primarily consisting
of younger adults and their children.
As the Hamilton-Wenham School District or
Essex County are not currently contemplating any major
expansions or contractions, the forecasts also assume the
current economic, political, transportation and public
works infrastructure (with a few notable exceptions),
social, and environmental factors of the HamiltonWenham School District will remain the same through
the year 2023.
Below is a list of assumptions and issues that are
specific to the Hamilton-Wenham School District and
the rest of the Boston Metropolitan area. These issues
have been used to modify the population forecast

ASSUMPTIONS
For these forecasts, the mortality probabilities
are held constant at the levels calculated for the year
2010. While the number of deaths in an area are
impacted by and will change given the proportion of the
local population over age 65, in the absence of an
extraordinary event such as a natural disaster or a
breakthrough in the treatment of heart disease, death
rates rarely move rapidly in any direction, particularly
at the school district level. Thus, significant changes are
not foreseen in district’s mortality rates between now
and the year 2023. Any increases forecasted in the
number of deaths will be due primarily to the general
aging of the district’s population and specifically to the
increase in the number of residents aged 65 and older.
Similarly, fertility rates are assumed to stay
fairly constant for the life of the forecasts. Like mortality
rates, age specific fertility rates rarely change quickly or
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models to more accurately predict the impact of these
factors on the area’s population change and
composition. Specifically, the forecasts for the
Hamilton-Wenham School District assume that
throughout the 10 years of the study period:

n. Private school and home school attendance rates
will remain constant;
o. The recent decline in new home construction has
ended and building rates have stabilized;
p. The rate of foreclosures for commercial property
remains at the 2004-2008 average for the Essex
County area;

a.

There will be no significant short term economic
recovery in the next 18 months and the national,
state or regional economy does not go into deep
recession at anytime during the 10 years of the
forecasts; (Deep recession is defined as four
consecutive quarters where the GDP contracts
greater than 1% per quarter)
b. Interest rates have reached an historic low and
will not fluctuate more than one percentage
point in the short term; the interest rate for a 30
year fixed home mortgage stays below 5.5%;
c. The rate of mortgage approval stays at 19992002 levels and lenders do not return to “subprime” mortgage practices;
d. There are no additional restrictions placed on
home mortgage lenders or additional
bankruptcies of major credit providers;
e. The rate of housing foreclosures does not exceed
125% of the 2005-2007 average of Essex County
for any year in the forecasts;
f. All currently planned, platted, and approved
housing developments are built out and
completed by 2022. All housing units
constructed are occupied by 2023;
g. The unemployment rates for Essex County will
remain below 8.5% for the 10 years of the
forecasts;
h. The rate of students transferring into and out of
the Hamilton-Wenham School District will
remain at the 2008-09 to 2013-14 average;
i. The inflation rate for gasoline will stay below
5% per year for the 10 years of the forecasts;
j. There will be no building moratorium within
the district;
k. Businesses within the district and Essex County
will remain viable;
l. The number of existing home sales in the district
that are a result of “distress sales” (homes worth
less than the current mortgage value) will not
exceed 20% of total homes sales in the district
for any given year;
m. Housing turnover rates (sale of existing homes
in the district) will remain at their current levels.
The majority of existing home sales are made by
home owners over the age of 55;

If a major employer in the district or in Essex
County closes, reduces or expands its operations, the
population forecasts would need to be adjusted to reflect
the changes brought about by the change in economic
and employment conditions. The same holds true for
any type of natural disaster, major change in the local
infrastructure (e.g., highway construction, water and
sewer expansion, changes in zoning regulations, water
usage restrictions, etc.), a further economic downturn,
any additional weakness in the housing market or any
instance or situation that causes rapid and dramatic
population changes that could not be foreseen at the
time the forecasts were calculated.
The high proportion of high school graduates
from the Hamilton-Wenham School District that attend
college or move to urban areas outside of the district for
employment is a significant demographic factor. Their
departure is a major reason for the high out-migration in
the 18-to-24 age group and was taken into account when
calculating these forecasts. The out-migration of
graduating high school seniors is expected to continue
over the period of the forecasts and the rate of outmigration has been forecasted to remain the same over
the life of the forecast series.
Finally, all demographic trends (i.e., births,
deaths, and migration) are assumed to be linear in
nature and annualized over the forecast period. For
example, if 1,000 births are forecasted for a 5-year
period, an equal number, or proportion of the births are
assumed to occur every year, 200 per year. Actual yearto-year variations do and will occur, but overall year to
year trends are expected to be constant.
METHODOLOGY
The population forecasts presented in this report
are the result of using the Cohort-Component Method of
population forecasting (Siegel, and Swanson, 2004: 561601) (Smith et. al. 2004). As stated in the
INTRODUCTION, the difference between a projection
and a forecast is in the use of explicit judgment based
upon the unique features of the area under study.
Strictly speaking, a cohort-component projection refers
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to the future population that would result if a
mathematical extrapolation of historical trends were
applied to the components of change (i.e., births, deaths,
and migration). Conversely, a cohort-component
forecast refers to the future population that is expected
because of a studied and purposeful selection of the
components of change believed to be critical factors of
influence in each specific area.
Five sets of data are required to generate
population and enrollment forecasts. These five data
sets are:
a. a base-year population (here, the 2010
Census population for the HamiltonWenham School District);
b.

modified average survivorship method. Average
survivor rates (i.e., the proportion of students who
progress from one grade level to the next given the
average amount of net migration for that grade level)
over the previous five years of year-to-year enrollment
data were calculated for grades two through eight. This
procure is used to identify specific grades where there
are large numbers of students changing facilities for
non-demographic factors, such as private school
transfers or enrollment in special programs.
The survivorship rates were modified or
adjusted to reflect the average rate of forecasted in and
out migration of 5-to-9 and 10-to-14 year olds cohorts in
the Hamilton-Wenham School District for the period
2005 to 2010. These survivorship rates then were
adjusted to reflect the forecasted changes in age-specific
migration the district should experience over the next
five years. These modified survivorship rates were used
to project the enrollment of grades two through eight for
the period 2010 to 2015. The survivorship rates were
adjusted again for the period 2015 to 2020 to reflect the
predicted changes in the amount of age-specific
migration in the districts for the period.
The forecasted enrollments for kindergarten and
first grade are derived from the 5-to-9 year old
population of the age-sex population forecast at the
elementary attendance center district level. This
procedure allows the changes in the incoming grade
sizes to be factors of forecasted population change and
not an extrapolation of previous class sizes. Given the
potentially large amount of variation in Kindergarten
enrollment due to parental choice, changes in the state's
minimum age requirement, and differing district
policies on allowing children to start Kindergarten early,
first grade enrollment is deemed to be a more accurate
and reliable starting point for the forecasts. (McKibben,
1996) The level of the accuracy for both the population
and enrollment forecasts at the school district level is
estimated to be +2.0% for the life of the forecasts.

a set of age-specific fertility rates to be used
over the forecast period;

c.

a set of age-specific survival (mortality)
rates;
d. a set of age-specific migration rates for each;
and
e. the historical enrollment figures by grade.
The most significant and difficult aspect of
producing enrollment forecasts is the generation of the
population forecasts in which the school age population
(and enrollment) is embedded. In turn, the most
difficult aspect of generating the population forecasts is
found in deriving the rates of change in fertility,
mortality, and migration. From the standpoint of
demographic analysis, the Hamilton-Wenham School
District is classified as “small area” populations (as
compared to the population of the state of
Massachusetts or to that of the United States). Small area
population forecasts are more difficult to calculate
because local variations in fertility, mortality, and
migration may be more irregular than those at the state
or national scale. Especially challenging to project are
migration rates for local areas, because changes in the
area's socioeconomic characteristics can quickly change
from past and current patterns (Peters and Larkin, 2002.)
The population forecasts for Hamilton-Wenham
School District were calculated using a cohortcomponent method with the populations divided into
male and female groups by five-year age cohorts that
range from 0-to-4 years of age to 85 years of age and
older (85+). Age- and sex-specific fertility, mortality,
and migration models were constructed to specifically
reflect the unique demographic characteristics of the
Hamilton-Wenham School District.
The enrollment forecasts were calculated using a

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE POPULATION
FORECASTS
From 2010 to 2020, the populations of the
Hamilton-Wenham School District, Essex County; the
state of Massachusetts, and the United States are
forecasted to change as follows; the Hamilton-Wenham
School District will decrease by -0.2%, Essex County will
grow by 4.4% Massachusetts will increase by 3.7%; and
the United States grow by 8.4% (see Table 1).
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the district will experience a modest reduction in their
average household size.
Table 2: Hamilton-Wenham School District Population:
2015 & 2020 Forecast

Table 1: Forecasted Population Change, 2010 to 2020
2010
2015
2020
10-Year Change
U.S. (in millions)
308
322
334
8.4%
Massachusetts
6,483,800 6,603,100 6,695,700
3.3%
Essex County
47,536
48,200
48,900
2.9%
H-W R.S.D.
12,639
12,640
12,610
-0.2%

2010

A number of general demographic factors will
influence the growth rate of the Hamilton-Wenham
School District during this period, and include the
following:
a. The bulk of the in-migrating households
from the 1990s and 2000s have moved
through the prime childbearing ages and
will increasingly become empty nest over
the next 10 years;
b.

The remaining population in childbearing
ages (women ages 15-45) will have fewer
children;

c.

A large proportion of the locally raised 18to-24 year old population, in prime
childbearing ages, will continue to leave the
area to go to college or to other urban areas,
with the magnitude of this out-migration
flow slowly increasing; and,

District Total

12,639

2015

12,640

20102015
Change

0.0%

2020

12,610

20152020
Change

-0.2%

20102020
Change

-0.2%

As stated in the ASSUMPTIONS and
emphasized above, the impact of the high proportion of
high school graduates that leave the district to continue
on to college or to seek employment in large urban areas
is significant to the size and structure of the future
population of the district. Up to 70% of all births occur
to women between the ages of 20 and 29. As the
graduating seniors continue leave the district, the
number of women at risk of childbirth during the next
decade declines. Consequently, even though the
district’s fertility rate is just slightly below the
replacement level, the small number of women in the
district in prime child bearing ages will keep the number
of births declining at a modest rate despite the district
having a growing population (see the population
pyramid in the appendix of this report for a graphic
representation of the age/sex distribution of the district).
This will require the district to become dependent on the
in-migration of children just to maintain current grade
cohort sizes.
As a general rule of thumb, for every two
graduating high school seniors that leave the district,
one new household must move into the district to
replace the young adults that have left and to replace
their lost potential fertility. Over the course of the
forecast period, the average number of graduating
seniors will be approximately 160 per year and at least
75% of them will move out of the district within three
years of graduation. Using the general rule,
approximately 60 new families will be required to move
into the district every year or 600 new families for the
ten-year study period to replace the graduating seniors
and their lost fertility. It is forecasted that the impact of
the steadily increasing out-migration of young adults
will continue to be mostly offset by younger families (3039 year old householders) in-migration and that the total
number of births will decline only slightly throughout
the forecast period.
Another factor that needs to be considered is the
birth dynamics of the last twenty years. An examination
of national birth trends shows there was a large "Baby
Boomlet" born between 1980 and 2000. This Boomlet

d. The district will experience an increase in
housing stock, with an average of 10 units
being built each year through 2020.
The Hamilton-Wenham School District will
continue to experience in-migration (movement of new
young families into the district) over the next 10 years.
However, the size and age structure of the pool of
potential in-migrants will change and the effects of the
in-migration of families on population growth will be
greatly offset by the continued steady growing outmigration of young adults as graduating seniors
continue to leave the district.
From 2010 to 2015, the district’s population is
forecasted to increase by 1 or 0.0%, to 12,640. From 2015
to 2020, the population is forecasted to decrease by 30
persons or -0.2%. While all parts of the district will see
some amount of gross in-migration, (primarily in the 0to-9 and 30-to-44 age groups,) all areas also will continue
to see gross out-migration. This out-migration primarily
will be young adults, 18-to-24 years old, as graduating
seniors continue to leave the district to go to college or
seek employment in larger urban areas. Consequently,
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was nearly as large as the Baby Boom of the 1950s and
1960s. However, unlike the Baby Boom, the Boomlet
was a regional and not a national phenomenon
(McKibben, et. al. 1999). Because Massachusetts did not
experience a Baby Boomlet, most of the expected
enrollment growth will have to result from in-migration
and not from an increase in the grade cohort size.

household’s impact on the Hamilton-Wenham School
District) the household becomes an "empty nest" and
most likely will not send any more children to the school
system. In most cases, it takes 20 to 30 years before all
original (or first time) occupants of a housing area move
out and are replaced by new, young families with
children. This principle also applies to children leaving
elementary school and moving on the middle school.
Households can still have school age children in the
district’s school, but also in effect be “empty nest” of
elementary age children.

Table 3: Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Household Characteristics, 2010 Census

Hamilton
Wenham
District Total

HH w/
Pop
Under
18
1125
508
1633

% HH
Persons
w/ Pop
Total
Household
Per
Under Households Population
Household
18
41.8%
37.4%
40.3%

2692
1358
4050

7616
3622
11238

Table 4: Hamilton-Wenham Regional School
Dist. Household Characteristics, 2010 Census

2.83
2.67
2.77

Clearly, the dominant factor that has affected
the population growth rates of the Hamilton-Wenham
School District over the last 20 years has been the
number, pace and cost of existing home sales and some
new homes construction. However, the dynamics of this
in migration flow are more complex than many realize.
There is a common misconception that any changes in
the economy, housing market or transportation system
will an immediate impact of the size of an area’s
population and the total impact of that change will be
experiences immediately.
This “delayed demographic reaction” is a key
issue when attempting to ascertain the impact and
duration of a trend. While it is true that the households
moving into these new housing units bring many school
age (particularly elementary) children into the district,
they also bring many preschool age children as well.
Consequently, the full impact of the growth in new
home construction is not seen immediately in
elementary enrollment as it takes three to seven years for
all of the children to age into the schools. This is the
manifest issue in regards to future population and
enrollment trends since the number of births in the
Hamilton-Wenham School District is insufficient to
maintain current enrollment levels. The number of
women living in the district that are ages 20-29 (prime
child bearing ages) is too small to produce birth cohorts
that are the same size as those currently in the
elementary grades.
Of additional concern are the issues of the
district's aging population and the growing number of
"empty nest" households. For example, after the last
school age child leaves middle school, (for the

Hamilton
Wenham
District Total

Percentage of
Percentage of Percentage of
Householders
Householders Householders
Who Own
aged 65+
aged 35-54
Homes
45.7%
42.1%
44.5%

21.8%
32.5%
25.4%

81.5%
84.8%
82.6%

As a result of the “empty nest” syndrome, the
Hamilton-Wenham School District will see a steady rise
in the median age of their populations, even while the
district as a whole continues to attract new young
families. It should be noted that many of these
"childless" households are single persons and/or elderly
(See Table 5). Consequently, even if many of these
housing units "turnover" and attract households of
similar characteristics, they will add little to the number
of school age children in the district. Furthermore, many
of the empty nest households will “down size” to
smaller households within the district. In these cases
new housing units (elder housing) may be built in an
area, yet there is no corresponding increase in school
enrollment.
There are several additional factors that are
responsible for the difference between growth in
population and growth in housing stock. Included
among these factors are: people building new "move up"
homes in the same area or district, (an important point
since the children in move up homes tend to be of
middle or high school age); children moving out of their
parents homes and establishing residence in the same
area; the increase in single-individual households; and
divorce, with both parents remaining in the same area.
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Table 5: Hamilton-Wenham
Regional School District - Single
Person Households and Single
Person Households over age 65,
2010 Census

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF ENROLLMENT
FORECASTS
Elementary Enrollment
The total elementary enrollment (Grades PK
through 5th) of the district is forecasted to decrease from
799 in 2013-14 to 787 in 2018-19, a drop of 12 students or
-1.5%. From 2018-19 to 2023-24, elementary enrollment
is expected to drop by 34 students to 753. This will
represent a -4.3% decrease over the five-year period (see
Table 6).

Table 6: Total Elementary Enrollment, 2013, 2018,
2023
2013201820132018
2023
2023
2013 2018 Change 2023 Change Change
Hamilton-Wenham 799 787 -1.5% 753 -4.3%
-5.8%

Chart 1: Residential Permitted Units, HamiltonWenham - 2000 to 2012
50

The reason for this overall decline in elementary
enrollment over the next 10 years is the convergence of
the effects of three factors, all having their full impact
roughly by 2016. These factors are the reversal of cohort
sizes in the elementary grades, the number of existing
housing units turning over along with the low number
of new homes constructed, and the existence of a
“dearth” of population in the late pre-school ages. Each
of these factors will contribute in part to the decline in
elementary enrollment through 2016.
One of the reasons elementary enrollment will
be decreasing over the next decade is due to the fact that
the number of children entering Kindergarten and 1st
grade is smaller than the number leaving elementary
school after completing 5th grade. From 2012 to 2015,
the number of students in 5th grade will average 137
each year while the entering Kindergarten and 1st grade
cohort will average 121 students.

25

20
12

20
11

20
10

20
09

20
08

20
07

20
06

20
01

20
00

0

20
05

14.2%
9.6%

20
04

23.2%
18.2%

20
03

Percentage of
Households
single person
and 65+
7.3%

20
02

Hamilton
Wenham
District Total

Percentage
of Single
Person
Households
15.7%

The second factor is the slowdown in the home
sales/housing construction industry. While it is true that
the Essex County housing market has performed
somewhat better than the national trends the last three
years, it is not immune the effects of a tightening of the
mortgage market and in increasingly restrictive lending
practices. The Hamilton-Wenham School District area,
like most areas of the county, saw the number of
primarily existing home sales increase in 2000 to 2008 as
the expansion of sub-prime mortgage practices allowed
many people to purchase new homes. Given the turmoil
the collapse of the sub prime market has caused, it can
be assumed that there will not be a return to these
lending practices anytime in the near future.
Consequently, the Hamilton-Wenham School
District (like most suburban/exurban areas in the
country) have seem the number of new and existing
homes sales drop back to the levels experienced before
the sub prime boom. Further, these forecasts assume that
there will not be a significant increase in the number of
foreclosed housing units being put on the market in the
immediate future. Yet despite this decline in home sales,
the housing market in Hamilton-Wenham appears to
have stabilized. There is a significant flow of young
families into the district that are bringing elementary age
and/or preschool age children to the district. On the
short term, this in migration flow will be sufficiently
large enough to provide some growth in the elementary
grades.

Hamilton-Wenham

The third factor is the size of the individual age
cohorts that are in the preschool ages and their size
relative to the exiting elementary grade cohorts. A clear
comprehension of the size of these incoming cohorts is
imperative to understanding the base size of the
prospective elementary cohort over the next five years.
This allows for the forecasts to add or subtract students
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Middle School Enrollment
The total middle school enrollment (Grades 6
through 8) for the district is forecasted to decline from
441 in 2013-14 to 387 in 2018-19, a 54 student or -12.2%
decreases. Between 2018-19 and 2023-24 middle school
enrollment is forecasted to grow to 419, an increase of 32
students or 8.3 %. The difference in the size of the
individual grade cohorts and the aging of students
through the school system are the primary reasons why
the middle school enrollment trends deviate from those
of the elementary grades.
There are currently smaller grade cohorts
enrolled in the elementary school grades compared to
those in the middle schools’ grade cohorts. As these
elementary school cohorts "age" into middle school and
smaller middle school cohorts age into high school, they
decrease the overall middle school enrollment level.
Note how the size of the incoming 6th grade class is
usually smaller than the previous year's 8th grade class,
which has now moved on the high school. As long as
this "deficit" in the enrollment pattern exists, there will
be to some degree, a decrease in middle school
enrollment at least until the 2019-2020 school years.
After the 2019-2020 school years, this cohort
trend reverses. There will then be the grade cohorts
entering the middle school grades will be larger
compared to those leaving. The result is a slight increase
of middle school enrollment until 2023. This trend will
most likely continue beyond the end of the forecasts
series ending sometime after 2025.

(via migration) to an accurate student base. If there are
year to year changes in the size of the incoming
Kindergarten cohort, they can be reflected in the forecast
results.
The best example of this is the single year of age
counts for the district from the 2010 Census (See Table
7). The population at age six is closely related to the
combined 1th grade enrollment of the public and private
students in the district (as it is for all elementary grades).
However, note the slight decrease in the number of
residents from age three to five. This trend is shows that
for the last three years the district should have
experienced a slight decrease in elementary enrollment
even if in migration was at or near zero. Any net in or
out migration of students would be seen elementary
enrollment by grade that is in excess/reduction to these
numbers. These numbers show that the district has a
three year “dearth” in these grade cohorts that will be
working in way through the elementary grades (and
subsequently through the higher grades) over the next
several years.
Table 7: Age <1 to Age Ten Population Counts, by Year of Age: 2010 Census
7
8
9
10
Under 1 1
2
3
4
5
6
year year years years years years years years years years years
Hamilton town
Wenham town
Total District

109
18
127

88
23
111

90
39
129

101
28
129

104
34
138

98
45
143

134
53
187

110
62
172

117
54
171

119
51
170

114
72
186

The demographic factors that will become the
most influential in the district over the next ten years are
the growth rate of empty nest household in the district,
the number of sales of existing homes, the rate and
magnitude of existing housing unit "turn over," the
relative size of the elementary and pre-school age
cohorts and the district’s fertility rate. Each of these
factors will vary in the scale of their influence and
timing of impact on the enrollment trends of any
particular elementary area.
As the district continues to be mostly dependent
upon existing home sales to attract new families, the
overall elementary enrollment trend of the district will
be stable or show a slight decline. Thus, the best primary
short- and long-term indicator for enrollment change in
most of the district will be the year-to-year rate of
existing housing turnover. If the Total Fertility Rates
remain at their current low levels (and they are
forecasted to do so) they will insure that enrollments
will continue to see slowing growth (or outright
declines) even if the level of net out-migration is greatly
reduced.

High School Enrollment
Enrollment at the high school level is forecasted
to decline from 678 in 2013-14 to 651 in 2018-19, a
decrease of 27 students or -4.0%. After 2018-19, the high
school enrollment decline will accelerate. The net result
for the five-year period 2018-19 to 2023-24 will be a
decrease of 68 students to 583 or -10.4%.
The aforementioned effects of changes in cohort
size on middle school enrollment are also affecting the
growth patterns of the high school population. Until
2023, the smaller grade cohorts that will affect the
middle school enrollment will enter high school. Until
the current smaller grade cohorts of students (now in the
elementary grades and middle school) passes through
the high school grades, there will be continued decline at
the district's high school. The main difference is that the
decline in the high school enrollment will continue until
at least 2023.
It is important to note that the vast majority of
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this future high school enrollment change will be a
result of students aging into those grades. Specifically,
students who already live in the district (and not inmigration of students ages 14 to 18) will be the primary
cause of the forecasted change in high school
enrollment. Additionally, as was mentioned earlier,
these forecasts represent the demographic changes that
will affect high school enrollment. Any changes in the
district’s student transfer policy and/or changes in
special high school level programs will need to be added
or subtracted from the forecast result
High school enrollment is the most difficult of
all the grade levels to project. The reason for this is the
varying and constantly changing dropout rates,
particularly in grades 10 and 11. For these forecasts the
dropout rates at the high school were calculated for each
grade over the last five years. These five-year averages
were then held constant for the life of the forecast. The
effects of any policy changes dealing with any school's
dropout rates, program placement or reassignment of
former students to new grade levels will need to be
added or subtracted from the forecast results.
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Appendix A: Population Pyramids (Age/Sex)

Hamilton Wenham District Total 2010 Census
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Wenham Town 2010 Census
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Appendix B: Enrollment Forecast Tables

Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District: Total District Enrollment
PK
K
1
2
3
4
5
Total: PK-5
Change
%-Change
6
7
8
Total: 6-8
Change
%-Change
9
10
11
12
Total: 9-12
Change
%-Change
Total: PK-12
Change
%-Change

2009-10
20
130
138
135
151
135
148
857

2009-10
142
154
173
469

2009-10
166
187
173
175
701

2009-10
2027

2010-11
11
133
127
137
144
155
137
844
-13
-1.5%
2010-11
151
144
152
447
-22
-4.7%
2010-11
173
166
178
166
683
-18
-2.6%
2010-11
1974
-53
-2.6%

2011-12
20
101
132
129
142
149
148
821
-23
-2.7%
2011-12
138
150
142
430
-17
-3.8%
2011-12
175
181
171
177
704
21
3.1%
2011-12
1955
-19
-1.0%

2012-13
29
120
106
140
136
142
145
818
-3
-0.4%
2012-13
156
141
149
446
16
3.7%
2012-13
169
175
184
166
694
-10
-1.4%
2012-13
1958
3
0.2%

2013-14
25
120
121
119
134
137
143
799
-19
-2.3%
2013-14
142
154
145
441
-5
-1.1%
2013-14
165
163
170
180
678
-16
-2.3%
2013-14
1918
-40
-2.0%

2014-15
25
118
119
126
120
137
135
780
-19
-2.4%
2014-15
146
143
153
442
1
0.2%
2014-15
165
163
161
167
656
-22
-3.2%
2014-15
1878
-40
-2.1%

2015-16
25
125
120
125
127
123
134
779
-1
-0.1%
2015-16
138
147
142
427
-15
-3.4%
2015-16
175
163
161
158
657
1
0.2%
2015-16
1863
-15
-0.8%

2016-17
25
122
128
126
126
127
119
773
-6
-0.8%
2016-17
137
139
146
422
-5
-1.2%
2016-17
163
173
161
158
655
-2
-0.3%
2016-17
1850
-13
-0.7%

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
121
119
118
115
112
109
112
125
124
121
120
117
114
111
134
131
132
129
128
124
120
127
135
132
133
130
129
125
128
129
138
135
135
132
131
123
124
127
135
132
132
129
783
787
793
792
779
765
753
10
4
6
-1
-13
-14
-12
1.3%
0.5%
0.8%
-0.1%
-1.6%
-1.8%
-1.6%
2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
122
127
128
132
140
138
138
138
123
128
129
134
142
140
138
137
122
127
128
133
141
398
387
378
388
402
413
419
-24
-11
-9
10
14
11
6
-5.7%
-2.8%
-2.3%
2.6%
3.6%
2.7%
1.5%
2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
168
159
158
141
148
149
155
161
166
157
156
140
147
148
170
159
164
155
154
138
145
158
167
156
161
152
151
135
657
651
635
613
594
585
583
2
-6
-16
-22
-19
-9
-2
-3.5%
-3.1%
-1.5%
-0.3%
0.3%
-0.9%
-2.5%
2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
1838
1825
1806
1793
1775
1763
1755
-12
-13
-19
-13
-18
-12
-8
-0.6%
-0.7%
-1.0%
-0.7%
-1.0%
-0.7%
-0.5%

Buker Elementary
K
1
2
3
4
5
Total K-5
Change
% Change

2009-10
43
41
44
51
38
41
258

2010-11
39
46
42
48
51
40
266
8
3.1%

2011-12
35
40
46
39
51
46
257
-9
-3.4%

2012-13
39
35
44
47
36
49
250
-7
-2.7%

2013-14
36
39
40
41
46
37
239
-11
-4.4%

2014-15
33
35
41
39
40
44
232
-7
-2.9%

2009-10
45
57
46
50
56
46
300

2010-11
41
41
52
48
52
57
291
-9
-3.0%

2011-12
31
40
39
57
49
48
264
-27
-9.3%

2012-13
42
33
44
43
60
49
271
7
2.7%

2013-14
50
45
37
43
46
60
281
10
3.7%

2014-15
48
52
46
38
45
46
275
-6
-2.1%

2015-16
37
34
37
40
38
38
224
-8
-3.4%

2016-17
36
39
36
36
38
36
221
-3
-1.3%

2017-18
36
38
41
35
35
36
221
0
0.0%

2018-19
36
38
40
40
34
33
221
0
0.0%

2019-20
36
37
41
39
39
33
225
4
1.8%

2020-21
35
37
40
40
38
37
227
2
0.9%

2021-22
34
36
40
39
39
36
224
-3
-1.3%

2022-23
33
35
39
39
38
37
221
-3
-1.3%

2023-24
34
34
37
38
38
36
217
-4
-1.8%

2018-19
49
52
54
56
55
56
322
8
2.5%

2019-20
48
51
55
55
58
54
321
-1
-0.3%

2020-21
47
50
54
56
57
57
321
0
0.0%

2021-22
46
49
53
55
58
56
317
-4
-1.2%

2022-23
45
48
51
54
57
57
312
-5
-1.6%

2023-24
46
47
50
52
56
56
307
-5
-1.6%

Cutler Elementary
K
1
2
3
4
5
Total K-5
Change
% Change

2015-16
51
50
54
47
40
45
287
12
4.4%

13

2016-17
50
53
52
55
48
39
297
10
3.5%

2017-18
50
52
55
53
57
47
314
17
5.7%
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Winthrop Elementary
PK
K
1
2
3
4
5
Total PK-5
Change
% Change

2009-10
20
42
40
45
50
41
61
279

2010-11
11
53
40
43
48
52
40
276
-3
-1.1%

2011-12
20
35
52
44
46
49
54
280
4
1.4%

2012-13
29
39
38
52
46
46
47
268
-12
-4.3%

2013-14
25
34
37
42
50
45
46
254
-14
-5.2%

2014-15
25
37
32
39
43
52
45
248
-6
-2.4%

2015-16
25
37
36
34
40
45
51
243
-5
-2.0%

2016-17
25
36
36
38
35
41
44
230
-13
-5.3%

2017-18
25
35
35
38
39
36
40
223
-7
-3.0%

2018-19
25
34
34
37
39
40
35
219
-4
-1.8%

2019-20
25
34
33
36
38
41
40
222
3
1.4%

2020-21
25
33
33
35
37
40
41
219
-3
-1.4%

2021-22
25
32
32
35
36
38
40
213
-6
-2.7%

2022-23
25
31
31
34
36
37
38
207
-6
-2.8%

2023-24
25
32
30
33
35
37
37
204
-3
-1.4%

2019-20
128
128
122
378
-9
-2.3%

2020-21
132
129
127
388
10
2.6%

2021-22
140
134
128
402
14
3.6%

2022-23
138
142
133
413
11
2.7%

2023-24
138
140
141
419
6
1.5%

2020-21
141
156
155
161
613
-22
-3.5%

2021-22
148
140
154
152
594
-19
-3.1%

2022-23
149
147
138
151
585
-9
-1.5%

2023-24
155
148
145
135
583
-2
-0.3%

Miles River Middle School
6
7
8
Total: 6-8
Change
% Change

2009-10
142
154
173
469

2010-11
151
144
152
447
-22
-4.7%

2011-12
138
150
142
430
-17
-3.8%

2012-13
156
141
149
446
16
3.7%

2013-14
142
154
145
441
-5
-1.1%

2009-10
166
187
173
175
701

2010-11
173
166
178
166
683
-18
-2.6%

2011-12
175
181
171
177
704
21
3.1%

2012-13
169
175
184
166
694
-10
-1.4%

2013-14
165
163
170
180
678
-16
-2.3%

2014-15
146
143
153
442
1
0.2%

2015-16
138
147
142
427
-15
-3.4%

2016-17
137
139
146
422
-5
-1.2%

2017-18
122
138
138
398
-24
-5.7%

2018-19
127
123
137
387
-11
-2.8%

Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School
9
10
11
12
Total: 9-12
Change
% Change

2014-15
165
163
161
167
656
-22
-3.2%

2015-16
175
163
161
158
657
1
0.2%

14

2016-17
163
173
161
158
655
-2
-0.3%

2017-18
168
161
170
158
657
2
0.3%

2018-19
159
166
159
167
651
-6
-0.9%

2019-20
158
157
164
156
635
-16
-2.5%
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Appendix C: Population Forecast Tables
Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District - Population Forecasts
Males
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+
Total

2010
331
413
461
649
541
274
201
286
369
485
532
444
335
233
148
125
114
80
6,021

2015
330
400
420
680
560
290
290
310
350
410
470
510
370
250
110
90
120
90
6,050

2020
300
400
410
630
590
300
310
400
370
390
400
450
450
310
120
60
80
90
6,060

Females
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+
Total

2010
303
430
513
752
627
237
211
290
442
584
549
455
336
252
159
173
160
145
6,618

2015
330
370
440
750
640
270
260
320
350
480
580
540
390
270
200
100
140
160
6,590

2020
300
390
380
670
650
280
290
360
380
390
470
560
490
350
220
130
80
160
6,550

15

Total
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+
Total
Median Age

2010
634
843
974
1,401
1,168
511
412
576
811
1,069
1,081
899
671
485
307
298
274
225
12,639
38.3

2015
660
770
860
1,430
1,200
560
550
630
700
890
1,050
1,050
760
520
310
190
260
250
12,640
37.3

2020
600
790
790
1,300
1,240
580
600
760
750
780
870
1,010
940
660
340
190
160
250
12,610
37.7

Births
Deaths
Natural Increase
Net Migration
Change

2010 to 2015 2015 to 2020
490
480
710
710
-220
-230
220
210
1
-30

Differences between period Totals may not
equal Change due to rounding.
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Live Attend Analysis 2013-2014
LIVE ATTEND ANALYSIS
This map series focuses on illustrating the geographic distribution of Hamilton Wenham students in relation to the district boundary.
Here is an example of a map from this series.
Basic Map Elements
The legend explains how
different
features
are
represented, either by a point
(e.g. schools and students), or
by an area/polygon (e.g.
attendance boundaries). The
scale bar references the
distance ratio of the map in
relation to the real world. So
the length between 0 and 1 on
the map image is equal to a
real world distance of one
mile.
Please note that each yellow
dot represents a student’s
address, at which, multiple
students
could
reside.
Therefore,
counting
the
number of dots shown on the
map might not reflect the
student
population
accurately.

Live-Attend Tables
Each map has a table listing various statistics about the student data in the district. Here is a guide for reading this table:

School

Buker School
Cutler School
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School
Miles River Middle School
Winthrop School
ZHistory School Archive
Total

Live Out
of District
0

Live In
District

7
115
4
2

239
272
557
432
277

0
128

0
1777

Unmatched

Total

0
2
6
6
1
1
16

239
281
678
442
280
1
1921

Live Out of District – number of
students who live outside of the
Hamilton Wenham district yet
attend that school
Live In District – number of
students who live within the
district boundary
Total – number of students
attending each school

Unmatched - number of students whose addresses were not able to be located, and have not been placed on the map.

Revised 12/10/2013
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HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS BY TOWN
Hamilton Wenham HS Students by Town
The table below describes which town the 2013-14 Hamilton Wenham HS students live. According to this table 379 Hamilton-Wenham
Regional High School students live in Hamilton, 178 in Wenham, and 121 live out of the district or were unmatched in the GIS.

Where Hamilton Wenham HS Students Live 2013-14
Out of
Hamilton Wenham District or
Unmatched
379
178
121

School Name
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

The following tables show the by grade breakdown of 2013-14 HS students that live in Hamilton, Wenham, or Out of
District/Unmatched.

High School Students Living within Wenham 2013-14
School Name
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

9
39

10
50

11
38

12
51

Total
178

High School Students Living within Hamilton 2013-14
School Name
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

9
91

10 11 12
76 106 106

Total
379

High School Students Living Out of District 2013-14
School Name
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

9
33

10
34

11
26

12
22

Total
115

High School Students Unmatched in GIS 2013-14
School Name
Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School

9
2

10
3

11
1

12

Total
6

Student Data as of October 18, 2013
Report Revised 12/16/2013
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VISIONING

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The school district requested SMMA conduct a comprehensive community
"Visioning" process for the district to provide students with facilities to develop
knowledge and skills needed to be successful members of our global economy and
engaged citizens of the 21st Century.
SMMA teamed with Frank Locker Educational Planning and a group of
approximately 50 teachers, administrators, students, community leaders, and
parents to shape the vision for the Hamilton Wenham Regional School District.
Group discussions included:


Guiding Principles



21st-Century Education



Learning Modalities



Innovative Educational Deliveries



School Organizational Structure



School Choice



and many other aspects of 21st-Century Teaching and Learning

Three visioning sessions took place in October 2013: October 7,12 and 28, during
which time individuals discussed foundations for the future of education including
collaboration, interdisciplinary learning, and flexibility. The groups determined that
the direction in which the district should move would encourage small learning
communities, personalization, and project-based learning.
Other talking points included the flipped classroom and the needs associated with
teacher collaboration space, larger spaces for project work, and supply storage. The
full Visioning report is in Section 3.3 of this report.
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3.2

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR SCHOOL PLANNING AND DESIGN

This section is intended for individuals associated with or interested in the planning
and design of school facilities (School Committees, politicians, the interested public)
who may not be familiar with terms currently used by educators, educational
planners and architects. Definitions are kept short. For some terms, you may choose
to obtain deeper definitions or examples.
active learning (vs. passive learning): any situation in which students participate and
are involved, often by making, doing, role playing, discussing, debating, etc., vs. just
listening to the teacher.
academic high school: high school with a curriculum primarily focused on college
prep; typically lacks school-to-work or vocational programs.
advanced placement (AP): college-level courses offered in high schools, the
content of which is determined by the standardized AP tests offered by the College
Board. While completion of such courses in high school has been shown to increase
the likelihood of success in college, some AP programs have recently been criticized
for being based in rote learning.
advisory: typically in middle schools and high schools, a period of a day (often a
short period) during which all students meet in small groups with an adult (teachers,
para-professionals, administrators, etc.) to discuss almost anything that students
have concerns about. It is often seen as a good way of making adult / student
connections and improving communications.
alternative school: often a program within a school that is substantially separate
from the general population. Typically serves students with social / emotional issues
who have difficulty fitting in to traditional school environments. Depending on the
needs of the school community, can serve other populations such as gifted and
talented, kids at risk, dropouts, other…
at-risk students: often students who are not engaged or interested in school and
are at risk of dropping out. This can range from high achievers who are bored to low
achievers uninterested in school because it does not teach in a way they can learn
or is disconnected from their lives.
blended learning: a program in which content delivery is a combination of online
and face-to-face school based learning. Students have some control of time, place
and pace of learning.
block schedule: high school schedule with class periods of 90 to 120 minutes long,
vs. the conventional 60-minute periods. The longer class period allows for "more
time on learning," while also allowing for a variety of activities to be included in the
period such as "hands on" or project-based lessons. Most often, students will take
the courses every day, but only for a semester rather than the full year.
BYOD: bring your own device: a school policy in which students are expected to
provide their own laptop or tablet for in-school (and home) use. The school typically
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includes a supplemental program of providing devices to students whose families do
not have the financial resources to provide their own. Some schools see this as
inequitable since students of means with higher-end devices may have an
advantage over other students. It can present network security issues as well,
though many schools have overcome them. School-supplied IT and network support
is essential, as is teacher professional development in device usage and instruction.
choice: a program that allows students to enroll in a school district in which they
don't live. This program is intended to give students in low performing schools or
districts opportunities to access better schools; sometimes initiated to increase
diversity within the host community.
classroom: the basic instructional space within schools.
class size: Typically a target number for the maximum number of students in a
given class type or subject area. Sometimes set by the school committee or district
administration, sometimes set by union contracts. Often varies by grade level;
sometimes varies by ability levels, e.g. high-achieving students may have larger
class sizes because that might have little effect on their performance, whereas by
contrast a lower achieving student may benefit greatly from a smaller class size.
cluster plan: classrooms organized with close adjacencies, often around a largegroup instruction space, project room or other focal space. This is in contrast to a
double loaded corridor. In middle schools, a cluster often houses a “team” (teachers
who share the same group of students). In high schools, they can house an
academic department, a house or a school within a school; often defines a small
learning community.
comprehensive high school: a school that includes an academic curriculum and
vocational curriculum or technical training.
constructivist learning: a philosophy originally developed by John Dewey based on
hands-on activities, inquiry, exploration and discussion. Direct instruction by
teachers is minimized.
core academics: English, social studies, math, science, foreign language curricula,
sometimes the arts are included.
critical thinking: the trained ability to think clearly and dispassionately. Critical
thinking is logical thinking based on sound evidence, involving the ability to gather
and analyze information and solve problems. (D. Ravitch)
DESE - (Massachusetts) Department of Elementary and Secondary Education:
current name for the Department of Education. http://www.doe.mass.edu/
differentiated instruction: instruction intended to match the delivery method and
experiences with individuals’ different ways of learning.
double-loaded corridor: a traditional classroom plan in which rows of classrooms
flank both sides of a corridor; also referred to as an egg-crate design.
early childhood: grade grouping that starts with Pre-K and kindergarten, often
includes grade one and sometimes additional early grades.
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egg-crate plan: see double-loaded corridor.
ESL: English as a Second Language, programs for students who do not have
fluency in English.
ELL: English Language Learner - a student in an ESL program whose native
language is not English and who lacks enough proficiency in English to be
mainstreamed for part of the school day.
English language arts: English curriculum.
ergonomic furniture - typically lightweight, easy-to-move and more comfortable
than the traditional hard plastic or wood furniture. It recognizes that individuals learn
better when they are comfortable.
flipped classroom: a delivery process in which the curriculum content, such as
lecture, video, reading or other, is provided to the student to experience outside the
classroom (homework). Class time is then used for discussion with and among the
students, group projects and other application of content knowledge. A component
of active learning.
FTE (full time equivalent): A 1.0 FTE is a full-time teacher or student, while an FTE
of 0.5 indicates that a teacher or student is half-time. Two half-time teachers equal
1.0 FTE.
grade configuration: the arrangement of grades that make up a school; can vary
significantly among communities; most often set around pedagogy but occasionally
set around available facilities.
guide on the side: a teacher as a facilitator rather than providing direct instruction,
in contrast to a “sage on the stage.”
house (plan): a grouping of spaces: classroom, administrative, support, etc.
developed around an identity or theme; can be a school within a school.
I AM HUMan: the Integration of Art and Music into the HUManities. Akin to STEAM,
this integration is just as important.
immersion (full): an instructional approach combining written, musical and visual
arts and culture to a subject, often referred to in foreign languages.
inclusion: special education students integrated into typical general education
classrooms. The term is also used for ELL students integrated into typical general
education classrooms.
interdisciplinary learning: an approach of multiple core subjects being taught in an
integrated way, often on a subject or theme and often around a project.
intervention: most often a specialist who joins a general education classroom to
assist student(s) in need of assistance rather the “pulling them out” for that
assistance.
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large group instruction (space): a larger, unassigned space used for a variety of
activities such as: multiple classes that meet together; for guest lecturers; for project
work, gallery space, large meetings (student or community), etc.
learning style: modes of learning that reflect individuals’ natural and sometimes
trained traits such as: visual, verbal, tactile, kinesthetic, or auditory.
lifelong learning: just what it says -- a belief that with the correct approach in
school, people will remain engaged and excited about learning throughout their
lives.
life skills program: programs for students with severely restricted cognitive
development. Programs vary from school to school but in high schools the spaces
needed often include a training kitchen; apartment-like area with a bed; adult-assist
toilet room with shower and changing table, and a variety of small group teaching
environments, including technology. While often present at all grade levels, high
schools typically include the most developed programs. Space requirements are in
the range of 1,200 - 1,500 sf for a class size of 8 - 12 students.
looping: students remain with a teacher for multiple years rather than changing
teachers every year.
mainstreaming: special education students placed in general education
classrooms; may be done for some or all classes based on the students' disabilities;
also referred to as inclusion.
maker spaces: a relatively new term for a hands-on space, often with ageappropriate tools to create, prototype, and test ideas and projects.
mastery learning: an approach in which students advance in their studies based on
their knowledge of the subject rather than seat time or age.
METCO: The Metco Program, originally begun in 1966, is a grant program funded by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. It is a voluntary program intended to expand
educational opportunities, increase diversity, and reduce racial isolation by
permitting students in certain cities to attend public schools in other communities
that have agreed to participate. http://www.doe.mass.edu/metco/
modality: a means by which learning occurs, as, for example, through visual or
kinesthetic experience. Also see learning style. (D. Ravitch)
MSBA - Massachusetts School Building Authority: created in 2004 to replace the
former school building assistance program administered by the Department of
Education, The Massachusetts School Building Authority (“MSBA”) is a quasiindependent government authority created to reform the process of funding capital
improvement projects in the Commonwealth’s public schools. The MSBA strives to
work with local communities to create affordable, sustainable, and energy-efficient
schools across Massachusetts. http://massschoolbuildings.org/
multiple intelligences (MI): a theory introduced in 1983 by Howard Gardner, that
people demonstrate their capabilities and learning proficiencies through a single or
combination of intelligences. Current intelligences include: Verbal / Linguistic;
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Logical / Mathematical; Bodily / Kinesthetic; Musical / Rhythmic; Visual / Spatial;
Interpersonal; Intrapersonal; and Naturalist.
paraprofessional: a trained aide who assists the classroom teacher, often in special
education classrooms or regular ed classrooms that mainstream special education
students. The "para" often does not have the same credentials and training as
regular classroom teachers. (D. Ravitch)
pedagogy: the study of education and education practice. Also, a philosophy about
the best way to teach. (D. Ravitch)
peer-to-peer learning: students learning from each other.
pod plan: see cluster plan.
portable classrooms: prefabricated building components that comprise classrooms
and often wings used to accommodate overcrowding; also used as swing space to
temporarily house classes during renovation projects.
project-based learning: this learning modality meets curriculum content goals by
asking students to address deep, open-ended situations, such as solving problems
or inventing things. It is naturally inclined to interdisciplinary learning and student
collaboration, both highly valued 21st Century learning skills.
pull out (pull over): removal of a special education from the classroom to a separate
room or space for remedial or targeted instruction.
resource room - special education space intended for small group instruction and /
or tutoring or remedial work; also referred to as a learning lab.
sage on the stage: teacher at the front of the classroom in lecture mode; teacherfocused instruction.
school-to-work program: programs designed to prepare students to move directly
into the workforce after high school rather than going to college, often associated
with vocational training programs.
school within a school: most often incorporated in very large high schools to break
down the size of the school into multiple schools within the same building or
campus, often with separate administrations and facilities; can be designed around
academic specialties or social houses or other ways to create smaller learning
communities.
service learning: programs in which students engage in real-world and socially
relevant community activities in ways structured to enable them to attain specified
academic learning objectives.
small group instruction (space): small teaching space (often any where between
80 - 200 sf) intended for individual or small group learning or activity; meant for a
variety of uses including: individual or peer-to-peer learning, accommodation of
individualized learning styles, special education or regular education.
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social-emotional: an area of special education for students with disabilities related
to cooperating with others or establishing relationships within a classroom or school
community.
SPED: programs of special education.
STEM: the integration of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math in an applied
and interconnected way.
STEAM: the integration of the arts (design and visual and performing arts) into a
STEM curriculum.
Title I: a federally funded program begun in 1965, providing funds for programs
intended to improve academic improvement of low income children.
Title IX: federal legislation passed in 1972 that prohibits discrimination based on
gender; most often associated with equal sports facilities for girls and boys,
pertaining to quantity of space, programs and spending.
sections: the number of classes needed to fulfill a curriculum offering.
stand up desks: student desk used by standing or sitting on a high stool, to
facilitate a student’s kinesthetic or physiological needs to move and, in doing so,
helping the student to focus on tasks at hand.
student-centered (classroom), also referred to as learner-centered (vs. teachercentered).
visioning: an often community-based effort of assembling stakeholders (including
educators, teacher and administrators, students, parents, and community members)
for the purpose of exploring, in a workshop format, how the school or school district
might develop long-term direction for educational delivery and the facilities needed
to support this delivery.
1:1 - a smart device for each student in the school. This could be a tablet, laptop or
one of the many devices that are in between, such as a Chrome Book. Smart
phones are not typically included in this category since serious research and writing
is almost impossible using them. For 1:1 programs to be effective, students need to
be able to use the devices at home and elsewhere, not just at school. 1:1 can be
implemented through either school-provided devices or BYOD, "bring your own
device."
3:1 – Digital infrastructure needed for 1:1 programs. Many people, mostly adults in
the school for the moment, use multiple devices: smart phone, tablet and laptop.
When in the wireless mode, they are all trying to connect to the network at the same
time, putting an even bigger strain on often inadequate wireless systems. So when
we are discussing developing 1:1 programs for schools, the wireless infrastructure
needs to be far more robust (larger bandwidth) to accommodate even more devices
in the future.
21st century skills - as defined by "The Partnership for 21st Century Skills," is
made up of the 4 Cs: Communication, Collaboration, Creativity, and Critical
Thinking/Problem Solving. http://www.p21.org/
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For those of you who want to understand educational terms well beyond those
related to school planning and design, consult the following:
Ed Speak: A Glossary of Educational Terms, Phrases, Buzzwords, and Jargon,
Diane Ravitch, ASCD, 2007
(In some cases, this book was referred to when developing definitions as they relate
to planning and design.)
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Ch 2 Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION
This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 45 teachers, principals, central office administrators,
students, parents, and community members. Created in three days of
intense facilitated workshops, it is intended to guide the long-term
development of both education and facilities for the Hamilton Wenham
Regional School District (HWRSD).
This document "reports out" what was discussed across the three days,
representing many ideas and opinions. It does not express a specific
plan for moving forward.

VISION COMPONENTS
Educational Vision

Executive
Summary

The Educational Vision for HWRSD is described here through several
components:
 Guiding Principles
 School Transformation and Development Map
 Innovative Educational Deliveries
 School Organization + Grade Structure
 Learning Modalities
 Efficient Delivery of Programs + Services
 School + District Choice
 Parent + Community Outreach
 Operational Parameters

Facility Concepts
Facilities are defined though:
 Places for Learning
 Most Appropriate Planning Concepts
 Facility Implications of the Educational Vision

EDUCATIONAL VISION
The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
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Frank Locker Educational Planning
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values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the Visioning Team in its
exploration of educational trends, best practices, and issues affecting
st
the delivery of 21 century education. These Guiding Principles present
the essence of that inquiry. They are not policy but they address the
overarching themes identified by participants. They may serve as a
foundation for the future WHRSD schools. As such, they are intended
to form the basis of future educational delivery and facilities planning.
Staff Professional Development is crucial to the successful
implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.
OVERARCHING GUIDING PRINCIPLES
 Prepare students for success in the 21st century, an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects,
infinite access to information, and rapid change in technology
 Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
st
 Create 21 century learning spaces
 Create life-long learners
 Create school and community cultural attitudes that embrace
flexibility for change
 Create flexibility in facilities, thinking, scheduling, and curriculum
 Make learning at HWRSD schools engaging, exciting, and
enjoyable through more active, student-centered learning
modalities
 Make learning more relevant to the learner than it already is
today
 Pay conscious attention to building relationships with students,
families, and communities through school structure and
programs

in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long-term future. The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.
Workshop participants worked in Micro Table Teams, with each team
addressing a school it knew well. They scored their chosen school
separately, in the following categories:
 Educational Delivery Today
 Facilities Today
 Future Educational Delivery
 Future Facilities
The composite score for all schools serving all students, K-12, looked
like this:

The Guiding Principles are expressed in full in Ch 3, Educational Vision.

School Transformation + Development
Map
Workshop participants used the School Transformation + Development
Map (© 2013 Frank Locker Inc) to evaluate HWRSD’s current
educational deliveries and facilities, and to project the desired future for
both.
The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design. Schools today are

This composite score gives a general understanding of current HWRSD
practices and facilities. The results articulated by grade groupings are
similar, but with several issues to note.
 The overall scoring of all Table Teams was relatively close on
all four issues, indicating a high degree of consensus among
workshop participants
 Hamilton Wenham Regional High School (HWRHS) was
assessed as currently having the most traditional school, with
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the lowest Educational Delivery score for Today, at 2.07. The
desired future would have it as transformed as the other district
schools, at 4.65
 HWRHS facilities scores for Today were also the lowest of all
district schools, at 1.87, despite it’s relatively recent renovation
15 years ago in 1999
The most important lessons from the ST+DM for the immediate future
come from the difference between today’s situation and the desired
future. The Visioning Team desires significant change in both, more
than two columns out of five. For education this means that a program
of Professional Staff Development is recommended to be implemented,
starting soon. For facilities, it means that facilities need to be flexible to
foster step change over time without compromising the Vision. In both
cases a dialogue with the community needs to be engaged to share and
receive comments and guidance on the exciting concepts proposed for
the future WHRSD schools.

Blended learning is in its infancy stage. It does not have full support of
the Visioning Team members who explored it, but it should be
considered a viable educational delivery for future years.

Innovative Educational Deliveries

The full implications of this type of learning are not well understood, but
align with the educational values held by many Visioning Team
members. Mastery learning was cautiously endorsed by the Table
Teams appraising it, but enthusiastically embraced by individuals in their
personal responses to Educational Innovations. See Appendix Ch 5.4
for full details.

Workshop participants explored three emerging, innovative educational
deliveries, and made recommendations for deployment at HWRSD
schools.
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING
Half the Visioning Team explored project-based learning. This learning
modality meets curriculum content goals by asking students to address
deep, open-ended situations, such as solving problems or inventing
things. It is naturally inclined to interdisciplinary learning and student
st
collaboration, both highly valued 21 century learning values. This
modality was enthusiastically embraced, but they asked “Will there be
district support for project-based learning?”
BLENDED LEARNING/FLIPPED CLASSROOMS
In blended learning (also known as the flipped classroom) students
receive their content knowledge from a source or prerecorded by the
teacher (videos, learning programs, print, etc) and come to class ready
to act on that knowledge, such as through discussion groups, skits, or
project-based learning. This approach frees teacher time to be more
engaged with students than traditional direct teaching and lecturing.

MASTERY BASED PERSONALIZED LEARNING
Traditional educational deliveries are based on seat time. Mastery
learning inverts the learning to make time the variable and learning the
constant. The goal is for all students to learn the content to the required
depth, to “master” the knowledge. Some students will take longer to do
this; others less time. Mastery learning quickly becomes personalized
learning because no two students learn at the same pace. While this
theory was developed decades ago, it has been difficult to deploy.
Traditional school organizational concepts of grouping students by date
of birth repelled effective deployment of mastery learning. Now, with
computer-based adaptive learning tools, it shows great prospect for
implementation.

The prospects of improving learning with this approach are significant.
Further exploration by HWRSD is needed.
Full details of these explorations are outlined in Appendix Ch 5.2.

School Organization + Grade Structure
Table Teams explored the many aspects of this issue including effective
and efficient delivery of programs and services, and school structure
related to developmental ages of students. They concluded the
following:
EARLY CHILD LEARNING
Full-day Kindergarten is more effective than ½ day. Preschool
integrated with Kindergarten and Grade 1, or at least in the same
building, is more effective than an isolated preschool program.
NEIGHBORHOOD VS SEQUENTIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
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Comparisons were made, and Pros and Cons identified of K-5 schools
and those serving students in a sequence, such as K-2/3-5. One group
noted that we don’t have neighborhood schools now, since so many
students are assigned to the school, with the most available capacity.
GRADE GROUPINGS
HWRSD currently operates with the following grade groupings:
K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 │6, 7, 8 │ 9, 10, 11, 12
Developmental age breaks were described as follows:
PK │K, 1, 2 │3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9│10, 11│12
PK │K, 1, 2 │ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │4, 5, 6, 7 │8, 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, │ 3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
PK │ K, 1, 2, 3, 4 │5 │6, 7, 8 │ 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1 │ 2, 3, 4 │5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11. 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │ 4, 5, 6 │ 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
Preferred grade groupings identified by the five Table Teams
addressing the issue differed slightly:
PK, K, 1, 2 ║3, 4, 5, 6 ║7, 8 ║9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ║ 9, 10, 11, 12 Underscore = linked
PK, K, 1║ 2, 3, 4 ║5, 6 ║ 7, 8, 9║10, 11. 12
PK, K, 1, 2║ 3, 4, 5 ║ 6, 7, 8 ║ 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 ║ 4, 5, 6 ║ 7, 8, 9║ 10, 11, 12
These five preferred grade grouping combinations significantly
challenged current organizational concepts. These concepts are
summarized below. A full description of these concepts is in Ch 3
Educational Vision, and Appendix Ch 5.3. They are further articulated in
Appendix Ch 5.4, Responses to Innovations Challenge
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 1
Early Child Learning
Preschool (Pre-K) Pre-K aligned with at least Kindergarten and Grade 1
was preferred by five Table Teams.
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 2
Upper Elementary School
║ 3, 4, 5 ║ or ║3, 4, 5, 6 ║ or ║ 4, 5, 6 ║

This is correspondent with the concept of early years learning schools.
This organization would have the upper elementary years in grade
groupings of two or three years.
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 3
Grade 9 Separated from Grades 10-12
Freshmen year was recognized as a time of significant transition at
HWRHS. Nationally it is the year with the highest drop-out rate,
attributable in part to the transitions it presents students. Five Table
th
Teams suggested that 9 Graders were developmentally more aligned
th
with middle school students than 10-12 Graders. Two Table Teams
proposed keeping Grade 9 with the middle school. A Freshman
Academy (small learning community for Freshmen only as a part of the
high school) was suggested as a way of maintaining Grade 9 in the high
school but respecting student developmental differences.
ORGANIZATION WITHIN SCHOOLS
All Table Teams addressed issues which could have impact on
organization within schools.
Relationship-Building
What is the maximum number of students that can be well known by a
principal? By teachers/staff?
Should principals or teachers/staff know all their students well?
What is the maximum number of teachers/staff that can
effectively/intuitively work together in a collaborative grouping?
Is it more effective for teachers/staff to collaborate? On what?
Their answers to these are outlined in Ch 3 Educational Vision. They
generally desire HWRSD schools to be organized to foster relationships
in addition to delivering the curriculum.
Professional Focus
Is there an educational advantage for teachers/staff to have a small
developmental age grouping?
Do Professional Learning Communities improve learning?
Do Small Learning Communities improve learning?
Visioning Participants concluded that Professional Learning
Communities improve learning, and that Small Learning Communities
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support both relationships and Professional Learning Communities, and
therefore should be supported in district planning.

addressed by several Table Teams. Their thoughts are summarized
below. Appendix Ch 5.3 outlines them by constituency group.

Learning Modalities

This is a complicated issue. Workshop participants identified the
following as among the issues:
 Economics: costs vs revenue
 Social/cultural diversity and acceptance
 Opportunity for students and families
 Facility and staff capacity
 Curriculum offerings/enrichment
 Fairness in the selection process
 Relationships
 Commitment
 Athletics
 Equity

The Visioning Team reviewed twenty-one learning modalities, ranging
from traditional direct teaching (lecturing) to independent study, and
ranked them in order of effectiveness for learning at HWRSD. Those
deemed most effective, as determined by frequency of citing by the four
Table Teams that took this challenge, are:
F. Small group/seminars
J. Project-based learning
O. Social/emotional learning
K. Making things, prototyping (action researched)
The modalities cited as least effective are:
B. Lecture
S. Distance Learning (such as VHS)
See Appendix Ch 5.2 for the complete response.

Efficient Delivery of Programs + Services
Two Table Teams explored approaches to improve school operations.
They recognized District efforts to create in-district programs for special
needs students at less cost than out-of-district programs, and the antibullying program, OLWEUS. See wwwviolencepreventionworks.org.
They agreed:
 Current school sizes do not contribute to efficient operations, as
larger schools would be more efficient
 Shifting from the current K-5 schools to sequential K-2/3-5
schools was not perceived to save money, as busing would be
increased due to larger service areas
 Facilities present challenges to Special Education programs and
to effective scheduling at the high school and middle school

School + District Choice

STUDENTS
The students had powerful insights. Some of their thoughts were:
 Brings a lot of diversity for the reputation
 The program creates opportunities for choice students
 They get a better opportunity for college
 HWRHS is well integrated – no discrimination
 Choice students are socially seamlessly integrated
 HWRHS is currently over capacity, crammed
 Impact on class size is not a reason to eliminate the program
 If eliminated, would suffer from loss of diversity
o No ethnic diversity
o Different opinions
 Would like more diverse electives
 Thoughts on electives and classroom deliveries:
o Integrated project-based learning classes are more important
that more electives
o Learning is about making the connections
o It should be more engaging
o Integrated is the best way to learn
For thoughts of educators and community members see Ch 3,
Educational Vision.

The Pros and Cons of the current practice of allowing students from
other districts to attend Hamilton Wenham Regional High School were
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Parent + Community Outreach
Visioning Team participants explored the current state and desired
future state of communications and relationships between the school
district and parents and community. Collectively they believe the District
does has good communication and relations, but could do better,
especially in creating opportunities for student learning that bridge the
gap between school and community. A caveat to that is that students
need to have the skills that would make them valuable to an internship
provider.
Their thoughts were shared as individuals, and are presented in full on a
spreadsheet in Appendix Ch 5.5.

Operational Parameters
Workshop participants explored many of the fundamental operational
parameters that bind the District stakeholders, and tie the District to the
community. Highlights of their thoughts are below. The full outline is in
Ch 3 Educational Vision and Appendix Ch 5.3.
Current school day start and end times
There is universal belief that changed daily schedules would improve
learning. The Student Table Team said they would prefer more time in
school without homework. All respondents believe:
 Earlier start for elementary
 Later start for middle school and high school
One added this insight:
 Offer HS classes outside of traditional (7:30 – 2:30) school day
Current school calendar with 2+ month summer recess
The Student Table Team said:
 Year-round would improve learning, not economics or families
Four Table Teams were in favor of the status quo:
 Summer vacation best
 Facilities don’t support summer instruction (late June, early
August)
o Need air-conditioning
 Time to rejuvenate, both students and teachers
 Need time for optional summer programs
 Many teachers are engaged in Professional Development

Two wanted change:
 Spread the vacation times evenly throughout the year
o Yes, improves learning
 Year-round may improve teaching and learning
 Year-round school year better for continuity of learning
Current policies for teacher retention and advancement
Are there alternatives to “seniority?”
The Student Table Team said:
 Authentic evaluation “with teeth” desired for teachers
Other Table Teams said:
 Evaluations
 Merit
 Incentive based “above and beyond” tier
 Particular expertise, school needs, performance evaluations
 District involvement/merit
 Recognize teachers’ use of Professional Development and
“added” involvement in school
Would they be more economical?
 Create different teacher roles in schools
o Create a teacher leader track
o Create a classic movement scale

Facility Concepts
PLACES FOR LEARNING
The Visioning Team reviewed fourteen exemplar schools from the USA,
the United Kingdom, and Australia. Working in Table Teams they
ranked the schools for appropriateness for the future HWRSD schools.
The Table Team responses reveal important concepts for planning
future HWRSD facilities. Key aspects of the responses are as follows:
 Strong belief that the traditional school planning format of
isolated classrooms placed along anonymous corridors is
st
inappropriate for 21 century learning in HWRSD
 Planning with suites of spaces linked to foster flow between
related teaching and learning activities
 Desire for learning space plans that support multiple learning
activities by small student groups
 A variety of furniture that empowers different learning modalities
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Facilities support for project-based learning
Location of teaching specialists very close to learning spaces
Support for teacher co-teaching
Spaces for student collaboration
Foster independent student exploration
Windows between spaces to make learning visible
Zones for student presentations
st
21 century interpretation of the function and plans of Media
Centers
Flexibility

Most Appropriate Planning Concepts





Varied spaces and furniture allowing more focused support of
various learning modalities
o Collaboration
o Making things
o Design
Allowed by teacher sharing

G Concord Elementary Schools

The two concepts deemed most appropriate for HWRSD schools are
shown here. Full details of these and other preferred concepts are in
Ch 4 Facility Concepts.
Cited five times
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

Featuring:
 Library/Media Center organized as the access to all Classrooms
 Shared spaces for hands-on learning, presentations, and
computer uses all contained within the Learning Corridor
 Small Group Rooms interspersed between Classrooms

Facility Implications of the Educational Vision

Featuring:
 Spaces to support project-based learning
 Teachers sharing spaces
 Students work in teams and individually

The educational concepts developed by the Visioning Team have great
implications for facilities.
 Explore options related to sequential elementary schools, each
with more students for operational economies, and each
serving fewer grade levels and larger attendance areas
 Plan for Preschool as a grade level component of an
elementary school, not as a stand-alone facility
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Create flexible clusters of classrooms and related
learning/support spaces to improve relationships and teacher
teaming
Develop Small Learning Communities with students and
teachers contiguously arranged on clusters, or pods
Select furniture that supports collaboration, different learning
modalities, and is substantiated by brain research
Create a Freshman House at HWRHS, or reorganize the middle
school and the high school to include Grade 9 in the middle
school
Create Teacher Planning Centers to foster collaboration,
Professional Development, and greater knowing of students by
teachers
Plan new/renovated buildings that facilitate the most favored
learning modalities and school organizational concepts
Support project-based learning with student furniture that allows
layout of project displays, models, prototypes, display of student
work, places to present findings on a regular basis, secure
access to learning areas by expert members of the public,
places to store supplies and projects in process, robust
technology infrastructure, and places for student collaboration in
small, active groups
Create labs for active learning, including applied sciences,
STEM, and making things
Plan learning spaces to support grouping and regrouping of
students in small varied groups, each of which may need
acoustical isolation, technology access and large screens, and
places to display work in progress and final products
Pilot places for students to learn personally as mastery learners,
and if the spaces prove successful, deploy similar concepts
throughout the District
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INTRODUCTION
This Educational Vision reflects the work of a Visioning Team;
approximately 45 teachers, principals, central office administrators,
Master Planning Team students, parents, and community members.
Created in three days of intense facilitated workshops, it is intended to
guide the long-term development of both education and facilities for The
Hamilton Wenham Regional School District (HWRSD).
Day 1 was titled “Schools Snapshot.” Day 2 was “Educational
Innovations + Community Concepts.” Day 3 was “Defining School.”
Much of the work in those three days was conducted by Table Teams,
small groupings of six to eight participants. They brainstormed,
debated, and attempted to reach consensus on most of the defining
issues. For the first day the Table Teams were interdisciplinary, with
participants at each representing teachers, administrators, students,
parents, and community members in K-12 groupings. For parts of the
last two days of workshops participants worked in a variety of groupings,
including by grade groupings, Super Table Teams (16+- people), Micro
Teams (3 people), and, at times, a Student Team.

Educational
Vision

The purpose of this reorganization was to bring clear focus to each
HWRSD grade grouping, and to give clear voice to the student group,
the “customers” of HWRSD. They represent the receivers of education,
and in many cases may be the constituents best positioned to define
what its future should look like. Their responses have been recorded as
the first responses to the various issues documented in workshop notes,
Appendices Chs 5.2 and 5.3. The complete record of the workshops in
the Appendices Ch 5.1 through 5.5, with workshop presentations in
Appendices Ch 5.5 through 5.8.

VISION COMPONENTS
The Educational Vision for HWRSD is described here through several
components:
 Guiding Principles establish broad parameters for educational
delivery, school structure, and facilities
 School Transformation and Development Map (Copyright
2013 Frank Locker Inc) relates educational delivery and
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facilities to national practices, both today and projected in the
future
Most Important Concepts for HWRSD schools identifies the
21st Century determined by the Visioning Team to be most
important for the future
Innovative Educational Deliveries articulates effective
techniques for future consideration
Effective Delivery of Programs + Services explores
approaches to improve school educational impact
Learning Modalities identifies the most effective and
appropriate ways for teachers to reach students with curriculum
delivery
School Size + Grade Structure defines preferred approaches
to the overall relationships of people and programs
Efficient Delivery of Programs + Services explores
approaches to improve school operations
School + District Choice explores values related to the current
practice of allowing students from other Districts to attend
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School
Parent + Community Outreach identifies strategies for
improving relationships
Operational Parameters identifies policies to improve learning

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The Guiding Principles presented here were created to express the
values, beliefs, and concepts developed by the Visioning Team in its
exploration of educational trends, best practices, and issues affecting
st
the delivery of 21 century education. These Guiding Principles present
the essence of that inquiry. They are not policy but they address the
overarching themes identified by participants. They may serve as a
foundation for the future WHRSD schools. As such, they are intended
to form the basis of future educational delivery and facilities planning.
Staff Professional Development is crucial to the successful
implementation of the educational concepts outlined here.
The Guiding Principles are:

Overarching Principles











Prepare students for success in the 21st century - an emerging
world of global competition, uncertain employment prospects,
infinite access to information, and rapid change in technology
Teach 21st century skills at the same time as traditional content
st
Create 21 century learning spaces
Create life-long learners
Create school and community cultural attitudes that embrace
flexibility for change
Create flexibility in facilities, thinking, scheduling, and curriculum
Make learning at HWRSD schools engaging, exciting, and
enjoyable through more active, student-centered learning
modalities
Make learning more relevant to the learner than it already is
today
Pay conscious attention to building relationships with students,
families, and communities through school structure and
programs

Educational Delivery
Educational Delivery addresses overarching themes required to provide
st
a 21 century high-performing educational experience for all HWRSD
students.
INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS
 Employ project-based learning as a preferred learning modality
 The District should explore mastery learning as potential
powerful educational delivery, share the results of its research
with educators and community, and implement trial programs to
create District-wide understanding and anticipation of it
 Encourage teacher initiation of blended learning
 Support teacher collaboration and synchronous team teaching
 Engage students in real learning with a focus on their futures,
including t through internships when age appropriate
 Bring integrated, applied learning to core curriculum subjects in
all grade levels
 Elevate making things as part of learning to a new level of
respect and access, including technology education programs
at Miles River Middle School and HWRHS
 Make learning relate to future careers, starting in elementary
school
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Bring social/emotional learning through classroom deliveries
and programs such as advisor-advisee
Support interdisciplinary learning through scheduled teacher
planning, deliveries, scheduling, and classroom arrangements

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Our world is dependent on technology implementation in all aspects of
life. Students must be provided with the technological skills and
knowledge which will enable them to function successfully in a global
context. Technology should include:
 Wireless capability in all spaces in school buildings
 Proactively plan for virtual and distance learning experiences
 Integration of new media effectively in student learning: mobile
devices, social networking, virtual worlds
 Create places and learning goals for students to learn using
new technologies
Technology must not be viewed as a curriculum add-on, but, rather as
an effective tool to be utilized in meaningful instruction that is relevant
and rigorous.
 Reach parents and community on a regular basis through use of
technology: social media, blogs, wikis, emails
COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND RESOURCES
 Increase community outreach with a coordinated K-12 program
to create a more connected public
 Increase real world learning for students in the community
through service learning at all schools and internships for high
school students
 Create an organized system to encourage and assist in
increasing the number of parents and community members
volunteering in the schools, with a focus on their bringing unique
professional expertise and life experiences
 Program opportunities for adult learning in school facilities after
normal school hours
 Create more “customer friendly” ways for parents to
communicate with teachers in the middle school and high
school
 Increase communication between the recreation program and
teachers, community, and businesses

Educational Structure
Educational Structure establishes the organizational patterns necessary
to group students and teachers in the most effective ways.
GRADE GROUPINGS
 Explore alternatives to the current grade structures that
recognize developmental ages of students
 Explore sequential elementary schools that serve more students
at each grade level but fewer grades in each school, offering
increased educational effectiveness through concentrations of
specialists and focused teachers, plus greater operational
efficiencies though economies of scale
 Create a Freshman House at the high school, a concentrated
th
place for 9 Graders and their teachers, as a transition year into
high school, or reassign Grade 9 to the middle school
 Plan for Preschool, preferably in the same building as traditional
early years grades
 Plan for full-day Kindergarten for all students
SCHOOL SIZE
 Explore increasing elementary school sizes to increase teacher
collaboration and opportunities to learn from other teachers, and
to gain operation efficiencies
 sef
ORGANIZATION
 Restore instructional teams at the middle school
RELATIONSHIPS
 Create advisor-advisee programs at MRMS and HWRHS
 Organize new/remodeled buildings as Small Learning
Communities that support formation of relationships
 Foster student collaboration to build communication skills and
the ability to work with others
SCHEDULE
 Create common planning time for teachers
 Institute strategic scheduling to empower the concepts outlined
here. The HWRSD school schedule must provide for flexibility,
and collaboration
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Plan for increased afternoon school programming, including
Extended Day programs
Explore starting the elementary schools earlier
Explore shifting the high school start time and stop times later,
and running some courses to the dinner hour

Facility Implications









Explore options related to sequential elementary schools, each
with more students for operational economies, and each
serving fewer grade levels and larger attendance areas
Plan for Preschool as a grade level component of an
elementary school, not as a stand-along facility
Create flexible clusters of classrooms and related
learning/support spaces to improve relationships and teacher
teaming
Develop Small Learning Communities with students and
teachers contiguously arranged on clusters, or pods
Select furniture that supports collaboration, different learning
modalities, and is substantiated by brain research
Create a Freshman House at HWRHS, or reorganize the middle
school and the high school to include Grade 9 in the middle
school
Create Teacher Planning Centers to foster collaboration,
professional development, and greater knowing of students by
teachers
Plan new/renovated buildings that facilitate the most favored
learning modalities and school organizational concepts

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP

The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design. Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long-term future. The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.
Workshop participants worked in Micro Table Teams, each with three
people of different experiences, as educators, parents, students, or
community. Each team addressed one school it knew well. The teams
reviewed the multiple educational practices and facilities concepts in the
School Transformation + Development Map. They scored their chosen
school separately, in the following categories:
 Educational Delivery Today
 Facilities Today
 Future Educational Delivery
 Future Facilities

Workshop participants used the School Transformation + Development
Map (© 2013 Frank Locker Inc) to evaluate HWRSD’s current
educational deliveries and facilities, and to project the desired future for
both.
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The composite score for all schools serving all students, K-12, looked
like this:

This composite score gives a general understanding of current HWRSD
practices and facilities. The results articulated by grade groupings are
similar, but with several issues to note.

This level of detail reveals these observations:
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The overall scoring of all Table Teams was relatively close on
all four issues, indicating a high degree of consensus among
workshop participants
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School (HWRHS) was
assessed as currently having the most traditional school, with
the lowest Educational Delivery score for Today, at 2.07. The
desired future would have it as transformed as the other District
schools, at 4.65
HWRHS facilities scores for Today were also the lowest of all
District schools, at 1.87, despite it’s relatively recent renovation

The most important lessons from the ST+DM for the immediate future
come from the difference between today’s situation and the desired
future. The Visioning Team desires significant change in both, more
than two columns out of five. For education this means that a program
of Professional Staff Development needs to be implemented, starting
soon. For facilities, it means that facilities need to be flexible to foster
step change over time without compromising the Vision. In both cases
a dialogue with the community needs to be engaged to share and
receive comments and guidance on the exciting concepts proposed for
the future WHRSD schools.

MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPTS FOR
HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT
Visioning Team members, working in eight Table Teams, were asked to
st
identify the three most important issues for learning in the 21 century at
HWRSD. The most important issues, based on frequency of citing and
whole group discussion, are:






st

Teach 21 century learning skills while simultaneously meeting
curricular requirements
st
Create 21 century spaces to support desired educational
deliveries and school organizations
Flexibility in educational deliveries, schedules, and facilities
Project-based learning
Foster collaboration among teachers, and among students



Support active, applied learning

The thoughts of two of the Table Teams provide an inspirational
underscore to these concepts:
 Create a community that is engaged in a vision for change –
better delivery of education
 It is important to not be complacent with being good, but having
innovation and risk-taking to be better

INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL DELIVERIES
Several Table Teams explored three emerging, innovative educational
deliveries, and made recommendations for deployment at HWRSD
schools.

Project-Based Learning
Four Table Teams, or half the Visioning Team, explored project-based
learning. This learning modality meets curriculum content goals by
asking students to address deep, open-ended situations, such as
solving problems or inventing things. It is naturally inclined to
interdisciplinary learning and student collaboration, both highly valued
st
21 century learning values.
The Table Teams conceived these project ideas:
 Elementary Focus: Plan a trip for four to World Series, as a way
to cover these content/subject areas:
o Math
o Social studies
o Writing/reading
o Community
o Marketing
o Tech
o Public speaking
 Elementary Focus: Geometry City, create city using recycled
materials, to demonstrate knowledge of protractor and
vocabulary concepts
 Middle School Focus: Lesson-based theater, covering:
o Marketing/outreach/sales
o Writing/ELA
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o Collaboration
o Tech (set design, video, light, sound)
o Time management
o Project management
High School Focus: Science/Physics Egg Drop (currently done),
covering:
o Factor in altitude, speed of plane/air (wind)
o Follow design process (STEAM)
o Free fall/kinetic PS/vector/trig

They noted these projects could be:
 Highly prominent, multi-disciplinary, involve students, staff,
parents, community backers
 More hands-on time with kids
o Allows for differentiation
o Those who don’t prepare drag others down
When asked “Do you think HWRSD should support P-BL in all
classrooms, K-12, on a regular basis?” they replied:
 Yes, with an adaptive model
 Yes, 1 caveat (extra-curricular or elective)
 Currently done
 Yes, with support (training)
And they asked “Will there be District support for project-based
learning?

Blended Learning/Flipped Classrooms
In blended learning (also known as the flipped classroom) students
receive their content knowledge from a source or prerecorded by the
teacher (videos, learning programs, print, etc) and come to class ready
to act on that knowledge, such as through discussion groups, skits, or
project-based learning. This approach frees teacher time to be more
engaged with students than traditional direct teaching and lecturing.
Three Table Teams explored blended learning/flipped classrooms.
Their thoughts included:
 Teacher training a must
 Use of technology is critical
 We need better access to technology
 Student and teacher support







Parent involvement is a must
Math and physics could be better with this
Would need teacher support
Teacher teams could work on this
Will we have support from the District?

When asked “Do you think HWRSD should support blended
learning/flipped classrooms in all classrooms, K-12, on a regular basis?”
they replied:
 Not for every lesson/every subject
 Not K-12, and not all lessons. It has promise, but needs
development to meet needs
Blended learning is in its infancy stage. It does not have full support of
the Visioning Team members who explored it, but it should be
considered a viable educational delivery for future years.

Mastery-Based Personalized Learning
Traditional educational deliveries are based on seat time. Typically
teachers share curriculum content and students learn it through various
modalities. They learn it to different degrees (and thus receive different
grades for it.) When the available time for that content has elapsed, the
teacher moves the classroom focus to the next curricular topic, even
though some students may not have grasped the content very well.
Over a succession of years this practice results in wide variances in
student knowledge, with some students performing much lower than
grade level expectations, and some much higher.
Mastery learning inverts the learning to make time the variable and
learning the constant. The goal is for all students to learn the content to
the required depth, to “master” the knowledge. Some students will take
longer to do this; others less time. Mastery learning quickly becomes
personalized learning because no two students learn at the same pace.
While this theory was developed decades ago, it has been difficult to
deploy. Traditional school organizational concept of grouping students
by date of birth repelled effective deployment of mastery learning. Now,
with computer-based adaptive learning tools, it shows great prospect for
implementation.
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Four Table Teams addressed its adoption for HWRSD. Their
explorations included these considerations.

EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS +
SERVICES

When asked “How many students (in a typical class of 22-24 students)
are learning below grade level?” the responded:
 5
 10
 4-6
And for “How many are above?” they responded:
 5
 3
 4-6

Five Table Teams explored the many aspects of this issue. They
concluded:

“How many students don’t want others to know when they don’t
understand the learning material?”
 15-22
 25
 Nearly all

Neighborhood vs Sequential Elementary
Schools

“How many students feel bad about themselves as learners?”
 11 (about ½)
 10
 ≈ 5 (not same as bottom 5)
These responses, while varied, have a high degree of correlation. The
reveal the “down-side” of educational deliveries not only traditional
deliveries, but innovative ones as well, because “seat time” is the most
common denominator of all, and it has rarely ever been challenged.
Two Table Teams recommended HWRSD should support masterybased, personalized learning in all K-12 classrooms on a regular basis.
The other two did not respond.
The prospects of improving learning with this approach are significant.
Further exploration by HWRSD is needed.
Full details of these explorations are outlined in Appendix Ch 5.2.

Early Child Learning
•
•

Full-day Kindergarten is more effective than ½ day
Preschool integrated with Kindergarten and Grade 1, or at least
in the same building, is more effective than an isolated
preschool program

Comparisons were made, and Pros and Cons identified of K-5 schools
and those serving students in a sequence, such as K-2/3-5. One group
noted that we don’t have neighborhood schools now, since so many
students are assigned to the school with the most available capacity.
Highlights of those conversations are below:
NEIGHBORHOOD (K-5) SCHOOLS
Pros:
 Children within a family are more likely to be together
 Transportation may be simpler
 Fewer transitions
 Parent support enhanced with an allegiance to only one school
 Sense of community/belonging
 Specials share teachers
 Younger/older kids work together
 Potential vertical curriculum alignment
 Due to few students and teachers at each grade level the
following are reduced:
o Communication
o Collaboration
o Horizontal alignment
Cons:
 Mentoring opportunities
 Stability for students with fewer transitions
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Building family/school relationships
Fewer students in each grade
Less cost effective





Sequential (K-2/3-5) SCHOOLS
Pros:
 Fresh
 Easier to regulate class size
o The student pool per grade would increase from 40 to
120
 Different focus depending on academic skill
 Easier to group students with like learning styles
 Continuity, as all feed into same MS
 Sharing
 More teachers with expertise at each grade level
o The teacher pool per grade would increase from two to
six
 Resources are in one place
 Fosters teacher collaboration
 Allows a development focus
 Less transition time for specialists
Cons:










More/too many transitions
Loss of older peers for K-2 students
Less mentoring from older students
Could lose neighborhood feelings
Limited by facilities
Transportation might increase
Students don’t know all classmates (social)
Siblings could be in separate schools
Families split/hard for parent involvement

PK-8 SCHOOLS
PK-8 schools were preferred by one Table Team. They cited the
following:
 Wider range of grades = fewer transitions for kids/teachers
 If a school is not a “fit,” then can switch

Improved/Missing Programs
While the District has long been considered high achieving by traditional
standards, it could improve and/or add a number of programs and
deliveries. Those cited by the various table teams were:
OVERALL K-12
 World awareness is weak
 Community involvement could be improved
 STEM and STEAM programs need to be implemented
 More world languages are needed (One is not enough)
 Technology education
 Applied learning
HWRHS
st
 Students, especially Seniors, are missing out on 21 century
skills
o Internships
o Portfolio revision
 Weakness
o Facility
o Applied physics
 Spread too thin
 Have access out of District applied learning
(VOC)
MILES RIVER MIDDLE SCHOOL
 Tech-education is missing
 Middle school teaming is missing
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
st
 21 century skills (creative thinking/problem-solving)
 Opportunities in coordination instruction outside of school
 Increase movement
 Could better connect current events to core learning
o Students are not aware of diversity
o Technology can facilitate this
 Little recognition of social/emotional learning
 No references to brain-based research
 Move toward integrating the curriculum
 Scheduling – teacher collaboration
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S. Distance Learning (such as VHS), cited by 3 of 4 Table
Teams

Overlooked Issues
The following were identified as having been overlooked in past District
discussions:
 Teacher teaming – happens, but not systemic
 Looping choice positive and negative
 Essential to return to teams at MS
 School size limits
o School configuration limits
 If student/teacher ratio is appropriate

Other Issues
CHOICE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:
This concept would allow parents/students to choose a school that
offered a particular characteristic or learning theme, such as a “yearround” elementary school, or an “integrated arts” elementary school.
Concern was raised that while these might be effective, the District may
not be big enough to offer such choices.
CLASS SIZE:
The general belief is that District guidelines allow class size that is too
large. Kindergarten especially was cited. Small learning spaces
aggravate the perceived problem.

LEARNING MODALITIES
The Visioning Team reviewed twenty-one learning modalities, ranging
from traditional direct teaching (lecturing) to independent study, and
ranked them in order of effectiveness for learning at HWRSD. Those
deemed most effective, as determined by frequency of citing by the four
Table Teams that took this challenge, are:
F. Small group/seminars, cited by 4 of 4 Table Teams
J. Project-based learning, cited by 3 of 4 Table Teams
O. Social/emotional learning; cited by 2 of 4 Table Teams
K. Making things, prototyping (action researched), cited by 2 of
xxx4 Table Teams
The modalities cited as least effective are:
B. Lecture, cited by 4 of 4 Table Teams

See Appendix Ch 5.2 for the complete response.

SCHOOL SIZE + GRADE STRUCTURE
Visioning Team members were asked to reflect on ideal school
organizational structures. They considered developmental ages of
students, curriculum delivery, appropriate size of grade groupings, and
the need for minimal transitions and increased continuity from grade to
grade. See Appendix, Ch 5.2 for a thorough record of this issue.

Grade Level Alignment
HWRSD currently operates with the following grade groupings:
K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 │6, 7, 8 │ 9, 10, 11, 12
All eight Table Teams addressed grade groupings, first by identifying
developmental age breaks of students, followed by preferred grade
grouping concepts.
Developmental age breaks were described as follows by seven Table
Teams:
PK │K, 1, 2 │3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9│10, 11│12
PK │K, 1, 2 │ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │4, 5, 6, 7 │8, 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, │ 3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
PK │ K, 1, 2, 3, 4 │5 │6, 7, 8 │ 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1 │ 2, 3, 4 │5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11. 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │ 4, 5, 6 │ 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
Preferred grade groupings identified by five Table Teams differed
slightly:
PK, K, 1, 2 ║3, 4, 5, 6 ║7, 8 ║9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ║ 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1║ 2, 3, 4 ║5, 6 ║ 7, 8, 9║10, 11. 12
PK, K, 1, 2║ 3, 4, 5 ║ 6, 7, 8 ║ 9, 10, 11, 12
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 ║ 4, 5, 6 ║ 7, 8, 9║ 10, 11, 12
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All five preferred grade grouping had combinations that significantly
challenged current organizational concepts. These concepts are
summarized below. A full description of concepts developed by the
Visioning Team is in Appendix Ch 5.3.
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 1
Early Child Learning
Preschool (Pre-K) Pre-K aligned with at least Kindergarten and Grade 1
was preferred by five Table Teams.
In this regard they reflected national trends and research:
 There is almost universal agreement that preschool is the best
investment a community can make to assure student success in
all years of public education
 Engaging teachers with early years training and a passion for
young students and their developmental needs increases
teaching effectiveness
 While Preschool could be added to any elementary school
program, clear focus on the spectrum of early years learning is
effectively achieved through a critical mass of highly focused
educators. This often means schools with only two or three
grade levels, and more students per grade level than typical
neighborhood schools might have
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 2
Upper Elementary School
║ 3, 4, 5 ║ or ║3, 4, 5, 6 ║ or ║ 4, 5, 6 ║
Suggested by five Table Teams, this is correspondent with the concept
of early years learning schools, this organization would have the upper
elementary years in grade groupings of two or three years.
ALTERNATIVE GROUPING CONCEPT 3
Grade 9 Separated from Grades 10-12
Freshmen year was recognized as a time of significant transition at
HWRHS. Nationally it is the year with the highest drop-out rate,
attributable in part to the transitions it presents students. Five Table
th
Teams suggested that 9 Graders were developmentally more aligned
th
with middle school students than 10-12 Graders. Two Table Teams
proposed keeping Grade 9 with the middle school. A Freshman
Academy (small learning community for Freshmen only as a part of the

high school) was suggested as a way of maintaining Grade 9 in the high
school but respecting student developmental differences.

Organization within Schools
All Table Teams addressed issues which could have impact on
organization within schools.
RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING
What is the maximum number of students that can be well known
by a principal?
Table Team responses varied, but ranged from 75 (in one year) to 400.
If it is important that principals know their students well – so these
numbers could be a consideration for determining school size
By teachers/staff?
Again responses varied. The range was 20/25 to 125, with caveats for
different grade levels. This range might suggest the upper size limit of
any Small Learning Communities to be developed.
Should principals or teachers/staff know all their students well?
All table Teams responded with “Yes” answers, but with conditioned
their answers. Many felt teacher knowing of students was more
important than a principal’s knowing.
What is the maximum number of teachers/staff that can
effectively/intuitively work together in a collaborative grouping?
Table Team answers ranged from 2 to 8, with most in the 5 to 6 range.
These answers correlate with the maximum number of students that
could reasonably be known by teachers.
Collaboration among teachers is highly dependent on the naturalness
and ease of the collaboration environment. Professional Learning
Communities and Small Learning Communities could be sized to reflect
these numbers.
Is it more effective for teachers/staff to collaborate?
All Table Teams believed this to be true. They qualified it with these
considerations:
 Need structure
On what?
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Collaboration is effective on:
o Curriculum and assessment
o New programs (tech, math, anti-bully)
o Everything: curriculum and student
o Relationships
o Project- based learning
o Student needs
o Instructional strategies
o Identification of difficulties
o Standards – expectations across curriculum areas
o Scheduling flexibility – team activities building
o Transitions
o Interdisciplinary
o Curriculum, student growth and wellness
o Professional Development
o School culture

PROFESSIONAL FOCUS
Is there an educational advantage for teachers/staff to have a small
developmental age grouping?
All Table Teams thought said “Yes” to this, with these qualifications:
 Better for teachers (time)
 What about better for students?
 Can teachers work more effectively?
 There is a trade off. Everyone can find time, their expertise,
however, the opportunities for cross-grade level learning, ie,
role modeling, student leadership, frosh
 Good for targeted Professional Development. Yes, but there’s
value to being aware of vertical alignment
 If functioning right
o Support
o Collaboration
o Gain knowledge
 Yes, mentors
Do Professional Learning Communities improve learning?
All Table Teams responded affirmatively, with these considerations:
 Yes, by fostering collaboration
 Yes, depending on their structure and expectations
 Yes, if done/run correctly
 If clear objectives




Help stretch, peer to peer, explore, model, share
Yes, with more allotted time
o Refines the practice of teacher

Do Small Learning Communities improve learning?
Seven said “Yes.”

Yes more contact with knowledgeable instructor
o Contact with familiar students
o More willing to take risks
o Easier to monitor progress and cater to individuals

Increased focus/rigor
 Meeting social/emotional needs of students via strong
relationships
 Yes, but there is a trade-off, losing diversity
 Yes, increased likelihood of being ‘well known’ by other
students and adults
 Yes, by building relationships and community development
CONCLUSION
Planning for future school organizations should take into consideration
all of the issues addressed above.

EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS +
SERVICES
Two Table Teams explored approaches to improve school operations.
They recognized District efforts to create in-District programs for special
needs students at less cost than out-of-District programs, and the antibullying program, OLWEUS.
They agreed:
 Current school sizes do not contribute to efficient operations, as
larger schools would be more efficient
 Shifting from the current K-5 schools to sequential K-2/3-5
schools was not perceived to save money, as busing would be
increased due to larger service areas
 Facilities present challenges to Special Education programs and
to effective scheduling at the high school and middle school
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SCHOOL + DISTRICT CHOICE
Super Table Teams representing educators, students, and community
members developed concepts of the Pros and Cons of the current
practice of allowing students from other Districts to attend Hamilton
Wenham Regional High School. Their thoughts are summarized below.
Appendix Ch 5.3 outlines them by constituency group.
This is a complicated issue. Workshop participants identified the
following as among the issues:
 Economics
o Costs
o Revenue
 Social/cultural diversity and acceptance
 Opportunity for students and families
 Facility and staff capacity
 Curriculum offerings/enrichment
 Fairness in the selection process
 Relationships
 Commitment
 Athletics
 Equity

Students
The students had powerful insights. Some of their thoughts were:
 Brings a lot of diversity for the reputation
 The program creates opportunities for choice students
 They get a better opportunity for college
 HWRHS is well integrated – no discrimination
 Choice students are socially seamlessly integrated
 If there is a dollar difference between revenue and costs, it’s not
equitable
 HWRHS is currently over capacity, crammed
 Impact on class size is not a reason to eliminate the program
 If there was a return of private school, could be a reason to
reduce/eliminate
 If eliminated, would suffer from loss of diversity
o No ethnic diversity
o Different opinions
 Would like more diverse electives
 Thoughts on electives and classroom deliveries:

o
o
o
o

Integrated project-based learning classes are more important
that more electives
Learning is about making the connections
It should be more engaging
Integrated is the best way to learn

Educators + Community
Their composite thoughts of the educators and the community members
on these issues are:
OBSERVATIONS
 Hamilton-Wenham very homogeneous
 We need better communication of School Committee guidelines
PROS







Creates leadership opportunities
Opens up friendship possibilities
Extends the community
Like the real world
Families are more invested in education
Choice allows children of faculty to attend school where they
work; extends commitment of facility

CONS
 It changes the feel of our community
 The increased number of students taxes building capacity
 On a per-student basis, expenditure exceeds revenue

PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Visioning Team participants explored the current state and desired
future state of communications and relationships between the school
District and parents and community. Their thoughts were shared as
individuals, and are presented in full on a spreadsheet in Appendix Ch
5.5.
Collectively they believe the District does has good communication and
relations, but could do better, especially in creating opportunities for
student learning that bridges the gap between school and community. A
caveat to that is that students need to have the skills that would make
them valuable to an internship provider.
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Here is a sampling of their thoughts:
Ways HWRSD students/programs connect with/serve parents and
community:
 Accord Food Pantry, Aspen
 Buker Blog
 Kids Care Club
 Parent Nights
 History Fair
 Seniors Helping Seniors

District to the community. Highlights of their thoughts are below. The
full outline is in Appendix Ch 5.3.
Current school day start and end times
The Student Table Team said:
 Would prefer more time in school without homework
All Table Teams believe:
 Earlier start for elementary
 Later start for middle school and high school

Ways HWRSD does not connect/serve parents and community
 Lack of communication about what is happening in our schools
 No formal/frequent mechanisms
 Extended day programs for elementary
 Some way for parents to inform Administration about child's
experience with teachers
 Guest visits/business/community volunteers
 By not allowing community members/professionals to
communicate - "bringing them in"
 Advisor/advisee program middle school and high school
 Multi-age tutoring within schools (high school helping
elementary students of example)
 Coat Drive
 Musical performances at local senior living facilities
 Small-engine repair for the community

One added this insight:
 Offer HS classes outside of traditional (7:30 – 2:30) school day

Internship + Service Learning Opportunities
 Looking for real-world experience but they need to be prepared
with skills that will make them valuable to their sponsor
 Years ago we had an internship program for Seniors. I would
love to see it come back for all skill levels by application. Let
the student make the argument to support what they want to do

Two wanted change:
 Spread the vacation times evenly throughout the year
o Yes, improves learning
 Year-round may improve teaching and learning
 Year-round school year better for continuity of learning

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
Working in Table Teams, participants explored many of the fundamental
operational parameters that bind the District stakeholders, and tie the

Current school calendar with 2+ month summer recess
The Student Table Team said:
 Year-round would improve learning, not economics or families
Four Table Teams were in favor of the status quo:
 Summer vacation best
 Facilities don’t support summer instruction (late June, early
August)
o Need air-conditioning
 Time to rejuvenate, both students and teachers
 Need time for optional summer programs
 Many teachers are engaged in Professional Development

Current policies for teacher retention and advancement
Are there alternatives to “seniority?”
The Student Table Team said:
 Authentic evaluation “with teeth” desired for teachers
Other Table Teams said:
 Evaluations
 Merit
 Incentive-based “above and beyond” tier
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Particular expertise, school needs, performance evaluations
District involvement/merit
Recognize teachers’ use of Professional Development and
“added” involvement in school

How would any alternatives improve teaching and learning?
 Greater involvement in the District
 Allow staffing to be based on student needs
 Retention of “best teachers”
Would they be more economical?
 Could be if there is pay scale based on years of service
 Possibly
 Yes
 Create different teacher roles in schools
o Create a teacher leader track
o Create a classic movement scale
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INTRODUCTION
The Visioning Team developed concepts for the future Hamilton
Wenham Regional School District (HWRSD) schools. They are defined
though:
 Places for Learning, detailed descriptions of the learning
environments
 Facility Implications of the Educational Vision, concepts
distilled from the educational concepts developed by the
Visioning Team and outlined in Ch 3, Educational Vision

PLACES FOR LEARNING
The Visioning Team reviewed fourteen exemplar schools from the USA,
the United Kingdom, and Australia. Working in Table Teams they
ranked the schools for appropriateness for the future HWRSD schools.

Facility
Concepts

The Table Team responses reveal important concepts for planning
future HWRSD facilities. Key aspects of the responses are as follows:
 Strong belief that the traditional school planning format of
isolated classrooms placed along anonymous corridors is
st
inappropriate for 21 century learning in HWRSD
 Planning with suites of spaces, linked to foster flow between
related teaching and learning activities
 Desire for learning space plans that support multiple learning
activities by small student groups
 A variety of furniture that empowers different learning modalities
 Facilities support for project-based learning
 Location of teaching specialists very close to learning spaces
 Support for teacher co-teaching
 Spaces for student collaboration
 Foster independent student exploration
 Windows between spaces to make learning visible
 Zones for student presentations
st
 21 century interpretation of the function and plans of Media
Centers
 Flexibility
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Most Appropriate Planning Concepts
ALL RESPONSES
The composite scoring of all of the Table Team responses gives a good
indication of the overall values and goals of the workshop participants.
The overall scores for each exemplar immediately follow, accompanied
by representative photos and Table Team comments for each.
Most appropriate in order starting with most cited:
Cited five times
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

Table Team comments included:
 Skylights
 Multi-purpose Café – furniture
 Cubicles (multiple types)
 Loft
 Quick shift of collaboration tables
 Breakout booths
 Transparency HS/MS
 High interest space
 Sense of light/airy
 Fosters respect
 * Need to invest in teacher/teams collaboration or design won’t
be used to potential
 Group booth areas
 Lots of interior glass
 Lots of student workspace
 Independent exploration
 Collaboration
 ↑ Independent, self-monitored learning
G Concord Elementary Schools

Featuring:
 Spaces to support project-based learning
 Teachers share spaces
 Students work in teams and individually
 Varied spaces and furniture allowing more focused support of
various learning modalities
o Collaboration
o Making things
o Design
 Allowed by teacher sharing

Featuring:
 Library/Media Center organized as the access to all Classrooms
 Shared spaces for hands-on learning, presentations, and
computer uses all contained within the Learning Corridor
 Small Group Rooms interspersed between Classrooms
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Table Team comments included:
 Color
 3D architectural/detail
 Curves/profiles
 Combines traditional with innovative
 Flexibility, adaptability
 Common core – displays, flex space
 HS/MS
 Library integration
 Display area
 Breakout spaces
 Library Corridor
 Display space
 Different sized rooms
 Small corner rooms
 Learning Corridor
 Presentation spaces
 Small group spaces

Table Team comments included:
 Elementary – literacy focus
 Shared specialist space
 Folding walls
o Best budgetary →
 Breakout spaces integrated into classroom
 Barn doors
 Good use of Hallway space
 Specialist Centers
 Specialist Area
 Small and large group spaces/flexible
 Barn doors
 Shared support space between classic instructional rooms with
open walls
 Breakout spaces outside rooms for flex use
 Storage
Cited three times
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center

Cited four times
D Springfield Literacy Center

Featuring:
 Support spaces for educational specialists between Classrooms
 Sliding barn doors between Classrooms and Specialist Spaces
 Use of Corridor as breakout space
 Sliding glass wall to the Corridor
 15 to 1 student teacher ratio for Grade 1
 25 to 1 student teacher ratio for Kindergarten

Featuring:
 Shared spaces for use by an integrated teaching team
 Learning Studios surround shared Commons area
 Windows between Studios and Commons area
 Teacher Planning Center as home base for teachers
 Presentation area
 Barn doors between Learning Studios
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Cited two times
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition

Featuring:
 Classrooms/Studios arranged with student team work spaces
surrounding an active hands-on learning space
 Water and cabinets in the hands-on area to facilitate projects
and demonstrations
 Symmetrical outdoor learning spaces
 Flexible furniture
 An outside learning space mirroring the interior space
 Classrooms/Studios open to a shared
collaboration/presentation/breakout/circulation zone
 Folding window walls allow separation or connections between
Classrooms/Studios and the circulation zone as desired
Table Team comments included:
o Brings outside in
o Combination of shared + private space – flexible
o Indoor/outdoor or ↑natural light
o Open space to allow for differentiated instruction
o Halls, walls, floors for learning

Cited two times
I Cristo Rey Minneapolis

Featuring:
 Use of circulation as learning space
 Garage doors between Learning Studios and circulation spaces
 Cafeteria functions overlapped with circulation
 Teacher Planning Centers
Table Team comments included:
o Garage doors
o Furniture, stand-up tables
o Flexible environment
o Detail, color, patterns
o Garage doors
o Common/flexible spaces
o Walkway/workway
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Cited one time
H Waverly High School

Featuring:
 Teacher teaming
 Individual learning plans for each student
 Micro tests each day to determine next day’s learning
 Multiple learning modalities, including those established by each
student as their favored ones
Table Team comments included:
 Individualized learning
 Project-based

Least Appropriate Planning Concepts
Cited four times
A Thompson Middle School
Featuring:
 Small Learning Community for 200 students
 Suite of learning spaces
 “Fat L” Classrooms offering more corners for student
collaboration
 Circulation used for learning
 Small Group Rooms
 Teacher Collaboration Center
Table Team comments included:

“House” teams with breakout spaces
 Open walls between Classrooms
Cited one time
P School of One

Cited two times
P School of One
This was also cited twice as Most Favored
Cited one time
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition
This was also cited twice as Most Favored
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Student Opinion of Planning Concepts



HS Focus
Most appropriate
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
I Cristo Rey Minneapolis
G Concord Elementary Schools
Least appropriate
P School of One

FACILITY IMPLICATIONS OF THE
EDUCATIONAL VISION






Support project-based learning with student furniture that allows
layout of project displays, models, prototypes, display of student
work, places to present findings on a regular basis, secure
access to learning areas by expert members of the public,
places to store supplies and projects in process, robust
technology infrastructure, and places for student collaboration in
small, active groups
Create labs for active learning, including applied sciences,
STEM, and making things
Plan learning spaces to support grouping and regrouping of
students in small varied groups, each of which may need
acoustical isolation, technology access and large screens, and
places to display work in progress and final products
Pilot places for students to learn personally as mastery learners,
and if the spaces prove successful, deploy similar concepts
throughout the District

The educational concepts developed by the Visioning Team have great
implications for facilities. These concepts need to be reviewed in the
context of the District’s existing buildings and/or if significant
reconfiguration or building replacement results from the Master Plan.
 Explore options related to sequential elementary schools, each
with more students for operational economies, and each
serving fewer grade levels and larger attendance areas
 Plan for Preschool as a grade level component of an
elementary school, not as a stand-alone facility
 Create flexible clusters of classrooms and related
learning/support spaces to improve relationships and teacher
teaming
 Develop Small Learning Communities with students and
teachers contiguously arranged on clusters, or pods
 Select furniture that supports collaboration, different learning
modalities, and is substantiated by brain research
 Explore a Freshman House at HWRHS, or reorganize the
middle school and the high school to include Grade 9 in the
middle school
 Create or improve Teacher Planning Centers to foster
collaboration, Professional Development, and greater knowing
of students by teachers
 Plan new/renovated buildings that facilitate the most favored
learning modalities and school organizational concepts
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AGENDA

th

The first Visioning workshop was held on 7 October 2013. Notes of all
activities follow:
 Pre-Workshop Videos
 Synopsis of Current School Organization
st
 21 Century Schools Presentation
 What’s Relevant/Not Relevant to learning at Hamilton Wenham
Regional School District?
st
 21 Century Schools Most Important Issues
 What Works at HWRSD? What Could be Better?
th
 Project-Based Learning: Eeva Reeder’s 10 Grade Geometry
Class
 Defining Student Success in Life
 Review of Current Programs, Services, Deliveries, + School
Organizational Structure
 Educational Delivery in 2030

PRE-WORKSHOP VIDEOS
The Visioning Team was asked to review three videos on education:
 Randy Nelson on Living and Learning in the Collaborative Age
 Sir Ken Robinson on Creativity
 Steelcase LearnLab

Notes
Workshop 1

Visioning Team members identified the most important lessons from the
videos in a whole group discussion. Here are their responses:
 Pixar – Not judging
o Ideas!
 Sir Ken
o Creativity is not led in school
o Education is another form of survival
 How we utilize different learning styles
o Collaborative
o One size does not fit all
 Coaching model is appropriate. See:
o Met School
o Avalon Schools
o Project-based learning
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Steelcase LearnLab
o Different
o Flexible
o Collaborate
o Teachers able to
o Simple fix with swivel chairs
There is a tension between process and content
o Employers want process
o Standardized testing wants content





SYNOPSIS OF CURRENT SCHOOL
ORGANIZATION
Michael Harvey outlined a few critical aspects of the school district:
 The District learning results, by standard measures, are great
 The District has slowly declining enrollments
 The high school receives a large number of “choice” students
from neighboring districts. Last year the total was just over 100
students
o The “choice” students bring economies of scale and allow
the school to offer more courses
o The cost to educate each exceeds the amount of
reimbursement the District gets from the state
 Do we put anything here about the cost?
 The elementary schools are relatively small, and in old buildings
located relatively close to each other
 The middle school is the only relatively new building
 The high school was partially renovated in 1999

21st CENTURY SCHOOLS PRESENTATION
Frank Locker presented on the changing values, goals, and deliveries
that characterize the most progressive thinking about schools in the
United States, and worldwide, today. Key points included:
th
st
 20 vs 21 century schools:

The 20th century was a century of creating efficient
schools; the 21st century has been a century of looking
for effectiveness in schools
st
o 20th century was the century of the teacher; 21
century is the century of the learner
o The teacher used to hold all the information; now the
teacher is the guide
Research in learning informs us of many effective educational
practices
o Some are gaining popularity
o Others are not yet in general practice
Learning is more effective when students apply their learning
immediately
The Multiple Intelligence theory explains why different students
learn best in different ways
21st Century Skills Framework offers a clear concept of skills
students need for success in our rapidly changing global
economy. It establishes:
o Core, subject-based learning is not sufficient any more
st
o Learning relevant 21 century survival skills is just as
important, perhaps more important. These include:
 Learning and innovation skills
 Life and career skills
 Information, media, and technology skills
Learning should be interdisciplinary, bridging the gaps between
subject areas
Learning should be infused with 21st century themes These
include:
o Global awareness
o Financial, economic, business and entrepreneurial
literacy
o Civic literacy
o Health literacy
Learning is a social activity. Students learn better when they
are in strong relationships with teachers and peers
The Relevance and Rigor Framework of the International
Center for Leadership in Education correlated Bloom’s
Taxonomy with application, offering a concise understanding of
effective learning
Teachers’ work is supported through strong relationships with
other professionals
o
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Schools are looking for more community connections to improve
student learning
Flexible furniture is needed to bring the student the support to
learn in a variety of modalities

WHAT’S RELEVANT/NOT RELEVANT TO
LEARNING AT HAMILTON WENHAM
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT?
Individual Responses
Visioningg Team members scored the relevancy of the different issues
outlined while Frank was presenting. Here is a compilation of their
scores. Individual comments follow.
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Individual Comments
Comments from individual Visioning Team members in response to the
presentation issues are as follows:
ISSUE
1 Learning Pyramid
 I agree with order
 Hands-on, integrative, interdisciplinary – may require teaching
multi-age groups
 Deeper understanding, responsibility
 To identify what should/shouldn’t be moving
 Seems to take out of time???
 Don’t agree with all synthesizing
 Touches upon different learning styles
 The goals is a long-term education so the more it becomes
internalized – the better
 True
 On a daily basis, I see the positive effects of this kind of
teaching (when it happens) with my students and my own
children and I see the negative effects when the teaching does
not allow for the multiple intelligences, need for movement, and
varied learning/teaching environment
o Discouragement
o Disengaged
o Frustration
 Active learning
 It is important the way we learn
 Love the flipping of the model
 Active learning – HW has opportunities for this outside the
classroom but not inside
 Upside down, yes, however the 10% must be incredible to
ensure success with 90%
 Enjoying all children of all styles
 Teachers trained to use this method
 The learning process needs to be active. “Flip the classroom”
with responsibility
 I still have trouble retaining order – a little structure can go too
far
2 Gardner: Multiple Intelligences
 It is the teacher’s job to adapt to the student?













Meeting all learning styles
What is the end goal?
School systems have only been focusing on linguists and math
Meet more students’ needs. Support all students
Differentiated instruction
Understanding differences of intelligences to make it work
We already knew this
Different skills would be benefited
Many different types of learning are used
It’s true – but disregarded too often
Students all have strengths and weaknesses but use strength to
develop all skills

3 Integrate arts in core learning
 Irrelevant to our school
 Improvisation requires synthesizing information, taking risks,
and teaching others
 Experiential
 So important but something scary to balance it, to integrate it
purposefully, not just tack it on
 Yes, but needs to be done well
 Learning is doing
 Widely available outside of school day in our community – few
ELL
 Arts are excellent in HW but not integrated as much into core
learning
 Personal weakness
 Acting helps to learn/retain
 I’ve seen it work – eg Harlem Violin
 The mind and body are integrated
 Great experience - Waldorf
4 Environmental Sciences/Sustainable Living/STEM/STEAM
 Very important
 I like the idea of dinner table talk
 Too specific of a task to meet all learners?
 Get out of the classroom. Project-based/learn by doing
 Not only important as learning experience but for internalizing
our global need to focus on environment and create solutions.
Respect for environment from Day 1
 Hands-on environmental awareness of future
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“Hands-on”
More fun way of learning – helps kids pay attention
HW is very strong on humanities and arts; STEM not as strong.
Also HW are MA “green communities” – a lot to build on with the
community, but not featured in schools
Teachers’ outside skills beneficial. Would be very beneficial to
students
Critical to teach kids about sustainability so they can teach their
parents
The environment (and world) as a topic is a great learning tool
which engages kids, parents, teachers + community
Immediately applicable + relevant
Great experience – Waldorf
Promoting decision making should be part of this

5 Relationships: Dunbar’s Law, “Magic of 150”, Breaking Ranks,
Advisor/Advisee programs
 Summer vacation is important but advisor programs are as well
 Enviro model + coaching, collaborative advisor
 Smaller groups = more trust
 We know them – they know us. Collaboration
 We have a small district. Relationship among peers is very
common
 I’ve been in classrooms with multiple-age groups. It actually
helps
 I think relevant, but not sure as important as many other things
we are discussing
 Relationships vital – value our current 6 years in elementary
school model
 What does this mean re relationships + teacher loads of 150 –
500?
 Sub-groups by learning style, age, sports, Academies, interest,
Small Learning Communities
 I believe in the small grouping but doing the grouping is hard
 Value of relationships
 Take “responsibility”
 Relationships are essential to learning in MS – students need to
be and feel known
 Can’t know 100 people well – one on one. Learn different “stuff”
over the summer – meet with advisor/advisee like college
 Authentic relationships can be built












Building a relationship with a teacher is important
I would need to read more to understand
We are fairly small-net as ??? ??? this, but doesn’t focus on
prep for life/decision
Would be beneficial to students
Again, I’ve seen this work. We need an advisor/advisee
system. Also humanities – THE MET
Social aptitude is important to success
Ability grouping is a plague in our district and limits opportunities
for inclusion of students with disabilities
Kids can get too pigeon-holed. Kids learn a lot in a summer.
Like the advisor/advisee
Our grade level sizes (>17<) fits with this!
Our numbers are there already

6 Computers for Learning: Adaptive Learning, Blended Learning,
Computer Games Learning
 Need tech plan completed
 I like technology – can find the best way to teach us
 Privacy + data dictate all learning risks losing spontaneity
 Problem solving
 Maybe not for younger students
 Don’t want the specific technology to be the focus. Want the
focus to be on the bigger picture
 Interesting – getting some parent push-back re use of
technology
 Motivating to kids – MIT – Scratch/save work/problem solve with
failures. Easy to adapt
 But teachers need to be well informed on how to integrate this
medium and be interactive with the students
 Need to learn more – elementary?
 Guide students’ learning ability
 More interested in using technology as a tool for creating
 HW starting on flipping classrooms; has not started
adaptive/learning
 Student-involvement
 Helpful in some classes – not in others. Depends on how
teachers are together
 Depends on the game – should be great
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Students are using computers and technology. Schools need to
capitalize on this! Students should be integrated and actively
work with all student relationships
Should not be data driven; the foundation of education still must
be interpersonal relationships

7 Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
 I like the idea but not everybody is creative
 Application of knowledge for later use
 Web’s depth of knowledge
 But should not reflect time spent
 Guide for instruction/planning
 To be more creative
 Process input. In the age of Google, who really needs to
memorize a ton of facts?
 Need push to active learning; creating
 Noun → verb
 Share Q – around sharing support how low K-1, 2. This is very
much a systemic area of needed also with Webb – towards top
& less - OK
 Action words - key
 Invention and creativity are demanded in today’s world
 Should only be a ??? at learning; too many unhealthy side
effects
 Taps into creative learning and also a start at creation
8 Daggett: Relevance + Rigor Framework
 I’m a math person who does not like all answers to be correct
 Can adapt to any situation
 The end all to all problems that do not apply to real world
 “Imagination is more important than knowledge.” Real-world
problem solving
 Apply – action
 Applying knowledge to solve complex problems is the future
 Application – apply across board
 Do they have to be different approaches – multiplication tables,
state capitals – use ??? ?
 What if not what is?
 Gets to active/authentic learning
 Ability to apply knowledge is good
 There should be more real-world connections





Slide 8/typo in unpredictable
Business and education need to work together. We need to
prepare our kids for “real world” success in business
Helps kids create something personally meaningful

st

9 21 Century Skills
 A focus point
 Life skills/communication is important
 Multi-task, learning
 Always developing
 4C’s!
 Teaches
 Life skills – bottom up
 To be creative
 4C’s – creativity, critical thinking, collaboration
 Skills needed are changing
 Combining “worlds” through technology
 4C’s – my HS son says his attempts at the HS are generally
squashed
 Vital to move forward + stay modern
 Chutter’s Candy Connection – NH
 What upper class has been doing in many years!
 We need to look at the whole child and prepare them for life
using all subjects (4C’s)
 Makes it relevant and meaningful
 Defines what kids need to do/taps into kids/engages more
st

10 Jerald’s Research on 21 Cent Education
 Social skills are important
 May be true – but who teaches what have to do with ???
knowledge?
 Should not think of these as comparable to each other
 These are kids! Not employees!
 After sitting in a classroom the last 11 years and trying to find
specialty job, I know first hand
 Divide?
 Skills as priorities
 Artificial separation between the disciplines and skills rated high
 Business work ethic – bottom line $
 Employability is a necessary reality
 Vital for our schools to get ahead with technology
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Need to open opportunity and engage students
New skills are needed – ie critical thinking, oral communication,
teamwork + ethics vs content
Problem: kids learn to “take it”
We should/could use to design. Nice to teach leadership

11 Project Based Learning, Africa, Café Parisian
 Projects (if students are interested) would create more learning
 Exciting – allows for the potential for long-term collaboration
projects and enhance community life
th
 Blind leading the blind. 6 grade – give me a break. Undergrad
- yes
 Real-life application
 Similar to Science Fair
 So important but overwhelming to implement
 This is how I continue to learn. Life-long learning motivator is
project-based
 Love the idea but have reservations on how you hold all kids in
group accountable. How do those with disabilities – like slow
processing but capable – fit into this model? Needs to be
carefully thought out to be success for all
 Engaged, motivated learning
 Collaboration, teaches all can be correct. What did the
student(s) learn? Engage
 Learning with projects is much more helpful
 Articulating is how teachers will learn to create well-designed
projects that meet learning objectives and work as projects
 Teachers need to embrace. The way to go
 Real-world follow-through? Or project for learning’s sake?
 Requires multi-discipline approach with department required to
work in unison
 Best way to incorporate many lessons
 Again, it works to engage students
 Would solve real-life problems using all the necessary skill
 Fun, sense of accomplishment
 Way more interesting; move away from babysit/control model
12 Clusters, Pods, Small Learning Communities
 Need at MS
 I like the idea to ease from one subject to the next




















The idea of building all new facilities is not financially realistic.
Also, we don’t know what facilities might be best 10, 20, 30
years from now
This is important, but we don’t do it well
If it’s being used in elementary or middle, there needs to be time
taken to talk about appropriate use of space. Will have to be
revised frequently at elementary
Creates more creative + collaborative opportunities
We had this but lost it! We miss our team in clusters in
classrooms – we have been transformed to a 1970’s junior high!
Students/teachers truly know one another – trust…
Small class sizes are better, you can focus and work better
together with 10 people rather than 30 people
Reminds me of the reading lofts from First Grade
ESP service/community learning
A way to ensure authenticity; could be a way for HW to lead the
pack & we have excellent regional resources for this
Yes to a “suite of spaces”
The learning environment would be much improved
It works + is fun + interesting for students. Service learning –
very good
The space needs to support and encourage collaborative
learning – Could open it up to community
Has a lot of potential for access for students who utilize walkers,
wheel chairs, etc. Really enables options for class structure.
This would lay a foundation that opens up possibilities for the
time inclusion of students with disabilities, including those with
significant disabilities
Again, more comfortable, better flow, more like people
communicate
This is important if it is built upon interdisciplinary ???, not
putting same stuff in a different box

13 Flexible, Varied, Brain Based Furniture
 Students need to fidget – but would cost $. I like different
seating but do not want office style. Comfort is important
 Enhances different learning styles. Movement increases
synthesis of info between both sides of the brain
 Really. How much difference does this make - <>.0001<>?
 Movement – but distracting in a traditional classroom?
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Yes this is important, but not as important as the overall
educational vision
Need to move furniture/people to fit task
Yes, but we need to be willing to adapt. This is easy to change
and easy to do poorly
Seems like a somewhat low cost way to move forward – the
challenge is how to stay current
Keeps focus
Facility/furniture either supports or inhibits learning
To stimulate/accommodate varied needs
Less furniture at elementary
Moving towards shifts. Flex space “upgrades” needed still
School is difficult to sit through/focus without moving
Furniture - key to change
Allows for sensory needs of all students, especially students
with disabilities – “normalizes” this need
Furniture should support what we want kids to do/right now it’s
about control














14 New Technology Close By
 IMPT?
 Technical changes – expectation of teachers?
 As a supplement
 Relevant if accessible to all
 “New” = global
 Teacher sharing
 1 to 1?
 Presents more learning
 Mobile tech = instant access to knowledge/creative tools
st

15 21 Century Learning Spaces
 Need to be eco-aware – “green”
 Needs variety of space for variety of teaching
 What will it cost to make changes to the existing structure?
 Communication is key in order to collaborate
 Sharing facilities necessitates, or at least promotes,
collaboration
 Open learning space is good
 Workplaces for deep study. Collaboration raised in importance
 Flexibility
 Need for a specific place? Mobile computing/cloud







Yes but, learn from the past. Be mindful of “open plan” pitfalls –
shift in practices must coincide
Supports needed collaboration and learning space
Must train teachers to use/open classroom debacle
Better use of teacher’s skills. Don’t make it so busy
Nice to see HS classroom designed like elementary classrooms
→ give choice to kids

16 Teacher Planning Centers
 Different teachers should meet
 Cultural change regarding collaboration
 Love the concept but things are changing so fast. I am not sure
there will even be a Computer Lab in 5 years
 The only times the teachers get together
 If a teacher is not going to have a special room, I feel they at
least need a home base that’s theirs
 Collaboration – but also need teachers to keep own ideas
 Providing time is also need to encourage collaboration
 I found more sharing of ideas occurred when we had a central
Teacher’s Room for lunches
 New time to collaborate
 Increase collaboration
 Looked like really inefficient large environment
 Need to get rid of department structure, need to get rid of desks
17 New Media Center Concepts
 Social setting
 Still 1 kid – 1 computer. May be nice to have
 Social groups – what about introvert vs extrovert?
 Ease of teacher flow important
 Open concept + group learning
 Better use of “tech” space
 Integrated/not a separate class
 Allow places for the introvert – so much emphasis on
collaborative
 Knowledge is not with books anymore – why shouldn’t the
space reflect that?
18 Flexibility for Change
 Try to change building without spending lots of $
 Adaptable
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No matter how carefully we plan, we will probably not be able to
foresee all future needs
Able to adjust to different needs
With regard to also change if plan doesn’t work
Absolutely necessary given the rapidly-evolving global
community
Very important since HW is very much at the start of long-term
planning. We don’t know which direction we will go in
History of poor ??? ??? placing of town building
Environment needs to support change
Who knows what’s coming?
Like integrated learning
Flexibility in space = respect for changing world

19 Clusters, Breakout + Commons
 Comfort + small groups
 Natural light
 We value our current, limited breakout spaces/tables in public
spaces
 Schools are social spaces and learning can happen anywhere
20 Internships, Service Learning
 Base everything on student interest. Community days are
needed
 Community involvement mainly limited to friends, groups, and
fundraisers. WE NEED MORE HERE!!
 Who organizes? Expectations of teachers?
 Real-world – out of the school into life after school
 Not sure this is right for everyone – but great idea for sure
 Absolutely! Especially for Seniors
 For many students I see, real-life purpose might be the
motivation they need to push through with their learning
disabilities and find learning strategies that work for them
 “Learn by doing” – able to be placed after school
 Probably less relevant here due to socioeconomic level and
opportunities available to our students already
 More closely replicates post-school life
 Back to internships from the 80’s. Seniors helping Seniors in
our HS
 Provides real-world examples
 Fund to have relevance in community



Get Seniors out → if they are going to live a life of
independence, why don’t we put them in a place where they
learn it?

21 New Schedule Concepts, Integrated Learning
 Make MS/HS more efficient
 New schedule
 Self-directed service/APP oriented
 Love the planned block. MRMS – huge problem with no time to
connect with adults
 Could be wasted time
 The schedule and master schedule are the heart of what we
believe about teaching and learning
 Better schedule gives more learning spaces for students
 Our current schedule in HS does not work well
 Schedule is a big challenge for us. Also
companies/parents/community groups not seen as partners –
we need this!
 Time shared
 Taking 3 courses may not be enough
 Had this in HS – did not use the bell
 Move away from babysitting and central-based scheduling
22 Integrated Applied Learning
 I think Wood/Metal Shops are needed
 Something to be proud of
 Eliminated HWRSD a few years ago at MS level – teacher
problem-solving
 We need more opportunities for students
 Promotes design thinking/creativity
23 Teacher Teaming/Collaboration
 More math and science students
 Multi-age disciplinary = innovation
 Again, who are these teachers? Critical!
 But with time to be extrovert
 Seems more for college level
 How else will we create new ideas?
 Planning is key and the piece that often gets dropped because
of scheduling issues
 Collaboration is key; also need to hold individual accountable
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Teams are able to better meet needs of wide range ability/style
Time to make classroom visits non-judgmental and non-scary
Must make sure teams work together well
Interested in knowing more. What do the “measures” look like
for core areas of focus area?
Depends on the manner teachers collaborate
Key to change
Again, doesn’t address introvert
Shares knowledge and interdisciplinary thinking

24 End of the Classroom as We Know it Today
 Worried about the cost vs benefit
 We need a new model but how do we keep it flexible enough?
We don’t know what we will need in the future
 Yes – but it’s as much teaching as classroom
 As a parent and teacher, I am ready for positive change! I have
been very frustrated with where MCAS has inadvertently led us
 Student-centered
 Systematic changes is required at all levels
 Facilitates our shifting
 Having individual rooms that foster a specific idea based on
subject and scope would be better than now
 Yes!
 Are we willing to change our expectations and not re-live our
own experiences of school?
25 Other
 *Modular = changeable
 Moving forward
 “Should be”’ in future
 Create consensus in community
 Students took ownership of all aspects
 Highlights learning style + skill of each student with teacher
 Method of celebrating hard work, creativity and skills
 What works?

21ST CENTURY SCHOOLS MOST
IMPORTANT ISSUES
Visioning Team members, working in Table Teams, were asked to
st
identify the three most important issues for learning in the 21 century in
the Hamilton Wenham Regional School District. The results were:
SUMMARY
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
 Flexibility
 Collaboration
st
 21 century skills
 Faculty schedule
 Project-based learning + service + internships
 Community recognition
 Risk-taking
TABLE TEAM 1
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
 How does faculty inform learning process?
o How to align resources?
 Parents
 Teachers
 Community
 Curriculum
 Building
 Changing learning processes to be relationship-based,
integrative, collaborative, and complimentary to all learning
styles
 Not being complacent with being good, but having innovation
and risk-taking to be better
TABLE TEAM 2
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
4. Skills, Flex, Collaboration
8. Daggett
9. Skills
18. Flexibility
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TABLE TEAM 3
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
st
1. 21 century skills
2. Project-based learning (integrated applied learning)
3. Flexible for change
TABLE TEAM 4
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
 Project-based learning for us
 Change and group think
o Community
o Staff
o Families
st
o How do we value 21 century skills?
st
 How to integrate 21 century skills to current curriculum?
 Support for implementing risk and flexibility
o Schedule
o Staff
o Physical space
TABLE TEAM 5
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
 Project-based learning
st
 21 century skills
st
 21 century learning spaces
TABLE TEAM 6
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
1. Flip the pyramid to encourage active and applied learning,
xxiservice, internships
2. Encourage “Magic of 150” for student and teachers (look at
xxicurrent relationships - coaches, band, and theatre) as well as
xxiteachers for exchange of ideas (common Teachers’ Room for
xxilunch)
3. Flexible physical space combined with innovative scheduling
TABLE TEAM 7
3 Most Important
st
15 + 24. 21 Century learning spaces/end of classroom as we
know it and knowing how to use it

7 + 8. Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy and Daggett Relevance +
xxiRigor framework
11 + 19 + 23. Student teacher collaboration
o Student/student
o Teacher/teacher
o Be a productive member of society
TABLE TEAM 8
3 Most Important Issues for HWRSD
 Create a community that is engaged in a vision for change –
better delivery of education
st
 The need for 21 century skills
 Facilities need to reflect the flexibility that is needed for
movement into the future

WHAT WORKS AT HWRSD? WHAT COULD
BE BETTER?
Frank Locker led a whole-group brainstorming session to address these
issues relative to Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District.

What Works?









School assignments
o Diversity for kids
Special needs served in schools
Small
MS + HS
Dedication of teachers despite lack of leaders HS
Successful district
Community member helpers
At HS, co-curriculars are great

What Could be Better?
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When you are used to doing own thing, don’t like leadership
Utilizing community resources
o Community resources underutilized
State budgeting formula unnecessary burden on district
Complacency
o No urgency toward great
Assumption anything new is more $
Schedule driven
o Schedule gets in the way
o Different schedules at HS and MS
1 Foreign language - Spanish
o Too little
o Too late
Not enough electives
No advisor/advisee at MS
Facilities
o Prevent
o Maintenance
Dis-equity of three different elementary schools

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING: EEVA
REEDER’S 10TH GRADE GEOMETRY CLASS
In this video Eeva Reeder’s geometry class designs a school for the
year 2050 in an end-of-year project lasting six weeks. Students work in
teams. Two local architects work with the students during the project
and are the external experts for the end of project review and
assessment. The architects are responsible for determining 40% of the
student grade.
Workshop participants’ comments included:
 Community is under-utilized resource in HWRSD
 Real legitimacy – real life situation
 No spitting back of formulas here
o Life skills
 Student public speaking important
 Collaboration ‘in the box’
 Rubric
 Refined over 8 years


















Architects 40% of grade
Architects several times
Community involvement
o Kids interact with professionals
Community gets to know about inside school
o Parents are best allies
Project-based learning needs tools
HWRHS schools have teacher teams
o Could add public
Science Fair, History Fair
Boy Scouts accredit community adults
Student highlight - kids learn style strengths/weaknesses
Winners and losers
o That is life
Immersion in real project
o Where is the geometry?
o How/when done?
Ted Talks – good application
Trust the teacher
o When done
o Cultural expectations
Flexibility of space and time
Teaching to the test vs real learning
Student: Learning this for MCAS is not a good reason

DEFINING STUDENT SUCCESS IN LIFE
The Visioning Team was given the challenge below.

DEFINE STUDENT SUCCESS IN LIFE
Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high, or K-12.
A. Define success in life for our students.
B. What do our students need from us to be successful
in life?
C. Define the kind of place elementary school, middle
school, or high school should be.
a. Identify what educators should be doing.
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b. Identify what students should be doing in
school.
i. And out of school.
Seven Table Teams responded to the question, focusing on elementary,
middle or high school students, or K-12 students in general. Their
responses were:
TABLE TEAM 1
K-12 Focus
1.
o Happiness
o Self-efficacy
o Confidence
o Risk-taking
o Relationships
o Money – financially sound and wise
o Self-knowledge
o Knowledgeable
o Resiliency
 2. Now 3/10
o Support/safety to take risk
o Experiment
o Inspiration
o Passionate mentors
o Relaxation/self-care skills/stress management
o Fostering environments and materials
 3.
o Teaching useful skills
o Inspiring risk-taking and thinking outside box
o Inclusive environment
o Humorous
o Flexibility
o Communication
o Multi-modal
o Interactive/hands-on learning
o Bi: Giving back to community
o Bi: Practice self-care

TABLE TEAM 2
K-12 Focus
A. Happiness, self, motivation
 Be confident in one’s self
 Financially secure
 Be good communicators
B. Be a critical thinker
 Build relationship
 Problem solving
C.
a. Inspiring, foundations, coaching
b. Absorbing and questioning
i. Having fun, engaging the community
TABLE TEAM 3
Elementary Focus
A.
 Happy
 Engaged
 Enthusiastic
 Self-advancing
 Problem solver
 Able to work with others
 Friends
 Developing independence
 Empathy
B.
 Safe environment
 Encouragement
 Family outreach/involvement
 Resources and tools
 High expectations
 Structure
C.
a.
o Collaboration
o Listening
o Risk taking
o Facilitating
o Experimenting
b.
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Creating
Trying/effective effort
Communicating
Problem solving
Ask questions/make friends
 Play
 Exercise
 Trying new things
 Explore
 Community service

TABLE TEAM 5
K-12 Focus
A.
 Self-sufficient
 Employable
 Choose field of interest
 Confidence
 Healthy relationships
 Responsible
 Lifelong learner
B.
 Opportunities to explore interests
 Foundation skills
 Communication/literacy
 Support, emotional, financial
 Encouragement, feedback
 Safe place to take healthy risks
C.
a.
o Teaching
o Determine student interests
o Assessment
o Engaging parents/guardians as partners
o Planning appropriate opportunities for learning
o Building relationships
o Staying current in best practices
o Providing encouragement
b.
o Active participation
o Demonstrating effort

o
o
o
o

Taking risks
Collaboration, growing
Problem solving
Creating, communicating

TABLE TEAM 6
K-12 Focus
 Demonstrating responsibility
 Community service
 Stand tall to peer pressure
 Involvement in sports/activities/work
 Socializing
 Reading for school/for fun
 Awareness of the world/global citizen
 Unstructured free time, playing
 Taking healthy risks
TABLE TEAM 7
 Have access to all opportunities that they wish to pursue
o Don’t allow them to shut their own doors
o Be a productive member of society
o Be life-long learners
 A vision to define their path
o Health modeling
o Have opportunities to take risks, make mistakes, fail
o Know difference between collaboration vs plagiarism
 Provide safe, non-judgmental schools
o Ask the right questions and listen to the answer
o Provide current learning experience
o Educate what colleges/employers/vocations look for
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REVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAMS,
SERVICES, DELIVERIES, + SCHOOL
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Visioning Team was given this challenge:

PROGRAM REVIEW
Here is a starter list of topics, covering types of learners and
learning modalities currently at Hamilton Wenham Regional
School District. This list is not complete. Brainstorm with
your table team to add others that are worth exploring.
TOPICS: LEARNERS, MODALITIES, + RELATIONSHIPS
1. Students with special needs: Special Education
2. Students with special needs: Gifted
3. Advanced placement/honors
4. Students who think (or we think) will not go to
college/tech school/military
5. Students who are bored/disengaged with school
6. Students who are musical learners in core courses
7. Students who are bodily/kinesthetic learners in core
courses
8. Students who are visual learners in core courses
9. Social emotional learning in core courses
10. Critical thinking skills in core courses
11. Problem solving in core courses
12. Interdisciplinary learning in core courses
13. Applied learning in core courses
14. Teacher collaboration in core courses
15. Others of your choice
Each table will pick a few of these topics to review. All
items are to be addressed.

On your flipchart(s), record your table team’s answers to the
following questions:
1. Identify the number + the topic
2. Is this topic something we are serving right now at
Hamilton Wenham Regional School District?
3. If so, how/where/in what way do we currently serve
the topic?
4. Is this topic important? How much?
5. How well do we serve the topic?
6. Should we improve our
programs/service/organization focused on this topic?
Yes or No?
7. If “Yes”, how do we do that? If “No”, why not?
8. Identify facilities implications of your improvement
concepts
Here are their responses:
#1 STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: SPECIAL EDUCATION
Table Team 1
1. #1 SPED
st
2. Yes – 1 support teams
st
3. 1 teams
o Process for testing, etc.
o Specialists serve kids with IEPS
o Segregated programs and inclusion
4. Yes
5. Elem – lots of support
o Transitions ES to MS a weakness in collaboration to make
transition
o Schedule drivers services
o More communication needed with parents re: paper work
and responsibilities
6. There are a number of struggling learners not in IEPs who
need more RTI - fall into a gap
7. WP skills classes
o How to differentiate in classes without?
o How to collaborate and co-teach for effective teaching?
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4. Yes, very important if goal is for all to reach full potential for
this % of student
5. We could do better!
6. Yes!!
7. Explore opportunities and plan partner with other
organizations/institutions
8. Facilities

Teacher time
Learn how to collaborate
Appropriate designated spaces for OT/PT, etc
Quiet spaces without distraction

Table Team 8
1. Yes
2. Yes, Pre-K through age 21
3. Out-of-district/in-district
o Specialized programs
o Supported services in classroom
o Tuition in programs
o Early programs
o Co-taught classrooms
o Tutorial
o Accommodations through 504
4. Yes
o Provide the right integration/mainstream services so that our
students are successful
o Community perception
o Legal requirement vs reality
o How well?
5. Are we over-identifying?
o How can we best meet the needs?
o Middle school has higher rated
o Strong specialized programs yet how can we be more
inclusive?
6. Overlap w/#9 Social Emotional Learning
o How to highlight the strong and qualified master Special Ed
teachers and provide mentoring and support for reg ed
7. Strengthen guidance support for all
8. Building SPED teachers
o Spaces and design of school does not best support services
and collaborative co-teaching
o Training of para-professionals
#2 STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: GIFTED
Table Team 2
1. #2 Special needs – gifted
2. No specific programs K-12
3. N/A

#3 ADVANCED PLACEMENT/HONORS
Not chosen.
#4 STUDENTS WHO THINK (OR WE THINK) WILL NOT GO TO
XXXXXCOLLEGE/TECH SCHOOL/MILITARY
Table Team 3
4. Students who think or we think will not go to college/tech or
military
o IEP transition plans
o Guidance counselor
o Electives
o Expand diversified learning
 Yes, it is very important
 Not serving really well, not equitable
 Yes, we should improve the program
 Yes, improvement at middle school level
o Improve/expand HS guidance
o Improve diversified learning
o Teaching others
o Teaching assistant
o Community mentorships
#5 STUDENTS WHO ARE BORED/DISENGAGED WITH SCHOOL
Table Team 5
Students who are bored and disengaged with school
 We are not currently addressing these issues in a systematic
way in our schools
 (IST System) Support for higher profile needs
o Compliant/respectful students who put in a minimal effort
during the day
o How to measure?
o Survey students
o Be open for opportunities - HS Genius Bar
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7.
o
o
o
o
o
8.
o
o

o Physical environment could positively impact
o Collaborative conversations among teachers provide
extensions/challenges not just more of the same
#6 STUDENTS WHO ARE MUSICAL LEARNERS IN CORE
COURSES
Not chosen.
#7 STUDENTS WHO ARE BODILY/KINESTHETIC LEARNERS IN
CORE COURSES
Not chosen.
#8 STUDENTS WHO ARE VISUAL LEARNERS IN CORE COURSES
Not chosen.
#9 SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 1
2/3. Yes
o Ear – strong (responsive classroom, kids in company)
o Mid – moderate/low (adjustment/change is not addressed as
well)
o High – moderate (time of crisis, classroom expectations,
respect)
4. Yes, very important
5. Need improvement in MS/HS
6. Yes.
o Advisor program (middle school adult/student relationship)
o Increase peer to peer
8. Time to develop relationships
o Scheduling
o Need large communal area
#10 CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 7
1.
2/3. Where we think about it most is at HS level in history – not
as well as we could be there or elsewhere
4. Yes. Can look everything else up, need critical thinking skills
to take what you know and apply to a different/unique situation
5. Not well enough
6. Needs to be integrated, yes. (Field trips?)

Get out of the bubble – see what others are doing
Integrate across subjects
Problem solving
Questioning
Need common definition into the T’s first
More focus on upper level of Bloom + Daggett
Small group areas
Variety of flexible spaces, including outdoor options
Right side

#11 PROBLEM SOLVING IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 3
2. Yes.
3. Teaching explicit problem solving strategies
#12 INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 6
 Expand idea of ‘interdisciplinary’
 We are minimally serving this needs, less so as the students
age
o State regs discourage ‘time on task’ - teach to test
 Elementary schools, by definition of one classroom teacher, are
doing this better
 HS has new forensics class (chem, anatomy, bio, writing,
debate)
o HS manufacturing class (applied tech, math)
 Very important to hit various interests and learning styles
o We need:
o Teacher collaboration time
o Increase project-based learning
o School visits to districts that do this better
o Internships for all learning levels
o Volunteerism as part of portfolio
#13 APPLIED LEARNING IN CORE COURSES
Not chosen.
#14 TEACHER COLLABORATION IN CORE COURSES
Table Team 4
1. 14# Teacher collaboration in core
2. Somewhat in elementary
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o Facilitated by individuals and proximity and schedule at HS
o By chance
o No teams at MS (6-8)
o No joint planning
3. Catch as catch can
o No formal collaboration at elementary based on projects
4. Yes, very.
o It inspires teachers and kids and deepens/reinforces learning
o Helps kids make connections we might lose
5. Not
6. Yes
7. Make it a priority
o Set up schedule around it
o Design
o Staff appropriately
Facilities needs and necessary tools
o Students: Work spaces large enough to accommodate
groups
o Staff:¨ Formal and informal gathering and work spaces
besides copy machine and bathrooms

#15 OTHERS OF YOUR CHOICE
Not chosen.

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY IN 2030
Workshop participants were given this challenge:

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY IN 2030
Identify your focus: elementary, middle, or high school
Answer a few of the following questions:
1. What will students at Hamilton Wenham Regional
School District (HWRSD) be doing later in the 21st
century?
a. What is “a day in the life of a student?”
b. How might facilities be impacted?

2. What will faculty/staff at HWRSD be doing later in
the 21st century?
a. What is “a day in the life of a teacher?”
b. How might facilities be impacted?
3. What will the nature of school be like later in the
21st Century?
a. How might facilities be impacted?
4. How will the community be involved in the
school?
Or, how will the school be involved in the
community?
a. How might facilities be impacted?
5. How can buildings be flexible to respond to
changing needs?
a. How might facilities be impacted?
Three Table Teams responded to the challenge. Their thoughts were:
TABLE TEAM 4
Middle School Focus
2. Day in the life – student
th
o 6 different, then 7 or 8
o Teachers work in teams
o Interdisciplinary project-based
th
o 6 grades transitional, different, more guidance
th
o Facility – 6 different space at least part of day
2. Day in the life - teacher
o Teachers work in team/grade level/projects
o Classes co-taught
o Fluid partnerships
o Facility flexible to allow movement
3. MS facility allows participation in environmental/social
projects
o Community, service projects
o Compost
o Sustainable landscape designs
o Solar energy
o Recycle
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o Child care
o Tutoring

o Welcome parents/community

TABLE TEAM 7
High School Focus
 _% of daily life will include on-line learning
 Day shared w/working
 Flexible timing/scheduling
 Some learning at home? Loss of social skills
 Students more accountable for their education
 Self-aware, more independent
o More self-confident
o More caring
 Facilities more collaborative and flexible
 Teacher as coach
 More small groups
 International teaching and learning
 Project-based that is all inclusive
 Cradle to grave HS
TABLE TEAM 8
K-12 Focus
 Students will be doing
o Target based, collaborative integrated projects
o Self-directed small groups
o Interdisciplinary focus
st
o Mastery of 21 century skills
o These skills will be critical to the success in school and later
in work/life
o Technology will be seamless in all they do
 Teacher will be guides and balance of power will be more equal
o Student-centered vs teacher-centered
 Teachers will be team-based and feel supported themselves
 The environment will be more diverse and focus is more global
regional issues
o Think and act globally
 Greater involvement of whole community
 Facilities will be built in a way that supports learning
o Design/furniture
o Chairs/desks bubble
o Open to the environment
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AGENDA

st

The second Visioning workshop was held on 21 October 2013. Notes
of all activities follow:
 Learning Modalities
 Mastery-Based Personalized Learning
 Project-Based Learning
 Blended Learning/Flipped Classrooms
 Efficient Delivery of Programs + Services
 Effective Delivery of Programs + Services
 Larry Rosenstock on High Tech High
 Exploring Innovations in Education
 School Size + Grade Structure

LEARNING MODALITIES
Four Table Teams were given this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
Here is a list of learning modalities. Which ones should we
be using most at HWRSD? Least? Rank them in order of
effective for learning, from most to least. (Importance
implies extensive application.)

Notes
Workshop 2

Group consensus discussion:
 Record your work on flipcharts
 Identify only the top five and the bottom three
 Identify the facilities implications of the most
important choices
Identify only the top five and the bottom three.
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Top 5
Bot 3
Why/
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXWhen?

A. Direct teaching
_____ _____ ________
B. Lecture (sustained direct teaching)
_____ _____ ________
C. Seminar instruction
_____ _____ ________
D. Teacher team/synchronous collaboration
_____ _____ ________
E. Independent study (Senior Project)
____i
_____ _____ ________
F. Small group work/student collaboration
____i
_____ _____ ________
G. Peer tutoring/teaching
_____ _____ ________
H. Internships
_____ _____ ________
I. Service learning
_____ _____ ________
J. Project-based learning
_____ _____ ________
K. Making things, prototyping _____ _____ ________
L. Interdisciplinary learning _____ _____ ________
M. Thematic/integrated learning
_____ _____ ________
N. Integrated arts learning
_____ _____ ________
O. Social/emotional learning _____ _____ ________
P. Student presentations
_____ _____ ________
Q. Computer-based: adaptive, games
_____ _____ ________
R. Blended learning/flipped classroom
_____ _____ ________
S. Distance learning
_____ _____ ________
T. Technology with mobile devices
_____ _____ ________
U. Technology with desktop devices
_____ _____ ________
V. Other
_____ _____ ________

The responses were:
SUMMARY
Most Cited as Effective Learning:
F. Small group/seminars, cited by 4 of 4 Table Teams
J. Project-based learning, cited by 3 of 4 Table Teams
O. Social/emotional learning; cited by 2 of 4 Table Teams
K. Making things, prototyping (action researched), cited by 2 of
xxx4 Table Teams
Most Cited as Least Effective:
B. Lecture, cited by 4 of 4 Table Teams
S. Distance Learning (VHS), cited by 3 of 4 Table Teams
TABLE TEAM 1
Top 5:
A. Direct teaching
F. Small group
G. Peer Tutoring/Teaching
O. Social/Emotional
T. Computer/mobile devices
Bottom 3:
B. Lecture
S. Distance Learning (VHS)
P. Student Presentations
TABLE TEAM 2
Top 5:
F. Small group
J. Project-based
K. Making
L. Interdisciplinary
R. Blended Flipped
Bottom 3:
A Direct instruction
B. Lecture
C. Seminar
TABLE TEAM 4
Elementary Focus
Top 5:
D. Teacher/team synchronous collaboration
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F. Small group/student collaboration
J. Project-based learning
M. Thematic/integrated learning
O. Social/emotional learning
Bottom 3:
B. Lecture
C. Seminar
S. Distance learning
TABLE TEAM 6
Top 5:
K. Making things, prototyping (action researched)
J. Project-based
H. Internships depending on organization
F. Small group/seminars
Bottom 2:
B. Lecture
S. Distance learning

MASTERY-BASED PERSONALIZED
LEARNING
Four Table Teams addressed this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
Develop a project to serve as the vehicle for learning
1. Identify a classroom, by grade level (and subject if
appropriate) at HWRSD.
2. Answer these questions:
a. How many students in the class?
b. How many students are learning below grade
level?
c. How many are above?

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

d. How many students don’t want others to know
when they don’t understand the learning
material?
e. How many students feel bad about
themselves as learners?
Could mastery-based, personalized learning improve
learning at HWRSD?
If so, how?
What would classroom activities look like?
What tools, technologies and teacher training would
we need?
Would teachers be more effective working with each
other?
What might this mean for facilities?
Do you think HWRSD should support mastery-based,
personalized learning in all classrooms, K-12, on
a regular basis?

The responses were:
TABLE TEAM 3
th
Math 7 Grade Focus
th
1. 7 grade math
2.
a. 22
b. 5
c. 5
d. 15-22
e. 11 (about ½)
3. Yes
4. Differentiated, personalized instruction
5. Expand/contract classroom as necessary
 Using technology/peer groups to measure and meet the
needs of students
6. Repeat teacher and student assessment technology as a
tool
 Professional Development/planning
7. Yes. Collaboration enhances the application of teacher skill
set as needed by students
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 Flexible classroom, flexible furniture
6. Teacher coaching around differentiation
 ‘Structured’ planning time
 Flexible people (adults)
 Encourages increased inclusion of all learners – flexible
kids

8. Modular, flexible spaces
9. Yes, as needed
TABLE TEAM 5
th
Math 6 Grade Focus
2. a. 24
b. 10
c. 3
d. 25
e. 10
3. Yes, needs strategic plan and support, all grades
4. Coordination of schools/common assessment/data collection
to support/inform instruction
5. Multi-modal learning – computerized quizzes (Sociative/
Edmodo/ Schoology)
6. Tools, tech, teacher training
 Strong RTI model – district wide
 Tech support – vehicle for communication
7. Yes
 Communication - district
 Students, teachers, TAs, leadership
 Oversight
 Oversight
8. Facilities:
 K-1, 2-4 schools?
 Schedule change
 Value collaboration time
TABLE TEAM 7
K-12 Focus
Typical Classroom
1. Grades K-12
2. #2 is a typical classroom
a. Class size, 15-25, say 20
b. Learning below grade level
c. Learning above grade level (not tracked classes)
d Don’t want others to know vs willingness to take risk
4. PLP = IEP for every student
5. More than one adult in classrooms

Varied activities
 Easy access to storage

TABLE TEAM 8
Elementary Focus
1. Elementary – ready
2.
a. 22 students
b. Below ≈ 4-6
c. Above ≈ 4-6
d. Nearly all
e. ≈ 5 (not same as bottom 5)
3. Yes
4. All appropriately challenged
5. Technology
 Small groups
 Different modalities
 Students teaching students
6. Redesigned space
 Frequency
 Focus
 Short formative assessments
 Assessment data quickly available to teachers
 Effective, prompt use of data
7. Yes
8. Flexible space

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING
Four Table Teams took this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
Develop a project to serve as the vehicle for learning
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1. Identify the learning/curriculum goals
2. Conceive the project. The project should be
sufficiently complex to not have a single solution.
EXAMPLE: Design a marketing strategy to
market independent student summer businesses.
3. Describe the content/subject areas. One, two, or
more? Bonus for interdisciplinary!
4. How long does it last?
5. How prominent is the project within the context of the
year/curriculum?
6. Does it involve community responsibility/service?
How?
7. Is it enhanced through community experts?
8. When could this get started?
9. Do you think HWRSD should support P-BL in all
classrooms, K-12, on a regular basis?
10. What might this mean for facilities?
Their responses were:
SUMMARY WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION
 Hard to not be interdisciplinary
 It can work as the main course, not dessert
TABLE TEAM 2
Elementary Focus
1. Interdisciplinary learning via current events
2. Plan a trip for four to World Series
3. Content/subject areas
o Math
o Social studies
o Writing/reading
o Community
o Marketing
o Tech
o Public speakers
6. Public service announcement of fan etiquette
7. Local travel agent to review

8. Now
9. Yes, with an adaptive model
10. The tech for video conference, etc, space for group work
TABLE TEAM 3
Middle School Focus
1. 2). Lesson-based theater (1 semester)
2. (10) Students will develop all
3. Content/subject areas
A. Marketing/outreach/sales
B. Writing/ELA
C. Collaboration
D. Tech (set design, video, light, sound)
E. Time management
F. Project management
4. Semester
5. Highly prominent, multi-disciplinary, involve students, staff,
xxxxxparents, community backers
6. Yes, none can drive? Fund donations? Senior citizens
7. Yes, marketing, writers, design, trades, engineering, financial
8. Second semester
9. Yes, 1 caveat (EC or elective)
10. Coordination of resources
o People
o Money
o Course connections
o Time
TABLE TEAM 4
High School Focus
Science/Physics Egg Drop
 Follow design process (STEAM)
 Free fall/kinetic PS/vector/trig
 Drop supplies or people for a natural disaster
 Factor in altitude, speed of plane/air (wind)
o Drop zone without damaging product (egg)
 Design – Tech Ed, CAD program
 Create – Tech Ed
 Test - apply physics concepts
 Market
5. 3-4 weeks, end of 1st term
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6. No
7. Pilots, Red Cross, Coast Guard, FEMA
8. Currently done
9. Absolutely
10. Nothing
TABLE TEAM 8
Elementary Focus
2. Geometry City
3. At home
o Use panorama of city block (Google Maps)
o Protractor
o Vocabulary (parallel, angles, etc)
o Generate questions for teacher
o Create a method
4. At school
o Create city using recycled materials
o Demonstrate knowledge of protractor and vocabulary
concepts
5. How prominent?
a. More hands-on time with kids
 Allows for differentiation
 Those who don’t prepare drag others down
b. More prep time for teacher
 Need more teacher collaboration
c. Computer access
6. Yes, with support (training)
7. Computer/tech access
o Small group work focus

BLENDED LEARNING/FLIPPED
CLASSROOMS
Three Table Teams addressed this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.

1. Reflect on the Khan Academy videos
2. Imagine that your students have experienced a
similar video covering the content of a subject you
teach
3. Construct a classroom activity that will engage your
students to actively use the content and
understandings of the video
a. Describe the activity
b. Formulate the questions/parameters for that
activity
4. Prepare to facilitate that activity
5. Project what your life as a teacher would be like if
you had to know the content of the videos but didn’t
have to deliver that content
a. What could you do that you do not do now?
b. Would there be any liabilities?
c. Other considerations
6. Do you think HWRSD should support blended
learning/flipped classrooms in all classrooms, K-12,
on a regular basis?
7. What might this mean for facilities?
The responses were:
SUMMARY WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION
 Teacher training a must
 Use of technology is critical
 We need better access to technology
 Student and teacher support
 Parent involvement is a must
 Math and physics could be better with this
 Would need teacher support
 Teacher teams could work on this
 Will we have support from the district?
TABLE TEAM 5
1. Khan Academy
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

o Benefits parents (can see what students are learning)
o Review/repetition of materials
o Length of screen costs
Parts of the Cell
Classroom activity
o At home
 Students watch 5 minute screen cast about the POC
 Enter ticket
 Complete diagram handset
 Labeling the parts (supported)
o In class
 Stations: microscope
 Parts to picture (matching)
 Build-a-cell
 Exit ticket
 Diagram
 Label POC (not supported)
Prep time to create screen cast/class lesson/stations
o Resources/iPod/computer/technology/training
Shift – still delivering content
a. UDL/DI reaching all learners
b. Time
c. Access to computers at home (students) spare time
o What if student doesn’t do homework?
o UDL
 All learners (may benefit GN students, but really all
 Encouraged DI
o Students benefit from teacher-generated/identified screen
casts – relationship learners
Not for every lesson/every subject
Classroom arrangement needs consideration

TABLE TEAM 6
1. Reflect on the Khan Academy videos
o Research, watching not effective
o Can’t ask a video a question
o Learning style
o Can’t follow and try bit by bit
o Why not read a text?
o Selection important
2. Video - -Fiesta in Mexico

3. Activity
o Identify in small group
o Origins from indigenous to European culture (chart)
o Components of celebration
 Purpose
 Arts
 Music
 Food
 Costumes
 Stories
 Language
 Myths
 Other applicable culture elements
o Plan a fiesta
4. Research/planning
o Roles/jobs
o Recording
o Time line
o Resources
5. How prominent?
o Be more class time for instructor
o Liabilities
 What if you need clarification at time
 Needs
o Other - learning styles
6. HWRSD – support?
o No not at all
o Not K-12
o Not all lessons
o Has promise, needs development to needs
7. Facilities
o Every kids have facilities at home
o Even at school
TABLE TEAM 7
Middle School Social Studies focus
 Reflection notes
o Repeated viewing
o Self-paced
o Opportunity to expand and explore
o Enrich, spark interest
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o Parent able to facilitate and support
Pre-revolution
o – Access
o Screen time
o Quick access to others (peers, adults)
Activity - teacher assigns
o View 2 selected video clips offering details on each side of
the “freedom” debate
 Loyalists
 Pats/revs
o Teacher-guided review of key issues
 POV in order for students to engage in mini-debates
 Not sure of side of argument until I get to class
Class divided into two groups with task to selected arguments
o Point - counterpoint
Question: What do we need to have more information about in
order to understand the issues of that divide?

EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS +
SERVICES
Two Table Teams addressed this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
FOCUS ON COSTS/EFFICIENCIES OF OPERATIONS
Discuss these issues:
1. Do our current school sizes result in efficient
operations?
2. Compare neighborhood (P)K-5 elementary schools
with sequential (P)K-2/ 3-5 schools.
a. What are the “Pros” of each?
b. What are the “Cons” of each?
3. Identify any operational challenges/problems you
think our schools have

a. Which schools have challenges?
b. Which programs have challenges?
4. Identify any examples of brilliance/cleverness
5. Review staffing and hidden costs
a. Including itinerant “lost time”
6. Identify potential solutions to identified
challenges/problems
a. Is staff inefficiency/redundancy due to building
size a problem?
b. Other?
Discuss in small groups.
Report out.
TABLE TEAM 3
1. No – staffing (duplication of resources)
2. Neighborhood schools vs sequential schools
Neighborhood:
Pros: Walking to school supports social/emotional
Cons: Lack of density, lack of consistency
Sequential:
Pros: More cost of efficient sequential, effective use of
specialists
Cons: Transportation, loss of multi-aged learning
3. SPED service delivery
o Maintenance of infrastructure
o Age of facilities, lights, heat, etc
4. Anti-bullying program (OLWEUS) efficient due to intimacy
%. Food services, support, custodial, SPED services
7. Upgrade/update facilities vs bandage
TABLE TEAM 4
1. Comme si, comme ça
2. Sequential
Pros
o Resources are age appropriate
 Early childhood
 Intermediary
o Continuity
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Cons
o Too many transitions (student should take until December to
adjust)
o Lack of continuity (ie, adjustment counselors)
o Bus transportation
3. Flexibility of space
o Scheduling continuity HS to MS
5. HS, MS staff
6. See #5
TABLE TEAM 7
Elementary Focus
1. No, not the most efficient
o Obvious inefficiencies
o Bussing
o Shared staff
o Size – too small?
o Economy of scale
o Support models
o Operational costs
 Larger schools more efficient
2. Compare:
Neighborhood
Pros:
 PK-5
 Status quo
 Small
Cons:
 Single building – 800+
 Too large
Sequential
Pros:
 PK-2, 3-5
 Target Professional Development
 Common experiences
 Collaboration
Cons:
 New transitions
 Model change (4)
 Parents/kids at multiple schools
3. Transportation (school)

o Common relationships due to special programs in specific
building
4. Movement to reduce district out-placements by creating in-district
xxxxxprograms
5. See #1.
6. See #3 (challenges)
o More opportunities for district-side targeted Professional
Development, in-district collaboration
o Solution – shared facilities, purchasing (paper, cleaning
supplies)

EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS +
SERVICES
Five Table Teams were given this challenge:

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
FOCUS ON QUALITY, CONTINUITY, AND
CONSISTENCY OF DELIVERY
Discuss these issues:
1. Consider curriculum delivery. What is educationally
most effective/appropriate?
a. Kindergarten: ½ day vs all-day K
b. Preschool: how extensive?
i. Is it more effective to have Preschool
with grades K and 1?
c. Substantially separate Special Education
d. Special services:
i. Reading
ii. Title 1
iii. OT/PT
iv. Other
e. General education delivery
f. “Specials”: art, music, PE, technology
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2. What are we missing/not doing well enough?
a. 21st century skills
b. STEM or STEAM
c. Applied learning
d. Integrated arts
e. Movement
f. World awareness
g. Other
3. Is equity important? What does equity mean?
4. Compare neighborhood (P)K-5 elementary schools
with sequential (P)K-2/
3-5 schools.
a. What are the “Pros” of each?
b. What are the “Cons” of each?
5. Could we have choice schools in HWRSD? Or
choice Schools Within Schools?
6. What effective deliveries have we
overlooked/underplayed?
a. Multiage
b. Looping
c. Teacher teaming
7. Are there notable brilliant/clever/laudable/notable
educational strategies/situations?
8. Are there challenges?
9. Identify potential solutions to identified
challenges/problems
10. Are HWRSD’s current class size guidelines
appropriate? If not what should they be? If lower,
how could they be afforded?
Discuss in your small group table teams
Report out
TABLE TEAM 1
1. Curriculum delivery

a. Choose 1
b. Integrated Pre-K
c. Effective for children @ Winthrop - efficient way to deliver
services
 Cons: No exposure to other schools
d.
i. Yes
ii. Could be used more efficiently
iii. Yes, if facility is appropriate/available
e. Yes, but boredom/styles could be addressed
 HW is maybe not effective
 Need to dig deeper
 HS start later
f. Yes, but sharing specialists is difficult
 Needs more hands-on
2. Missing/not doing well
st
a. HS missing out on 21 century skills, especially Seniors
 Internships
 Portfolio revision
b. Weakness
 Facility
 Lack of importance
 Tech-ed missing at MS
 Ap physics
 c. Weakness
 Spread too thin
 Have access out-of-district applied learning (VOC)
d. Music is a strength
 Needs to be more mainstream
e. Ability to leave campus (HS
 Movement throughout the day in addition to gym
4. Compare:
Sequential
Pros:
 Sequential
 Fresh
 Regulate class size
 Different focus depending on academic skill
 Group kids with like learning styles
 All feed into same MS (continuity)
Cons:
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 Too much transition
 Loss of older peers
 More teacher collaboration
 Lose neighborhood
 Kid pool 40-120
 Teacher pool 2-6
5. No, maybe HS
6. Overlooked/underplayed
a. If student/teacher ratio is appropriate
b. Depends on teachers and students
10. Yes. Choice students provide positive impact
TABLE TEAM 2
1. Curriculum delivery
o Full-day
 Better pace, meeting state demands
 More social growth
2. Missing/not doing well
f. World awareness – weak
g. Community involvement
3.. “Equity does not mean identical”
o Limited by space
4. Sequential
Pros:
 Sharing
 Expertise – more teachers with expertise
 Grade-level collaboration
 Grouping district kids
Cons:
 Limited by facilities
 Many transitions
5. No size
6. Size limits
o School configuration limits
7. Common Core – Elem creating own lessons
8. Budget issues, leadership changes
10. No appropriate - lower
TABLE TEAM 5
Elementary Focus
1. Curriculum delivery

a. K – all day!
b. Preschool
 More flexible
 In same building with K-2 (opportunities for
collaboration and better transition)
 Not necessarily integrated
c. Inclusion relevant to long-term student goals, individualized
access
d. Data-driven social services to ensure students are identified
xxxxx(RTI)
e. RTI-based instruction for all students, account for learner
xxxxxvariability – DI
f. Specials can be more integrated into classroom instruction
xxxxx(theme-based/interdisciplinary)
2. Missing/not doing well
st
a. 21 century skills (rote memory vs creative thinking/problemsolving)
 Inconsistent
 What is it?
b. Opportunities in coordination instruction outside of
school/community-based for “building”
c. Increase movement
d. Increase
e. Movement important (not enough)
f. Could better connect current events
 Relevant
 Diversity – not aware
 Technology can facilitate this
g. Dropping ball on social/emotional importance “brain-based
research”
3. Yes – duh (all students get what they need to reach
potential)
4. Compare
K-5
Pros:
 Family kids together
 Transportation
 Transition
 Parent support enhanced (1 school)
 Sense of community/belonging
 Specials – share teachers
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 Younger/older kids work together
 Vertical alignment
Cons:
 Communication ↓
 Collaboration ↓
 Horizontal alignment
PK-2/3-5
Pros:
 Collaboration/development focus
 Less transition for specialists
 Faculty/equipment better
Cons:
 Families split - hard for parent involvement
 Transportation
 Less mentoring from older students
5. No (maybe tough at high schools?)
6. Should be considered
a. Looping choice positive and negative
c. Yes, essential to return to teams at MS
7. Buker
o Garden (service project with MS)
o Online/Edmodo initiative/iPad
8. Yes
o IXL Math/podcasts/kids - Cutler
o Winthrop
 Tiered system of instruction
 Using data effectively
 Assessment
o Cutler – data collection
9. Deal with resistance to change
o Teachers
o Community/parents
o Students
o Communicate/education/authentic support around change
10. Class size
o Should be discussed
o Particularly in K (decrease)
TABLE TEAM 6
1. Curriculum delivery
a. Full-day

b. Preschool 1-2 year
 Flexibility movement based on maturity
c. SPED – separate
 Dependent on individual cases
 But with opportunities for interactions with other
students
 Important access to opportunities to excel
d. Regimented schedule
 Lack of communication - consult with class teachers
would be better
e. General education delivery
 Lack of curriculum coordination in many subjects
f. Specials
 More access – opportunities for interdisciplinary K-5
 More choice in 6-12
2. We need all of them
o STEM – STEAM
o Languages (1 is not enough)
o Tech ed
o Applied learning
3. Equity
o Everybody doesn’t get the same, but everybody gets what
they need
o One size does not fit all
4. PK-8
o Wider range of grades = fewer transitions for kids/teachers
o Smaller elementary schools – sense of community
o If a school is not a “fit” can switch
o Choice at HS level is important
 Regional magnet schools?
 Academies within school
6. Opportunities for multiage
o Mixes benefit students
o Flexible @ HS +
7. Yes
8. Yes.
9/10 Classes too large/spaces too small
TABLE TEAM 8
Elementary Focus
1. Curriculum delivery
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a. A full-day K with modified schedule, expectations
 Open-ended choice time
 Explore time
 Montessori-esque
b. Available preschool
 Affordable preschool
 But not mandatory
 Interactions between grades is a positive
c. More integration
 More effective overall
d. Evaluate “pull-outs” from integrated classrooms
2. Missing/not doing well
a-g Move toward integrating all into curriculum
 Scheduling – teacher collaboration
c. More integration
3. Important but equity ≠same
4. We don’t have neighborhood schools now
Neighborhood
Pros:
 Mentoring opportunities
 Stability – fewer transitions
 Building family/school relationships
Cons:
 Fewer students in each grade
 Less cost effective
K-2, 3-5 School
Pros:
 Flexibility #s classrooms per grade
 Resources in one place
 Teacher collaboration
o Cons
 Transportation
 Transitions
 Students don’t know all classmates (social)
 Siblings in separate schools
5. Yes. Not sure we are big enough
6. Could be more opportunities for A + B
o Teacher teaming – happens, but not systemic
7. Need more communication when something is brilliant/working
8. Yes
10. Guidelines okay, but are these followed?

LARRY ROSENSTOCK ON HIGH TECH HIGH
The Visioning Team watched a video of Larry Rosenstock, founder and
Chief Executive Officer of High Tech High, San Diego, sharing concepts
st
and images of this highly successful 21 century school.
Comments from the workshop participants included:
 This was inspirational
o Revealed different ways to do things
 Facility
 Light
 Glass
 Free flowing classrooms
 Respect was emphasized
o Teacher to teacher
o Student to student
o Student to teacher
o Diversity
 Kids were making things
 Authentic learning
o Things
o Relationships
 School designed for curation
o Kids motivated when work is seen
o Audience of peers
o Years at school is not a pass-through
 Very open with little nooks
 Cautious about high tech
 HWRSD students like the idea
o Like high ceilings
o People seem to express themselves there
 Entire building used for teaching and learning
 Definition of rigor is excellent
o Passion
o Working with professionals
 Encouraged teachers to explore interests/passions
o Share with kids
 Teachers share passions
 Teachers mentor
 They are doing work worth doing
 Quality of teachers based on quality of student work
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This is a liberal arts school in disguise
It is a question of will
Willingness to take risks
Kids don’t have any idea about jobs
o What you might love
o Middle school is great time to explore
o More gusto than Paxton Patterson

EXPLORING INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION
The Visioning Team addressed the next challenge individually,
completing the worksheet as individuals. The responses are long and
thorough. They are captured in Appendix Ch 5.4, Responses to
Innovation Challenge.

Identify your focus: elementary, middle, high school, or
K-12.
1. Identify the most effective and/or provocative
educational practice/school organizational
concept we have discussed (or maybe should
have discussed) that we are not yet practicing at
HWRSD.
Among the things we have considered are:
i. Project-based learning
ii. Sequential elementary schools
iii. Differently sized schools
iv. Early child learning
v. Mastery-based personalized learning
vi. Thematic, choice schools or schools
within schools
vii. Others
2. Why is it effective and/or provocative?

3. Identify a step-by-step strategy to achieve its
implementation
a. Who needs to be a part of the dialogue?
b. Who is empowered to decide to implement?
c. What resources do we/they need to
implement?
d. What communication needs to happen?
4. If you finish early, pick another

SCHOOL SIZE + GRADE STRUCTURE
This was the challenge:

FOCUS ON THE IMPACT OF SIZE AND GRADE
STRUCTURE ON LEARNING
Discuss these issues:
1. Identify any natural developmental breaks/thresholds
in the PK-12 continuity
PK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Identify ideal grade groupings.
2. Relationship-building
a. What is the maximum number of students that
can be well known by a principal?
b. By teachers/staff?
c. Should principals or teachers/staff know all
their students well?
d. What is the maximum number of teachers/staff
that can effectively/intuitively work together in
a collaborative grouping?
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e. Is it more effective for teachers/staff to
collaborate?
i. On what?
3. Professional focus
a. Is there an educational advantage for
teachers/staff to have a small developmental
age grouping?
b. Do Professional Learning Communities
improve learning?
i. How?
ii. What kind?
c. Do Small Learning Communities improve
learning?
i. How?
ii. What kind?
Discuss in your small group table teams
Report out




TABLE TEAM 1
1. School structure
Developmental
PK │K, 1, 2 │3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9│10, 11│12
Grade groupings
PK, K, 1, 2 ║3, 4, 5, 6 ║7, 8 ║9, 10, 11, 12

Eight Table Teams responded to the challenge. Their work follows this
summary:
SUMMARY WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION
th
th
 9 graders are different than 10 graders, cited by 4 out of 8
Table Teams
 Student development is different after Grade 9
th
o But keep 9 Grade in HS
 Competition for college
 4 years college transcripts
 7 and 8 are more alike
th
th
o 9 -10 more alike
th
th
o 9 not like 7 , w/ 10-12
 MS should not be a two year experience. Could be:
o 6, 7, 8
o 5, 6, 7, 8
 Min # grades/school
Questions were directed to the students:
 Regarding two year schools

o 6 to 7 a big jump
o If one switches schools, the jump is too much
o Zach said:
 7 and 8 should be at one school
o Jordan said:
 Don’t separate 7 and 8
 Like 3 years in middle school
th
 By 8 grade, students are ready to move on
o Chris said:
th
th
 As 8 grader, 6 is so far away
th
 8 should be like HS
th
8 graders are ready to make transition into high school
o Big maturity different
o Like anticipation
th
Make 9 a transition year

2. Relationship-building
a. 75-100 in one year, more as years go on
b. 75 (HS) maybe more
c. Principal no/Teacher yes
d. 3-5
e. Yes
 Need structure
 New programs (tech, math, anti-bully)
3. Professional focus
a. Yes
b. Yes if functioning right
 Support
 Collaboration
 Gain knowledge
c. Yes, mentors
TABLE TEAM 2
1. School structure:
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Developmental
PK │K, 1, 2 │ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
Grade grouping
PK, K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ║ 9, 10, 11, 12
2 Relationship-building
a. Depends on the principal (250?)
b. Depends on grade level
c. Of course
d. 5-6
e. Yes, everything: curriculum and student
3. Professional focus
a. Easier to develop more expertise
b. Yes, collaboration
c. Yes more contact with knowledgeable instructor
 Contact with familiar students
 More willing to take risks
 Easier to monitor progress and cater to individuals
TABLE TEAM 3
1. School structure:
Developmental
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │4, 5, 6, 7 │8, 9, 10, 11, 12
2. Relationship-building
a. 300
b. 15-20 by class per relationship
c. Teachers and staff (different level than principal)
d. 2-6
e. Yes. . . .curriculum, assessment, relationships, ProjectBased Learning
3. Professional focus
a. Yes
b. Yes.
i. Teachers + administration focus on curriculum
issues, based on data
ii. Change in content, delivery
c. Yes
i. Increased focus/rigor
ii. Meeting social/emotional needs of students via
strong relationships

TABLE TEAM 4
1. School structure:
Developmental
PK, K, 1, 2, │ 3, 4, 5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
2. Relationship-building
a. 300-400 time in building
b. 20/class
c. Ideally
d. 6
e. Yes, developing curriculum, addressing student needs,
instructional strategies
3. Professional focus
a. There is a trade off. Everyone can find time, their expertise,
however, the opportunities for cross-grade level learning, ie,
role modeling, student leadership, frosh
b. Yes, depending on their structure and expectations
c. Yes, but there is a trade off, losing diversity
TABLE TEAM 5
1. School structure:
Developmental
PK │ K, 1, 2, 3, 4 │5 │6, 7, 8 │ 9, 10, 11, 12
2. Relationship-building
a. Need to know names/have familiarity with/be visible/present,
appropriate
b. No Magic # - more relationships the better
c. More we have – less personal connection
 It’s important for teachers to develop relationships to
the best of their ability (no magic #)
d. What is an effective team at that point in time, with whatever
particular issue?
e. Yes, it has the potential to have huge impact on:
 Student needs/identification of difficulties
 Standards – expectations across curriculum areas
 Scheduling flexibility – team activities building
 Transitions

Interdisciplinary
Note: Class-size dependent, important, team model?
Advisory: each student has at least one adult
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 Curriculum, student growth and wellness
 Professional Development
 School culture
3. Professional focus
a. Targeted Professional Development
b. Professional learning communities
 i. Help stretch, peer to peer, explore, model, share
 ii.
c. Yes, increased likelihood of being “well known” by other
students and adults
 Relationships and community development

3. Professional focus
a. Yes – duh. Big issue
 Better for teachers (time)
 What about better for students?
 Can teacher work more effectively?
b. PLC
 Yes, if done/run correctly
 Clear objectives
c. Yes
TABLE TEAM 6
1. School structure:
Developmental
PK, K, 1 │ 2, 3, 4 │5, 6 │7, 8, 9 │10, 11. 12
Grade grouping
PK, K, 1║ 2, 3, 4 ║5, 6 ║ 7, 8, 9 ║10, 11. 12
(5 - 6 - 7 are a Hormone Storm)
This is a grouping by age. We should be grouping by maturity
assessment, not age
2. Well known
a. 200-300
b. 25→ 125 depending on age, relationship
c. Yes.
d. 5-8
e. Yes
 On curriculum/skills
 On students
 On interventions and support
 On passions

TABLE TEAM 8
1. School structure:
Developmental
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 │ 4, 5, 6 │ 7, 8, 9 │10, 11, 12
Developmental
PK, K, 1, 2, 3 ║ 4, 5, 6║ 7, 8, 9║ 10, 11, 12
2. Relationship-building
a. 175
b. 50
c. Nice for Principal, necessary for teachers
d. 6ish
e. Yes on everything
3. Professional focus
a. Yes, but there’s value to being aware of vertical alignment
b. Yes, with more allotted time
 Refines the practice of teacher
c. Yes
 Building relationships

TABLE TEAM 7
PK, K, 1, 2 ║ 3, 4, 5 ║ 6, 7, 8║9, 10, 11, 12
th
9 Freshman academy
2. Relationship-building
a. Well known →↑#’s = ↓ known well
b. Yes
c. Well known – yes in order to be available to support
student/family needs
d. Depends on the task and the group and structure
e. Collaborate, yes on all areas
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AGENDA

th

The second Visioning Workshop was held on 28 October 2013. Notes
of all activities follow:
 District Demographics
 School Transformation + Development Map
 School + District Choice
 Parent + Community Outreach
 Places for Learning
 Operational Parameters
 Reflections

DISTRICT DEMOGRAPHICS

Notes
Workshop 3

Phil Poinelli, primary architect for the district Master Plan project, shared
demographic and enrollment information received from Cropper GIS,
project demographer. He shared the following:
 The fertility rates for the Hamilton Wenham Regional School
District (HWRSD) are below replacement levels during the
entire life of the forecasts. (TFR=1.76 for the district vs 2.1 for
replacement level)
 Most of the in-migrating households to the district contain
population in the 0-to-9 and 30-to-44 age groups
 The locally raised 18-to-24 year old population (recent
graduating high school Seniors) continues to leave the district,
going to college or moving to other urban areas
 The primary factors causing the District's enrollment to decline
after 2013 is an increase in the number of out-migrants in the
local 18-to-24 year old age group, the rise in the number of
empty nest households and a slight decrease in the number of
in-migrating of younger families
 Changes in year-to-year enrollment will largely be due to
smaller grade cohorts in conjunction with larger grade cohorts
leaving the system
 If there was zero migration in the district during the 2013-14 to
2016-17 time period, the elementary (K-5) enrollment would
decline by 130 students. The elementary enrollment is
forecasted to decline by 26 students the same period
 If the current home construction trends continue, the number of
existing home sales and the occupancy rates of the rental
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housing units will continue to be the dominant factor affecting
the amount of population and enrollment change
Total enrollment is forecasted to decrease by 93 students, or 4.8 %, between 2013-14 and 2017-18. Total enrollment will
decline by 70 students, or -3.8%, from 2017-18 to 2023-24
The high school has an enrollment of approximately 700, of
which 115 are “choice students” from other school districts
The number of choice students had balanced the enrollment
drops in recent years at the high school, the only building which
is open for choice placements
The high school has a screening method for choice applicants,
but last year all students who were interested in attending the
high school were admitted
The elementary schools each have distinct attendance areas,
but are located fairly close to each other near the center of the
district
The policy of assigning new students to the elementary school
with capacity obscures the attendance boundaries






The scores are shown below:.

#

1
2
3

4
5

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION +
DEVELOPMENT MAP
Workshop participants used the School Transformation + Development
Map (© 2013 Frank Locker Inc) to evaluate HWRSD’s current
educational delivery and facilities, and to project the desired future for
both.
The ST+DM expresses the evolutionary shift in education in great detail,
chronicling educational practices and facility design. Schools today are
in different points of evolution, and many schools expect to be in
different points of evolution in the long term future. The ST+DM
characterizes schools and facilities on a 1 through 5 basis, with 1 as the
most traditional category, and 5 as the most transformed.
Workshop participants worked in teams to review the multiple
educational practices and facilities concepts in the School
Transformation + Development Map. They scored the HWRSD schools
in the following categories:

Educational Delivery Now
Facilities Now
Future Educational Delivery
Future Facilities

SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP
EDUCATION
FACILITIES
Table Team
Now
Now
Allegiance
Future
Future
Cutler
2.79
4.88
1.64
4.71
Winthrop
2.83
4.46
2.07
3.76
Buker
2.64
4.47
2.29
4.63
TOTAL
8.26
13.81
6.00
13.10
AVERAGE ES
2.75
4.60
2.00
4.37
SCORE
Miles River
Miles River
TOTAL
AVERAGE MS
SCORE

1.99
2.15
4.14

4.89
4.67
9.56

2.13
2.16
4.29

4.59
4.37
8.96

2.07

4.78

2.15

4.48

6
7
8
9

HS
HS
HS
HS

2.01
2.16
2.10
2.09

4.96
4.68
4.23
4.56

1.93
1.89
1.84
1.60

4.69
4.61
4.56
4.79

10

HS Students
TOTAL
AVERAGE HS
SCORE
DISTRICT
AVERAGE
SCORES

2.01
10.37

4.83
23.26

2.07
9.33

4.19
22.84

2.07

4.65

1.87

4.57

2.30

4.68

2.00

4.47
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SCHOOL + DISTRICT CHOICE
The participants reorganized as Super Table Teams, each representing
a constituency, to address this challenge:

Explore the advantages and disadvantages of school +
district choice.
In the current school year approximately 115 students from
other districts have chosen to attend school in HWRSD. All
of these are at the high school, raising the enrollment from
563 to 678.
Identify the Pros: and the Cons: of school choice. Take into
consideration:
1. Social conscience
2. Diversity
3. Available capacity
4. Costs of operations
5. Costs of facilities improvements
6. Curriculum offerings
7. Sports
8. Arts
9. Other
Discuss in your small group table teams
Report out
The responses were:
SUPER TABLE TEAM 1
Educators
 Selection process – lottery
 Diversity
 Enrichment
 Curriculum
 Revenue
 Relationships







Acceptance
Commitment
Opportunity
Athletics
Equity

Pros:
o
o
o
o
o
o
Cons:
o
o
o
o
o

Leadership
Friendships
Extends community
Like real world
Families more invested in education
Faculty children, extends commitment of facility
Change feel of community
Building capacity
Revenue vs expenditure
Hamilton-Wenham very homogeneous
We need better communication of SC guidelines

SUPER TABLE TEAM 2
Community Members
 Economics
 Cost
 Diversity
 Opportunity
 Capacity
 Electives (more)
 Programming
 Population
 Beneficial
 Needs
 Problems
 Privilege
 Income
 Late
SUPER TABLE TEAM 3
Students
 Guesses at number of choice students in the high school:
o 50-75
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o 75
o 115
They come from:
o Gloucester
o Peabody
o Danvers
o Lynn
o Beverly
o Ipswich
o Salem
Brings a lot of diversity there for the reputation
Opportunities for choice students
Better opportunity for college
Well integrated – no discrimination
Socially seamlessly integrated
Cost – actual cost vs spent cost
If there is a $ difference - it’s not equitable
Currently over capacity, crammed
Impact on class size is not a reason to eliminate
If there was a return of private school, could be a reason to
reduce/eliminate
If eliminated, would suffer from loss of diversity
o No ethnic diversity
o Different opinions
Awkward size for curriculum
Would like more diverse electives, not necessarily tied to # of
electives
Integrated project-base class is more important that more
electives
Making the connections
More engaging
Integrated is the best way to learn

PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Visioning Team members responded to this challenge as individuals,
undertaking the challenge as a reflective lunch activity.

1. Identify all the ways HWRSD students/programs
connect with/serve parents and community
a. For each, assess:
i. Extent
ii. Effectiveness
b. Identify ways of connecting better
2. Identify ways HWRSD does not connect/serve
parents and community (missed opportunities)
3. Identify internship and service learning opportunities
for students
a. Current
b. Possible
Discuss in your small group table teams
Report out
The numerous responses have been recorded on a spreadsheet, and
are included in Appendix Ch 5.5.

PLACES FOR LEARNING
The workshop participants analyzed places for learning and established
preferences for the future Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
schools. Options were reviewed, ranked, and evaluated by Table
Teams.
Workshop participants were asked to:
 Rank the choices
 Identify the three most appropriate for their future school
 Identify the one least appropriate
 Explain why
The physical places shown in the challenge were proxy for educational
deliveries. While reviewing these physical places, participants were
actually projecting the future of learning, and how to best support it.
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Each of the exemplars reviewed by the workshop participants supports
a range of learning modalities, and can best support different teaching
deliveries and student activities. No single exemplar supports every
possible delivery and activity.
The contenders were:
A
Thompson Middle School
B
Ideal Math Classroom
C
Grand Rapids Middle Schools
D
Springfield Literacy Center
E
Ipswich Middle School
th
F
Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition
G
Concord Elementary Schools
H
Waverly High School
I
Cristo Rey Minneapolis
J
New Tech High
K
Forest Avenue K-2 Center
L
Wooranna Park Primary School
M
Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
N
Australia Mathematics + Science School
O
Minnesota New Country School
P
School of One
Images for these contenders are:
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F

th

Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition

Preferences of the Table Teams were:
SUMMARY
Number of citations as Most Appropriate
5 citations
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
G Concord Elementary Schools
4 citations
D Springfield Literacy Center
3 citations
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center
2 citations
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition
I
Cristo Rey Minneapolis
1 citation
H
Waverly High School
P
School of One
Number of citations as Least Appropriate
4 citations
A Thompson Middle School
2 citations
P School of One
1 citation

STUDENT TABLE TEAM
HS Focus
Most appropriate
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
o Skylights
o Multi-purpose Café – furniture
o Cubicles (multiple types)
o Loft
I Cristo Rey Minneapolis
o Garage doors
o Furniture, stand-up tables
o Flexible environment
o Detail, color, patterns
G Concord Elementary Schools
o Color
o 3D architectural/detail
o Curves/profiles
*Good to have food offered at all times
Least appropriate
P School of One
o Aspect ratio
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o
o

Testing/system
Long corridor

TABLE TEAM 1
K-12 Focus
Most appropriate
G Concord Elementary Schools
o Combines traditional with innovative
o Flexibility, adaptability
o Common core – displays, flex space
o HS/MS
D Springfield Literacy Center
o Elementary – literacy focus
o Shared specialist space
o Folding walls
 Best budgetary →
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
o Quick shift of collaboration tables
o Breakout booths
o Transparency HS/MS
Least appropriate
P School of One
o Sterile – computer
 Driven
 Programmed
 Evaluated
o Not enough teacher direction
o Why still grouped if working on different things at different
paces?
TABLE TEAM 2
MS Focus
Most appropriate
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition
o Brings outside in
o Combination of shared + private space – flexible
H New Tech High
o Lends itself to teams
o Science + engineering together
o Flexible + varied spaces

o Go-to not go-through
o Balanced Feng Shui
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
o High interest space
o Sense of light/airy
o Fosters respect
o * Need to invest in teacher/teams collaboration or design
won’t be used to potential
Least appropriate
A Thompson Middle School
 We work here!
 Blocks collaboration + innovation
TABLE TEAM 3
K-12 Focus
Most appropriate
G Concord Elementary Schools
o Library integration
o Display area
o Breakout spaces
D Springfield Literacy Center
o Breakout spaces integrated into classroom
o Barn doors
o Good use of hallway space
o Specialist Centers
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
 Group booth areas
 Lots of interior glass
 Lots of student workspace
Least appropriate
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition
o Too much outdoor space
o Very open concept
TABLE TEAM 4
ES Focus
Most appropriate
D Springfield Literacy Center
o Specialist area
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o Small and large group spaces/flexible
o Barn doors
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Stage/presentation area
o Varied size rooms
o Teacher Collaboration Center
o Common Area
G Concord Elementary Schools
o Library Corridor
o Display space
o Different sized rooms
o Small corner rooms
I Cristo Rey Minneapolis
o Garage doors
o Common/flexible spaces
o Walkway/workway
Least appropriate
A Thompson Middle School
o Lack of flexibility and opportunities to collaborate
TABLE TEAM 5
HS – MS Focus
Most appropriate
H Waverly High School
o “House” teams with breakout spaces
o Open walls between classrooms
M Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies
o Independent exploration
o Collaboration
o ↑ Independent, self-monitored learning
ES Focus
Most appropriate
D Springfield Literacy Center
o Shared support space between classic instructional rooms
with open walls
o Breakout spaces outside rooms for flex use
o Storage
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center/
th
F Slate Magazine 5 Grade Classroom Competition

o Indoor/outdoor or ↑natural light
o Open space to allow for differentiated instruction
o Halls, walls, floors for learning
K-12 Focus
Least appropriate
A Thompson Middle School
o Allowed for large, many small, and individual spaces
o K-12
TABLE TEAM 6
K-12 Focus
Most appropriate
G Concord Elementary Schools
o Learning corridor
o Presentation spaces
o Small group spaces
K Forest Avenue K-2 Center
o Flexibility
o Teacher collaboration
o Allows for testing
o Use of light
P School of One
o Individualized learning
o Project-based
Least appropriate
A Thompson Middle School
o Isolation
o No collaboration
o Not flexible
o Restrictive

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
This was the challenge:

For each issue below:
 Identify the Pros: and the Cons: of current operations
 Explore alternatives
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The issues are:
1. Current school day start and end times
a. Consider earlier start, later end, varied
start/end
b. Others?
2. Current school calendar with 2+ month summer
recess
a. Would a “year round” calendar:
i. Improve teaching and learning?
ii. Be more economical?
iii. Be better for families?
3. Current policies for teacher retention and
advancement
a. Are there alternatives to “seniority?”
b. How would any alternatives improve teaching
and learning?
c. Would they be more economical?
Discuss in your small group table teams
Report out
STUDENT TABLE TEAM
1. Start/end time
o Flip with elementary school
o Would prefer more time in school without homework
2. “Year round” calendar or non-traditional
o Happiness goes down – stress goes up
o Would improve learning, not economics or families
3. Retention and advancement
o No seniority
o Authentic evaluation - “with teeth” - for teachers
o Economics not a priority
TABLE TEAM 1
1. Earlier start - elementary
o Later start for older student – not morning
o Dual times for HS internships/extracurricular

2. Summer vacation best
o Facilities don’t support summer instruction (late June, early
August)
o Time to rejuvenate, student/teachers
o Optional summer programs
o Many teachers are engaged in Professional Development
 3. Teacher retention/advancement
a. Evaluations
b. Retention of “best teachers”
c. Could be if there is pay scale based on years of service
TABLE TEAM 2
1. Start and end times
o Swap times for elementary and HS
o Early – elementary
o Later – HS and MS
o Possible varied start times
2. Vacation
o Spread the vacation times evenly throughout the year
a. Yes, improves learning
b. Unknown
c. Depends on the family
3. Teacher retention and advancement
a. Particular expertise, school needs, performance
evaluations
b. Allow staffing to be based on student needs
c. Possibly
TABLE TEAM 3
1. Start/end times
o Earlier-elem
o Later – HS
 Teachers use time before kids arrive
 Ex - T 7:40AM S 8:15PM
2. Year round not good
o Families
o Need AC
o Year-round may improve teaching and learning
3. Development of teacher leaders
o Merit pay/local discounts
o Peer coaching

Educational Visioning Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District Wenham, MA
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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TABLE TEAM 4
1. Start/end times
o HS/MS start later, elementary start early (better for students)
o HS classes outside of traditional (7:30 – 2:30) school day
2. Year-round school year better for continuity of learning
o Heating/AC needs $?
Cons:
 Childcare for families $
 Increased stress for all
 Limited opportunities for camps, etc
3. Teacher retention and advancement
a. District involvement/merit
b. Greater involvement in the district
c. Yes
TABLE TEAM 5
1. Start/end time
Pros:
o HS 9:00 start
o Elementary “ready” earlier
Cons:
o Extracurricular transportation $
o Childcare and after-school jobs
2. “Year-round” calendar or non-traditional
Pros:
o Must haves – climate control
o Less “summer loss” learning
o Staffing more stable
o Not have “ramp up” efforts
Cons:
o Family impacts
o Child care
o Vacation times
o “Camps”
o Staff and student not having summer jobs
3. Retention and advancement
o Incentive-based “above and beyond” tier
o Different roles in school
 Teacher leader track
 Classic movement scale

TABLE TEAM 6
1. Switch elementary and HS start time
o Daycare issues pop up after school
o Longer school day, include time for sports or clubs
2. Students choose to go 3 out of 4 quarters of a year
o 1 quarter in Senior year can be used for internship
o Summer enrichment programs
o Have mini clubs during school day that are taught by
community volunteers
3. Use merit vs tenure seniority
o Evaluation system is geared to allow this
o Recognize teachers’ use of Professional Development and
“added” involvement in school

REFLECTIONS
Comments from the Visioning Team in the last few minutes of the last of
three days of working together and focusing on the future of school in
HWRSD:
 More important to teach how to learn than teach to a test
 The architects should meet with a teachers’ committee
 Eric expressed a concern
o It is easy to get excited with this work
o But our teachers have not seen this
o Don’t know how they will respond
o Need Professional Development for teachers
 Need a Strategic Plan to coordinate the deployment of these
ideas

Educational Visioning Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District Wenham, MA
Frank Locker Educational Planning
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Ch 5.4 Responses to Innovations Challenge

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Visioning Workshop 2
21st October 2013
Responses to INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION
RESPONSE #

1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE

FOCUS

1

ES

i.

Project-based
learning

2

ES

i.

Project-based
learning

Frank Locker Educational Planning

STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

b. Who should
decide?

Real-life application, interdisciplinary, student
Teachers, administrators,
engagement, hands-on, more about process
parents
than product

Teachers,
administrators

P-BL increases student motivation and deep
learning.

P-BL needs to be a priority
for school leadership and
teaching staff

District/school
leadership

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Describe effectiveness,
how to administer, now to
Materials, space, support, outside
monitor goals for students,
resources
student impact, student
desire

PD/ time to plan and collaborate

1. Planning/collaboration time for
teachers, 2. Flexible scheduling,
3. Flexible budget process - (ie,
What if there is a need/direction
Principal/ curriculum
that we didn't think of a year in
managers/ teachers!
advance?) 4. Staff development,
including administration on P-BL
on collaboration skills, vs division
of labor

3

ES

i.

Project-based
learning

Incorporates lots of skills, inspires inquiry &
higher-level thinking skills + passion for
learning

5

MS

i.

Project-based
learning

P-BL - great to do - support with time and
resources. Instructional teams are needed at
the middle school.

Project-based
learning

Teachers and curriculum
leaders. A challenge - we
From administration Teachers need to be
don't have a "curriculum
clarification of
We need PD to ensure we have a
P-BL can be used to differentiate instruction,
empowered but also
director" and need to
common understanding of the
expectations for using
address required standards, and give students
want to know they are
outline the student(s) that
depth of P-BL. The ability to use P-BL to teachers. From
the opportunity to engage in higher-level
supported by
we have in place to make
P-BL in a "test-driven" curriculum teachers - articulation of
thinking skills
administrative
curriculum decisions.
needs to be better understood expectations/reasons why
resources
Right now, it varies by
to students and families
teachers

9

K-12

i.

Teacher teams,
budget/schedule makers

1
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1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
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FOCUS
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

12

13

UNK

UNK

i.

i.

Project-based
learning

Project-based
learning

b. Who should
decide?

If the Master Plan Is
partly facility based,
then it will need to be
both a school and
All of the community and
town decision. But,
Less boring, more inspirational learning; not the state as there needs to
the final decision, the
teaching to the standardized test but creating
be appropriate buy-in if
programming piece,
life-long learners
there is to be a funding
needs to be made by
component
the SC/
Superintendent/ other
administrators/
teachers

P-BL provides the best opportunity for ALL
learners to be engaged in interesting
curriculum

Teachers, parents projects need to be
supported by parents, but
not done or driven by
them. Projects would
need to be the same in all
grade level classes

Principals

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Communication → at least two
years of information, then a $
request - a long-term plan

Need to first get
agreement that there is a
problem - that we can do
better

Time to develop the lessons and
interdisciplinary working groups

20

UNK

i.

Project-based
learning

It is t he most innovative and provocative
We would need resources for the
because it is a shift with regard to philosophy
The dialogue would need
construction of new buildings,
and practice. It is effective because it is
I would hope that we
to happen at every level technology, every chair and
student-focused and integrates all learning
would empower all
Communication at all
top down - including
furniture within, newer resources
modalities and styles and could create the
stakeholders and
levels from planning
administration,
dedicated to the layout, and
greatest impact with regard to the learning
every one at every
stages to implementation
teachers/staff, parents,
architectural planning to create a
process - both for the students and the
level
students, community
learning environment where great
teachers. It would challenge and support the
things happen
growth of knowledge and passion for learning

22

UNK

i.

Project-based
learning

Large scale P-BL that spans district. i. HS - 8School community, school
12. v. K-3, vi. 4 - 9. P-BL is the most
leadership, teachers, tax
effective in that the student will have the most
payers
independent means of teaching

23

UNK

i.

Project-based
learning

P-BL could grow in the HS. I think it would
motivate students to learn if there were
projects that put them in "real-life" situations.
Like mentioned earlier: a rescue to parachute
food into our military

27

UNK

i.

Project-based
learning

P-BL meets the needs of all levels of learners.
Provides for deep engagement

Administration, School
Committee

2

Implementation superintendent

Almost none

Communication - a lot Boston Globe, cable
access TV, newsletter

Parents, students,
administration,
budget

Money

Students need to
communicate their will to
learn/find their profession
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FOCUS

1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

4

MS

Truly, everyone; meaning
teachers, across all levels
If i. and v. can be brought together, we'll
& disciplines,
hopefully reach those students who fall in the
administration and
grey area - not gifted or self-motivated but also
Project-based
community members
not eligible for SPED. At the same time, it will
learning + Mastery
because I feel for this to
i. + v.
give the gifted a chance to stretch themselves
truly reach its potential,
based personalized
in meaningful, real-world ways and it will also
learning
there need to be access to
help those with learning disabilities who need
many resources including,
a variety of active, visual, kinesthetic
possibly, taxes - and
approaches before internalizing new skills
commitments across the
board

8

HS

i. + v.

16

UNK

Project-based
learning + Mastery P-BL is effective as it's putting the knowledge
based personalized
to practical use
learning

Project-based
learning + Mastery
based personalized It is effective because it is more interactive
i. + v.
learning + Small and fosters an environment for questions and
+ vii.
groups learning
interaction to further learning
and classroom sets
to accommodate

Department heads that
talk to teachers

Teachers and
administrators to allow
teaching of this style
learning

3

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Flip classroom - student
knowledge

Administration, students,
and teachers

I'm not sure

Superintendent

Teachers and
administration

The decision of exactly
what each teacher needs
for their new teaching
style also new plans for
each classroom. Flipped
The technology specified for each classroom: Needs to be
subjects' needs, classrooms need done effectively and wholeto change their set-up, including heartedly by teacher to be
furniture, IPads/tablets, chairs,
effective. A teacher
tables
cannot decide to use
variations of a flipped
classroom because the
effectiveness is gone and
information is lost for
students
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FOCUS

1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

6

HS

i. +
vii.

Mastery based
personalized
learning + Smaller
learning groups,
focusing on who
learns differently
Smaller groups help focus kids, and each
and focus on that person learns differently, and focusing on that
different style of
is important
learning, not just
for some students
but for every single
student enrolled at
the school

9a

UNK

ii.

Sequential
What does research support? This is missing
elementary schools
from several of our conversations

27a

28

UNK

Parent

ii.

v.

Sequential
Sequential elementary - → not 1 giant school.
elementary schools
Focus → developmental levels

Mastery based
personalized
learning

In theory, it should build maximum potential for
every student on spectrum It would allow one
teacher to reach academically challenged and
gifted kids by always knowing through daily
??? where each student is. It is provocative
because implementing for success seems like
a "dream." Not sure it can actually work given
time/budget constraints

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Teachers + students Students give their input
and teachers help teach

Both the teachers
and the students. If Technology is a huge factor in the Communication between
the students enjoy
learning styles part of teaching. the facilities and students
learning, then the
Using different technologies
to implement the different
teachers will enjoy
would be very useful
ways of learning
teaching

This group → steering
group

Ongoing updates,
Online information and
updates, updates. One
Superintendent with
presentation, "limited" public open- place for information so
School Committee
mic forums
the details and the
message is the same

Teachers + parents +
students

4

Principals,
Superintendent

Resources → let's not throw away
everything from the past and
centuries of teaching. We do not
need to reinvent the wheel of
education. Let's use technology
and some new ideas to enhance
the learning process and to
implement this kind of
individualized teaching

We all went through
elementary → high school.
What really worked for
each of us? How can this
be enhanced with today's
discoveries &
technologies? Let's not
underestimate the power
of a great individual
teacher → one who
inspires and ignites that
curiosity in each student. I
still remember mine → 6th
grade, Mrs. Boutin! Pair
the talent of the individual
with the new technology to
deliver information
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FOCUS

1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

5a

23a

17

UNK

UNK

UNK

v.

v.

Mastery based
personalized
learning

****Most important - can be combined with
RTI. Content area - teachers should be
addressing skills and understandings which
are lacking. Let's add math/reading & writing
tutorials to teacher & student schedules.
Teams could assign students to these tutorials
and change groupings as needed! Each
content-area teacher would have an area +
provide focused instructions. Mastery-based
learning and RTI (meaningfully delivered)
would ensure that all of our students are
making gains instead of failing further and
further behind.

Mastery based
personalized
learning

I am all for this because at base, pretty much
every thing I do begs the question: "Is it a
good investment of my time for my future?" I
learned from a speech that Steve Jobs said
that time is our most sacred resource,
therefore he dropped out of college to focus
on what was the best investment of time for
him

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Mastery based
personalized
learning + Smaller
learning groups, Each student is constantly learning and being
Research, technology, flexible
focusing on who
School community
challenged at his/her optimal level.
Planning committee
spaces, data collection and
learns differently
(students, teachers,
Provocative because would require a
made up of above to
Introduce reasons for
v. +
assessment tools, teacher
and focus on that complete change of thoughts/expectations of administration, parents) as
report to
wanting to change/add to
vii.
training, varied teaching materials
different style of
students, teachers, parents, and public;
well as the large taxSuperintendent +
the way our children learn
to support differentiated learning
learning, not just
acquire new/different resources, materials,
paying community
School Committee
and learning styles
for some students
buildings
but for every single
student enrolled at
the school

5
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

18

21

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

UNK

Mastery based
personalized
Teachers would need training in
Ultimately, the District
learning + Smaller
how to implement this practice.
learning groups,
leadership would
Master-based personalized learning is
They also would need
focusing on who
make the decision to
effective because it ensures that all students
instructional resources, such as
Teachers, parent and
learns differently
implement Mastery
formative assessments to
v. +
are mastering the knowledge and skills they administration would need
and focus on that
Training, but that
implement. The assessment
vii.
need to be successful. This would eliminate
to be a part of this
different style of
decision would
system would require the
the "I taught it, they just didn’t' learn it"
dialogue
learning, not just
require a lot of
problem
technology for analysis. Facilities
for some students
dialogue among the
would also need to be
three groups.
but for every single
restructured.
student enrolled at
the school

There would need to be a
lot of communication with
parents, teachers and the
public about this change.
The stakeholders would
need to know why this
change is needed + how it
will help students learn

UNK

Mastery based
It would be best if
personalized
there were
Developing a personalized learning plan and
learning + Smaller
collaboration
implementing it across the board is a big
learning groups,
Administrators, teachers,
between
undertaking including extensive teacher
focusing on who
students, parents, and
administration and
training, facilities re-evaluation, work with the
learns differently
broader community. It will
teaching staff.
v. +
community to foster understanding, etc. A
and focus on that
be important for all to
Although the
vii.
personalized learning program, if implemented
different style of
understand the program administrators have
correctly, will challenge all students and
learning, not just
and the goals in order for
the final say,
prepare them for the real-world problem
for some students
teachers much be on
it to be accepted
solving and work experiences they will likely
but for every single
board and passionate
encounter
student enrolled at
in order for this to be
the school
effective

Two-way communication
about what is being
implemented, how things
are working, what is being
innovated, what is not
working, a way to trumpet
and celebrate what does
work and then a way for
other teachers to use and
build on that success

6

Need - tutoring, training, training!
Need - I inspired, motivated
teacher/leaders who are willing to
mentor others, take risks and put
in extra effort to get the program
up and running
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1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY
a. Who should be a part

10

K-12

7

HS

23b

13a

UNK

UNK

Mastery based
personalized
learning +
Thematic, choice
schools or schools
Requires all teachers to get on board and
within schools +
reach all students. Impetus to implement
Smaller learning
effective RTI + SPED service delivery in
v. +
groups, focusing
general ed classrooms. Differentiates for ALL
vi.
on who learns
learners. Is a system that enables successful
differently and
+vii.
& authentic inclusion of students with
focus on that
disabilities, even significant disabilities.
different style of
Allows for enrichment.
learning, not just
for some students
but for every single
student enrolled at
the school

vi.

Thematic, choice
schools or schools
within schools

vi.

Schools within schools. This reminds me of
universities, which I like. It would be nice to
have a choice on what I specifically want to be
Thematic, choice
taught. 1) gain money, 2) respect students
schools or schools
and let them choose what they want to study,
within schools
3) offer possibility of schools within our school
that focuses on a main subject that would help
students find their passion and profession

vi.

Thematic, choice
schools or schools
within schools

It's an interesting idea but may cause
competition between departments

We need to uncover the costs ($ or resources)
it takes to operate 3 elementary schools vs 2,
or even 1. Could you have 1 building with 2
schools? We can better control class size,
deliver services and specials. We can more
strategically group teachers with students

Parents

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

PD time. Structured collaborative
planning time. Week (?) of
Superintendent,
school to learn how to prepare to
principals, curriculum implement. Hands-on coaching &
leaders & coaches
constructive feedback.
Technology to assist in
differentiating & taking data

d. What communication?

School/grade level
forums. Focus groups.
Blog/e-mail updates?
Parent speaker?
[TRANSPARANCY!!]

All stakeholders

Leaders

Research/information

Rationale, + why?

Community & school
leadership

School Committee

$ for building - will of the people

TONS!!

7
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STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

School Committee

Model sites

Superintendent

Existing resources can do it. If t
exam teaching is desired, then
staffing could be examined

Gather data/opinion,
develop presentation,
provide info on
implementation progress

School staff, leaderships,
community members

Community/district
leadership

Appropriate facilities

Community input/survey school community input

Restructuring may impact decisions regarding
instruction, methodologies, pedagogy,
School committee, school
community building, staffing, and vision.
leadership We're a small district. Think out of the box.
community/students
Restructure may allow us to offer more in
included
more varied ways

Leadership with
School Committee

Research review.
Visits/observations. Fiscal
analysis

Community meetings.
"Written" literature
campaign. Clear
explanation of goals and
objectives

The school district

$ and hard work

All parties affected should
be involved at some point

a. Who should be a part

14

26

2a

11

15

UNK

UNK

UNK

K-12

UNK

vi.

Schools within
schools

Something we haven't done and meets the
needs of students. 9th Grade Academy and 2
teacher teams for 6th, 3 teacher teams for 7th, Teachers, administrators,
and 4 teacher teams for 8th. Support students
parents
through the transitions and developmental
stages

vi.

Focus: A 9th Grade program - "Academy"
heterogeneously grouped. Allows for one year
School
of developmental growth and accurate
Thematic, choice
assessment by staff. Data informs us that a administration/parents/cen
schools or schools
large number of Freshman boys (in particular) tral administration/School
within schools
Committee
struggle in Grade 9. It has a damaging impact
on their GPA and future course
selection/approval

vii.

Differently sized/
configured schools

vii.

vii.

Grade structure

Reconfiguring the schools provides the
opportunity for teachers to work regularly in
large teams. Creates options for student
groupings

Reorganize the K12 structure - K, 16, 7-9, 10-12.
The organizational model would be disrupted Foster more P-BL
the students would take on a greater role in
and experiment
their individual learning (project-based)
with thematicbased schools
within the schools

The school district,
students, parents

8

d. What communication?
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25

19

24

FOCUS

UNK

UNK

UNK

1. MOST EFFECTIVE/
PROVOCATIVE ISSUE

Frank Locker Educational Planning

vii.

Seat time vs mastery, grouping + advancing
based on mastery. Should have discussed
the school year - learning into summer.
Making things/prototyping, flexible learning
environments, blended learning. Does all
learning need to be classroom (in school
building) based? Effective and provocative?
Things we aren't or are doing minimally, small
pockets of excellence or inspiration

vii.

The idea that in the future each student might
have a partly-personalized plan for their
learning from what is currently K-12. This
would entail learning coach/ mentor helping a
student choose what and how they study,
based on student interest/ passion, abilities,
and electronically assisted mastery
information. As the student gets older, this
might include authentic activities outside of
school for which they get credit for contact &
process skills. But will also include keeping
track they will cover all generally-agreed on
required learning objectives. Effective
because 1) kids are engaged + motivated, 2)
working at true learning even, 3) teachers not
wasting time teaching to those who already
know content or they-re too far behind to make
sense of it

vii.

Personalized
learning plans

Really good
teacher training
and PD

STEP BY STEP STRATEGY

2. WHY

Because if we don't have highly skilled
teachers, we are always trying to compensate
for bad etching

a. Who should be a part

b. Who should
decide?

c. What resources needed?

d. What communication?

Variety of stakeholders parents, students,
teachers, community
members

District strategic
plan/goal.
Superintendent,
School Committee,
support from Union

Money and appropriate facilities,
human and material capital

Frequent and on-going
from FYI news- blasts,
updates

Certainly do not expect to get
there in one step/go. Start by
incorporating aspects of master
learning (frequent formative
feedback), differentiation,
modalities etc, within existing
structure. Encourage "flipped
classroom" - teachers who do this
soon find that students start to
move at different paces and use
different recourses, etc. Get
flexibilities in schedules, credits,
etc. Give credit for
outcomes/projects/internships,
etc - not just seat time. Involve
teachers, teachers, teachers,
administrator, students. Change
fed and state policies!

Everyone - students,
teachers, parents,
community, schools of
education

9

1) Restructure schools of
education - no undergraduate
teaching college, 2) higher pay in
Superintendent/union exchange for higher degree of
s have to change.
professionalism, 3) higher
Honest discussion of
Culture of US has to
expectations of
failings of current system
change
schools/educators, 4) $ for field
trips to study really good schools
+ systems in Finland!, 5) will to
change
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Responses to PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RESPONSE
#

POSITION,
UNK

1. Ways HWRSD
students/programs connect
with/serve parents and
community

1

UNK

Accord Food Pantry, Aspen

2

UNK

3

UNK

4

5

6

7

Parent

UNK

Elementary
Educator

Educator/
Parent

Frank Locker Educational Planning

1.b. ways to
1.a.i. Extent 1.a.ii. Effectiveness
connect
better

2. Ways HWRSD does not
connect/serve parents and
community

Elementary school "graduation"
ceremonies for parents

3. Internship + Service Learning
Opportunities
Discuss and Report Out
a. Current

b. Possible

Connect with local
businesses

Clubs - with
community support

Parent/Teacher feedback.
If the students were more
interactive with community

Complete lack of communication
about what is happening in our
schools. No formal/ frequent
mechanisms
Outside clubs//ILPMS - Food
Pantry/Kids Care Club

Meaningful
service
projects

Newsletters

Friend's
Groups (3
schools/3
groups should
coordinate
more)

Buker Blog - love it!

Buker Blog, Aspen

Parent evaluation of teachers "I
reach" basic rubric with plan for
subjective feedback

Extended day programs for
elementary

Holiday food service
at Accord/life skills
MRMS

MRMS - parent
communication via
website lacking. No
teacher/class pages.
Parent - teacher
evaluation/feedback.
Measures of effective
teaching

Some way for parents to inform
Class pages Administration about child's
elementary
school, Food experience with teachers - feedback Pantry
teacher performance

Websites good

Curriculum - updates +
announcements through school
websites.

Kids Care Club

Tech services

Cutler School Art Gallery community artist exhibit +
visit classes. Wenham
Museum/Cape Ann
Museum - student exhibit
spaces. "Giving tree"
donations - local and
global places in need

Guest visits/business/community
volunteers

Life skills, community
service, "showcase"
5th Grade play,
musicals, Grand
Friend's, Gabe's Run,
Melody Miles, Cutler
art exhibits, Interyear Junior Rotary,
Wenham/student
museum

By not allowing community
members/professionals to
communicate - "bringing them in"

1

Life Skills - Best
Buddies (MRMS),
H2O
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Responses to PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RESPONSE
#

8

9

10

11

POSITION,
UNK

1. Ways HWRSD
students/programs connect
with/serve parents and
community

Frank Locker Educational Planning

1.b. ways to
1.a.i. Extent 1.a.ii. Effectiveness
connect
better

2. Ways HWRSD does not
connect/serve parents and
community

3. Internship + Service Learning
Opportunities
Discuss and Report Out
a. Current

Parent/teacher newsletter more consistency in
website. Community
nights at school Halloween Happens, Ice
Cream Social. Volunteer
program is strong at
elementary level

UNK

UNK

Fine + Performing arts programs
- excellent athletics. MS limited
club/service opportunities. HS excellent. Website getting
better. GTO/Friends Groups, Emails. Open houses, parent
volunteers - pretty good at MS

Service Project in
Wellness Class - 1
grade - 1 quarter

Administrator

Educator/
Administrator

b. Possible

Special Ed Class

Blog, C-Eo, Parent Nite, Open
Haus, Seniors Helping Seniors,
Website, Twitter, Aspen, Wikis
Blogs for Access for ITS parent
would be nice

Keep people informed about CIA
(Curriculum Instruction
Assessment). Show parents what
kids can do/Haus Accomplished

More open
invitations to
school

2

Elem: Classroom;
newsletters; website;
social events. MS/HS:
newsletters/presentations
friends/community events.
Special Ed: SEPAC
meetings(?). Website.
Need to do - internships

Community events like
Fall Festival (?) - at Buker,
Anything that is career other elementaries, we
don't have those but we
or service-based Internships; Seniors
do have Performance,
Could/should add
Helping Seniors
SPED, etc. Graduation community service
these tend to be more
requirement
organized/formal than
other things
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Responses to PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RESPONSE
#

12

13

14

15

16

POSITION,
UNK

1. Ways HWRSD
students/programs connect
with/serve parents and
community

Frank Locker Educational Planning

1.b. ways to
1.a.i. Extent 1.a.ii. Effectiveness
connect
better

2. Ways HWRSD does not
connect/serve parents and
community

Parent/
Wikis, blogs, classroom
Educational
communities, parent/teacher
Fund/
newsletters. Elementary - family
Friends of
events
Winthrop

UNK

Arts, music, sports, Interact,
Thanksgiving Turkey Drive,
Rotary, Service Learning,
Seniors Helping Seniors, Child
Development, tutors, effective
with students doing 1X

UNK

Parent Nights, History Fair

UNK

Curriculum nights, Ice Cream
Socials, MRMS Arts Night,
Science + History Fair, arts
events, Rover Nights, Coffee
with Principal, social media,
Grand Friend's Day, two 9th
Grade, one 8th Grade Parents'
Night

UNK

Advisor/advisee program middle
school + high school.

Modest

Discuss and Report Out
a. Current
We have to take our
middle school out of
school district. Very
little connecting with
adults. No one knew
her emotionally,
socially,
academically. She
craved connecting
with adults. She also
had to be
academically
challenged

Database to
Classes service
inventory
No adjuncts. Few residents come to learning in community
community schools, transportation/ little
- are there any school
access to
newspapers/ no mechanism for
newspapers? 10A individuals
volunteering
pre-school special
willing to share
groups

Service
learning is
different at
large schools

3

Inventory assets, visiting
artists, courses co=taught
with teachers. Use
buildings in community

Speaker in the evening,
daytime speakers? Are
parents/community invited
Junior Book Awards?
G + H - no coordinator
Parents invited/included,
Scholarship Evening,
Portfolio Wednesday, MS service learning

Communication about curriculum
happenings

I don't know

b. Possible

Missed opportunity - not involving
parents in sharing resources,
expertise, and mentorship

Need to be more
visible

Some parents
volunteer - a
few experts

3. Internship + Service Learning
Opportunities

Looking for real-world
experience but they
need to be prepared
with skills that will
make them valuable
to their sponsor
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Responses to PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RESPONSE
#

POSITION,
UNK

1. Ways HWRSD
students/programs connect
with/serve parents and
community

17

Student

Community Service

18

19

20

Student

Frank Locker Educational Planning

1.b. ways to
1.a.i. Extent 1.a.ii. Effectiveness
connect
better

Through
interact

Effective

There is not
much student
connection
with parents
during school
time. So far
there are no
problems with
having no
connections
with parents

2. Ways HWRSD does not
connect/serve parents and
community

More
internships
and jobs

Discuss and Report Out
a. Current

b. Possible

More community
Contacting adults in positions that
service and volunteer
could assist learning in classrooms
work

Through
Possibly through the
volunteering in
Through sporting events and afterAm not sure of any
middle school
classes and in
school activities
internship possibilities
teachers, and the
the Main
town businesses
Offices

Should use buildings on "off" hours
for community needs. Team with
ACORD Food Pantry for food drives
and special programs. Multi-age
tutoring within schools (high school
helping elementary students of
example). Coat Drive. Musical
performances at local senior living
facilities. Small-engine repair
community

Seniors Helping Seniors - one
day only - should be expanded,
School
Turkey & fixings for community,
Committee/
Peru trip - school supplies
Parent
eyeglasses & luggage, Writing
Center - peer tutoring

Parent

3. Internship + Service Learning
Opportunities

Blogs, twitter,
e-mails, phone
calls, website,
Aspen,
Curriculum
More volunteer
Night.
opportunities,
Improved now
communication
with new
between rec program
website
and teachers and
construction.
community
Difficult to
businesses
connect with
teachers in
higher grades
(6th grade +)

Years ago we had an
internship program for
seniors. I would love
to see it come back
for all skill levels by
application. Let the
student make the
argument to support
what they want to do

Community Garden,
Soup Kitchen/Food
Pantry

4
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Responses to PARENT + COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RESPONSE
#

21

22

23

POSITION,
UNK

1. Ways HWRSD
students/programs connect
with/serve parents and
community

1.b. ways to
1.a.i. Extent 1.a.ii. Effectiveness
connect
better

Parent

Elementary very
effective staff and
Elementary: Cutler, Kids Care
programming
Program (at one point, it ran
(especially students
because of effort of Guidance
with special needs).
Department and staff. Monthly
Middle - less
Pre-school
in-house collection of supplies
effective. The staff
services
for the needy. Middle School: students with
needs more
leadership and
service projects as life skills part special needs,
K-5,
of regular classes. High School coordinated efforts to
Interact Club (working at Rotary, elementary - 6meet needs of
Best Buddies Mentor Program, 8, middle, 9- teacher prep. (I feel
Senior with Freshman, National
12, high
more effort needed to
Honor Society. HWRSD
school
be placed at this age
community service, parents &
point.) HS - good
programs/overall
community. Primary through the
strong courses +
schools. PreK-12.
instruction. Middle
school

Superintendent

1. HWCAM, students/staff
community access TV station;
great service but little
recognition by community of HS
students' role. 2. Performing
Arts - strong community
attendance at performing arts
events - passive activity parents/community only attend.
3. Interact Club - Student
Service Club tied to local Rotary
Club - little outside recognition of
activities to this group. 4.
Seniors Helping Seniors - Day of
Service for HS students during
last week of class, one shot
activity that happens late in
students' career

Student

1. Athletic games
2. Fundraising
3. Community Service Clubs

Frank Locker Educational Planning

2. Ways HWRSD does not
connect/serve parents and
community

3. Internship + Service Learning
Opportunities
Discuss and Report Out
a. Current

b. Possible

Student internships
are generally limited
to in-school "teaching
assistants" where
students do clerical
Missed opportunities: No regular
work for teachers.
service-learning program to engage
all students in community service (Diversified Learning)
activities throughout the school year
Could have much
more robust program
with sufficient
resource and
scheduling

1. Often,
2. Sports
teams
3. Help
communities
interact

1. Just a way to
connect
2 Effective
3. Pretty effective

We could
have all
students do
community
service

Community service, Internship
Program

5

No students know/ do
any internships there are many
service trips and
service clubs

Replace 2nd
semester of Senior
year. Could be
internships/ service
programs
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A Short History of American Public Schools

A Short Future of American Public Schools

100 YEARS AGO

75 YEARS AGO

TODAY TODAY

50 YEARS AGO

TODAY

TODAY TODAY

21st Century Schools
Hamilton Wenham
Regional School District
Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com
© 2013 Frank Locker Inc

21thst Century Learning
20 CENTURY
TEACHER CENTERED

21st CENTURY
STUDENT CENTERED

•Focus on teaching efficiency
•Producing workers for an
industrial age
•Content knowledge
•“Broadcast” teaching
•Students work alone

•Focus on learning effectiveness
•Producing citizens for a postindustrial age
•Relationships + skills
•Personalized learning
•Cooperative learning

•Content is abstracted
•Teacher is holder of knowledge
•Teacher works alone
•Subjects taught separately

•Content is relevant
•Teacher is a guide
•Teacher collaboration + teams
•Integrated/interdisciplinary
learning
•Problem-based/project-based
learning

•Mostly direct instruction + papers

Measures of Success?

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?
• Standardized testing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Course failure rates
Attendance rates
Graduation rates
Student behavior
Parent involvement
College/post-secondary
admission
• College/post-secondary
graduation
• Others?

Measures of Success?

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

What do students want to talk about
at the dinner table every night?

1
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21st Century Learning

Informing 21st Century Learning

STUDENT CENTERED

Critical Thinking

Virtual

Engagement

Integrated

Creative

Relationships
Collaborative

Active + Applied

Relevant

21st Century Skills

Informing 21st Century Learning
Tony Wagner
Global Achievement
Gap

Clayton
Christianson
Disrupting
Class

Personalized

Interdisciplinary

Trilling +
Fadel
21st Century
Skills

Daniel
Goleman
Emotional
Intelligence

Make Learning Visible

Howard
Gardner
Frames of
Mind

Schedule/Timetable

Learning Research

Wired Magazine

Thomas Friedman
Hot, Flat + Crowded

Out of School

Sharing Resources

Daniel Pink
A Whole New Mind

Thomas
Friedman
World is
Flat

1

LEARNING PYRAMID
Rate of
retention of
different
modes of
learning

2

Learning Research

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

ACTIVE LEARNING
+ RESPONSIBILITY
CREATES MORE
RETENTION THAN
PASSIVE
LEARNING

2

Learning Research

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

• There are eight or more intelligences

NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science

Rigor + Relevance
Handbook

Matthew
Crawford
Shop Class as
Soulcraft

• There are eight or more intelligences

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural

strengths, so they can develop others

strengths, so they can develop others

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

2
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2

Learning Research

3

Learning Research

4

Learning Research

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/SUSTAINABLE LIVING
Environmental sciences schools have higher levels
of parental contact than typical schools…

INTEGRATED ARTS

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

Core learning goes up when arts are integrated
in core classrooms, especially for English
language learners

…And great math scores
Theodore Judah ES, Sacramento, CA

• There are eight or more intelligences

Howard • People are strong in some, not in others
Gardner • Every student’s education should engage natural
strengths, so they can develop others

“Give me a classroom
big enough to dance
in.”

5

Learning Research
RELATIONSHIPS

MAGIC OF 150
Dunbar’s Number
The theoretical cognitive limit to the number of
people with whom one can maintain stable social
relationships. These are relationships in which an
individual knows who each person is, and how each
person relates to every other person.
150 is really 100 to 225

GOOGLE THE
“MAGIC OF 150”

Barnes Sustainable Living ES, Burlington, VT
Frank Locker Educational Planning
Frank Locker Educational Planning

Darleen Fabio Graduate Student, Educational Technology,SDSU

Defining 21st Century Learning

NATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS ASSOCIATION
BREAKING RANKS
Changing an American Institution
Recommended Strategies Include:
•Teacher is coach and facilitator/ student is worker
•Integrate assessment with instruction
•Small learning units/banish anonymity: 600 students
max
•Reorganize traditional departmental structure to meet
needs of more integrated curriculum
•Alternatives to tracking and ability grouping

5

5

Defining 21st Century Learning

RELATIONSHIPS: ADVISOR/ADVISEE PROGRAMS

•
•
•
•

9th : Transition into HS
10th : Portfolio
11th : Life After HS
12th : Senior Project

Poland Regional High School

3
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Defining 21st Century Learning

6

COMPUTER LEARNING

Defining 21st Century Learning

6

ADAPTIVE LEARNING

DISRUPTING CLASS
Clayton Christensen
•By 2014, 25% of HS courses will be on line
•By 2019, 50% of HS courses will be on line

6

Defining 21st Century Learning

BLENDED LEARNING; FLIP THE CLASSROOM

The Knewton Adaptive Learning Platform consolidates data science,
statistics, psychometrics, content graphing, machine learning, tagging,
and infrastructure in one place in order to enable personalization at
massive scale.

The Knewton platform can also provide concept-level analytics for
students and teachers, pinpoint student proficiency measurement, content
efficacy measurement, student engagement optimization, and
more.

BLENDED LEARNING; FLIP THE CLASSROOM

6

Learning Research
BLOOMS TAXONOMY

7

8

Learning Research
RIGOR + RELEVANCE
BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
STATES OF KNOWLEDGE

Defining 21st Century Learning

EVALUATION

6

SYNTHESIS

5

C

D

ANALYSIS

4

Assimilation

Adaptation

APPLICATION

3

COMPREHENSION

2

A

B

Acquisition

Application

AWARENESS 1

1

2

3

4

5

APPLY
KNOWLEDGE
APPLY TO
ACROSS
REAL-WORLD
IN ONE
UNPREDICABLE
DISCIPLINES
DISCIPLINE
SITUATIONS
APPLY
APPLY TO
REAL-WORLD
IN ONE
PREDICABLE
DISCIPLINE
SITUATIONS

APPLICATION
Source: International Center for Leadership in Education WWW.LeaderEd.com

4
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8

Learning Research

RIGOR + RELEVANCE
Elementary
School

A

Acquisition

• Put words together in
sentence format
• Memorize
multiplication tables
• Demonstrate phases
of the moon
• Memorize names,
locations, and capital
cities of U.S. states

Learning Research

RIGOR + RELEVANCE
Middle
School

A

D
• Publish a brochure
• Collect data on an event and
compare it to expected results,
such as the number of faulty
parts manufactured
• Design a candy dispenser that
works without gravity
• Research a location in the U.S.
and explain why it is a good
place to live
WWW.LeaderEd.com

9

PARTNERSHIP FOR 21ST CENTURY SKILLS

Adaptation

• View an historical video • Analyze and debate the role
and answer factual
of advertising in school
questions.
• Hold a competition to
• Calculate volume of
determine when using a
regular solids
calculator or doing mental
• Construct models of
math is most efficient.
molecules using
• Collect data and make
toothpicks, marshmallows, recommendations to address
and gumdrops.
a community environmental
• Look up the definition of
issue.
the "word of the
day."
• Create a Bill of Rights for
Source: International Center for Leadership in Education WWW.LeaderEd.com
your school or classroom.

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

9

CORE ACADEMIC AREAS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English/Reading
World Languages
The Arts
Mathematics
Science
Geography
History
Government/Civics

Still matter a great deal but are no
longer sufficient

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

8

Learning Research
RIGOR + RELEVANCE
High
School

D

Acquisition

Adaptation

International Center for Leadership in Education

8

Learning Research

Charles Fadel: Deep Dives in the 21st Century Curriculum

A

D

Acquisition

Adaptation

• Write an essay on an
historical topic
• Solve and graph
linear equations
• Memorize elements
in Periodic Table
• Research key aspects
of the state
constitution

• Develop guidelines for
publishing content on Internet
pages
• Create formulas to predict
changes in stock market values
• Design and construct a robot
• Analyze a school/community
problem, suggest a solution,
and prepare a plan to solve it.

Source: International Center for Leadership in Education WWW.LeaderEd.com

Partnership for 21st Century Skills
ST

9

21 CENTURY THEMES
• Global Awareness
• Financial, Economic,
Business +
Entrepreneurial
Literacy
• Civic Literacy
• Health Literacy

Multi-Disciplinary
Weave through content areas

Charles Fadel: Deep Dives in the 21st Century Curriculum

5
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Partnership for 21st Century Skills
ST

CORE ACADEMICAREAS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9

21 CENTURY THEMES

English/Reading
World Languages
The Arts
Mathematics
Science
Geography
History
Government/Civics

• Global Awareness
• Financial, Economic,
Business +
Entrepreneurial
Literacy
• Civic Literacy
• Health Literacy

21 CENTURY SKILLS
LEARNING +
INNOVATION
SKILLS

INFORMATION, MEDIA
+ TECHNOLOGY
SKILLS

• Creativity + innovation
• Critical thinking +
problem solving
• Communication
• Collaboration

• Information Literacy
• Media Literacy
• ICT (Information,
Communication +
Technology) Literacy

• Flexibility + adaptability
• Initiative + self direction
• Social + cross-cultural
skills
• Productivity +
accountability
• Leadership +
responsibility

Charles Fadel: Deep Dives in the 21st Century Curriculum

10

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

• Creativity + innovation
• Critical thinking +
problem solving
• Communication
• Collaboration

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

Partnership for 21st Century Skills

RESEARCH

9

Partnership for 21st Century Skills
THE FOUR ‘Cs”

LIFE + CAREER SKILLS

Global Awareness =
Geography + Languages + History + Sociology +
Music + Art

RESEARCH

9

Partnership
for 21st Century Skills
ST

10

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

RESEARCH

10

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

6
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10

RESEARCH

11

Learning
Research
PROJECT BASED LEARNING

11

Africa Discovery

MANCHESTER, MA, MEMORIAL SCHOOL

There is ample evidence that PBL is an effective
method for teaching students complex processes
and procedures such as planning, communicating,
problem solving, and decision making.

Craig Jerald: Defining a 21st Century Education

Defining 21st Century Learning

MASSACHUSETTS DEPT OF EDUCATION

11

There is some evidence that PBL, in comparison to
other instructional methods, has value for enhancing
the quality of students' learning in subject matter
areas, leading to the tentative claim that learning
higher-level cognitive skills via PBL is associated
with increased capability on the part of students for
applying that learning in novel, problem solving
contexts.
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON PROJECT-BASED LEARNING John W. Thomas, Ph. D, 2000

Café Parisien

11

ARLINGTON, MA, HIGH SCHOOL
PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
• Business plan
• Real estate analysis
(in Paris)
• Café name
• Café space design
• Café menu design
• Nutrition analysis
• Set prices for menu
(Euros)
• Correlation of
location-market
demographics-menuspace design
• Speak French

Massachusetts Dept Education 21st Century Skills Task Force

Café Parisien

11

ARLINGTON, MA, HIGH SCHOOL

• Outside experts
• Talk to students in
France
• Location mapping
• Business plan
spreadsheets
• Menu graphics
• Model of design
• Presentation to “jury”

Arlington HS 11th Grade French Class

Arlington HS 11th Grade French Class

7
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20th Century Schools

21st Century Schools

NEW CLASSROOM CONCEPTS

20th Century Schools

• What is and where is a classroom?

C C C

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

C C C

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

DISJOINTED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY INDIVIDUAL
TEACHERS IN AN ISOLATED
SETTING

12

21st Century Schools

12

21st Century Schools

12

21st Century Schools

C C
BB
C C
BB
C B
C B

E
E

F
D

C C
BB

A

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

C B
C B

E
E

F
D

C C
BB

A

C B
C B

E
E

F
D

C C
BB

A

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

C B
C B

E
E

F
D

A

C B
C B

E
E

F
D

INTERNSHIPS +
SERVICE LEARNING
IN THE COMMUNITY
C C
BB

A

C B
C B

E
E

F
D

PLACE-BASED
LEARNING

C
B

A

E

C B
C B

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
DELIVERED BY
COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS IN
A RELATIONSHIP-BASED
SETTING

D
F

A

8
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20th + 21st Century Furniture

13

21st Century Furniture

13

13

21st Century Furniture
AGILE, FLEXIBLE

COLLABORATION

VS Furniture

21st Century Furniture

13

STAND UP DESKS

21st Century Learning Spaces

14

RM REAL CENTRE UK, USA, AUSTRALIA

VS Furniture

15

21st Century Learning Spaces

SLATE MAGAZINE CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE

5th GRADE EXPLORATION STUDIO

Safco AlphaBetter

RMeducation

Greg Stack NER Architects

9
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21st Century Learning Spaces

15

MULTILE LEARNING MODALITIES

21st Century Learning Spaces

STUDIOS NOT CLASSROOMS

15

21st Century Learning Spaces

21st Century Learning Spaces
WORKSPACES FOR DEEP STUDY

15

MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

High Tech High, David Stephen, Designer

Grand Rapids Christian High School, Frank Locker Educational Planning/ AMDG Architects

21st Century Learning Spaces

15

LEARNING IS A SOCIAL ACTIVITY

15

Leigh Academy, Building Design Partnership

21st Century Learning Spaces

15

MAKE LEARNING VISIBLE

High Tech High, David Stephen, Designer

10
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16

Cedar Springs MS

Oxford Hills Comprehensive High School

16

SOUTH PARIS, ME

CEDAR SPRINGS, MI

End of the Library as We Know it Today

17

Gaudet Middle School

17

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA DEPT EDUCATION

Relationships: Teacher Planning Centers

LIBRARY

Frank Locker DeJONG Educational Planners

Gaudet Middle School
MIDDLETOWN, RI

Frank Locker/PDT Architects

BetaDesign Architects

17

Gaudet Middle School

17

MIDDLETOWN, RI

•Internet café
•Amoeba seating
•Café “booths”
•Shelving for sitting in

Frank Locker educational planner/Fielding Nair International/Litman Architects

MIDDLETOWN, RI

•Internet café
•Amoeba seating
•Café “booths”
•Shelving for sitting in

Frank Locker educational planner/Fielding Nair International/Litman Architects

11
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18

Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT
•Agile organizational
planning
•21st Century Skills
•Small Learning
Communities
•College
articulation

18

Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT

18

Flexible Platform for Change
GLACIER HS, KALISPELL, MT

SCIENCE

COMMON/
BREAKOUT

MEDIA
CTR
SCIENCE
PE

MATH

ART
PERF ARTS

PE

SCIENCE
ENGLISH

MEDIA
CTR

MEDIA
CTR

PE

CLASSRMS

ART
PERF ARTS

INTEGRATED LEARNING
BUSINESS

HISTORY

19

FARMINGTON, CT

BUSINESS
CAREER
ACADEMY

INTERDISCIPLINARY
CORE ACADEMIES

WELLNESS ARTS
9TH YEAR
CAREER
CAREER
TRANSITION
ACADEMY ACADEMY ACADEMY

Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG) CTA Architects

Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG) CTA Architects

West Woods Upper Elementary

ART
PERF ARTS

TCHR PLAN
CENTER

Old Town Elementary School
OLD TOWN, ME

19

• Teacher Collaboration

Frank Locker educational planner (DeJONG) CTA Architects

Helsinki Primary Schools

19

HELSINKI, FINLAND

• Community of Learners
• Authentic Assessments

SMALL LEARNING
COMMUNITY
KIVACOMMONS
• Variety of Learning
Styles

SMALL LEARNING
COMMUNITY

TEACHER
PLANNING
CENTER

• Small School Culture

JCJ Architects

Frank Locker educational planner PDT Architects

12
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Helsinki
Primary Schools
HELSINKI, FINLAND

19
TEACHER
CENTER

Ipswich HS/MS

20

19

Internships, Advisories, Project-Based Learning
MET SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE, RI, USA

Ipswich, MA

SOC STUD

ENGLISH

•Lower socio-economic students who otherwise
might have dropped out ADVISORIES
•92% attendance
rate (local average 81%)
ADVISORY
•98% graduation rate (local average 87%)
COMMONS
•98% college attendance rate; 75% college
graduation rate (50% national average; 6% national
average for lower socio-economic
students)
ADVISORY
•75% are first ones in their families to go to college
•#1 in state for School Climate
•#1 in state for Parent Involvement
•#1 in state for Teacher Availability (Academic
Issues)
•#1 in state for Teacher Availability (Personal
Issues)

SOC STUD

ENGLISH

COMMONS SPL ED
MATH

MATH

CLASSROOMS
TCHRS
SCIENCE
SCIENCE

COMMONS/
BREAKOUT

20

Internships, Advisories, Project-Based Learning
MET SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE, RI, USA

•Small school:120 students
ADVISORIES
•Internships in business + institutions 2 days/week, 4
years
ADVISORY
•Personalised learning: curriculum wrapped around
student interests
COMMONS
•Project-based learning/didactic teaching
ADVISORY
•Teachers are advisors
•School integral in community
•Use Sports Hall+ services in community centre
•Use Community College for Advanced Placement

Flansburgh Associates Architects

20

Internships, Advisories, Project-Based Learning
MET SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE, RI, USA
•Variety of
Learning Styles
•Small School
Culture
•Neighborhood
Schools
•Center of
Community

SCHOOL
FOR 120
HEALTH CTR
CAFÉBLACK BOX
SCHOOL
FOR 120

FRANK LOCKER Educational Planning with HMFH Architects

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CENTER

SCHOOL
FOR 120

FRANK LOCKER Educational Planning with HMFH Architects

Service Learning

20

LITTLETON HS, LITTLETON, NH

Chudder’s
General Store

GYM
QUADPLAYFIELD
SCHOOL
FOR 120
Concordia Architects

High School
Concordia Architects

13
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21

Thomas Jefferson HS
ARLINGTON, VA

Applied Technology Center Canby HS, Canby, OR

#1 Achieving HS in USA, 3 years in a row
US News + World Report

Applied Technology Center Canby HS, Canby, OR

TEACHER
OFFICE

ENGINEERING

•Variety of
Learning Styles
•Integrating
Technology
•Flexible
Learning Spaces

BOARD
ROOM

•Thematic Learning
•Academic & Technical Learning
•Project-Based Learning

•Integrated Learning
•Community Service

Dull, Olson, Weekes Architects

Blue Point School

23

SCARBOROUGH, ME

New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

EDUCATIONAL ATTRIBUTES
•21st Century Skills
•Standardized testing scores significantly higher than
comparative schools
•High university acceptance/attendance: 89%
•1.5X national average university graduation rate: 80%
•2X national university enrollment in science + math: 40%

K-2 MULTI-AGE CLASSROOMS

“How can we teach children collaboration if
every adult they see in the building is working
alone?”
PDT Architects

22

COMMUNICATIONS

BIO-AG

SCHEDULE
•Period 8 is unassigned
•Students do projects,
independent work, find
teachers
•Freshman course:
Biology/English/
Engineering

22

NTD Architects

Dull, Olson, Weekes Architects

23

New Tech High

LEARNING RESULTS
CALIFORNIA STANDARDS TEST SCORES 2009
Biology
10th
11th
NEW TECH HIGH
•% Advanced
47% 47%
•% Proficient
25% 25%
ALL COUNTY SCHOOLS
•% Advanced
•% Proficient

19%
28%

19%
18%

ALL CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS
•% Advanced
•% Proficient

21%
24%

20%
22%

California Standardized Testing + Reporting (STAR) www.star.cde.ca.gov/star 2009

14
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New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

SCHOOL ORGANISATION
•Year levels 9-12
•400 students per school maximum
•Integrated, interdisciplinary teaching
•100% project-based learning
•Teacher teams (2 or 3 teachers, synchronous)
•Collaborative learning (2 to 4 student teams)
•Double block periods: 180 minutes
•12 credits (1/2 year) university courses before graduation
•Internships
•Student generated senior
project
•1:1 computers since 1996

New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

INTERDISCIPLINARY/INTEGRATED TEACHING
•Geography + Language Arts
•Computer Applications + Science
•Biology + Literature
•Math + Environmental Science
•Computer Apps + Language Arts
•Political Studies (Language Arts + Government +
Economics)
•Math + Engineering
•Technology + Math
•Communication Studies (Lang Arts + Drama)
•Global Studies (Lang Arts + World History)
•American Studies (Language Arts + US History)
•Bio-Fitness (Biology + Health + PE)
•Spatial Studies (Digital Media + Geometry)

WHAT ARE STUDENTS EVALUATED ON?
MEASURED
•Critical thinking
•Collaboration
•Oral communication
•Written communication
•Technology literacy
•Citizenship and ethics
•Career preparation
•Core subject mastery
NOT MEASURED
•Creativity

Taught by 2 teacher teams in 180 minute classes

New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

PROJECT BASED LEARNING
•Initiated with an event
•Open-ended, essential question
•Interdisciplinary learning
•Teacher project preparation and student execution guided
by rubrics
•Students work in teams
•Outside experts for initiation, check-in, and final review
•Projects create the “need to know”
•Supported by:
•Direct teaching
•Small group
discussions
•Homework
•Authentic evaluations
•Reflection afterward

New Tech High
New Tech Network

SAMPLE PROJECTS
•Animal Farm and Economics
•1984 – Big Brother is Watching You
•Middle East Peace Conference
•CSI Investigation
•Imperialist Intervention in Haiti

23

New Tech High
New Tech Network

23

SAMPLE PROJECTS
•Solar Energy
•Students research heat transfer and energy
transformations to design a device that would capture
the sun's energy and convert it into useful energy for
cooking.
•Down to Earth
•Students investigate satellite orbits in order to
determine the arc a satellite signal would cover, and use
this information to find the number of satellites needed
to cover the circumference of the Earth
•Iron Chef
•Students discover how the logic of chemical
stoichiometry can be used every day in the kitchen

NTD Architects

15
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New Tech Network LEARNING RESULTS

23

New Tech Network LEARNING RESULTS

23

Middletown Public Schools
MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA

23

COPERATIVE
LEARNING

LARGE GROUP
EVENTS

CAVES

Forest Avenue School K-2 Center

23

MIDDLETOWN, RI

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

Forest Avenue School K-2 Centre

23

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

Forest Avenue School K-2 Centre

COPERATIVE
LEARNING

23

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

16
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23

Forest Avenue School K-2 Centre
MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA
Teacher
Teams,
2
3
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups

23

Forest Avenue School K-2 Centre

23

Forest Avenue School K-2 Centre
MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA

MIDDLETOWN, RI, USA

4

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA

4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

1

COMMONS
TEACHER
CENTER

COMMONS

STAGE
TEACHER
CENTER

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

Wooranna Park Primary School

24

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

Wooranna Park Primary School

24

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
• Year 5 + 6
• 110 Students
• Teacher Teams
• Activity Zones
• Project-Based
Learning

BEFORE

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

STAGE

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today

Wooranna Park Primary School

24

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

AFTER

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at
36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

Mary Featherston Designer

Mary Featherston Designer

Mary Featherston Designer

17
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Center for Innovative Studies

24

MILAN, MI

Center for Innovative Studies

24

MILAN, MI

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today
Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

Center for Innovative Studies

24

MILAN, MI

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today
Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

The End of the Classroom as We Know it Today
Fanning/Howey Associates Architects

18
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Places for Learning- A Typology

Places for Learning- A Typology
ORGANIZATION
From:

Most traditional
Teachers work alone
Students learn in class
Isolated subjects
Teach + test learning
Schedule controls time

Places for Learning
A TYPOLOGY

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

To:

RANK

Most innovative
Teachers work together
Personalized learning
Integrated curriculum
Project-based learning
Students + teachers
control time

•Work with your table team mates. Identify:
•The 3 most appropriate exemplars.
• What qualities did you admire?
•The 1 least appropriate.
• What qualities did you dislike?

Two Tipping Points:
Teachers:
Work together in shared spaces
Students:
Initiative/responsibility for own learning

Hamilton-Wenham
Regional School District

Frank Locker PhD
fl@franklocker.com
© 2013 Frank Locker Inc

ISOLATED CLASSROOMS/“TEACHING WALL”
Thompson Middle School
NEWPORT, RI

A

“IDEAL” MATH CLASSROOM

STUDIO SPACE
Grand Rapids Public Schools
MIDDLE SCHOOLS

DARTMOUTH, UK

C

B

HMFH Architects

Kilworth Edunova

Frank Locker/DeJONG Inc

1
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CONNECTED STUDIOS WITH COMMONS
Ipswich Middle School

INTERSTITUAL + BREAKOUT SPACES

Springfield Literacy Center

FLOWING STUDIOS WITH COMMON SPACE F
Slate Magazine 5th Grade Exploratory Classrm

IPSWICH, MA

SPRINGFIELD, PA

E

D

Burt Hill Architects

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES
End of the Library as We Know it Today

G

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Greg Stack NER Architects

Flansburgh Associates Architects

COMMON SPACE HOLDS OTHER USES
End of the Library as We Know it Today

G

CONCORD, NH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

FOLDING WALL

Waverly High School
WAVERLY, NE

•Departmental model

H

•Admin, Guidance only at front door
‘FAT L’ CLASSROOM

BUSINESS

GYMNASIUM

•Applied learning areas separated
from core academic Classrooms

ENGLISH

The Design Partnership
Architects

SOCIAL
STUDIES

ART

CAFE

PERF ARTS

LIBRARY
AUDITORIUM
FOLDING WALL

HOUSE FOR 200+- STUDENTS
•4 Pods for core academics make a
HOUSE 1 HOUSELOBBY
2
school

CAFE

LIBRARY

SP ED

PE

HOUSE 3
HMFH Architects

HMFH Architects

HOUSE 4

•Small Learning Community
organization centered on “Houses”
and Media Center
•Teacher Planning Centers
•Industrial Technology integral
with Science

2
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COMMON SPACE OTHER USES/FLEX WALLS
Cristo Rey High School

I

I

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

TEAM TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES
Strategic Interdisciplinary

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center

J

MIDDLETOWN, RI

Teacher
Teams,
Multi-Age,
Flexible
Student
Groups
4 Core
Teachers +
2 Spl Ed
Teachers +
Specialists
with
85 Students

NTD Architects

NEW TECH HIGH

J

Fielding Nair International

Fielding Nair International

NEW TECH HIGH
•1:1 student computer ratio
•Use of projects to engage students: achieve deeper
learning
•Integrate 21st Century skills
•2 Person synchronous team
teaching

TEAM TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES
Strategic Interdisciplinary

COMMON SPACE OTHER USES/FLEX WALLS
Cristo Rey High School

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

2

3

K

NTD Architects

SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
MIDDLETOWN, RI

K

4

PROJECT/
TUTORIAL
AREA
1

COMMONS

COMMONS
TEACHER
CENTER

TEACHER
CENTER

STAGE

STAGE

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

3
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SHARED STUDIOS + RESPONSIBILITY
Forest Avenue School K-2 Center
MIDDLETOWN, RI

K

DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS
Wooranna Park Primary School

L

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
•
•
•
•
•

L

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

Year 5 + 6
110 Students
Teacher Teams
Activity Zones
Project-Based
Learning

BEFORE

AFTER

• High Poverty
• Test Scores at
36% - 73% vs
12% Expected
per Student
Family Occupation

Frank Locker/Fielding Nair International Educational Planners Litman Architects

DIFFERENTIATED STUDIOS
Wooranna Park Primary School

Mary Featherston Designer

Mary Featherston Designer

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

THE END OF THE CLASSSROOM AS WE KNOW IT TODAY

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

Milan HS Center for Innovative Studies

M

M

M

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

MILAN MI
Project-Based Learning

Fanning Howey Associates Architects

4
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HIGHLY VARIED LEARNING SPACES
Australian Science + Mathematics School
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

M

HIGHLY VARIED LEARNING SPACES
Australian Science + Mathematics School
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

•Development + research school to revitalize
science + math education
•Application school, years 10-12
•Balanced pupil demographics
•300 pupils; growing to 450
•Small Learning Communities
• Teacher teams of 4-5 with 90 pupils
•Years 10 +11: ungraded Project-based learning
years
•Generalist + specialist learning spaces
•Teachers control daily timetable, use of spaces
•Collaborative learning; project-based learning
•Year 12: subject class groups, almost traditional
• Less student satisfaction
Woods Bagot Architects

M

HIGHLY VARIED LEARNING SPACES
Australian Science + Mathematics School
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

Woods Bagott Architects

Woods Bagot Architects

PERSONAL LEARNING SPACES
Minnesota New Country School

PERSONAL LEARNING SPACES
Minnesota New Country School

PERSONAL LEARNING SPACES
Minnesota New Country School

O

O

O

HENDERSON, MN
Personalized Learning, Project-Based Learning

HENDERSON, MN
Personalized Learning, Project-Based Learning

N

HENDERSON, MN
Personalized Learning, Project-Based Learning

5
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School of One

School of One

School of One

School of One

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

P

School of One

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

6
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SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP 3.1.8
School_________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

MAINTAINING TRADITION

INITIATING CHANGE

PROGRESSIVE

TRANSFORMING

TRANSFORMED

1

2

3

4

5

Col 1 = 1 point
Col 2 = 2 points
Col 3 = 3 points
Col 4 = 4 points
Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

© 2013 Frank Locker Inc fl@franklocker.com
INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION
1

LEARNING
THEME

2

EXHIBIT- IONS

3

DIFFERENCES

No focused learning theme/expression

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

Student work occasionally expressed in
Corridors etc
As Column 1, but multiple
intelligences/learning styles recognized

N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

TOTALS

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

N

F

NOW FUTURE

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

ALL GRADES
INSTRUCTION

0

0

Thematic curricular component w/i school

Choice thematic, magnet school

0.0

0.0

Exhibitions feature outside "experts"

Exhibitions recorded for portfolios +
resource

0.0

0.0

Multiple intelligences + learning styles honored thru differentiated instruction; no tracking

Mult int+ learning styles used as a basis of
student social learning

0.0

0.0

Differentiated instruction as basic approach

Personalized learning plans; student
initiated projects

Themes to designate internal sub-schools w/ little impact on instruction

Student work is rarely actively expressed
outside Classroom
Little or no recognition of learning
differences among students except
"tracking"
"Broadcast" teaching: same to all students
in the classroom

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Students present work in regular
exhibitions

Occasional differentiated instruction in
assignments, assessments

4

PERSONAL
LEARNING

0.0

0.0

5

COLLABORATION

Students learn alone

Occasional 2 person teams

Occasional larger teams

Students regularly work in larger teams

Students learn 75% in teams

0.0

0.0

6

TEACHER
TEAMS

Self contained classroom teaching
exclusively

Common planning to coordinate
curriculum/know students

Teachers swap classes for sharing
instruction but do not teach together

Teachers occasionally integrate curriculum
by teaching together in same place + same
time

Teachers regularly teach synchronously in
coordinated teams

0.0

0.0

7

OWNER- SHIP

0.0

AWARE- NESS

0.0

0.0

9

TECH- NOLOGY

Virtually no computer use

Teachers share "own" Classrooms with
specialist teachers
Students aware of other Classrooms
through occasional sharing
Computers seen as sophisticated
writing/math tools

0.0

8

Most teachers have "own" classrooms;
others on carts
Students know very little about activities in
neighboring classrooms

0.0

0.0

10

DISPLAY

Best student work is displayed on bulletin
boards

0.0

0.0

11

DELIVERY

Almost exclusive direct instruction

0.0

0.0

12

INTEGRA- TION

Core instruction subject based; not all
"exploratories" taught

0.0

0.0

13

LEARNING
LOCATION

Learning exclusively in Classrooms, Labs

0.0

0.0

14

WHO TEACHES

Teacher does the teaching

Teacher with aides do teaching

Students also teach in paired groups/study
teams

0.0

0.0

15

MAKING
LEARNING
VISIBLE

No attempt to make learning visible; hidden
behind corridor walls

Learning visible through occasional (mostly
arts) entertainment/events

Celebratory events focusing on learning

0.0

0.0

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Students poorly informed about standards
for tests, papers, worksheets
Delivery method and curriculum is rigid and
uniform

Students informed about standards for
tests, papers, worksheets
Teachers have high discretion over
delivery in Classrm w/ little oversight

Computers also occasionally used for
learning programs +/or web research
Each student's work is presented +
critiqued
Direct instruction, group discussion, +
some problem solving
Occasional integration of core learning +/or
exploratories
Occasional internships/service learning for
some students
Students teach each other in project based
environment
Learning visible through authentic
evaluations, educational "trophies"

Teachers control suite of spaces with
corollary teachers
Learning takes place in coordinated
manner in variety of shared spaces
Adaptive learning programs, gaming, web,
virtual access are ubiquitous
Building is rich with 2D + 3D display of
student projects
Project-based learning, discussions, + "justin-time" direct instruction
Regular integrated learning includes core +
exploratories
Regular internships/service learning are
integral to learning
Students regularly teach others; outside
"experts" for projects
Learning highly visible through all aspects
of school life

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

CURRICULUM/ ASSESSMENT

Students know rubrics for exhibitions,
performances, displays + exams

Authentic teaching and learning: teach the
"whole" child; 21st Cent Skills
Teachers team to review data, create units
+ lessons, + evaluate success
Social/emotional learning a regular part of
curriculum
Skills integrated in curiculum in random
manner subject to teacher initiative

Outside "experts" + students also assess
with rubrics
Teachers share data as part of regular
school improvement
Advisor-advisee + wellness courses for all
students
Full integration of skills in all aspects of
curriculum
Objectives: inquiry based, social skills,
project learning, critical thinking

Small groups of teachers share small # of Classrooms based on schedule
Learning spans several classrooms and related spaces
Computers also used for PowerPoints and
Prezis

All student work on bulletin boards, but trumped by sports in Lobbies
Predominantly direct instruction w/ some
discussion
Exploratories (Art, Music, PE, Family)
taught separate from non-integrated core

Direct instruction with regular group
discussion
Exploratory coordination with core learning
mostly in extracurricular

Learning exclusively in Classrooms with some field trips

16

ASSESSMENTS

17

CURRIC FLEX

18

SOCIAL/
EMOTIONL

Focus on academic learning exclusively

Guidance counselor responsible for any social-emotional learning disconnected from Classroom

19

21st CENT
SKILLS

No recognition of 21st Century Skills

Some skills acknowledged but taught as separate content area, like advisor-advisee

20

CURRIC- ULUM

Teaching objectives determined by items to be
tested

Curriculum objectives traditional and/or
standards driven

Frank Locker Educational Planning www.franklocker.com fl@franklocker.com 617.412.7444

Teachers team to review assessment data

Curriculum mostly standards-based with occasional inquiry + social skills; 21st Cent Skills

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION + DEVELOPMENT MAP 3.1.8
School_________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

MAINTAINING TRADITION

INITIATING CHANGE

PROGRESSIVE

TRANSFORMING

TRANSFORMED

1

2

3

4

5

Col 1 = 1 point
Col 2 = 2 points
Col 3 = 3 points
Col 4 = 4 points
Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

© 2013 Frank Locker Inc fl@franklocker.com
INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

21
22

KNOW- LEDGE

TEXT BOOKS

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
23

PACE +
VEHICLES

24

GRADING

25

FRE- QUENCY

26
27

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Curriculum oriented to teachers teaching
known answers
"Textbook is the curriculum", few or no
connections among subjects/disciplines,
sequential

Textbooks supplemented with original
materials
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
Teacher determines what all students learn
+ what learning vehicles will be
School determines policy; teachers
determine student grades

Occasional testing seen as record keeping

Lag time between testing + feedback

LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP

Central Admin + Guidance at front door

SCHEDUL- ING

Room scheduling done by Central
Administration

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Variety of curricular approaches, largely
teacher determined
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Variety of curricular approaches, largely
district determined
N

F

Teacher teams determine what students
learn + what learning vehicles will be

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
Students have some determination in
learning vehicles

Textbooks used only as data resource
support local delivery decisions
N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

N

F

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

NOW FUTURE

LEADERSHIP

Students determine own personalized
learning plan within a rubric
Grades established by teachers, peers,
outside experts + student self assessment
Students receive frequent, immediate
feedback on interventions (RTI)
LEADERSHIP
Admin + Guid at learning areas

0.0

0.0

Room scheduling done by Distributed
Administration

Room scheduling done by affected
teachers

0.0

0.0

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Grades established by team of teachers at exhibitions
Feedback on tests is quick + formative

LEADERSHIP
Central Guidance but distributed Admin (VP/AP at learning areas)

Central room scheduling but occasional teacher discretion

TOTALS

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Issues that have no single answers;
problem solving is the focus

Occasional indeterminate answer assignments

District/state determine what all students
learn + what learning vehicles will be
Individual teacher responsible for
determining policy + grades

DISTRIBU- TION

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28

PROF
DEVELOPMENT

Central admin & state reqmts determine
school wide prof. development,
uncoordinated

Coordinated state/district PD program

Teachers lead school in prof. development with district/state guidance

29

COMMON
PLANNING

No common planning time

Departmental planning time

Teacher team planning time

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Teachers actively reflect on classroom
practices, direct prof development within
school vision/mission
Teachers develop research projects to
inform their own instruction
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Guidance counselors believed sufficient to
advise students

Group discussions led by guidance
counselors

Teachers lead occasional Advisor-Advisee
programs w/ vague curriculum

Teachers lead frequent Advisor-Advisee
programs w/ vague curriculum

Teachers lead frequent Advisor-Advisee
programs with consistent curriculum

0.0

0.0

Principal does not know names of all
students

Students known individually by individual
teachers; sharing of knowledge of students
among teachers is circumstantial

Student known by teacher team focused on
relationship building + personalizing
learning

0.0

0.0

CONNECTIONS
Community members sought as experts
and mentors

CONNECTIONS
Multi generation community members
sought as experts, tutors, role models

0.0

0.0

K-12 educational delivery highly articulated

PK-16 educational delivery highly
articulated; dual degree programs

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30

31

ADVISORS

KNOWING

32

ADULTS

33

ARTICULATION

34

35

COMMUN- ITY

TECHNOL- OGY

CONNECTIONS
PTO lends valued support to school;
community members not sought out

CONNECTIONS

K-12 educational delivery not highly
articulated

Occasional curricular connections to
sending/receiving school

Student known by teacher team focused on relationship building

CONNECTIONS

Parents sought as volunteers for program support

Community uses seen as detrimental to
student safety

Evening/weekend community use of limited
spaces

ELEMENTARY

ELEMENTARY

No computer use

Computer keyboarding

Occasional educational delivery +
guidance connections to schools with lower
or higher grade levels

Community use of limited spaces
ELEMENTARY
Students regularly make electronic
presentations

Students grouped by age/year level; regrouped for RTIs

ELEMENTARY

Community users during school day
embraced as learning opportunity for
students
ELEMENTARY

Students show teachers use of technology

Regularly virtual learning

0.0

0.0

Age/year groupings, RTIs; teachers loop
with students

Multi grade instruction for developmental
reasons

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

36

GROUPING

Students grouped by age/year level

37

EXPLRA- TORY

No/few exploratory programs

Phys Ed, Music are exploratory

Art added as exploratory

Science added as exploratory program

All courses are exploratory

MIDDLE YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS
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38

TRACKING

Students are ability tracked

39

SCHOOL
CONCEPT

Junior High format even though may be
called "Middle School"
HIGH SCHOOL

40
41

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Students ability tracked w/ G+T

Students ability tracked w/G+T + learng
ctrs

Students heterogeneously grouped

All students on personal learning plans

HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL
Students ability tracked w/G+T + learng
ctrs

TRACKING

Students are ability tracked

Students ability tracked w/ G+T

SCHOOL ORG

Departmental organizational structure +
facility plan

Departmental w/ special program (Senior
Project)

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

HIGH SCHOOL

Perhaps K-8 for developmental + family
reasons
HIGH SCHOOL

Students heterogeneously grouped

All students on personal learning plans

School subdivided into houses sized for creating relationships

Middle School without consistent Houses

Small learning communities: virtual
departments to maintain curriculum
standards

Mixed school organization: i.e. departmental w/9th grade house
N

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

F

N

F

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

N

F

ELECTIVES

Limited or no elective courses

43

INTERDISCIPLINARY

Content areas are not intentionally linked

44

APPLIED
LEARNING

No applied learning in school

45

CLASS SIZE

Class size based on equity; teaching alone;
available # students

Variety in class sized based also on exclusiveness of subject area

46

TIME TABLE

45 to 60 minute class period

Block schedule

Occasional teacher driven interdisciplinary
links

Core content areas linked: Science-Math, English-Soc Studies
Academics related to Career-Tech
programs
Variety in class size based on team
teaching

Tech Ed, Vocational, Career-Tech present but unrelated to core academics

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY

N

F

Thematic learning; career clusters; magnet
schools
Core content areas and exploratory areas
linked

Goal: wide range of unrelated electives

42

TOTALS

Academics imbedded in Career-Tech
Variety in class sizes based on project
teams
No uniform schedule; determined by
teachers (students)

Mega-blocks within schedule

EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY TOTAL OVERALL SCORE
EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY AVERAGE OVERALL SCORE

FACILITIES

Weight

N

F

FACILITIES

N

F

FACILITIES

N

F

FACILITIES

N

F

FACILITIES

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

ALL GRADES
OVERALL PLANNING

N

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

NOW FUTURE
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

#DIV/0!

0.00

F

1

SIZE/
CAPACITY

Circumstantial overall building
size/capacity

School size set for
administrative/operational efficiency; no
small schools within

Efficient school size/capacity, nonautonomous schools within school

Efficient school size/capacity, semiautonomous schools within school

Intentional building size/capacity to foster
relationships; autonomous small
schools/teacher teams within

0.0

0.0

2

FUTURE
PROOFING

Spaces/furniture inappropriate for current
educational methods: wrong sizes,
locations, services, equipment

Spaces/furniture rigid: conceived to serve
one concept of current educational models

Spaces/furniture allow several current
educational deliveries with difficulty

Spaces/furniture allow several current
educational deliveries with ease

Spaces/furniture flexible/agile to anticipate
future educational trends

0.0

0.0

Facility makes it almost impossible for
teachers to collaborate

Facility supports occasional/nonsynchronous teacher collaboration

Facility supports regular/non-synchronous
teacher collaboration

Facility supports regular/synchronous
teacher collaboration

Facility supports teacher collaboration +
control of schedule + space

0.0

0.0

No attempt to make learning visible

Bulletin boards in corridors

Bulletin boards, display cases for
academics

Bulletin boards, display cases, windows to
classrooms, video monitors

Learning highly visible through
transparency, display, activities

0.0

0.0

Flexibility in folding partitions; often used

Many spaces are flexible for multiple uses

Spaces flexible w/ minimal effort; agile for
reuse w/o physical change

0.0

0.0

3

4

5

COLLABORATION

VISIBLE
LEARNING

FLEXIBIL- ITY

Spaces rigid in design; no flexibility

Flexibility only in some folding partitions;
never used
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INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
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INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

TOTALS

6

SOCIAL
SETTING

Circulation conceived in minimal terms of
moving people: Corridors + lobbies only

Functional circulation with notable public
expression at Lobbies

Circulation centers on social gathering
space(s) as focus of school

Central gathering space(s) + "hang out"
spaces

Central social gathering space(s), "hang
out" spaces + student centric social/work
spaces

0.0

0.0

7

EXPRES- SION

No intentional building expression

School colors are primary school signature

Special effort made at Main Entry; school
colors prevail

School signature expressed in occasional
places

School signature widely expressed
throughout building

0.0

0.0

8

SCHOOL
ORGANIZATION

Plan based on single idea traditional of
school organization: departmental, grade
level, etc

Traditional planning but allows mixed grade
levels

Relationship-based plan to best support
Column 5 educational delivery

0.0

0.0

INTERDISCIPLINARY

Building plan: highly separate, unrelated
functional areas; does not facilitate public
access to community uses

Building plan: highly separate, unrelated
functional areas; zoned for public access to
community spaces

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9

10

MOVE- MENT

Student movement expected to be across
entire building; hall passes

FACILITIES
11

12

AUTON- OMY

COMMUN- ITY

N

F

FACILITIES
Self contained school with all appropriate
functions

No spaces for community use

Gym, Café, Auditorium occasional
community use
School shares site with other public uses:
Library, Recreation

Building plan links different program areas
to facilitate interdisciplinary learning within
core; zoned public uses

Building plan strategically relates functional
areas; zoned for public access to
community spaces

Student movement controlled by teachers;
hall passes

Self-contained school but missing some
functional spaces

Single use school building

Flexible/agile school plan allows several school organizations; 9th grade house

Building guides student movement within
non-autonomous subzones
N

F

FACILITIES

Building plan links program areas for
interdisciplinary learning among core +
specials; zoned public uses

Building guides student movement within
intentional focused subzones
N

F

FACILITIES

Intended as self-contained but relies occasionally on nearby institutions for program use

Community access well planned + zoned

School shares site with
business/residential

Community uses co-habitate building:
Elderly Center, Clinic, Public Lib
School shares site synergistically with
business/residential

Small school or movement only within
relationship zones; hall passes are passe
N

F

FACILITIES
Intentionally not self-contained: relies
heavily on neighboring institutions

School planned to partly convert to other
uses when enrollments drop

MIXED USE

14

LEADER- SHIP

Admin + Guid central but hard to find

Central Admin + Guid at front door

15

PARENTS/
VOLUNTRS

No spaces oriented to parents

Parents access Library or Admin

Parent Room

Volunteer Room

Parent Room & Volunteer Room

SPECIFIC SPACES

SPECIFIC SPACES

SPECIFIC SPACES

SPECIFIC SPACES

SPECIFIC SPACES

View panels at doors

Windows to Commons spaces, other Classrooms allow teachers to observe students working
separately/independently

Abundant windows connecting all spaces,
including Teacher + Admin

Classrooms related to others of similar use

Separate Classrooms arranged with others of different use to support interdisciplinary, multi
age/grade learning

Building conceived as suites of flexible
learning spaces
Variety of small learning spaces closely
related to core spaces + Med Ctr
Adequate arts spaces located to integrate
w/ core learning
Inclusion model; minimal exclusive Spl Ed
spaces
Gym/Pe/Atlhetics facilities used by
community

16

TRANSPARENCY

No windows to corridors

17

GROUPING

Building conceived as unrelated
Classrooms along Corridors

18

SMALL
GROUPS

No small learning spaces

19

ARTS

No Visual/Perf Arts spaces

Inadequate Visual/Perf Arts spaces

Spaces adequate, related to other "specials" but not related to core spaces

20

SPECIAL ED

Separate Spl Ed spaces

Spl Ed in ad hoc spaces converted from
other uses, too big/too small

Spl Ed '"pull out" model; Resource Rooms + Self Contained

21

PE/ ATHLETICS

Inadequate space for Phys Ed

Gym for Phys Ed/Intramurals/Athletics

Multipurpose Gym designed with good acoustics for assembly use

Few small group learning spaces irregularly located
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F

Public + private community spaces used
regularly by students

13

Central Admin; distributed Guidance spaces

N

Distributed Guid + Admin
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TECH ED

No Tech Ed or "hands on" applied learning
spaces

23

WET LABS

Highly specific labs: Science Labs
designed for different sub sciences

24

CLASS- ROOM
SIZES

Irregular Classroom sizes seen as
inequitable

25

DRY LABS

Insufficient Computer Labs

22

26

27

MEDIA CTR

ASSEMBLY

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Tech Ed spaces, unrelated to core spaces

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW

Tech Ed spaces easy access from core
spaces

Tech Ed spaces integrated with core
curriculum + spaces
Labs are all flexible Wet Labs:
Science=Art=Home/Fam=Tech Ed

Multi-purpose Science Labs; other disciplines separate
Classroom sizes vary to match size of
student groups

Uniform Classroom size: equitable

Sufficient Computer Labs

Media Ctr contains print media only

Media Ctr contains print + electronic media

Assembly needs not served by facilities

Assembly needs served poorly: in Gym or
Café; no Stage

Frank Locker Educational Planning www.franklocker.com fl@franklocker.com 617.412.7444

Computer/Dry Labs flexible for future conversion to other uses
Media Ctr demand reduced by classrooms
contain electronic media

Cafetorium with adequate Stage

5

Variety of learning spaces supporting
teachers collaborating with varied groups
Laptop computers; no Labs needed

Media Ctr rethought as collaborative
work/meeting/information place

Media Ctr partly virtual, distributed in
several locations

Auditorium sized for occasional peak use

Auditorium stage sized for teaching &
learning, seating as few as possible

Col 1 = 1 point
Col 2 = 2 points
Col 3 = 3 points
Col 4 = 4 points
Col 5 = 5 points
Average point value for
multi-column issues

TOTALS

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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FACILITIES
28

29

30

31

32

33

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

FACILITIES

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

FACILITIES

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

FACILITIES

N

F

FACILITIES

TEACHER
PLANNING

No common teacher spaces except
Lounge or Dining

Conf Rooms for teacher use

CONNECTIONS

Self contained classrooms with no
connecting doors/walls

Folding walls between few classrooms,
always closed

Doors/barn doors between classrooms

Variety of doors, folding walls, windows to
adjacent spaces allow flexibility

Suites of flexible spaces for varied uses

FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

Menu includes no fresh food, one menu
choice each day

Menu includes no fresh food, multiple
menu options offered, breakfast & after
school meals offered

Menu includes fresh, locally grown food,
multiple menu options, breakfast + after
school meals offered

Menu includes fresh, locally grown food,
multiple menu options prepared by staff
and learners, breakfast + after school
meals offered

Menu includes fresh, locally grown food,
multiple menu options. Grown and
prepared by staff and learners, breakfast +
after school meals offered

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

No sustainable design focus

Building design focused on energy savings

Building design incorporates energy
savings, day lighting and low impact
building materials

Building design minimizes impact on
environment, integrates design,
construction and operation of building into
curriculum

Building seeks carbon neutral impact,
integrates design, construction and
operation of building into curriculum

FURN + EQUIP

FURN + EQUIP

FURN + EQUIP

FURN + EQUIP

FURN + EQUIP

TECH INTEGRATION

Virtually no technology; no phones in
classrooms

Basic, non-integrated technology; intercom;
no classroom phones

Partial integrated technology; classroom
phones

Integrated technology including interactive
bds, document projectors

Integrated technology including laptops,
cell phones, notebooks, Kindles

STUDENT
FURNITURE

Single purpose connected desk/seats
designed for lectures

Desks w/ movable seats, not groupable

Flexible desks + chairs, groupable

Flexible adjustable height ergonomic
desks, chairs, bean bags

Students work in personal workspaces

FOOD
CHOICES +
PREP

ENVIRON
IMPACT

Teacher "hotels" + Conf Rms for common planning time

TOTALS

INCLUDES PRACTICES BELOW
N

F

Teacher Planning Ctrs with Conf + Food

34

CABINETRY

Little or no cabinets/shelving in teaching
spaces

Basic fixed cabinetry; not enough to serve
needs

Fixed cabinetry sufficient for basic needs

Fixed cabinetry meets all storage needs

Flexible, adjustable cabinetry on wheels;
groupable to change space

35

COMPU- TER
RATIO

10:1 student: computer ratio

6:1 student: computer ratio

4:1 student: computer ratio; selective use
of laptops

2:1 student: computer ratio; laptops on
carts

1:1 student: computer ratio; laptops, cell
phones, tablets for all

FACILITIES TOTAL OVERALL SCORE
FACILITIES AVERAGE OVERALL SCORE
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
4.1

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING MEETINGS

The SMMA study team conducted multiple meetings at each of the schools. At each
the three elementary schools and middle school, meetings were held with the
respective school principal. Additional meetings were held throughout the day with
representative teachers and staff. These meetings were arranged by each principal.
At the high school, the study team made itself available to all teachers on a drop-in
basis at the school library.
The meetings were conducted as follows:






Bessie Buker Elementary School: 10/29/2013
Miles River Middle School: 10/31/2013
Cutler Elementary School: 11/15//2013
Winthrop Elementary School: 11/18/2013
HW Regional High School: 11/19/2013 & 11/22/2013

The following memo was circulated to teachers and staff prior to conducting the onsite meetings
Teachers and Staff
We will be meeting with you shortly to discuss the long term goals for the
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School teaching and learning environment.
Since we have a relatively short introductory meeting, I would like you to think
about how you operate now and how you might in the future. The physical
issues of the school, i.e. temperature and its control, lighting, acoustics,
storage, availability of teacher toilet facilities etc. will be addressed as another
exercise. For these initial meetings, we want to focus on the educational side of
the discussion.
Following our meetings, if you have additional thoughts, you could follow up
with written comments channeled through the school administration.
 What do you like about your current teaching environment / space?
 How much of the school / grounds do you use for teaching? Corridors,
public spaces, exterior spaces, etc.
 What would you like to do that the current environment is hindering or
preventing you from doing?
 What subject adjacencies would you like to have?
 What changes would improve project-based learning and interdisciplinary
opportunities?
 What changes would improve student-centric learning opportunities? Selfdirected learning?
 Thoughts on: sustainability of the school building? Integration of
sustainability into the curriculum?
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Student involvement in the programming and design process?
How would you like to integrate technology into the curriculum?
1:1 technology for every student
Do you envision the exterior environment being part of the overall teaching
environment? How?
 Does the building environment allow for differentiated instruction?
 Other thoughts?
Meeting reports and teacher sign in sheets for each of these meetings is located in
Section 8, Appendix, of this report.
Major Issues
For purposes of discussion, we have listed the major issues, themes and opinions
that we heard from meetings with teachers:
Elementary Schools (combined):


















Need for full-day kindergarten. Full day allows for deeper level thinking in all
areas. Some thought that 1/2 day is too intense because of the need to
accomplish all academic goals in a shorter period of time.
Desire to open the levels of communication between Pre-K, K, 1 and 2.
Kindergartens and lower grades are located where toilet room exist and often do
not have a good adjacency to other early childhood grade classrooms.
Discussed the Pro's and Con's of grade related schools: PreK-2 and 3 - 5. An
unscientific assessment of 70% in favor of grade related schools, a higher
percentage was in favor among the teachers in the lower grades
General feeling that the curriculum varies among the three schools.
A few teachers suggested a single school to serve all PK - 5 students
Many expressed a desire to increase the amount of project-based learning
(some already practiced). A Project room or STEM room or Science room or
tinkering room would greatly enhance the ability to do this. Part of "choice time"
An open question is: who would be in charge of this room?
What can be done now that does not require different or additional rooms or
spaces?
o Student directed time/ student directed teaching (hobbies etc. that can be
learning opportunities) - opportunity to showcase subjects in which
students excel.
Several teachers requested opportunities to have combined grade classes, e.g.
add operable walls between grade related classrooms to allow for co-teaching.
Teachers felt 5th grade is too young for middle school.
Many are unsure of the role of technology because of the current unreliability
resulting in little use and incorporation.
Use of stand-up desks where available (Cutler and Buker) are well received.
There is a desire for more in these schools as well as in Winthrop.
Libraries at all three schools are undersized and suffer from the divided areas
between the library and technology spaces.
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Middle School:







Unanimous desire for a Team Structure
There is an expectation of sharing resources with the high school but the
different schedules of the two schools limit that ability
Band and chorus (because of shared teachers) drive the middle school schedule
Lack of a teachers’ room inhibits interdisciplinary planning
Feel very frustrated by the inconsistency of technology and lack (and process) of
tech support
Low / limited use of library: too far away, out of the teachers thought process,
not a sense of an age related environment, area, collection; most use is for the
computer room

High School:


















Skepticism that anything will ever be voted by the community to improve the
schools and leaning environment
Would like SPED to be de-centralized to a more local interventionist model
Teacher Planning- described as unintentional collaboration; most teachers
identified that there is no time for teacher collaboration in the context of the
current schedule
Would like more opportunities for student internships, real world experiences
Library function and atmosphere needs to change: reduce volume count, more
informal and collaboration areas desired
Many teachers have no relationship with the library. It does not factor into their
curriculum or delivery approach
Many like the idea of an outdoor classroom
Although there are courses for science, technology, math, engineering and
math, no one feels there is a collaborative STEM approach
Much of science has a hands-on, project-based approach
General feeling is that students have limited access to the network and
technology, somewhat available but not friendly and therefore not very useful.
Many feel that 1:1 is needed right now
Desire for flexible classrooms with better seating and desks or tables
Need for a large group instruction space
Limited number of teachers who flip the classroom
Discussed possible change to true Blocks for more time on learning
The arts are integrated into other classes only in a limited way

CLASS SIZES
Although the district has a policy for class sizes, most classrooms are below the
policy levels
Kindergarten: 15 - 18 students
Grades 1 & 2: 18 - 20 students
Grades 3 thru 12: 20-22 students
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4.2

EDUCATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF BUILDING INCLUDING SPACE
SUMMARIES

Buker Elementary School
The Buker School has a current population of approximately 240 students, made up
of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to Grade 5. Since the
population projections for the elementary grades has little variation over 10 years (a
loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education classrooms
is minimal. This also indicates that if three schools are maintained, the small class
sizes currently experienced can be maintained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 930 sf to 979 sf.
There appears to be adequate space for supporting subject areas: art, music, SPED,
gym; while other support spaces are cramped and inadequate. These include: main
office, teacher work room, language arts / reading, toilet rooms etc. The library/
technology lab, when combined, are of adequate size but the division of spaces is
disruptive to its purpose.
If there is no reduction in the number of grade-level classrooms:



The lack of support space remains
There is no possibility to create different types of spaces for regular Ed
differentiated learning and small SPED environments

The following are minimum reconfigurations recommended:




Reconfigure the main office and principals office to allow for a secure entry
vestibule
Reconfigure the library and technology lab into one space with different
zones within the room
Reconfigure nurse’s heath suite

One area of Buker School that is very underutilized is the lower level (basement).
Formerly boys’ and girls’ locker rooms, showers and toilets and PE offices, some of
the spaces retain features of their original use but are abandoned or used for
storage. The only updated space is for a teachers’ lunch room. If this area were
renovated, it could free up areas for more active learning environments. Renovations
would need to be more than cosmetic. The proposed function(s) would need to
become destination activities.
Although there is not current need for significant additional space, if the current
Central Administration building were removed from the site, space would be
available to construct a modest addition for new kindergarten classrooms and free
up space within the school to reconfigure for adequate support spaces.
It must be noted that the current building is larger than the MSBA guidelines. This is
in part because of basement spaces that are awkward to access and therefore
seldom used.
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Cutler Elementary School
The Cutler School has a current population of approximately 280 students, made up
of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to Grade 5. Since the
population projections for the elementary grades has little variation over 10 years (a
loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education classrooms
is minimal. This also indicates that if three schools are maintained, the small class
sizes currently experienced can be maintained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 940 sf to 1000 sf.
There appears to be adequate space for supporting subject areas: art, music, SPED,
gym, but the other support space is small and cramped. These include: main office,
teachers’ work room, toilet rooms etc. The library / technology lab, when combined,
are undersized and the division of spaces is disruptive to its purpose.
Winthrop Elementary School
The Winthrop Elementary School has a current student population of approximately
254 students, make up of two classes (sections) of each grade from Kindergarten to
Grade 5. Winthrop also houses the district wide Pre-K program. Since the
population projections for the elementary grades has little variation over 10 years (a
loss of 46 students across 3 schools), the impact on general education classrooms
is minimal. This also indicates that if three schools are maintained, the small class
sizes currently experienced can be maintained.
Typical classrooms are generally adequate in size ranging from 830 sf to 870 sf.,
slightly smaller than those of the Buker School. There appears to be adequate space
for supporting subject areas: art, music, and SPED, but certain other support areas
are short on space and cramped. These include: main office, teacher work room,
toilet rooms, etc. The library / technology lab, when combined, are undersized, as is
the gymnasium.
In general, the existing school is roughly in line with the MSBA guidelines for size
and number of spaces.
Miles River Middle School
The Miles River Middle School serves grades 6 - 8 with a current population of
approximately 440 students. The population projections indicate a very small drop
(22 students) in the enrollment, from the current 441 to 419.
The classroom count for general education and science are in-line with MSBA
guidelines. There are more special education classrooms and music and art than
MSBA guidelines. The two areas in which the existing building is currently below
guidelines are: “Vocations and Technology” and Administration.
There are no "Vocations and Technology" spaces in the current building. The MSBA
guidelines call for two spaces, totaling 3,200 sf. With a restructuring of the HS and
MS schedules, and a willingness to share spaces and teachers, curriculum programs
could be designed and conducted in high school STEM spaces.
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Music - The MSBA guidelines dictate a single room to serve both band and chorus.
The MS currently enjoys two rooms. The instrumental and chorus music teachers
serve both the high school and middle school, though the different school schedules
(and bells) create limitations of the teachers’ schedules and resulting offerings. If the
two rooms within the MS building were shared by the middle school and high
school, a more efficient use of teacher resources and space would result.
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School
The Hamilton Wenham Regional High School has a current population of
approximately 678 students including 115 students in the Choice Program.
There are 26 general education classrooms that range in size from 510 sf to 1,025 sf
with an average room size of 818 sf. Science rooms are either 900 sf or 1,150 sf
versus the MSBA guidelines of 1,440 sf.
The Spanish department is currently incorporating project-based learning as a
delivery model. This seems to be the exception. Most other curriculum disciplines
are departmental / subject based and deliver instruction through conventional
delivery methodologies.
As the enrollment declines in coming years, with a likely further decline from
reductions in Choice students, there will likely be increased pressure to further
reduce the already modest 106 curriculum offerings.
A lower number of curriculum offerings typically results in reduced elective courses.
For many students, the elective courses offer challenges and opportunities in areas
that interest them. Reducing the number of electives can therefore put some
students in a category of "at risk", or in a position to look for alternative learning
opportunities or schools.
An alternative to reducing elective offerings is for the school to shift to an
interdisciplinary project-based delivery model. This idea was discussed at length
during the Visioning sessions conducted last fall. This approach could, if developed
properly, take pressure off the course offering model by introducing variety,
challenges and opportunities that might not be otherwise available.
A shift in pedagogy such as this will likely require professional development for
teachers. The current planning time of 410 minutes per teacher per week could be
restructured to provide some of these professional development needs.
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School Capacity Analysis
The recent Choice Report, dated November 14, 2013, indicates that at some point in
its history the current high school building had a population target of 720 students. It
is unclear if this was an anecdotal or real target; when it was established and with
what criteria. From a criteria standpoint, it may pre-date such area-influencing
criteria as: Special Education, technology (computer rooms), public access TV
studio, Title 9, and contemporary elective offerings etc. A current capacity (range)
needs to be established using contemporary criteria.
Establishing a building capacity can be a complicated process. With every student
having a slightly different schedule due to academic preferences, academic levels,
electives based on interest etc., and the school’s Master Schedule of the current
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106 curriculum offerings (117 in the Program of Studies), there cannot be a straight
line analysis.
The most universal criteria to determine the capacity of the high school would be the
space Guidelines established by the Massachusetts School Building Authority
(MSBA). The space guidelines could be by either:
Gross building area or what MSBA refers to as gross floor area (GFA). Since
HWRHS is approximately 52 years old, the building efficiency (net-to-gross area)
may not meet today’s norms. This is further influenced by net educational area
based on old curriculum and delivery.
Net educational area, or what MSBA refers to as net floor area (NFA), is the actual
functional area for the educational program and staffing needs. This is the gross
area minus corridors, toilet rooms, wall thicknesses, building support areas etc.
Since many of HWRHS spaces are under MSBA Guidelines, this would not be an
accurate criterion for the analysis. Note: since HWRHS’s practice is to strive for
class sizes under the MSBA standard of 24 students per class, some undersized
teaching spaces may not present inadequate square footage overall.
Because of the reasons discussed above, we believe neither gross building area nor
net educational area are the best methods for determining school capacity. Instead,
the number of academic teaching spaces may be the most accurate criterion for
comparison.
Academic Classrooms and Science - Currently, there are 22 academic classrooms
and 5 science classroom / labs in the school. The academic classrooms serve the
curriculum areas of: English, Social Studies, Math, and Foreign Language. Using the
MSBA Summary of Spaces form, we can back into the 22 academic classrooms
and 5 science classroom / labs.
This was done by manipulating the “population” on the MSBA Summary of Spaces
spreadsheet until it resulted in 22 academic classrooms and 5 science rooms. In this
exercise, they become "capacities" with resulting classroom counts and net and
gross floor areas.


Using the "typical academic classroom" approach, we believe the current
HWRHS building has a capacity range of 650 to 660 students +/-.



Using the "science lecture / lab" approach, we believe the current HWRHS
building has a capacity range of 570 to 590 students +/-.

It must be noted that the current science classroom / labs are sized significantly
under current standards. The current rooms range from 900 to 1,150 square feet,
compared to the current standard of 1,440 square feet per room for a class size of
24 students. Since science class sizes typically run larger than other classes, often
at 24 or larger, the MSBA guidelines for these spaces should be met.
Other variables that can influence the building size and configuration:
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Need to account for how HWRHS operates with its schedule and curriculum
offerings. Our analysis indicates a current need for 24 academic classrooms
and 6 science lecture labs. This will likely be outside of the MSBA
"guideline" but there is a strong argument for these numbers based on
schedule and curriculum offerings.



Desired changes to enhance contemporary teaching and learning
methodologies and flexibility for changing curriculum.



With an anticipated shrinking enrollment, might there be a shift from a
conventional curriculum to an alternative approach such as interdisciplinary
and project based?

The above variables are a major contributor to the analysis of Choice as it relates to
the high school building.
Choice Dilemma
Politics aside, the HWRSD has a facilities dilemma at the high school if Choice
remains.
Our Master Planning process has included obtaining a good deal of school and
community response including our Visioning process; meeting with teachers and
staff at each of the schools, and numerous meetings with the steering committee. A
major goal identified by the community and the district is creating learning
environments that support and enhance 21st-Century skills. This goal can be
accomplished by a combination of efforts, some that do not include renovation and
or new construction and others that likely will. To accomplish more of the goals,
there needs to be:
1.

The addition of flexible furniture and a change of delivery model could
accomplish some of the goals without the need for renovations, though
these efforts could be greatly reinforced by renovated facilities.

2.

The right sizing of the science labs and other teaching spaces
reorganization and reappointment of classrooms and support areas. To do
this, the District will likely want to apply for an MSBA grant to help pay for
such a renovation.

3.

Accomplishment of paragraph 2 above, and keeping Choice, will likely
require a modest addition.

Since the MSBA does not recognize Choice when developing population
projections, any renovation or addition project would likely not be sized to support a
Choice program.
During the course of this study, the Hamilton Wenham Regional School Committee
voted to modify the its' policy on Choice which could reduce the number of Choice
Students at the high school. Since the MSBA does not recognize Choice when
addressing capital projects, exploring the impact of a reduced population including
reduced Choice numbers is an "interim” condition and therefore difficult to evaluate
with other "Options" for the facilities.
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Central Administration Building
The former Center School building, constructed circa 1881, contains approximately
5,580 sf on each of three floors for a total of 16,740 sf. The building is not fully used
and somewhat inefficient.
Lower Level - is not used for central administration offices. It is primarily building
utilities, storage and wood shop.
Main Level - houses most of the central administration personnel in four former
classrooms that have been subdivided. The net area currently being used is
approximately 3,460 sf.
Second Floor - houses three staff plus space for payroll records; school records and
storage, approximately 645 sf for offices

Program Areas Needed In Square Footage (assumptions)
1. Superintendent
Conference
2. Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent
Waiting
3. Assistant Superintendent for Learning
4. Assistant Superintendent for Finance and Administration
5. Secretary
6. Accounts Payable
7. Payroll Coordinator
8. District Treasurer
9. District Accountant
10. Director of Student Services
11. Secretary
12. Secretary
13. Human Resource Director
14. Facilities Director
15. Technology Coordinator
16. Secretary

400
240
150
150
250
250
150
200
200
250
250
250
150
150
250
250
250
150

Total Net Square Footage:

3,940

We have added a 1.4 multiplier to account for corridors, wall thicknesses, toilet
rooms and other spaces needed but not specifically programmed.
3,940 x 1.4 = 5,516, say 5,500 gross area
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PREVIOUS STUDIES REVIEW / UPDATE

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Over the course of the last several years, and particularly in 2011, the HamiltonWenham Regional School District executed a number of conditions assessments of
its existing facilities. These assessments were conducted by both outside
consultants and via internal reviews. As a requirement of the Master Planning effort
and, as outlined within the School District’s Request for Proposals, SMMA was
charged with reviewing these previous studies; to collect data about the District’s
building stock and to perform an analysis of these with the goal that this information
would inform the overall Master Planning effort. While it was not the charge of this
project to conduct a new Facilities Conditions Assessment, SMMA was tasked to
review the previous studies, validate and provide an update of the information within
and to consolidate our findings into a singular document.
The reports which were reviewed included:


Dore and Whittier Space Needs and Demographic Study



Dore and Whittier Comprehensive Facilities Study



Evergreen Audit report



Capital Management Committee Facilities Needs Assessment

From this effort SMMA was to provide options and recommendations for the future
use of these building assets taking into account the substantial maintenance and
refurbishment work completed or planned during the 2012-2014 timeframe.
Additionally, SMMA was to consider the role School Choice could play, if any, in the
future facilities needs of the District when preparing options/recommendations. The
results of these latter elements are further described with Section Six of this report.
5.2

BUILDING CONDITIONS REVIEW

During the period of this Master Planning effort, SMMA reviewed the previous
conditions assessment reports outlined above. Additionally, the SMMA team
reviewed various existing condition drawings which were provided to us. SMMA also
conducted site visits to each of the District’s five schools as well as its Central
Administration building. Our team included: an architect and mechanical, electrical,
plumbing/ fire protection, structural and civil engineers. Based on the information
provided, the team developed a matrix of potential projects identified within the
previous studies which remain outstanding. The matrix is contained within this
Section.
In support of our efforts, the SMMA team conducted site visits to all the District’s
buildings on two dates, February 27, 2014 and March 18, 2014. Our efforts are
summarized, school-by-school and discipline-by-discipline, within this section, with
recommendations within Section Six.
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Buker Elementary School
Bessie Buker Elementary School is a K-5 facility located at 1 School Street,
Wenham, Massachusetts. The building serves approximately 235 students. The
building is owned by the Town of Wenham and leased to the Regional School
District.
Site
SMMA visited the Buker Elementary School site on February 27, 2014. A site walk
was conducted to review the existing conditions relative to the deficiencies identified
in previous reports by Dore and Whittier and the Hamilton-Wenham Capital
Management Committee. Overall the existing conditions were consistent with the
conditions described in the previous reports. There were a couple of items that have
been resolved including:


School warning signs were installed 200 feet in advance of the school
intersections on Perkins Street.



A stop sign was installed on School Street approaching Arbor Street.



Signage was added at School Driveway indicating emergency vehicle
access.

Additional observations were made on several of the deficiencies that persist, and
one additional item was identified.


There were some limited indications for one-way circulation, but no clear
identification of bus versus parent drop off loops.



The roadway and sidewalk paving (with the exception of the curb ramps)
along Perkins Street were not in ideal condition but were not in particularly
poor condition either.



One of three existing accessible parking spaces on the site is clearly not
ADA compliant (in the lot located south of School Street). In addition to
making sure all spaces are appropriately designed, an additional space
should be added for a total of 4, if the total parking count is 93 spaces as
noted in the previous reports.



During the site visit, the Director of Facilities, Rick Shruhan, noted that the
accessible ramp on the north side of the school is intended to be
repaired/replaced.



A previous report on the Central Administration Building noted that a gravel
edge should be installed at the new hot topped entrance. However, it was
unclear during the site visit the location and purpose of this comment.

It should be noted that the site visit was conducted during the winter, and the
presence of snow inhibited some observations and verification of existing
deficiencies.
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Architectural
Building remains in similar conditions as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note have been addressed:


All windows have been recently replaced.



A large portion of the roof has been repaired or replaced.

These particular items of note remain issues:


A plan to replace all classroom window shades is in the works.



Repair/replace remaining section of roof not recently repaired.



Repair concrete ramp by gymnasium, add proper rail, verify proper slope.



If the kiln is to be used, proper ventilation should be installed.



Assess kitchen equipment and replace where necessary.



Pneumatic HVAC controls are past their operational life spans and have not
been operating for the last five to seven years. These must be replaced.



Replace all damaged/stained acoustic ceiling tiles.



Replace worn carpet where necessary.



Classroom sinks are positioned too far from the counter’s edge. Address
water damage, mainly around the backsplashes.



Continue with asbestos abatement.



Inventory all furniture. Replace if necessary.



Access means of egress compliance.





Provide door closers on classroom corridor walls.



Provide fire-rated doors where necessary.



Replace all glazing between classrooms and corridors with tempered
glazing.

Conduct ADA compliance assessment of the entire building.


Where required, provide proper handrails on ramps and stairs.



The slope of the existing ramp does not meet code requirements. The
School District is presently in the process of completely replacing this
element with a code compliant ramp. This project is expected to be
complete at the end of the Summer of 2014.



Where required, provide an ADA compliant bathroom.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure require that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
The renovation considerations that are described in Section 6 of this document
propose a reconfiguration of spaces and removal/relocation of existing masonry
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walls. Typically, renovations of this nature require the scope of renovations to be
classified as LEVEL 2 WORK under Chapter 34 of the Building Code.
The general code requirements for renovations classified as LEVEL 2 WORK have
been previously described in depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities
Assessment overseen by Dore and Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design
Group. To summarize these requirements: the existing building structure would need
to be fully reviewed and evaluated to determine if the effects of the renovations
would have a significant impact on the performance of the building in respect to
gravity, wind and seismic load effects. The results of these findings would determine
the scope of structural upgrades that would be triggered by implementing any
proposed renovations.
Given that the building was constructed prior to 1975 (the year that the state
building code began to specify the requirements for seismic or lateral design
considerations), the existing structure was not likely designed or detailed to resist
adequately seismic and lateral loads. However, this does not mean the building does
not have a lateral force-resisting system. The existing masonry partition walls have
served as the default lateral force resisting system.
Since the existing masonry walls serve as the lateral force resisting system, any
modification to them would require a comprehensive review and analysis (LEVEL 2
WORK). During this review, if it is determined that the existing lateral force resisting
system does not meet the requirements of Chapter 34, then it is likely that additional
shear walls and/or bracing would need to be added. In addition, metal clips would
likely need to be fastened to the top of the existing masonry walls (if they do not
already exist) 6’-0” apart, to secure the top of walls to the existing steel structure.
Mechanical
The Gym AHU has recently been replaced, which is one of the projects that had
been proposed in the prior assessments. The boilers are also planned for
replacement over the summer of 2014 and this project may also include the
proposed upgrade to the building control system. Preventive maintenance should be
performed on the classroom unit ventilators and various building exhaust fans,
which are an important part of the building ventilation performance.
Electrical
In general, the building remains in a similar condition as was reported in the previous
assessments, but the several recommended projects have been completed:


It was observed that all lighting fixtures in the classrooms, corridors, etc.
have been equipped with the T8 type lamps.



Two “original” and outdated electrical panels in the corridors were replaced
six months ago.



Also, the lamps in all site and exterior building light fixtures have been
replaced from the metal halide to LED type.

It should be mentioned that some additional improvements can be recommended
such as:
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Replacement of the remaining electrical panels (manufactured by Frank
Adams Co. in 1950’s) and still being utilized.



Installation of the occupancy sensors in the classrooms and offices that
meets the current Energy Code and will help to realize substantial energy
savings.

With respect to the proposed master plan options, a relocation of the nurse office
may trigger a relocation of the existing fire alarm control panel and required upgrade
the entire building fire alarm system in order to meet the latest NFPA codes.
Reconfiguration of the administrative offices and combining Media Center and
Technology room would require installation and re-wiring of the existing and new
power, lighting, telephone/data and fire alarm devices, fixtures and circuits in these
areas.
Plumbing / Fire Protection
There is no fire protection system installed for the Buker School.
Cutler Elementary School
Cutler Elementary School is a K-5 located at 237 Asbury Street, Hamilton,
Massachusetts. The building serves approximately 279 students. The building is
owned by the Town of Hamilton and leased to the Regional School District.
Site
SMMA visited the Cutler Elementary School site on February 27, 2014. A site walk
was conducted to review the existing conditions of the site relative to the
deficiencies identified in previous reports by Dore and Whittier and the HamiltonWenham Capital Management Committee. Overall the existing conditions were
consistent with the conditions described in the previous reports.
One item was resolved; a warning sign indicating a curve ahead on Ashbury Street
northbound approaching the school has been installed.
One additional deficiency was observed that was not previously noted: The landing
at the transition of the stair and ramp at the main entrance is not level (<2.0% cross
slope in all directions).
It should be noted that the site visit was conducted during the winter, and the
presence of snow inhibited some observations and verification of existing
deficiencies.
Architectural
Building remains in similar conditions as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note have been addressed:


The entire roof was replaced during the summer of 2013.



Each level has been updated with an ADA compliant restroom.
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The District has engaged a contractor to add a drainage system (French
drain) around the perimeter of the modular wing. The project is anticipated
to be complete at the end of the summer of 2014.

These particular items of note remain issues:


Improving the line of sight between the front office and the main entrance.
Presently, staff are able to view visitors at the entry via a security camera.
While there is a window at the front office which provides a view of the main
entry, this view is partial obstructed and does not provide a view of the front
of visitors.



Several windows have not yet been replaced. These are slated to be
replaced during the summer of 2014. With that project all windows in the
building will have been replaced and modernized.



Repair, reseal and repoint all masonry around openings.



Replace soffit where damaged. Notably, the soffit below exterior window to
the left of the front entrance.



Inventory all furniture. Replace if necessary.



Ponding in the yard outside of the Modular units is being addressed. Plans
for a French drain system are in the works.



Consider abating VAT floors.



Access means of egress compliance.





Provide door closers on classroom corridor walls.



Remove toe stops on all classroom to corridor doors.



Provide fire-rated doors where necessary.



Replace all glazing between classrooms and corridors with tempered
glazing.

Conduct ADA compliance assessment of the entire building.


Where required, provide proper handrails on ramps and stairs.



Verify ramps are at proper slope.



Where required, replace door hardware with compliant door hardware.



Provide proper accessibility to the “Modular” wing. Current condition is
a ramp through a classroom.



There has been some consideration as to installing a ramp in the
corridor between the Admin. Offices and the Cafetorium. If this is
decided against, consider replacing the existing chair lift with a new
one.



Update nurse’s suite to meet ADA requirements.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure requires that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
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The procedure for determining and classifying the amount and type of structural
upgrades (LEVEL 1 WORK vs. LEVEL 2 WORK) has been previous described in
depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities Assessment overseen by Dore and
Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design Group.
One of the renovation considerations in Section 6 of this document describes a
possible addition. Any addition to the building should be constructed such that it is
structurally independent of the existing building. Otherwise, the existing building
would be subject to an in-depth structural review and analysis to determine
compliance with Chapter 34, which in turn could trigger significant structural
upgrades to the lateral-force resisting system.
Mechanical
There is only one project identified in the assessment for this school and we noted
that a recent upgrade to the HVAC system had occurred with the installation of new
high-efficiency boilers, selective upgrades to some of the terminal heating
equipment and the installation of a new digital control system. On-going
maintenance will be required to protect the recent investment in these systems.
Electrical
The previous assessment recommendation has been completed: all interior lighting
fixtures are provided with the energy-saving T8 lamps. Performance and condition of
the existing lighting system meets the school building requirements, but an
installation of occupancy sensor controls in the classrooms, labs and office, to
supplement existing manual switches, will result in substantial energy savings.
Wall-mounted lighting battery units are used for emergency lighting. Life expectancy
of the units’ battery is approximately 3 to 5 years. Regular testing and battery
replacement is required.
LED lamps have been installed recently in the site and building exterior fixtures
utilizing available National Grid rebate program.
Plumbing/ Fire Protection
Several items remain outstanding, most notably the replacement of existing
plumbing fixtures as well as drinking fountains. There is also a need for new grease
traps. Much of the equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and should be
replaced, as is proposed by many of the projects identified in the prior assessments.
Winthrop Elementary School
Winthrop Elementary School is a K-5 located at 325 Bay Road, Hamilton,
Massachusetts. The building serves approximately 275 students. The building is
owned by the Town of Hamilton and leased to the Regional School District.
Site
SMMA visited the Winthrop Elementary School site on February 27, 2014. A site
walk was conducted to review the existing conditions of the site relative to the
deficiencies identified in previous reports by Dore and Whittier and the Hamilton-
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Wenham Capital Management Committee. Overall the existing conditions were
consistent with the conditions described in the previous reports. There were a
couple of items that have been resolved including:


The circulation loop, staff parking, and adjacent curbs and walkways have
recently been repaved and restriped. The newly constructed ramps still lack
detectable warning strips.



Three new accessible parking spaces, including 1 van space, were striped
as part of the repaved circulation loop. A crosswalk and accessible ramp to
the sidewalk were also provided.

Additional observations were made on several of the deficiencies that persist, and
one additional item was identified.


One of the previous reports noted that a warning sign indicating a curve
ahead should be installed on Bay Road northbound near Driveway #2. This
comment does not make sense as there is no curve in that direction.
Potentially the reviewer meant to say southbound instead.



In addition to installing a stop sign, a stop line should be painted for exiting
vehicles at Driveway 2.

It should be noted that the site visit was conducted during the winter, and the
presence of snow inhibited some observations and verification of existing
deficiencies.
Architectural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note have been addressed:


Roof entirely replaced in the summer of 2013.



Secure access at doors has been added.



One set of the front entry doors has been designated as emergency exit
only.

These particular items of note remain issues:


Continue forward with plans for replacing all exterior curtain walls.



Protect exposed exterior steel support at recently replaced glulam angle
gusset. Notably, at the soffit on the west side of the building.



Pneumatic HCVAC controls are past their operational life and the system
has been not functioning for over ten years due to a lack of replacement
parts.



HVAC system includes two main trenches which house the supply and
return lines to the classrooms. These tunnels need to be cleaned.



Unit Ventilators are original to the building and approximately 50 years old.
These are well past their useful life and should be a priority for replacement.



Consider installing a secure vestibule at the main entrance.



Replace sinks and bubblers in classrooms.
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Refinish hardwood on stage.



Move main electric panels, currently in a corridor by the kitchen, into their
own fire-rated space.



Inventory all furniture. Replace if necessary.



Access means of egress compliance.





Provide fire rated doors where necessary.



Replace all glazing between classrooms and corridors with
tempered glazing.



Replace panic bars on egress doors with “crash bars”



Reverse door swings on courtyard doors to swing into the
courtyard.



Provide illuminated exit signs where necessary.

Conduct an ADA compliance assessment of the entire building.


Where required, provide proper handrails on ramps and stairs.



Verify ramps are at proper slope.



Where required, replace door hardware with compliant door
hardware.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure requires that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
The renovation considerations that are described in Section 6 of this document
propose a reconfiguration of spaces which typically classifies the scope as LEVEL 2
WORK.
The general code requirements for renovations classified as LEVEL 2 WORK have
been previous described in depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities Assessment
overseen by Dore and Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design Group. To
summarize these requirements: existing building structure built prior to 1975 would
need to be fully reviewed and evaluated to determine if the renovations have had a
significant effect on the performance of the building with respect to gravity, wind and
seismic load effects. The results of these findings will determine the scope of
structural upgrades that would be triggered by implementing any proposed
renovations.
The reconfiguration consideration described in Section 6 would likely have the
biggest impact to the portion of the building constructed in 1989. Because this
portion of the building was constructed after 1975 (the year that the state building
code began to specify the requirements for seismic of lateral design considerations),
it was designed to resist seismic and lateral loads. Therefore, although an in-depth
structural investigation and analysis of the existing structure would likely be required,
it is possible that the renovations to the 1989 portion of the building may not trigger
major structural upgrades, and may be minor instead. However, the specific scope
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of upgrades would ultimately be determined by the scope of the renovations, and
the findings during the investigations and analysis.
Mechanical
There are a range of HVAC projects that are proposed but none of them have been
completed to date. Much of the equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and
should be replaced, as is proposed with many of the projects identified in the prior
assessments.
Electrical
The previous assessment recommendation has been completed: all interior lighting
fixtures are provided with the energy-saving T8 lamps. Performance and condition of
the existing lighting system meets the school building requirements. As with the
other school buildings, an installation of occupancy sensor controls in the
classrooms, labs and offices, to supplement existing manual switches, will result in
substantial energy savings.
Recommendation to install additional power outlets to eliminate the unsafe
extension cords on the floors is not complete. The long extension cords have been
observed in the Library and in the several classrooms.
LED lamps have been installed recently in the site and building exterior lighting
fixtures utilizing the available National Grid rebate program.
The proposed relocation and construction of the new Library/Media Center and Gym
would require the major work of installing and wiring of new power panels, lighting
and controls, telephone/data and fire alarm devices and circuits in these areas.
Plumbing/ Fire Protection
Several items remain outstanding, most notably the replacement of the existing gas
water heater. Additionally, the 110 degree F and 140 degree F hot water systems
need to be separated. Existing plumbing fixtures as well as the dishwater and hot
water boosters need to be addressed. Much of the equipment is nearing the end of
its useful life and should be replaced, as is proposed with many of the projects
identified in the prior assessments.
Miles River Middle School
Miles River Middle School is a Grade 6-8 School located at 787 Bay Road, Hamilton,
Massachusetts. The building serves approximately 440 students. The building is
owned by the Regional School District.
Site
SMMA visited the Miles River Middle School and Hamilton-Wenham Regional High
School site on February 27, 2014. A site walk was conducted to review the existing
conditions of the site relative to the deficiencies identified in previous reports by
Dore and Whittier and the Hamilton-Wenham Capital Management Committee.
Overall the existing conditions were consistent with the conditions described in the
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previous reports. Below are several additional comments on previously noted
deficiencies:


A previous comment suggested that drainage needs to be improved in front
of the Middle School to prevent damage to the pavement. The pavement
appears to be appropriately sloped with a catch basin at the low point, so
perhaps the issue is drainage system maintenance rather than the
pavement slope.



Another comment suggested repairing pavement on Bay Road in the vicinity
of the school site and repainting the pavement markings. The existing
pavement and markings were in fair condition at the time of the site visit. It’s
possible that the roadway has been repaved/restriped since the time the
comment was made, but it was not recently enough to be obvious.



A previous comment advised verifying that existing curb ramps are ADA
compliant. SMMA checked the slopes of several ramps and they appeared
to be compliant. It was difficult to determine if there was a 4-foot clear
landing behind the sloped portion because of snow. Other ramps on the site
may still not be compliant.



Another comment stated that the concrete sidewalk should be replaced
because of deterioration. While this clearly has not been done, the condition
of the concrete was fair, with the exception of the curb in front of the high
school, which clearly needs to be repaired.



A previous comment noted that the doorway and sidewalk at the service
area did not have a level landing and the cross slope appeared to be too
steep. However, observations made during the recent site visit did not
support this comment. It was not clear if the sidewalk had been
reconstructed in the interim.

It should be noted that the site visit was conducted during the winter, and the
presence of snow inhibited some observations and verification of existing
deficiencies.
Architectural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note remain issues:


Re-seam EPDM roofing.



Add a transition joint between the Middle School and High School.



Replace metal toilet partition walls in locker rooms.



Provide ADA compliant handrails at all stairs and ramps.



Access handicap accessibility between Middle School and High School.
Replace current lift.



Inventory all furniture. Replace if necessary.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
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Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure requires that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
The procedure for determining and classifying the amount and type of structural
upgrades (LEVEL 1 WORK vs. LEVEL 2 WORK) has been previous described in
depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities Assessment overseen by Dore and
Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design Group.
Given that the building was constructed in 1999, it was likely designed to resist
seismic and lateral loads. Therefore, any renovations to the building should not
trigger and significant structural upgrades, but instead would need to be
coordinated with existing structural elements.
Mechanical
The Middle School HVAC systems appear to be in good operating condition with no
major projects proposed. Similar to all other schools, a consistent preventive
maintenance program will be important to sustaining these systems.
Electrical
In general, it appears that building electrical systems perform well and are in good
working condition.
The previous assessment recommendation has been completed: all interior lighting
fixtures have been fitted with the energy-saving T8 lamps. Performance and
condition of the existing lighting system meet the school building requirements. The
recommended installation of occupancy sensors throughout the building has not
been completed.
Replacement of the existing metal halide lamps with LED lamps in the site and
building exterior light fixtures has been planned for 2015.
The proposed “Team” approach space reconfiguration will require minor electrical
work to accommodate the classrooms reassignments and an elimination of the
computer rooms (to implement a 1:1 student technology program).
Plumbing/ Fire Protection
Several items remain outstanding, most notably the replacement of the existing gas
water heater. Additionally, the 110 degree F and 140 degree F hot water systems
need to be separated. Existing plumbing fixtures as well as the dishwater and hot
water boosters need to be addressed. New grease traps are also required. Much of
the equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and should be replaced, as is
proposed with many of the projects identified in the prior assessments.
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School
Hamilton Wenham Regional High School is a Grade 9-12 School located at 775 Bay
Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts. The building serves approximately 675 students.
The building is owned by the Regional School District.
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Site
Refer to the previous section on the Miles River Middle School for comments related
to the Hamilton Wenham Regional High School site.
Architectural
The building remains in similar conditions as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note have been addressed:


There have been recent upgrades done to the Auditorium including
refinishing all the seating.



Sun shades have been added to the windows in the Cafeteria.

These particular items of note remain issues:


Replace the roof within the next 5 years. Address ponding.



Replace skylights when roof is replaced.



Replace any damaged/stained Acoustic Ceiling Tiles.



Provide fire rated doors into cafeteria with magnetic hold opens tied to the
fire alarm system.



Replace all wire glass, notably at transoms in corridors, with tempered
glazing.



Provide proper storage for hazardous materials in industrial arts space.



Relocate low hanging air purifier in Industrial Arts space.



Evaluate woodshop equipment. Verify it meets OSHA standards.



Inventory all furniture. Replace if necessary.



Provide handicap access to the stage within the Auditorium. While the stage
can presently be accessed by entering from an adjacent corridor, this does
not meet the requirements of the MAAB regulation 521 CMR 14.6



Conduct ADA compliance assessment of the entire building.



Provide ADA compliant handrails at all stairs and ramps.



Provide ADA compliant hardware on all doors.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure requires that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
The procedure for determining and classifying the amount and type of structural
upgrades (LEVEL 1 WORK vs. LEVEL 2 WORK) has been previous described in
depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities Assessment overseen by Dore and
Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design Group.
Given that the building was constructed prior to 1975 (the year that the state
building code began to specify the requirements for seismic of lateral design
considerations), the existing structure was not likely designed or detailed to
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adequately resist seismic and lateral loads prescribed in Chapter 34 of 780 CMR.
Therefore, if it is determined that the scope of the renovations is classified as LEVEL
2 WORK, then it is likely that that lateral upgrades to the existing structure will be
required to some extent.
Mechanical
The high school HVAC systems generally appear to be in good condition and
selected projects from those on the proposed list have been completed. On-going
maintenance will be important to the installed systems.
Electrical
Replacement of the auditorium lighting, as it was recommended in the previous
assessment report, was completed in 2012. Also, it was observed that all interior
lighting fixtures are with the energy-saving T8 lamps.
Replacement of the existing metal halide lamps with LED lamps in the site and
building exterior light fixtures has been planned for 2015.
In general, it appears that building electrical systems perform well and are in good
working condition.
The proposed option to reconfigure the existing high school building to
accommodate the 10-year projected population will involve a renovation of the
building engineering systems, with major electrical work needed to install and wire
new power panels, lighting and controls, telephone/data and fire alarm devices and
circuits.
Central Administration Building
The Central Administration Building is located at 5 School Street, Wenham,
Massachusetts. The building serves as the home for the School Department offices
and includes offices for the Superintendent of Schools, the Business Administration
personnel as well as the Facilities staff. Portions of the building are being used for
District storage. The building is owned by the Town of Wenham and leased to the
Regional School District.
Site
Refer to the earlier section on the Buker Elementary School for comments related to
the Central Administration Building site.
Architectural
Building remains in similar conditions as reported in the previous assessments.
These particular items of note have been addressed:


Roof Membrane replaced and brand new roof hatch installed.



Slate roof repaired.



Building completely resided.



Emergency stair removed and doorway filled.
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“FOB” entry system installed.

These particular items of note remain issues:


Replace all windows



Investigate possible methods of insulating exterior walls.



Assess best method of insulating the roof.



Assess the condition of the “knob and tube” wiring throughout the building.



Repair damaged and stained ceiling, especially on the second floor.



Repair damaged plaster walls, especially on the second floor.



Remove old decommissioned mechanical ductwork from attic.



Replace VCT where missing or damaged.



Move electrical panel and other combustibles out of boiler room.



Provide fire rated door on boiler room.



Assess need for large bathrooms on lower level. Remove if possible.



Assess cause of water coming through foundation.



Assess means of egress compliance.



Add illuminated exit signs where necessary.



Conduct ADA compliance assessment of the entire building.



Provide accessible hardware on all doors.



Provide compliant handrails on all ramps and stairs.

Structural
The building remains in similar condition as reported in the previous assessments.
Any repairs, renovations/alterations or additions that are made to the building
structure requires that the structural system be reviewed for compliance with 780
CMR, Chapter 34 (“Existing Structures”) of the Massachusetts State Building Code.
The procedure for determining and classifying the amount and type of structural
upgrades (LEVEL 1 WORK vs. LEVEL 2 WORK) has been previous described in
depth in the 2011 Comprehensive Facilities Assessment overseen by Dore and
Whittier, and prepared by Engineers Design Group.
Mechanical
The building mechanical systems appear to be in the same state with none of the
proposed projects implemented to date. The proposed projects are sensible options
but the specific solutions should be reviewed further to ensure that the best
approach.
Electrical
In general, the building electrical systems remain in the same condition reported in
the previous assessment reports.
There are no plans at this time to update the building systems.
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It should be mentioned that replacement of the remaining electrical panels
(manufactured by Frank Adams Co.) can be critical for normal and safe building
operation.
Plumbing/ Fire Protection
Items from the previous reports remain outstanding.
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Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Replace boilers (Summer
2014)
Upgrade controls

Cutler
Elementary

Install FTR in Library

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building
HVAC
Provide zone control for
hydronic system
Provide ERV for ventilation

Upgrade boilers (Pending MSBA Approved)
Replace 8 UVs
Replace UV in 'left wing'

Install ductless split A/C for
2nd floor

Replace 2 HW circulation
pumps

Consider high efficiency
boilers.

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Controls malfunctioning

Repair combustion air vent

Change (system) filters

Repair boiler control

Replace exhaust fan serving
Media Room

Increase boiler maintenance
from annually to quarterly
Service UVs

Replace 2 classroom AHUs

Install hood with makeup air,
sensors and VFD motor??

Provide ventilation to offices
and exhaust for JCs
Reconfigure Gym Ventilation
system

Repair HW leak (over
transformer)
Increase size of Auditorium
AHU (consider A/C)

Provide ductless splits for
offices.

Provide exhaust for food prep
and domestic classroom
Electrical

In auditorium, replace drama
Install occupancy sensors in the Replace existing lamps with T8 Replace existing lamps with T8 Replace existing lamps with T8 Replace existing lamps with T8 lights with LED lamps and
bathrooms
type lamps
type lamps
type lamps
type lamps
make the light bar lower able
on pulleys
Install (4) duplex receptacles to
Replace existing lamps with T8
Upgrade two electrical panels
Replace light at south door
eliminate extension cords on Upgrade electrical systems
type lamps
floor
In auditorium, replace
Replace existing lamps with T8
Install occupancy sensors
incandescent (?) lights with
type lamps
throughout the building
LED lamps
Install plates on (2) floor boxes.

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Plumbing fixture replacement
New drinking fountains

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building

Plumbing/Fire Protection
Install new Fire service
Plumbing fixtures replacement gas water heater replacement
Backflow preventer
Plumbing fixture
New drinking fountains
new mixing valves
replacement/removal
separation of hot water
New grease traps
systems 110 deg F and 140 deg New drinking fountains
F

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Plumbing fixtures replacement none seen
New grease traps
New insulation where required

separation of hot water
New insulation where required New insulation where required New insulation where required systems 110 deg F and 140 deg
F in cafeteria
Plumbing fixture replacement
Replace dishwasher and hot
water booster
Structural

Widen pedestrian walkway
in front of the school to
accommodate parent drop
off

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Repair settling cracks
around building

Provide a "Curve Ahead"
warning sign on Bay Road
northbound near School
Driveway 2
This comment does not
make sense. Perhaps the
previous reviewer meant to
say southbound? There is
no curve in the northbound
direction.

Site
Unclog dry well drains

Improve drainage in front of Raise catch basin near
MRMS to reduce puddling football field
and subsequent wear and
tear on pavement
Pavement slope appeared
to be adequate and there is
a catch basin at the low
point. Perhaps the
drainage system is in need
of maintenance.

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Clearly mark one-way
Repair back door stairs
circulation loops for parents
and buses with pavement
markings and signage
There are some limited one
way pavement markings but
nothing to indicate bus
versus parent drop off.

Trim trees located on the
school site near to Bay
Road to provide appropriate
sight distance for left turns
from Facilities Driveway.

Install gravel edge at new
hot topped entrance
It is not clear the location
that this comment is
referring to.

Repair pavement on Bay
Road in vicinity of the
school site
Pavement condition
appears to be ok. It is
unclear if it has been
repaved since the time this
comment was made.

Repair pavement on Bay
Road in vicinity of the
school site
Pavement condition
appears to be ok. It is
unclear if it has been
repaved since the time this
comment was made.

Additional parking is needed
to achieve a ratio of 0.180.20 per student (for both
visitors and staff)

Provide a secondary
See Buker School
emergency access through recommendations
the parking lot the back and
side entrances of the school

Provide pavement markings Provide pavement markings
within the site to clearly
within the site to clearly
identify circulation loops
identify circulation loops

Repave circulation loop and
sidewalks within the site
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing
improvement.

Repaint Bay Road
pavement markings for
better visibility
Pavement marking visibility
is good. It is unclear if the
markings have been redone
since the time this
comment was originally
made.

Pave the emergency access
road to connect to the back
entrance of the school
building and provide
signage indicating
emergency access route

Consider carpool incentives Repair pavement cracks in
to address parking shortage roadway on the circulation
loop and the sidewalks
within the site

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Repaint Bay Road
pavement markings for
better visibility
Pavement marking visibility
is good. It is unclear if the
markings have been redone
since the time this
comment was originally
made.

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Verify existing curb ramps
are ADA compliant and
upgrade as necessary
They are clearly not
compliant.

Connect the sidewalk within
the site to the sidewalk on
Ashbury Street and provide
a grass strip separation
between the sidewalk and
roadway for safety

Provide a transition from the
sidewalk to the crosswalk at
the intersection of Perkins
Street at School Driveway,
and School Street at School
Driveway

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Repaint pavement markings
(centerline, edge line,
crosswalks and stop lines)
within the site
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing improvement

Replace white centerline
pavement markings on
School Driveway 2 with
single yellow center line to
indicate opposing direction
of travel

Replace white centerline
pavement markings on
School Driveway 2 with
single yellow center line to
indicate opposing direction
of travel

Clear the grass growing
from the sidewalk cracks on
Ashbury Street near the
school

Replace white centerline
pavement markings on
Facilities Driveway with
single yellow centerline to
differentiate between
opposing travel lanes

Provide flashing yellow
school zone warning signs
and speed limit signs 300
feet in advance of the
school intersections on Bay
Road

Provide flashing yellow
school zone warning signs
and speed limit signs 300
feet in advance of the
school intersections on Bay
Road

Add detectable warning
strips to curb ramps

Provide a crosswalk from
the handicap accessible
space to the nearest
accessible ramp

Provide flashing yellow
school zone warning and
speed limit signs 300 feet in
advance of the school
intersections on Bay Road

Separate MRMS and
HWRHS bus and parent
drop off areas

Separate MRMS and
HWRHS bus and parent
drop off areas

Repave the sidewalks and
roadway on Perkins Street
and School Street
Pavement is in fair
condition, not terrible.

Provide crosswalks across
the School Driveways

Redesign circulation to
provide a long stacking lane
for parent drop off and to
encourage existing vehicles
to use School Driveway 2
rather than Facilities
Driveway

Verify existing curb ramps
are ADA compliant and
upgrade as necessary.
Some ramps are clearly not
in compliance or are missing
crosswalks.

Verify existing curb ramps
are ADA compliant and
upgrade as necessary.
Some ramps are clearly not
in compliance or are missing
crosswalks.

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Center
Admin Building

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Provide a crosswalk on
School Driveway at the
Perkins Street intersection

Paint a stop line on School
Driveway 2

Designate one accessible
parking space as a van
space

Provide a stop sign for
traffic exiting from School
Driveway 2

Provide centerline pavement Provide flashing yellow
markings on Perkins Street school zone warning and
speed limit signs 300 feet in
advance of the school
intersections on Ashbury
Street
Upgrade play areas to
Redesign the parking lot to
comply with MAAB
provide a long queuing area
for parent drop off

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Verify existing curb ramps
are ADA compliant and
upgrade as necessary.
Many ramps are clearly
deficient or missing and
some crosswalks lead to
locations where there is no
sidewalk
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing improvement

Repair pavement cracks

Repair pavement cracks

Additional parking is needed
to achieve a ratio of 0.180.20 per student

Provide sidewalk along Bay Provide sidewalk along Bay
Road.
Road.

Consider carpool incentives
to address parking shortage

Add detectable warning
strips to curb ramps

Repair existing roadway and
sidewalk paving
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing improvement

Improve drainage at athletic Improve drainage at athletic
fields
fields

Add detectable warning
strips to curb ramps

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Add lighting along School
Street within the school
property and in the parking
area to the south

Verify existing curb ramps
are ADA compliant and
upgrade as necessary

Add trash and recycling
barrels

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Install stop sign at School
Driveway 2 for exiting
vehicles
A stop line is also needed.

Provide accommodations
for wheel chairs at away
bleachers

Provide accommodations
for wheel chairs at away
bleachers

Clearly mark one-way
circulation loops for parents
and buses with pavement
markings and signage
There are some limited one
way markings at the main
loop but nothing for the
parent drop off area.

Most entrances to the
building are not accessible
and require redesign to
comply with code

Redesign parent drop off
loop to eliminate conflicts
between drop off and staff
parking

Provide space for vehicle
turn around in the student
parking lot south of the
HWRHS building

Replace bicycle racks

Overall access
driveway/walkways on
school site and building
entrances are not accessible
and require redesign to
meet code

Accessible ramps
throughout the site do not
comply with current ADA
requirements and should be
redesigned

Replace deteriorated
concrete at front sidewalk
While the concrete is not in
excellent condition, overall
it was ok.

The doorway/sidewalk at
the service area does not
have a level landing and the
cross slope appears to be
too steep
Appears to be ok, although
I didn't observe any
indication that this had
been redone recently.

Install new landscaping in
the area to the south of
Buker along School Street

Add an accessible van
space and provide signage
to the existing accessible
spaces

Repave vehicle and
pedestrian paving
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing improvement

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Center
Admin Building

Provide a ramp near the
stair that connects the lower
level field house entrance
and the high school rear
entrances to provide an
accessible path

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Add sidewalk to conned the Provide an accessible route
automobile drop off/pick up to play areas
area with the existing
sidewalk

A further assessment of the
athletic field condition is
warranted to better
understand the extent of soil
compaction, fertility, and
nutrient content
Add a crosswalk at the
Provide an additional
loading area
accessible parking space
for a total of 4 spaces.
Upgrade existing spaces so
they are ADA compliant.

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Add fall impact materials at
play areas

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Upgrade 6 of 12 accessible
parking spaces to comply
with code - 2 spaces in front
of the high school need
signs, 1 space in the loading
dock area is too steep and 3
spaces near the athletic
fields do not have access
aisles or ramps connecting
them to the adjacent
sidewalk. Provide van
accessible space.

Widen sidewalk to the North
entrance to the building
from the bus drop off

Address pedestrian safety at Upgrade play areas to
the access tunnel to the
comply with MAAB
basement of the gym and
provide an accessible route
to school entrance

Provide signage in the
service/delivery area and
student parking lot to
indicate emergency vehicle
access

Upgrade play areas to
comply with MAAB

Provide ADA compliant
pedestrian ramps and
crosswalks to provide a
clear path to the building
entrance from the bus drop
off

Repair/replace curbing
The main circulation loop
and staff parking has been
recently repaved, including
adjacent sidewalks and
ramps. There are still other
areas needing improvement

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Add fall impact materials at
play areas

Extend sidewalk along Bay
Road along school property

Consider adding a
multipurpose field to allow
the practice fields to be
rested

Add detectable warning
strips to curb ramps
Provide an accessible route
to play areas

Add detectable warning
strips to curb ramps
Add trash and recycling
barrels

Provide additional parking
(50 spaces)
Provide additional site
lighting around the school

Repave existing bituminous Replace bicycle racks
walkways

Add trash and recycling
barrels

Add bicycle racks

A further assessment of the
athletic field condition is
warranted to better
understand the extent of soil
compaction, fertility, and
nutrient content
Provide accessible
pickup/drop off area

Further study of field
A further assessment of the drainage issues is warranted
athletic field condition is
warranted to better
understand the extent of soil
compaction, fertility, and
nutrient content

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Repair sunken
sidewalks/curbs in front of
school
Concrete sidewalk
appeared to be in fair
condition, however the
curbs clearly need to be
repaired.

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

The landing at the
stair/ramp intersection at
the main entrance is not
level (<2% slope in all
directions).

Separate parent and bus
drop off

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Architectural
Pre-1989 Add. - Replace all
window wall systems with
NOTE:
thermally broken high
Potential classification as a
Replace exterior conc. stairs to Conduct entire building Egress performance frames and
Historic Building will influence
kitchen. Repair or replace all
assessment. Make necessary insulated glazing units with low type and extent of repairs and
Provide proper weather
other exterior concrete stairs changes to meet building code. e glass
updates
Re-seam EPDM Rubber on roof protection on foundation

Add perimeter drainage

1952-1956 Mod Classrooms Demolish and build new.

Connect roof drainage to
underground storm water
system

Entire Building - replace all
windows, window wall systems
with high performance
insulated systems with low-e Repaint peeling exposed
glazing units
structural steel columns

Pre-1989 – Replace all HM
doors and frames. Repair any
Re-point sill center joints on
damage to the wall around the
original building
door.
Repair gutters and
Replace 6’x10’ windows on
downspouts. Connect
original building with double
downspouts to underground
pane insulated glazing units. Re- storm water management
caulk all other windows
system
Entire Building - Replace all
Replace wood siding at gable of Trim around exterior doors and
dormer of North Main Entry
windows

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

1989 Add. – Replace all
damaged glazing units

Confirm use of Building.
Conduct a code review of
building

Add a transition joint between
new slab and existing slab
where MS addition meets
original HS. Repair flooring.
Replace windows

Connect roof drains to
underground storm water
management system

Replace plywood infill @
smoke vents in Auditorium
with long lasting durable
Replace metal toilet partitions panels
in Locker Rooms

Pre-1989 Add. - Replace all
interior classroom doors. New
doors should meet ADA
Repair underground storm
standards and have closers
water management system

Inventory all furniture and
evaluate for replacement

Evaluate exterior HM Doors.
Replace where necessary

1989 Add. - Repair or renew all
doors in addition. New doors
should meet ADA standards
Reroute boiler flue to one of
and have closers
the chimneys

Provide code compliant
handrails at all stairs and
ramps

Replace all door hardware with
accessible hardware
Repair or replace all windows

Provide ADA accessible
hardware on all doors

Address ponding of water on
roof. Provide adequate number
of roof drains
Repair repairs to holes in roof
membrane with heat welded
PVC patches

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Add flashing to roof edge at
Elevator addition

1989 Building - Rejoint and
reseal all masonry around wall Clean, repair, and re-point
openings
chimney masonry

Repaint Main Entry doors

1989 Building - Eliminate
thermal breaks in external
walls and roof at the Gym

1989 Building - Move conduit
Assess ice build up on roof and that is outside of window wall
correct cause
systems to inside
1951 Building and MPR Replace all HM doors and
Replace roof vents
frames.

Winthrop
Elementary

Add stainless steel cap to
chimney

Seal concrete cap on chimney
and cap with steel

Miles River
Middle School

Repair and Re-point chimney
masonry

Evaluate all Restrooms for
accessibility and make
necessary changes to meet
ADA standards

If chimney is not in use, cap or Assess handicap access in
remove
corridor between HS and MS

Remove all VAT, VCT, and CPT Drain water out of and remove
completely to slab. Install new old unused mechanical
flooring.
ductwork
Add proper handrails to all
Refinish hardwood on stage in stairs. Provide proper
Multi-Purpose Space
extensions at landings

Address lack of slope on EPDM 1989 Building - Assess cause of
Rubber roof. Provide adequate rust on Steel Columns between
number of roof drains.
entry doors.
Address Gym hardwood gaps.
Assess condition of roof. Roof
Replace concrete cap at the
work was done during the
Refinish Gym wall hardwood
elevator vent
summer of 2013.
panels where needed
Replace copper flashing and
counter flashing at chimney

Center
Admin Building

High School

Replace roof within the next 5
years
When roof membrane is
replaced also replace the
skylights and add proper
supports for roof top piping

Insulate and provide heavyduty PVC cover to AC piping
Verify all weep holes in brick
are clear of obstructions

Replace roof hatch

Full Replacement of ACT
ceilings where not addressed
during 1999 renovation

Assess use of attic and insulate
or ventilate space accordingly

Replace stained and damaged
ACT everywhere else.

Replace damaged 4x4 ceramic Repair or replace exterior
wall tiles in kitchen
siding and trim

Conduct thorough cleaning of
ductwork and repair unit filters

Replace shingle roofing

Add snow guards where
require on roof

Replace stained or damaged
Acoustic Ceiling Tiles

Replace all windows

Replace doors to cafeteria.
Provide fire rated doors and
magnetic hold opens tied to
the fire alarm system

Remove Corridor VCT and
provide new flooring

Replace all skylights. Install
roof crickets on high side of
skylight curbs.

Replace sink/bubblers in
classrooms. New Sinks and
Counters should meet
accessibility standards

Conduct means of egress
review. Remove fire escape
stair if possible. If not, replace
or repair fire escape stair.

Replace doors to cafeteria.
Provide fire rated doors and
magnetic hold opens tied to
the fire alarm system

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Remove all VAT tiles and
provide new flooring

Cutler
Elementary

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building

Repair all roof soffits

Repair VCT where damaged
Replace book shelves in Library and missing

Replace kitchen VCT where
damaged

Remove all exposed VAT
Assess cause of crack in VCT
floor where lobby meets the
corridor. Address and repair
tiles.

Provide larger checkout desk in
Library
Remove hook and eye door
props and replace with
magnetic door catch tied to the
fire alarm system

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Replace all doors into
classrooms. Address ADA
clearance problems caused by
1’ thick walls

Replace stained and damaged
Acoustic Ceiling Tile

Inventory all furniture and
evaluate for replacement

Provide accessible hardware on
all doors

Provide code compliant
handrails at all stairs and
ramps

Replace worn carpet flooring

Classrooms and MPR - Replace
ceiling panels applied directly Add handrail and guardrail to
to underside of roof deck.
stairs to the stage

Provide closers on doors where
required

Provide ADA accessible
hardware on all doors

Repaint concrete floors in
Janitor areas

Admin Areas and Main
Corridor - Assess stains on
Replace storage room doors
plaster lathe ceiling and repair. with fire rated doors

Provide illuminated exit signs
where required

Replace all Auditorium seating

Replace kitchen quarry tile

Repaint all walls

1951 Building - Replace all
interior doors

Address wall water damage
around sinks in classrooms

Replace all built-in counters
and shelving in classrooms

Conduct code analysis of
glazing between classrooms
and corridor

Inventory all furniture assess
and replace where necessary

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Provide fire rated door to
boiler room

Evaluate necessary upgrades to
Auditorium camera/control
room to meet code:- Provide
proper storage, ex hazards
materials
- Inappropriate wiring for
temporary lighting
- Ceiling height limitations
- Piping insulation
Proper storage for hazardous
material in the Industrial Arts
space

Update all Restrooms to meet
ADA standards

Relocate low hanging air
purifier in Industrial Arts space

Move electrical panels into
Move electric panels and other
designated room and provide a combustibles out of boiler
locked door into the space
room.
Provide Illuminated exit
signage where required
Assess egress throughout
building and adjust pathways
and doors to meet
requirements

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Replace stained or damaged
Assess where fire rated doors
glued on perforated acoustical and door closers are necessary
ceiling panels
and replace/add accordingly
Provide proper separation for
Replace all door hardware with space that houses electrical
accessible hardware
panels

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building

Change door swing on doors to
the courtyard so they swing
into the building
Provide electric strikes and
security system that allows for
single point control

Provide ADA standard access
to all floors of the building
Provide direct line of sight
from admin. desk to main
entry and lobby

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Provide closers on all
classroom doors

1951 Building - Replace
Clerestory lites with tempered Install card readers at exterior Provide access control on all
fire rated glazing
doors
entry doors

Refinish natural-finished
cabinets

Provide direct line of view from
the admin office to the main
Limit the main entrance to one Replace warped boards on
entrance.
door or set of doors
entry ramp

Evaluate Woodshop equipment
and verify it meets OSHA
standards
Evaluate proper ventilation and
provide Solar shading options
for cafeteria
Evaluate all Restrooms for
accessibility and make
necessary changes to meet
ADA standards
Reconfigure layout of
Auditorium seating to meet
ADA requirements. Slope,
seating etc.

Evaluate kitchen equipment.
Replace if needed

Conduct entire building ADA
assessment. Make necessary
changes to meet ADA and
MAAB standards. (Some
changes noted below)

Provide handicap access to the
stage

Evaluate means of egress.
Opposing door swings into
corridor

Verify that all ramps meet ADA
and MAAB Standards and
replace those that don’t.

Provide proper ventilation to
Kiln Closet

Provide handrails and
guardrails to meet ADA and
MAAB Standards where need

Provide lock with manual
Replace all door hardware with
unlock on interior of Kiln Closet accessible hardware
Add proper handrails to all
stair and ramps

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Update all restrooms to meet
ADA and MAAB standards

Conduct a thermographic
analysis of the building
structure to locate possible rot

Hamilton-Wenham Schools
Notes from June 2011 Assessment ( CMC)
Note : more expensive repairs are shown in bold .

Buker
Elementary

Cutler
Elementary

Provide door ADA compliant
electronic hold opens where
Update nurses office to meet
necessary
ADA and MAAB Standards
Provide Fire rated doors where
necessary
Replace Incline Chair Lift
Provide proper storage for
emergency supplies for town
emergency shelter space
Remove showers
Provide accessible lift to stage
Assess all restrooms, sinks, and
fountains and make necessary
upgrades to meet ADA
requirements
Assess building entrance and
upgrade to me ADA
requirements

5.3 Deficiencies Matrix

Winthrop
Elementary

Center
Admin Building

Miles River
Middle School

High School

Section 6
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OPTIONS / COSTS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

By definition, the Master Plan is a vision for the school district, looking out a number
of years. How the Master Plan might be implemented is a function of the
communities' ability to fund future capital projects. The Master Plan "Options"
identify both short-term and long-term strategies, including some that simply keep
the existing buildings going but update for changing educational pedagogy, while
others chart a direction for the educational facilities for the next fifty (50) years.
Short-term strategies are identified as Two Year Plans and Five Year Plans. Two
Year Plans can be implemented quickly with a combination of administrative
changes and low cost expenditures. Five Year Plans require a higher level of design,
are more costly than the two year and will have a longer construction period. The
five year elements are intended to maximize impacts on teaching and learning.
These five year elements are significantly less costly and quicker to implement than
"comprehensive renovations".
Capital "repairs" projects for "long range improvement" for the five schools and the
district administration building are identified in a study conducted in 2011 entitled
“Comprehensive Facilities Assessment: Hamilton Wenham Regional School District,”
conducted by Dore & Whittier Architects. Chapter 5 of this study reports on the
status of those repairs.
Context: The MSBA, Massachusetts School Building Authority, runs a Capital Grant
Program that partially funds school building projects, either new construction or
renovations, if the proposed project is accepted within the program. Conformance
with the MSBA regulations is required by the program. When developing options, we
have kept MSBA regulations and guidelines in mind. Most communities depend on
the MSBA grant program to reduce the cost for the tax payers and for viability in
order to gain approval from the voters. It should be noted that at such time the
MSBA invites a district into their grant program, they will expect a full range of
options to be explored, from no-build to new construction.
6.2

SCHOOL MASTER PLAN COMPONENTS

Each of the four building types that are included in this study has, what we call
Master Plan "components". Since the timing and scope of potential projects will
require significant discussions with the two communities, there is no
"recommendation" that accompanies the options at this time.
Building types include:
1. High School
2. Middle School
3. Elementary Schools
4. Central Administration

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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1.

High School - these options are tied directly to the anticipated populations, and
therefore sizes of the building. All options are intended not only to
accommodate but also to enhance concepts of 21st-Century Teaching and
Learning. This can be accomplished by developing environments that can
enhance project based learning; promote student-centered activities; allow
flipped classrooms; and exhibit "flexibility" to accommodate other curriculum
delivery approaches that may be developed in the future.
Option 1A: 5-Year Plan
The most significant short-term impacts on teaching and learning can be
accomplished with improvements to classroom furniture and a move to 1:1
educational technology.




Furniture - Purchase new flexible, ergonomic furniture for all teaching
spaces. Compared to the rigid and inflexible furniture in most of the current
classrooms, furniture today can be light weight and ergonomic, more
comfortable and more responsive to the types of activities for contemporary
education. It can be moved easily to create arrangements for all types of
activities: individual work (and testing), pairs, small groups, large groups,
circles for large discussion, semi-circles for student activities around a
marker board or project and so on. This can help transform the "teacher
focused" environment that the chair /desk combination units are designed
for, to "student focused / active classroom" environments.
Technology – Move toward 1:1 technology, which means a piece of "smart
technology" for every student in the school. This could be a laptop, tablet or
even a smart phone, though the latter has significant limitations.

Other 5-Year Plan Items:












Relocate the music program (both instrumental and choral) to the middle
school band and chorus rooms. Existing music room may then be
renovated and repurposed for drama or large group instruction. Removal of
storage rooms and other minor renovations will be required.
Establish an outdoor classroom or classrooms in the existing courtyard
and/or south of the art rooms.
Reconfigure the main office and create a secure entry sequence.
Improve the wireless infrastructure to support a true 1:1 technology
environment.
Implement a 1:1 technology program (including curriculum redesign and
professional development). A pilot program is currently in progress.
Conduct minor renovations to the Engineering Technology area (former
shops) to better support a STEM or STEAM program including applicable
tools and equipment.
Reduce volumes of books in the library and develop collaboration rooms or
areas, add informal student seating; zone the space for high school and
middle school.
Create, to the extent possible, informal student learning and social areas as
room becomes available throughout the school

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Option 1B: Reconfigure the existing high school building to accommodate a 10year projected population of 468 students. This projection does not include
Choice students.
The existing building is approximately 125,600 gross square feet. The projected
population can be accommodated within the existing school footprint.
Modifications can be made to respond better to desired educational delivery
models and provide flexibility for the future.
Included within his option is the ability to:










Create the appropriate numbers of science rooms at the MSBA
recommended size (1,440 sf) and configurations.
Create program space adjacencies that promote collaboration between the
STEM disciplines. (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math).
Develop teacher planning rooms that can configure either by department or
interdisciplinary grouping.
Provide a variety of learning environments for: individualized/ personalized
learning; small groups; large groups.
Use of the entire building and site as learning environments.
Maximize opportunities for the integration of technology,
including 1:1.
Integrate elective and specialty areas into core curriculum
Share resources with the middle school
Renovate the building envelope and engineering systems to a like-new
condition

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Below is a floor-plan sketch that represents the type of reconfiguration that might
take place to accomplish the goals identified. This is not intended to represent a
design.

High School Floor Plan

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Option 1C: Similar to Option A with a modest 7,000 square-foot addition to
accommodate a slightly larger population of 583 students.
Since this option includes 115 Choice students. It is SMMA's opinion that it
is unlikely the MSBA would approve this option since they do not recognize
Choice in their Capital Projects Grant Program.
Option 1D: New building—Although thought of by the communities as
different buildings, the current middle school and high school are age
groupings within the same building, though constructed at different times.
They share some building services, some corridors as well as some
program spaces. Because of the building interdependency, replacement of
the high school would suggest replacement of all grades served (6 - 12)
The MSBA does not recognize "Choice" within population projections or
Capital projects.
Option D is identified as a combined Middle School / High School with a
ten-year projected population of 888 students resulting in an approximate
building size of 170,000 square feet.
Because of the relatively new middle school and the reasonably good
condition of the high school, it is SMMA's opinion that it is unlikely that the
MSBA would approve this option.

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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2.

Miles River Middle School - is the newest school building within the district
(1999). Although relatively new, the floor plans do not reflect a typical middle
school "Team" configuration that creates immediate adjacencies among the
core subject areas that make up the team.
Middle School
Option 2A: 2 Year Plan - identifies modest floor plan changes that allow the
team core classes to share project rooms. We are calling these project rooms
"maker spaces". These changes are proposed to be done in concert with
administrative changes:
Teachers, school administrators and district administrators all recognize that the
middle school should return to a "Team" approach to curriculum delivery and
social units. The district administration has proposed implementation of a Team
approach as soon as possible.
Unlike many middle schools today, the school was not designed to reflect the
team structure. A typical team structure includes core academic classrooms for
English Language Arts, Social Studies, Math, Science and Foreign Language
(Spanish) as well as a SPED classroom and a project area or "maker space".
The current middle school can be easily adapted to better serve the Team
approach. We are suggesting that some of the administrative proposals could
be accomplished relatively quickly while other work could be accomplished
across either a 2- or 5-Year Plan.
Administrative Items




Revision of the bell schedule to coincide with that of the high school
MS instrumental and chorus music rooms to be shared by the middle
school and high school
Improvement of the wireless infrastructure to support a true 1:1 technology
environment.

The combination of these changes can result in accomplishing many of the
goals discussed in the Visioning Sessions including a move towards Project
Based Learning.
Other components of the 2 year plan include:
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First Floor








Locate the 7th-grade team to the north end of the first floor wing,
reassigning classrooms (see concept plans).
Implement a 1:1 student technology program. This could be district
supplied or more likely BYOD, Bring Your Own Device (including curriculum
redesign and professional development).
Realize that the 1:1 program can eliminate the need for the current
computer room within the area (computers would still be available in the
library). Remove the corridor wall and install an operable glass wall with
write-on capability. Outfit this room as a "maker space" for project based
activities.
Locate the 6th- grade team at the south end of the first floor wing,
reassigning classrooms.
Similarly, remove two walls from the current small classroom and convert to
a small maker space for the 6th grade team.

Middle School 1st Floor Team Structure
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Second Floor





Locate the 8th-grade team at the north end of the first floor wing,
reassigning classrooms
Remove the corridor wall from the 2nd floor computer room and install an
operable glass wall with write-on capability. Outfit this room as a "maker
space" for project based activities. Also convert a small interior classroom
to a project room / maker space. This could be accomplished with
implementation of a 1:1 technology program that eliminates the need for the
computer rooms.
Reassign specialty classrooms and support spaces to the south side of the
classroom wing

Middle School 2nd Floor Team Structure
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Option 2B: 5-Year Plan




Remove performance platform from cafeteria (students to use high school
auditorium) Re-orient space to the corridor, reconfigure as a project /
collaboration area.
Library - eliminate the MS computer room, reconfigure space to have a
better-defined MS media center with collaboration areas. This would likely
be implemented as part of a high school reconfiguration.

Middle School 1st Floor Plan

Option 2.C: New School (see Option D in above chart for combined new high
school/middle school)
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3.

Elementary Schools

The Hamilton Wenham Regional School Agreement requires one elementary school
to be located in the town of Wenham. The Buker School currently fulfills that
requirement. Some of the options discussed below may not meet that requirement.
If one of those options were to be chosen, alterations would need to be made to the
Regional School Agreement.
The Master Plan Committee discussed the merits of small schools as the district is
currently configured. A good deal of study data exists that describes advantages
and cost effectiveness of small schools.
During the course of this study, SMMA had an informal discussion with a MSBA
project manager to review their approach to small schools. Here are some
paraphrased comments from that discussion.




Every community is reviewed individually to understand their unique issues
Communities with small student populations are encouraged to regionalize or
expand their region to maximize building and operational efficiencies
As part of MSBA's Module 3, Feasibility Study, they will require the district to
explore options with the following issues in mind:
o Building / Construction efficiencies
o

Program efficiencies

o

Long-term operational efficiencies; both operations and maintenance (fuel,
cleaning, power etc.) and efficiencies of staffing
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OPTION 3A: 5 YEAR PLAN – This plan is intended to incorporate building changes
that support educational goals identified through the Visioning sessions and
meetings with school and district educators as well as the Master Plan Committee.
Buker - 5 Year






Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs
Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office
Remove the wall between the Media Center and Technology room. These two
spaces are supervised by one media specialist. The activities (such as research)
are integral to both spaces
Repurpose the lower level through comprehensive renovations to provide for a
maker space, teacher planning and other usable spaces. Since this is a
relatively small area, it may be cost effective to implement without MSBA Grant
funds. This work could also be postponed to a comprehensive renovation
described below.

Cutler – 5-Year




Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs
Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office
Remove the wall between the Media Center and Technology room. These two
spaces are supervised by one media specialist. The activities (such as research)
are integral to both spaces

Winthrop – 5-Year




Reconfigure the main entrance and administrative offices to provide a more
secure entry sequence and main office needs
Relocate and enlarge the nurse’s office
Repurpose spaces made available from current renovations

Note that work described within the 5-year plans could trigger code required
upgrades for handicapped accessibility, automatic fire protection, seismic upgrades
etc. As part of any proposed building upgrades, these issues need to be
investigated by design professionals.
OPTION 3B: COMPREHENSIVE RENOVATIONS - If there is a desire to maintain
the existing small schools, we know that it is possible to comprehensively renovate
school buildings of the age and character of those in Hamilton Wenham. Such a
renovation would transform the schools to a level that could serve the communities
for many years to come.
Below we compare comprehensive renovations of the existing schools with other
options.
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Buker School
The following description is one way in which the building can be reconfigured
to better serve the grade levels and the community. This is not intended as a
design, but rather is an example of one way in which the goals identified by the
school and community can be accomplished.
 Remove the wall between the Media Center and Technology room. These two
spaces are supervised by one media specialist. The activities (such as research)
are integral to both spaces.
 Add shared project / tutorial rooms between same grade classrooms.
 Add in-classroom toilet rooms in kindergarten classrooms.
 Realign grade level classrooms to improve communication and collaboration
within the grade level.
 Renovate and reconfigure unused or underutilized spaces in the lower level of
the school.
 Reconfigure as required to provide accessibility to all spaces within the school
 Replace building engineering systems including: mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, technology and the addition of automatic fire protection system
 Renovate the building envelope to conform with energy code requirements
 Include seismic upgrades if not previously required

Buker First Floor Plan
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Buker Lower Level Plan
Cutler School
The following description is one way in which the building can be reconfigured
to serve better the grade levels and the community. This is not intended as a
design, but rather is an example of one way in which the goals identified by the
school and community can be accomplished.


Add shared project / tutorial rooms between same grade classrooms.



Add in-classroom toilet rooms in kindergarten classrooms.



Realign grade level classrooms to improve communication and collaboration
within the grade level.



Reconfigure as required to provide accessibility to all spaces within the school.



It is determined that additional classrooms are needed, the Cutler School may
be a good location for such an addition by connecting two existing wings and
creating a courtyard.



Reconfigure as required to provide accessibility to all spaces within the school



Replace building engineering systems including: mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, technology and the addition of automatic fire protection system



Renovate the building envelope to conform with energy code requirements



Include seismic upgrades if not previously required
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Cutler Floor Plan

Winthrop School
The following description is one way in which the building can be reconfigured
to serve better the grade levels and the community. This is not intended as a
design, but rather is an example of one way in which the goals identified by the
school and community can be accomplished.
 Add shared project / tutorial rooms among same-grade classrooms.


Reconfigure the 1955 - 56 classroom addition to serve as an Early Childhood
wing serving the district-wide Pre-K program, and the schools' kindergarten and
first grade classrooms.



Reconfigure newer wing to include an early childhood entrance and
administration area.



Convert the current gymnasium into the Media Center. This might reconfigure
without corridor walls or with partitions with large amounts of glazing.



Remove the 1965 library addition. Construct a new gymnasium in the library
area and the current outdoor courtyard. Reconfigure as required to provide
accessibility to all spaces within the school



Replace building engineering systems including: mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, technology and the addition of automatic fire protection system



Renovate the building envelope to conform with energy code requirements.
Note some of this has recently been accomplished.



Inclusion of seismic upgrades if not previously required
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Winthrop Floor Plan

There are numerous issues related to the number of school buildings used for
the elementary grades including but not limited to:


Cost to renovate the buildings to a like-new condition.



Operations costs including: energy (heating, cooling, power).



Operational costs to maintain: custodial, cleaning, small scale repairs.



Exterior maintenance: lawn care, snow removal etc.

The chart below indicates the building and site areas that need to be maintained
by option:

Option 3B

3 Schools

138,785

sf

33.43

acres

Option 3C

2 Schools

124,600

sf

26.3

acres

Option 3D

2 Schools

121,962

sf

21.93

acres

Option 3E

1 School

105,560

sf

14.8

acres
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Educational/operational costs can also vary by school size, though likely
less than many people may think. The school department would need to
provide an analysis of educational personnel comparing three schools
versus two schools or one school. Personnel areas to review include:


Administrators



Classroom teachers



Specialty teachers such as art, music, gym



Educational specialists



Secretaries, nurses, custodians

Some specialty teachers and other educational specialists are already
shared between schools though typically not shared between more than
two schools.
Below we compare comprehensive renovations of the existing schools with
other options.
Option 3B: (as described above) Maintain three (3) elementary schools in
their current location and relative size. Comprehensive renovations that
result in like-new conditions. These renovations would also include some
educational modifications for adjacencies, room sizes and types. Since the
three existing school buildings are rather architectural rigid in floor plan,
modifications appear to be somewhat limited. Educational compromises
related to the plan configurations may be a part of this option.
Option 3C: Two Schools of Equal Size
The two largest sites are the Cutler School site (11.5 acres) and the
Winthrop School site (14.8 acres). Use of these two sites would violate the
regional district agreement calling for one school to be located within
Wenham.


This violates the spirit of the Regional District

Option 3D: Two Schools by Town


One in Hamilton, one in Wenham



This limits the flexibility of changing student populations

Option 3E: One New School
If the district were interested in the most cost effective capital construction
project, a single school (population 728 students) is the least expensive.
This option presents numerous obstacles including:


Where to locate the school - The Winthrop site: flat and the largest
of the three school sites is the most likely choice for a single school



This also violates the spirit of the Regional District Agreement
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4.

Administration Building - The options for the Administration building are quite
limited.
1.

The MSBA does not participate on the capital construction of district
administration facilities. (new or renovations)

2.

Even more restrictive than comment 1 above, the MSBA will not participate
in a capital project that includes district administration facilities included
within the project. This means that if the district administration were located
within one of the school buildings, the MSBA would likely not approve a
project for that school within their grant program.
Option 4A: Status Quo - the school administration remains in the current
building (former Center School) on the Buker Elementary School site. It is
approximately 15,800 gross square feet.
Option 4B: Construct a new, smaller building to house the school
administration staff only
Option 4C: Find local commercial office space within the community for
lease. Our understanding is this type of space is not available within the
limits of the two towns.
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Community Raised Questions:
Q. Why not move the Central Administration offices to the high school where
it was previously?
A. The MSBA, Massachusetts School Building Authority does not fund through
their grant process school buildings that include district offices.
A. The school is currently undersized for the present population. Although the
school population is reducing, the entire building area will be required for
academic purposes in order to achieve 21st-Century learning environments
that were discussed as part of the Visioning process.
Q. Why not close the Winthrop Elementary School and sell the property? It has
commercial development possibilities.
A. With the current three school configuration of the elementary grades, the
Winthrop School is required for the current and future populations.
A. If closed and the property sold, it would require a two-school solution for
the district. See Option 3C for costs.
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MSBA PROCESS

7.1

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY (MSBA) PROCESS

Districts seeking MSBA grant reimbursement for Capital Projects must follow a welldefined process described below: The full MSBA Process can be found on the
website http://massschoolbuildings.org/building. The process is subject to change.
Please refer to the website for current information.
Module 1 – Eligibility Period Status
Updated at June 5, 2013 Board Meeting.

The MSBA has formalized its grant process with the establishment of an Eligibility
Period. The Eligibility Period assists the MSBA with:


Identify whether a District is ready to manage and fund a capital project.



Determine a District’s financial and community readiness to enter the capital
pipeline.



Provide a definitive schedule and identifying needs for planning and budgeting.

The MSBA Board of Directors votes to invite a District into the Eligibility Period
based on a review of the District’s Statement of Interest (“SOI”.) The vote initiates a
270-day period for the District to complete certain preliminary requirements that
include:

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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1)

A certification of the District understanding of the grant program rules by
executing an Initial Compliance Certification;

2)

Forming a School Building Committee and submitting the membership to the
MSBA for acceptance;

3)

A summary of the District’s existing maintenance practices;

4)

Certification of a design enrollment for the proposed project agreed upon with
the MSBA (may not be applicable for Repair Assessments depending on the
proposed scope of work);

5)

Confirmation of community authorization and funding to proceed (see MSBA
Vote Requirements); and,

6)

Execution of the MSBA’s standard Feasibility Study Agreement, which
establishes a process for the District to be reimbursed for eligible expenses.

Districts that successfully complete the preliminary requirements to the satisfaction
of the MSBA within the 270-day Eligibility Period are eligible to receive an invitation
from the MSBA Board of Directors to the Feasibility Study phase. This phase
requires the District utilize MSBA-specific procurement processes and standard
Request for Services (“RFS”) templates. Districts are required to use standard
contracts to procure a team of professionals to work with the District as a proposed
project advances through the MSBA grant process as defined in Module 2.
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MSBA PROCESS FOR A CAPITAL PROJECT
Since at this time there is no Capital Project proposed there is no reason to identify
potential costs at this time. Below are categories that need to be planned for at
which time a project is moved forward.


Module 1: Eligibility Period – No Cost – Owner Responsibility



Modules 3 – 5: Feasibility Study / Schematic Design - Recommended
appropriation: $___ (assumed project costs $__ million)
-



OPM fees: FS/SD – high school only
A/E fees: FS/SD – high school only
Other fees for Hazmat, testing, etc.

$_______ Approx.
$_______ Approx.
$_______ Approx.

MSBA Modules 6 & 7: Design through Construction Administration:
-

OPM fee: Typically 3.5% of Construction Cost
A/E fee: Typically 10% of Construction Cost
Testing, contingencies and expenses are the remainder of the associated
costs

MSBA REIMBURSEMENT AND TOWN SHARE
The Hamilton Wenham Regional School District has current experience with the
MSBA Grant process having recently undertaken repairs to the Winthrop and Cutler
Elementary Schools. The reimbursement rate for those projects was approximately
43%. There is no guarantee that future projects will have the same rate.

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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OWNERS PROJECT MANAGER
Massachusetts General Law requires an Owner’s Project Manager (OPM) for
construction projects expected to cost $1.5 million or more. An OPM may be
required for the essential upgrades projects at the elementary school depending on
how they are packaged. The Town should evaluate the most appropriate time to
engage an OPM to assist in the planning for major, multi-year construction projects.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHER MEETING MINUTES

8.2

COST ESTIMATE

8.3

PRESENTATIONS
O

CROPPER GIS - DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY 10-28-2013

O

MASTER PLAN PRESENTATION 5-22-2014

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

MEETING SIGN-IN

Project:
Meeting Location:
Meeting Purpose:

HWRSD Master Plan Study
Bessie Buker Elementary
Teacher Meetings

Distribution:

(MF)

Date:
Project No.:

Name

Company/Organization

Email

Gina Putnam

Buker / Lib Tech

g.putnam@hwschools.net

Kali Reynolds

Buker / SPED

k.reynolds@hwschools.net

Karen C. Birner

Buker / SPED

k.birner@hwschools.net

Giri Kelly

Buker / SPED

g.kelley@hwschools.net

Anne Page

Buker / Full Day K

a.page@hwschools.net

Kathleen Hughes

Buker / Adjust. Councilor

k.hughes@hwschools.net

Annette Mattern

Buker / Cafe

a.mattern@hwschools.net

Chris Petron

Buker / Secretary

c.petron@hwschools.net

Tammi Smith

Buker / Nurse

t.smith@hwschools.net

Susan Moore

Buker / Reading Specialist

s.moore@hwschools.net

Katie Marshall

Buker / Reading Spec. TA

k.marshall@hwschools.net

Sandy Dupray

Buker / Reading Spec. TA

s.dupray@hwschools.net

Nichole Gray

Buker / 1st Grade

n.gray@hwschools.net

Amy Orlando

Buker / 3rd Grade

a.orlando@hwschools.net

Kathy O’Shea

Buker / 1st Grade

k.oshea@hwschools.net

Beth Blanchard

Buker / 4th Grade

b.blanchard@hwschools.net
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PROJECT MINUTES

Project:
Prepared by:
Re:

Hamilton Wenham RSD Master Plan
Jason Detwiler
Bessie Buker Elementary School Visit

Distribution:

LBF, PJP (MF)

Project No.:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13060
08/19/2013
1

Attendees: Phil Poinelli (SMMA), Jason Detwiler (SMMA), Brian O’Donoghue (Buker Elementary)
Item #

Discussion

1.01

The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the SMMA study team to school operations from the point of
view of Principal O’Donoghue. What teaching methods does he prefer? What restrictions do faculty feel hold
them back from teaching the way they see most effective? What does he see as the future of teaching? A
tour of the school was also conducted.

1.02

General Information about Bessie Buker Elementary School:

1.03

1.04



Kindergarten-5 with no Pre-kindergarten, Pre-K is centrally located at the Winthrop School



Offers a Half-Day Kindergarten class, and a Full Day tuition-based Kindergarten class



Current enrollment is 239 students for the 2013-2014 school year



Class sizes range from 17 to 25 students.



Every classroom has an interactive markerboard.



No air conditioning, even in Technology rooms.



The three elementary schools share: 1.7 FTE art teachers; 1.7 FTE music teachers and 1.7 FTE
phys-ed. teachers. All students take 1 class in each of these subjects each week.



B.O’D. expressed a need for more private adult bathrooms that do not exit directly into the common
corridor.



Most classrooms are organized with tables shared by six students seated at each.



Some classrooms have been equipped with a limited number of stand-up desks.

SPED


The three district elementary schools share a language-based SPED program located at one school.



Currently language-based SPED classes are being moved from Buker to Cutler.



SPED runs on an Integrated approach.

Library and Technology


Students spend 50 minutes of dedicated time a week in the library under the supervision of the
librarian. This time could be in either the library or the technology (computer) lab



Both spaces are very “traditional.”

Error! Reference source not found.
Meeting Date: 08/19/2013
Meeting No.: Error! Reference source not found.
Project:

1.05

1.06

1.07

1.08



Spaces are joined by a single door located on a shared wall. One person can monitor both
classrooms. This is good, but more desirable would be for the two rooms to be more open to each
other.



The school has great IT hardware but the feeling is that they are not using it to its full potential.



Two “Mobile Laptop Carts” typically used for 4th and 5th graders and one “Mobile iPad Cart”
typically used for the younger students.



The teachers would benefit from additional professional development in the area of technology.



Keyboard training starts in 3rd grade.



An estimated 95% of students have access to technology at home, via a computer, etc. The school
is not at 1 to 1 and currently does not have a BYOD policy in place. Working toward an integral
curriculum for 1 to 1 is desired.



Concern was raised about how students will take computerized tests such as the PARCC
Assessment. Will it be in the classrooms on laptops, or in a traditional computer lab?

Cafeteria


Food is prepped on site by one fulltime cook and one helper.



Multi use space, occasional art space, meetings etc. Problem is everything must be scheduled
around the lunch.



Lunch payment accounts are set up online and each student records payments with his or her 4
digit PIN.

Shared Spaces


B. O'D. expressed a desire for common shared spaces in which students from the same or different
grade levels could collaborate. Currently there is no space large enough to accommodate multiple
classes at one time. This larger type space would be useful for same grade level combined classes
and the Reading Buddies program.



“Teaching and learning does not need to be limited to 4 classroom walls.”



No real desire for a dedicated Science space, but preferred a multi-use “demonstration” space.



Music teacher enjoys teaching performance-based lessons on the stage in the gym.

Security


School Doors locked at 8:30 am every day.



Security cameras view visitors at front door. Discussed more transparency at front door with direct
views of the main entrance.



Teachers monitoring students during outdoor activities have a key and 2-way radio.



Faculty and Staff wear ID badges every day.



School administration meets monthly with police and fire officials.



A desire to keep students safe without scaring them through methods that don’t come across
blatantly as security measures.



A secure vestibule entry sequence is desired

Morning Arrivals and Lunchtime Recess


8:15a.m. arrival. All students congregate on yard east of the school under the supervision of school
faculty. They are then organized in lines per grade level and led into the school.
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1.09

1.10



Occasionally student drop-off back-ups are a problem, if the stream of drop-offs is interrupted.



Outdoor play area is across School Street from the School. School Street is closed down with gates
during outdoor recess.



20 minute lunchtime recesses are staggered among grades.

Basement


No student access to basement.



Houses teachers’ Lounge/lunch room.



Substantial storage is good, but there is a tendency for things “getting lost down there.”



Remnants from the former middle school use such as shower plumbing for old locker rooms still
exist.

Outside the Classroom Learning


Maple Syrup project - Great example of Project Based Learning
-

1.11

Students, with the help of an outside expert, tapped maple trees near the school and collected
sap from them, which they then boiled down into syrup. They celebrated the success of their
project with a pancake breakfast.



Students incorporate their tradition studies like science and writing into the process.



Projects like this “Energize” the whole school.

Future Interviews


Preference is for all teachers to be given the opportunity to voice their opinions. SMMA to schedule
a day on site to conduct interviews.



3 day “Visioning” meetings are planned for October.

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are not in agreement with these
Project Minutes.
ALR/ALR/Buker Principal MtgJM.doc
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Project:
Prepared by:
Re:

Hamilton Wenham RSD Master Plan
Jason Detwiler
Cutler Elementary School Visit

Distribution:

LBF, PJP (MF)

Project No.:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13060
08/19/2013
2

Attendees: Phil Poinelli (SMMA), Jason Detwiler (SMMA), Jen Clifford (Cutler Elementary)
Item #

Discussion

1.01

The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the SMMA study team to how the school operates from the
point of view of Principal Clifford. What teaching methods does she prefer? What restrictions do faculty feel
hold them back from teaching in the most effective way. What do they see as the future of teaching? A tour
of the school was also conducted.

1.02

General Information about Cutler Elementary School:

1.03



Kindergarten – 5 with no Pre-Kindergarten. Pre-K is centrally located in the Winthrop School.



Current enrollment is 275-280 students for the 2013-2014 school year.



School layout is spread out. Preference with current building is to contain the Kindergarten classes
and gradually introduce them to the rest of the school by way of the Art, Music, and Library spaces.



Classroom uses (grades) change year to year depending on the best rooms to accommodate the
enrollment.



Recently enrollment has declined slightly. Principal Clifford considers 300-400 students the ideal
number for a school with no assistant principal. She also prefers limiting the number of transitions
between schools during a student’s career.



The three elementary schools share: 1.7 FTE art teachers; 1.7 FTE music teachers and 1.7 FTE phys
ed teachers. All students take 1 class in each of these subjects each week.



Keyboard training starts at grade 3.

School Physical Condition


Most of the classrooms have direct access to the outdoors. Desirable from an evacuation
standpoint but not for security. Most spaces are not used regularly.



Most classrooms have a sink. None has hot water.



Half of the classrooms have 2 single-user bathrooms in them.



There is a desire for access among classrooms.



There is a need for a large meeting space.



Currently there are no Adult Bathrooms. Adults use bathroom in the Nurses’ office.



Wing to the East is hot in the summer and cold in the winter.



Few spaces are air conditioned.

Hamilton Wenham Master Plan
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1.04

1.05

1.06

1.07



Some classrooms arranged with tables, some with individual desks.



Limited number of stand-up desks. Desire to have more.



Most sky lights have been covered over with roofing material.



To meet ADA slope requirements, a ramp was constructed through classroom E145. This
arrangement regularly disrupts class in the room.

Recently Conducted Studies and Construction


In 2009 an all new HVAC system and ductwork was installed. Drop ceilings were installed where
needed to accommodate this, most notably in the hallways where the ceilings were lowered to
below transom windows shared by the corridor and classrooms.



In summer 2012 an accessibility study was conducted. In response to the findings, ramps were
installed, and some of the bathroom facilities were made accessible.



Summer 2013, school was re-roofed.

SPED


The district’s entire Language Based SPED program will be located at Cutler Elementary for the
2013-14 school year.



There will be three spaces dedicated to the program.



There is a desire to have adjoining teacher offices to promote collaboration.



There are four fulltime SPED teachers



Current program is run as an Inclusion program with support from teaching assistants.

Gym-eteria


Gym and cafeteria, which includes a stage.



Kitchen is small. All food prep is done on site.



Lunch consists of 4 periods between 11:30 and 1:45



Lunch payment accounts are set up online and each student records payments with his or her 4
digit PIN.

Teachers’ Lounge


1.08

1.09

Space recently updated.

Outdoor Space


Two outdoor play areas on either sides of the building.



Outdoor performance space with amphitheater style seating built into the hillside.



There is a desire for outdoor teaching space.

Security


Secretary and Principal’s offices are separate from the school’s main entry. Currently the secretary
has views of the entry through a window and security camera. Principal Clifford expressed a desire
to have her office closer to the main entry.



Existing direct access into classrooms from the outside is a concern.



A secure vestibule entry sequence is desired
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1.10

1.11

Friends of Cutler - PTA


Group of Parents and Faculty that head up the school’s Cultural Enrichment program.



Goal is to provide unique yearly experiences through project-based work.



Emphasis on collaboration among students and all-school field trips.



Example: in 2012-13 there was an all-school field trip to the Peabody-Essex Museum. Reading and
Writing classes incorporate these trips into their lessons.

Future Interviews


Preference is for a select team of teachers to be interviewed. SMMA to schedule a day on site to
conduct interviews.



3 days of “Visioning” meetings are planned in October

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are not in agreement with these
Project Minutes.
ALR/ALR/Cutler Principal MeetingJM.doc
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Project:
Prepared by:
Re:

Hamilton Wenham RSD Master Plan
Jason Detwiler
Winthrop Elementary School Visit

Distribution:

DFBR, PJP (MF)

Project No.:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13060
09/05/2013
5

Attendees: Phil Poinelli (SMMA), Jason Detwiler (SMMA), Christopher Heath (Winthrop Elementary)
Item #

1.01

Discussion

The meeting was to introduce the SMMA study team to how the school operates from the point of view of
Principal Heath. What teaching methods does he prefer? What restrictions do faculty feel hold them back
from teaching in the way they see as most effective? What do they see as the future of teaching? A tour of
the school was also conducted.
General Information


Winthrop houses the district’s Pre-K classes as well as grades Kindergarten through 5 th grade.



Offer a half day Kindergarten class, and a full day tuition-based Kindergarten class.



Entire school received a new roof during the summer of 2013.



A new parking layout was installed during the summer of 2013, providing more parking spaces.



A renovation of all the schools exterior curtain walls is scheduled for 2014.



Original building designed by Hugh Stubbins Associates.



There is a desire to move toward a Project-Based Learning model.

SPED


The school has a practice of early intervention



Effort made for a high level of inclusion.



The ILP, Integrated Learning Program, a substantially separate program uses three classrooms:
Grade K/1; 2/3 and 4/5. The goal is to move these children to an inclusion model.

LAC Literacy Program


is a general education program that operates through intervention and includes 2.5 T.A.’s



curriculum is English Language Arts through coaching sessions

Classroom Layouts


Classrooms are arranged based on the teacher’s preference. Most are divided up into smaller
spaces through furniture layouts.



Spaces include: standard school desks grouped, community chair with seating on the carpet, and
“pull-over” space.

Hamilton Wenham Master Plan
09/05/2013
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Project:

Meeting Date:

Cafetorium


Multi-use space used for Lunch, School Assemblies, and teaching breakout space.



During foul weather students congregated in the Cafetorium upon arrival to school before being led
to their classrooms. Preschoolers are assembled in the hallway outside their classrooms.



Students are lined up here before being led to their buses at the end of the day.



Monthly school community meetings are held in this space.

Technology


3 Mobile carts.



20 Macbooks



20 iPads



20 MacBook Airs



Third grade begins keyboard training.



Smart-Boards in every classroom.

Outdoor Space


No enclosed space for younger students, ex. Pre-K.



Outdoor classroom seldom used; positioned close to the road.



Outdoor stage is in disrepair and does not provide ADA access.



A baseball field on school property is used occasionally.



There is a courtyard. It is never used and is a maintenance hassle.



A preference for enclosed space that can be used year round was expressed over an outdoor
classroom.

Security


Each classroom on the original building has direct access to outside. This poses a security threat.
The entrances are not ADA accessible.



A security camera offers views of the front entrance but no direct view to the front entrance from the
secretary’s office.



A secure vestibule entry sequence is desired

Schedule


MON, TUE, THUR & FRI

-

8:15 a.m.

supervision on side/back yard

-

8:25 a.m.

Entering bell for students

-

2:57 p.m. Dismissal for students



WEDNESDAY SCHEDULE

-

8:15 a.m.

supervision on side/back yard

-

8:25 a.m.

Entering bell for students

-

12:45 p.m. Dismissal for students
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Future Meetings


Meetings with representative teachers to be scheduled.



3-day “Visioning” meetings are planned for October.

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are not in agreement with these
Project Minutes.
ALR/ALR/Winthrop Principal MtgJM.doc
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Project:
Prepared by:
Re:

Hamilton Wenham RSD Master Plan
Jason Detwiler
Miles River Middle School Visit

Distribution:

DFBR, PJP (MF)

Project No.:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13060
09/05/2013
3

Attendees: Phil Poinelli (SMMA), Jason Detwiler (SMMA), Christy Reynolds (Miles River Middle School)
Item #

Discussion

1.01

The meeting was to introduce the SMMA study team to how the school operates from the point of view of
Vice Principal Reynolds. What teaching methods does she prefer? What restrictions do faculty feel hold
them back from teaching the way they see as most effective? What do they see as the future of teaching? A
tour of the school was also conducted.

1.02

General Information

1.03



Includes grades 6, 7 and 8.



Estimated Enrollment around 440 students.



6th grade has about 22 students per class.



7th and 8th grades have up to 26 students per class.



Class schedule based on a 5-day cycle.



Some shared staff between Middle School and High School. Example: They share 2 Music teachers.



22 Teachers and T.A.s



13 SPED T.A.s



9 SPED Liaison Teachers

Class Offerings


Five core classes: Math, English, Social Studies, Science, and Spanish.



Spanish is the only foreign language offered.



Integrated Academics (I.A.)
-

Art

-

Life Skills (Health)

-

Drama – for 6th and 8th Grades

-

Public Speaking – for 7th Grade

-

Music

-

Physical Education



Band and Chorus are the only elective courses.



Those who do not choose to take Band or Chorus use the time for Study Hall.

Hamilton Wenham Master Plan
09/05/2013
Meeting No.: 3
Project:

Meeting Date:

1.04

SPED


Inclusion



I.E.P.
-



1.05

1.06

1.07

1.08

80-85 students (down 5 from the previous year)

Currently 2 students in the “severe” Life Skills program, and 6-8 in the “moderate” Life Skills
program.

Tech Ed


Program cut due to budget constraints and safety concerns 4-5 years ago.



Old program offered class on engineering, robotics, and design/drafting.



Drama class was brought in as a replacement focusing the curriculum around fine arts.



A desire to restart the program was expressed.

Technology


Students are instructed to “Power Down” their personal devices during school hours.



3 Computer Labs – MAC based



2 iPad Carts



Each classroom has an interactive markerboard.



New wireless has been installed, but no “Acceptable Use Plan” has been set up.



In January 2013, the student information system, Aspen x2, was put into use as a portal for students
and their parents.



Some teachers post assignments online.



There has been talk of trying a 1-to-1 program with a group of 8th graders. There is currently a 9th
grade group testing a 1 to 1 program in the High School.

Library


Shared with the High School.



3 shared computers labs flank the Library and are accessed through the library.



The library is underused by middle school students. Not sure why. Is it too remote? Or is it because
it is combined with the HS, are students intimidated by the older students?

Auditorium


Shared with the High School.



Current location requires Middle School students and faculty to travel through part of the high
school to gain access. There are no spaces large enough to house the entire Middle School student
body within the M.S. facility.



Drama class is taught on the stage.
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1.09

1.09

1.10

1.11

1.12

Cafeteria


Also used as an assembly space.



Too small to fit entire student body.



Has a stage and a drop down projection screen. The stage is underused because the cafe is small.



No breakfast is offered by the school.



Acoustics in the space are not good. It is very noisy.

Outdoor Space


Outdoor facilities are spread out, which makes monitoring the students difficult.



Lunch period consist of 15 minutes of eating and 15 minutes of recess.



Students are restricted to the Cafeteria for the full 30 minutes during bad weather and in the winter.



Outdoor teaching space is desirable. Currently there is none.

Hallway


Majority of students do not lock their lockers



Some lockers situated directly across from other lockers, creating congestion.



Occasional groups of 4 or 5 students working together in the hallway.

Parents Group


A parent representative volunteers daily to help with mailings, copies, fundraising, and phone calls.
Currently this person works out of the main office next to the secretary, which is a problem due to
confidential conversations. A designated volunteer space is desired.



Some “expert” parents also volunteer to teach their expertise with students, example knitting.

Future Meetings


Meetings to be set up with select teachers in October.



3 day “Visioning” meetings are planned for October.

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are not in agreement with these
Project Minutes.
ALR/ALR/Middle School Principal MtgJM.doc
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Project:
Prepared by:
Re:

Hamilton Wenham RSD Master Plan
Jason Detwiler
Hamilton Wenham High School Visit

Distribution:

DFBR, PJP (MF)

Project No.:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13060
09/05/2013
4

Attendees: Phil Poinelli (SMMA), Jason Detwiler (SMMA), Brian Menegoni (Assistant Principal H-W High School)
Item #

Discussion

1.01

The meeting was held to introduce the SMMA study team to how the school operates from the point of view
of Assistant Principal Menegoni. What teaching methods does he prefer? What restrictions do faculty feel
hold them back from teaching a way that they see as most affective? What do they see as the future of
teaching? A tour of the school was also conducted.

1.02

General Information

1.03

1.04



Current Enrollment 680-700 Students



Teachers have 410 contractual minutes a week for prep time.



200 student parking spots.

Teaching Styles


Interest in “Inquiry Educating” as opposed to “Body of Knowledge.” Teach the students to question
and problem solve.



Interest in offering seniors more outside-of-the-school learning through internships etc. to better
prepare them for life after high school. Currently few internships



Interest in offering overseas programs to promote global citizens

Technology


1.05

1.06

A class of 20 Freshmen are currently piloting a 1:1 device program.

Library


Shared with the Middle School.



Part of the Library is being set up for a “Genius Bar” where students with interest in technology can
serve as IT support for fellow students and Faculty.

Alternative Teaching Techniques


A History teacher is teaching in a “flipped format.” “Evidence and Argument”



HW HS is the birth place of “Project Adventure.” Outdoor setup has become dated.



Some Spanish classes are doing interdisciplinary, project-based work.
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1.07

1.08

1.09

1.10

1.11

1.12

1.13

Physical Fitness


Group exercise space is desirable.



Interest in incorporating “Lifetime” and “Adventure” activities into the curriculum along with the
“competitive games.”

Virtual Classroom (on-line learning)


Students can take what they want as long as it is not offered by Hamilton Wenham.



20-50 seats available.



Held in one of the labs adjacent to the Library.

Auditorium


Shared with Middle School, but located in High School.



Drama class is taught on the stage.



No mounted projector.



A lot of new fixtures such as seating, etc.



No air conditioning.

Multi-use of Spaces


Choir room also used for teacher meetings



Occasional poetry readings and debates are held in the hall by the main office.

Outdoor Space


Football field does not drain water well.



No lights on the field.

Security


Most students don’t use their lockers.



Limited control over front entrance.



A secure vestibule entry sequence is desired

Future Meetings


Best to meet with the heads of disciplines.



3-day “Visioning” meetings are planned for October.

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are not in agreement with these
Project Minutes.
ALR/ALR/High School Principal MtgJM.doc
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APPENDIX

8.2

COST ESTIMATE

SMMA engaged Daedalus Projects Incorporated to develop conceptual cost
estimates for Options explored and presented in this Master Plan document. The
estimators worked from the limited descriptions included in the Options section of
the report. These figures should be considered "Orders of Magnitude".
All costs are in 2014 dollars. There is no inflation values included. Once the District
selects options and identifies an anticipated schedule for each, the values can be
adjusted for inflation. Inflation should be calculated to a mid-point of construction.
Construction inflation is currently running at approximately 4.5% annually in eastern
Massachusetts.

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

April 28, 2014

Study Estimate

Architect:
SMMA
1000 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA

Project Manager:
Daedalus Projects Incorporated
112 South Street, Boston, MA 02111
161 Exchange Street, Pawtucket, RI 02860
(617) 451 2717 (401) 721 0811

Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA
INTRODUCTION
Project Description:
- The project consists various studies of the existing schools in the towns Hamilton and Wenham
Project Particulars:
- Drawings provided by SMMA
- Assumed construction start date of Summer 2014
-

Daedalus Projects, Inc. experience with similar projects of this nature

Project Assumptions:
- The project will be publicly bid to General Contractors under Chapter 149
-

Our costs assume that there will be at least three subcontractors submitting unrestricted bids in each sub-trade

-

The Total Construction Cost reflects the fair construction value of this project in a competitive bidding market
Unit rates are based on current dollars

-

An allowance for escalation to start of construction at a rate of 4% per year has been carried in the Main Summary

-

Subcontractor's markups have been included in each unit rate. Markups cover the cost of field overhead, home
office overhead and subcontractor's profit
General Conditions and Requirements value covers Sub-Contractor's bond, site office overheads, and building
permit applications
Overhead and profit markup is calculated on a percentage basis of direct construction costs. The value covers
Contractor's bond, insurance and profit
Design and Pricing Contingency markup is an allowance for unforeseen design issues, design detail development
and specification clarifications

Project Exclusions:
- Design fees and other soft costs
- Interest expense
- Owner's project administration
- Construction of temporary facilities
- Relocation expenses
- AV equipment excluded
- Printing and advertising
- Site or existing condition surveys and investigations
- Utility company back charges during construction
- Police details and street/sidewalk permits
- Work beyond the boundary of the site
- Testing & commissioning
- Specialties, loose furnishings, fixtures and equipment beyond those noted
- LEED Certification submission and process
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan
OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan

$3,386,700

125,600 GSF

$26.96

Hazardous Material

$100,000

Modulars

$350,000

$2.79

$3,836,700

$30.55

$460,404

$3.67

$4,297,104

$34.21

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$3,836,700

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$4,297,104

$429,710

$3.42

Insurance

1.25%

$4,726,814

$59,085

$0.47

GC Bonds

1.00%

$4,785,900

$47,859

$0.38

Building Permit
Fee

Waved
4.00%

$4,833,759

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$5,027,109

Estimated Construction Cost Total

$193,350

$1.54

$5,027,109

$40.02

$0

$0.00

$5,027,109

$40.02

$30,822,600

$245.40

Hazardous Material

$516,000

$4.11

Modulars

$350,000

$2.79

$31,688,600

$252.30

$3,802,632

$30.28

$35,491,232

$282.57

OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students
OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$31,688,600

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$35,491,232

$3,549,123

$28.26

Insurance

1.25%

$39,040,355

$488,004

$3.89

GC Bonds

1.00%

$39,528,360

$395,284

$3.15

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

4.00%

Waved
$39,923,643

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$41,520,589

$1,596,946

$12.71

$41,520,589

$330.58

$0
$41,520,589

$0.00
$330.58
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 1.C: High Schoool Reconfiguration & Addition
Reconfigure Existing Building
7,000 GSF Addition

125,600

$30,822,600

$245.40

7,000

$2,213,600

$316.23

$516,000

$4.11

Hazardous Material
Modulars
Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$33,902,200

Trade Cost SubTotal

$350,000

$2.79

$33,902,200

$255.67

$4,068,264

$30.68

$37,970,464

$286.35

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$37,970,464

$3,797,046

$28.64

Insurance

1.25%

$41,767,510

$522,094

$3.94

GC Bonds

1.00%

$42,289,604

$422,896

$3.19

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

4.00%

Waved
$42,712,500

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$1,708,500

$12.88

$44,421,000

$335.00

$0

$0.00

$44,421,000

$335.00

$53,606,000

$315.33

$44,421,000

Estimated Construction Cost Total

OPTION 1.D: New Middle School/High School
170,000 GSF New Construction

170,000

Hazardous Material

NIC

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

10.00%

$53,606,000

Trade Cost SubTotal

$53,606,000

$315.33

$5,360,600

$31.53

$58,966,600

$346.86

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

8.50%

$58,966,600

$5,012,161

$29.48

Insurance

1.25%

$63,978,761

$799,735

$4.70

GC Bonds

1.00%

$64,778,496

$647,785

$3.81

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

3.00%

Waved
$65,426,280

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$67,389,069

$1,962,788

$11.55

$67,389,069

$396.41

$0
$67,389,069

$0.00
$396.41
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

MIDDLE SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan
OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan

91,200

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

10.00%

$425,000

Trade Cost SubTotal

$425,000

$4.66

$425,000

$4.66

$42,500

$0.47

$467,500

$5.13

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

8.00%

$467,500

$37,400

$0.41

Insurance

1.25%

$504,900

$6,311

$0.07

GC Bonds

1.00%

$511,211

$5,112

$0.06

Building Permit
Fee

Waved
3.00%

$516,323

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$531,813

Estimated Construction Cost Total, Including Escalation

$15,490

$0.17

$531,813

$5.83

$0

$0.00

$531,813

$5.83

$542,000

$5.94

$0

$0.00

$542,000

$5.94

$54,200

$0.59

$596,200

$6.54

OPTION 2.B: 5 Year Plan
Reconfigure Project Area and Library

91,200

Hazardous Material
Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

10.00%

$542,000

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

8.00%

$596,200

$47,696

$0.52

Insurance

1.25%

$643,896

$8,049

$0.09

GC Bonds

1.00%

$651,945

$6,519

$0.07

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

3.00%

Waved
$658,464

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

Estimated Construction Cost Total, Including Escalation
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

$678,218

$19,754

$0.22

$678,218

$7.44

$0
$678,218

$0.00
$7.44
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

MIDDLE SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D)
OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D) Total

See 1D HS

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

$0
10.00%

$0

$0

Trade Cost SubTotal

$0

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

8.00%

$0

$0

Insurance

1.25%

$0

$0

GC Bonds

1.00%

$0

$0

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

3.00%

Waved
$0

$0

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

$0
0.00%

$0

$0
See 1D HS
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon,
Reno Lower Level, Plus Other

46,330 GSF

$427,798

Hazardous Material

$70,000

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

$9.23

12.00%

$497,798

Trade Cost SubTotal

$497,798

$10.74

$59,736

$1.29

$557,534

$12.03

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$557,534

$55,753

$1.20

Insurance

1.25%

$613,287

$7,666

$0.17

GC Bonds

1.00%

$620,953

$6,210

$0.13

Building Permit
Fee

Waved
4.00%

$627,163

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$652,250

Estimated Construction Cost Total, Including Escalation

$25,087

$0.54

$652,250

$14.08

$0

$0.00

$652,250

$14.08

$11,972,268

$258.41

Hazardous Material

$410,000

$8.85

Modulars

$352,000

$7.60

$12,734,268

$274.86

$1,528,112

$32.98

$14,262,380

$307.84

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Buker Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

46,330

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$12,734,268

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$14,262,380

$1,426,238

$30.78

Insurance

1.25%

$15,688,618

$196,108

$4.23

GC Bonds

1.00%

$15,884,726

$158,847

$3.43

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

4.00%

Waved
$16,043,573

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$16,685,316

$641,743

$13.85

$16,685,316

$360.14

$0
$16,685,316

$0.00
$360.14
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

Seismic Upgrades
Seismic upgrades

46,330

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$231,650

Trade Cost SubTotal

$231,650

$5.00

$231,650

$5.00

$27,798

$0.60

$259,448

$5.60

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

15.00%

$259,448

$38,917

$0.84

Insurance

1.25%

$298,365

$3,730

$0.08

GC Bonds

1.00%

$302,095

$3,021

$0.07

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

5.00%

$305,116

$15,256

$0.33

$320,371

$6.91

Waved

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$320,371

$0
$320,371

$0.00
$6.91
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Plus Other
44,455 GSF
Hazardous Material
Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$451,950

Trade Cost SubTotal

$391,950

$8.82

$60,000

$1.35

$451,950

$10.17

$54,234

$1.22

$506,184

$11.39

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$506,184

$50,618

$1.14

Insurance

1.25%

$556,802

$6,960

$0.16

GC Bonds

1.00%

$563,762

$5,638

$0.13

Building Permit
Fee

Waved
4.00%

$569,400

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$592,176

Estimated Construction Cost Total

$22,776

$0.51

$592,176

$13.32

$0

$0.00

$592,176

$13.32

$11,868,603

$266.98

Hazardous Material

$500,000

$11.25

Modulars

$352,000

$7.92

$12,720,603

$286.15

$1,526,472

$34.34

$14,247,075

$320.48

$1,424,708

$32.05

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Cutler Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

44,455

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$12,720,603

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$14,247,075

Insurance

1.25%

$15,671,783

$195,897

$4.41

GC Bonds

1.00%

$15,867,680

$158,677

$3.57

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

4.00%

Waved
$16,026,357

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$16,667,411

$641,054

$14.42

$16,667,411

$374.93

$0
$16,667,411

$0.00
$374.93
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

Seismic Upgrades
Seismic upgrades

44,455

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$222,275

Trade Cost SubTotal

$222,275

$5.00

$222,275

$5.00

$26,673

$0.60

$248,948

$5.60

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

15.00%

$248,948

$37,342

$0.84

Insurance

1.25%

$286,290

$3,579

$0.08

GC Bonds

1.00%

$289,869

$2,899

$0.07

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

5.00%

Waved
$292,768

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$307,406

$14,638

$0.33

$307,406

$6.91

$0
$307,406

$0.00
$6.91

Cutler School Main Summary
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration

48,000 GSF

Hazardous Materials
Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$424,550

Trade Cost SubTotal

$374,550

$7.80

$50,000

$1.04

$424,550

$8.84

$50,946

$1.06

$475,496

$9.91

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$475,496

$47,550

$0.99

Insurance

1.25%

$523,046

$6,538

$0.14

GC Bonds

1.00%

$529,584

$5,296

$0.11

Building Permit
Fee

Waved
4.00%

$534,880

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation

0.00%

$556,275

Estimated Construction Cost Total

$21,395

$0.45

$556,275

$11.59

$0

$0.00

$556,275

$11.59

$11,943,048

$248.81

Hazardous Material

$450,000

$9.38

Modulars

$352,000

$7.33

$12,745,048

$265.52

$1,529,406

$31.86

$14,274,454

$297.38

$1,427,445

$29.74

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Winthrop Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

48,000

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$12,745,048

Trade Cost SubTotal
General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

10.00%

$14,274,454

Insurance

1.25%

$15,701,899

$196,274

$4.09

GC Bonds

1.00%

$15,898,173

$158,982

$3.31

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

4.00%

Waved
$16,057,155

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$16,699,441

$642,286

$13.38

$16,699,441

$347.91

$0
$16,699,441

$0.00
$347.91
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MAIN SUMMARY

TOTAL

COST/SF

Seismic Upgrades
Seismic upgrades

48,000

Direct Trade Cost SubTotal
Design and Pricing Contingency

12.00%

$240,000

Trade Cost SubTotal

$240,000

$5.00

$240,000

$5.00

$28,800

$0.60

$268,800

$5.60

General Conditions and Markups
General Conditions and Requirements

15.00%

$268,800

$40,320

$0.84

Insurance

1.25%

$309,120

$3,864

$0.08

GC Bonds

1.00%

$312,984

$3,130

$0.07

Building Permit

0.00%

Fee

5.00%

Waved
$316,114

Estimated Construction Cost Total
Escalation
Estimated Construction Cost Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

0.00%

$331,920

$15,806

$0.33

$331,920

$6.92

$0
$331,920

$0.00
$6.92
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
BUILDING SUMMARY
ELEMENT

Hamilton & Wenham, MA
TRADE COST

OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan
Furniture
Furniture Total
Technology
Technology Total
Relocation:
Establish An Outdoor Classroom or Classrooms

By Owner
By Owner
By Owner
By Owner
No Cost
$13,720

Reconfigure Main Office

$890,910

Improve Wireless Infrasture

$753,600

Implement a 1:1 Technology Program

By Owner

Minor Renovations To Engineering Technology Area

$1,228,470

Reduce Volumes Of Books In the Library, develop Rms
Create Informal Student Learning & Social Areas

$500,000
By Owner

Other 5 Year Plan Items Total

$3,386,700

OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$3,386,700

OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students
Reconfigure Existing Building
OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students Total

$30,822,600
$30,822,600

OPTION 1.C: High School Reconfiguration And Addition For 583 Students
Reconfigure Existing Building
Reconfigure Existing Building Total
7,000 GSF Addition
7,000 GSF Addition Total
OPTION 1.C: High School Reconfiguration And Addition For 583 Students Total

30,822,600
30,822,600
2,213,600
2,213,600
$33,036,200

OPTION 1.D: New Middle School/High School For 888 Students
170,000 GSF New Construction
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

53,606,000
High School Detailed Summary
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170,000 GSF New Construction Total
OPTION 1.D: New Middle School/High School For 888 Students Total

Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

53,606,000
$53,606,000
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan

8
9

Furniture

10
11

Furniture

12

No work in this Section

By Owner

13

Furniture Total

By Owner

Furniture Total

By Owner

14
15
16
17
18

Technology

19
20

Technology

21

No work in this Section

By Owner

22

Technology Total

By Owner

Technology Total

By Owner

23
24
25
26
27

Other 5 Year Plan Items

28
29

Relocation:

30

Relocate the music program to the MA band & chorus rooms

No Cost

31

Relocation: Total

No Cost

32
33

Establish An Outdoor Classroom or Classrooms

34

Earthwork

35

Planting

36

Seed

37

Establish An Outdoor Classroom or Classrooms Total

1,193

CY

$7.00

$8,351
NIC

15,340

SF

$0.35

$5,369
$13,720

38
39

Reconfigure Main Office

40

Selective demolition

41

Concrete

42

Masonry

1

LS

$150,000.00

$150,000

43

Miscellaneous metals

3,960

SF

$2.00

$7,920

44

Rough carpentry

3,960

SF

$7.00

$27,720

45

Entry desk

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

46

Allow for finish carpentry

3,960

SF

$20.00

$79,200

47

Joint sealant

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

48

Doors

12

EA

$1,500.00

$18,000

49

Windows

50

Vestibule doors

51

Storefront

52

Interior glazing

53

Interior partitions
Hamilton Wenham 28 April 2014.xlsx
Printed 4/28/2014

3,960

SF

$8.00

$31,680
NIC

Existing
2

SETS

$7,000.00

$14,000

700

SF

$85.00

$59,500

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000

4,455

SF

$12.00

$53,460

High School Estimate
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
54

Patch, repair and replace existing

55

Ceilings

56

Allow for soffits

57

Flooring

58

QUANTITY

UNIT

1

LS

3,960
1

UNIT RATE

COST

$18,000.00

$18,000

SF

$4.50

$17,820

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

3,960

SF

$7.00

$27,720

Allow for base

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

59

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

60

Painting

3,960

SF

$3.50

$13,860

61

Visual display

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

62

Signage

3,960

SF

$1.25

$4,950

63

Fire cabinets

1

EA

$450.00

$450

64

Toilet accessories and partitions

NIC

65

Equipment

NIC

66

Furnishing

NIC

67

Special Construction

NIC

68

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

69

Plumbing allowance

70

HVAC; reconfigure

3,960

SF

$34.00

$134,640

71

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

3,960

SF

$34.00

$134,640

72

Reconfigure Main Office Total

3,960

SF

$3.75

$14,850
NIC

$890,910

73
74

Improve Wireless Infrasture

75

Wireless infrasture improvements

76

Improve Wireless Infrasture Total

125,600 SF

$6.00

$753,600
$753,600

77
78

Implement a 1:1 Technology Program

79

No work in this section

By Owner

80

Implement a 1:1 Technology Program Total

By Owner

81
82

Minor Renovations To Engineering Technology Area

83

Selective demolition

84

Concrete

NIC

85

Masonry

NIC

86

Miscellaneous metals

8,960

SF

$2.00

$17,920

87

Rough carpentry

8,960

SF

$5.00

$44,800

88

Allow for finish carpentry

8,960

SF

$12.00

$107,520

89

Joint sealant

1

LS

$7,500.00

90

Windows

91

Doors

92

Interior glazing

93

Interior partitions

94

Patch, repair and replace existing

95

Ceilings

96

Allow for soffits

97

Flooring

98
99
100

Painting

8,960

SF

$6.50

$58,240

$7,500
Existing

10

EA

$1,500.00

$15,000

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

10,080

SF

$12.00

$120,960

1

LS

$40,000.00

$40,000

8,960

SF

$4.50

$40,320

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

8,960

SF

$5.00

$44,800

Allow for base

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

8,960

SF

$3.00

$26,880
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
101

Visual display

QUANTITY

UNIT
LS

1

UNIT RATE

COST

$10,000.00

$10,000

102

Signage

103

Fire cabinets

104

Toilet accessories and partitions

NIC

105

Equipment

NIC

106

Furnishing

NIC

107

Special Construction

NIC

108

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

109

Plumbing allowance

110

HVAC; reconfigure

8,960

SF

$34.00

111

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

8,960

SF

$34.00

112

8,960

SF

$1.00

$8,960

1

EA

$450.00

$450

SF

8,960

$4.00

$35,840
NIC

Minor Renovations To Engineering Technology Area Total

$304,640
$304,640
$1,228,470

113
114

Reduce Volumes Of Books In the Library, develop Rms

115

Allowance for Room Construction

116

Reduce Volumes Of Books In the Library, develop Rms Total

2,500 SF

$200.00

$500,000
$500,000

117
118

Create Informal Student Learning & Social Areas

119

No work in this section

By Owner

120

Create Informal Student Learning & Social Areas Total

By Owner

121
122

Other 5 Year Plan Items Total

$3,386,700

123
124

OPTION 1.A: 5 Year Plan Total

3,386,700

125
126
127

OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students

128
129

Reconfigure Existing High School

130
131

Reconfigure Existing Building

132

Selective demolition

125,600

SF

$8.00

$1,004,800

133

Concrete

125,600

SF

$3.00

$376,800

134

Masonry

1

LS

$850,000.00

$850,000

1

LS

$3,200,000.00

$3,200,000

135

Exterior façade repairs

136

Miscellaneous metals

125,600

SF

$4.00

$502,400

137

Rough carpentry

125,600

SF

$5.00

$628,000

138

Entry desk

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

139

Classroom casework

23

EA

$15,000.00

$351,000

140

Science classroom casework

6

EA

$50,000.00

$300,000

141

Allow for finish carpentry

125,600

SF

$12.00

$1,507,200

142

Remove and replace roof

85,000

SF

$20.00

$1,700,000

143

Joint sealant

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

144

Fire stopping

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

145

Doors

EA

$1,500.00

$262,500

146

Vestibule doors

SETS

$7,000.00

$28,000

147

Storefront

$85.00

$102,000
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
148

Windows

149

Interior glazing

150

Interior partitions

151

Patch, repair and replace existing

152

Ceilings

153

Allow for soffits

154

Flooring

155

QUANTITY
1

UNIT

UNIT RATE

LS

$1,000,000.00

COST
$1,000,000

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000

141,300

SF

$12.00

$1,695,600

1

LS

$942,000.00

$942,000

125,600

SF

$4.50

$565,200

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000

125,600

SF

$7.00

$879,200

Allow for base

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

156

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

157

Painting

125,600

SF

$3.00

$376,800

158

Visual display

159

Signage

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

125,600

SF

$1.50

$188,400

160

Fire cabinets

6

EA

$450.00

$2,700

161

Toilet accessories and partitions

16

EA

$50,000.00

$800,000

162

Equipment

1

LS

$500,000.00

$500,000

163

Furnishing

164

Special Construction

165
166

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

125,600

SF

$4.00

$502,400

167

Plumbing allowance

125,600

SF

$18.00

$2,260,800

HVAC; reconfigure

125,600

SF

$38.00

$4,772,800

168

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

125,600

SF

$40.00

$5,024,000

169

Reconfigure Existing Building Total

$30,822,600

Reconfigure Existing High School Total

$30,822,600

170
171
172
173

OPTION 1.B: High School Reconfiguration For 468 Students Total

$30,822,600

174
175
176

OPTION 1.C: High School Reconfiguration And Addition For 583 Students

177
178

Reconfigure Existing High School

179
180
181
182

Reconfigure Existing Building
Option 1.B. HS Reconfiguration for 468 Students
Reconfigure Existing Building Total

1

LS

$30,822,600.00

$30,822,600
$30,822,600

183
184

Reconfigure Existing High School Total

$30,822,600

185
186

7,000 GSF Addition

187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

Addition
Sitework
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Miscellaneous metals
Rough Carpentry
Classroom casework
Finish Carpentry
Dampproofing and waterproofing and joint sealant
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7,000
7,000
7,000
42
1
7,000
7
7,000
1

SF
SF
SF
TNS
LS
SF
EA
SF
LS

$8.00
$20.00
$5.00
$4,000.00
$25,000.00
$5.00
$15,000.00
$15.00
$50,000.00

$56,000
$140,000
$35,000
$168,000
$25,000
$35,000
$105,000
$105,000
$50,000
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HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

Insulation
Roofing
Fireproofing
Firestopping
Doors
Windows
Storefront/curtainwall
Walls
Ceilings
Floors
Painting
Specialties
Equipment
Furnishings
Special construction
Fire protection
Plumbing
HVAC
Electrical
Addition Total

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

1
7,000
7,000
1
25
2,000
1,000
7,350
6,650
6,650
7,000
1
1
1

LS
SF
SF
LS
EA
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LS
LS
LS

$35,000.00
$20.00
$2.10
$10,000.00
$1,500.00
$100.00
$120.00
$12.00
$8.00
$10.00
$3.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00

7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000

SF
SF
SF
SF

$4.50
$10.00
$38.00
$38.00

COST
$35,000
$140,000
$14,700
$10,000
$37,500
$200,000
$120,000
$88,200
$53,200
$66,500
$21,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$31,500
$70,000
$266,000
$266,000
$2,213,600

218
219

7,000 GSF Addition Total

$2,213,600

220
221
222

OPTION 1.C: High School Reconfiguration And Addition For 583 Students Total

$33,036,200

223
224
225

OPTION 1.D: New Middle School/High School For 888 Students

226
227

170,000 GSF New Construction

228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

New Construction
Sitework
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Miscellaneous metals
Rough Carpentry
Classroom casework
Finish Carpentry
Dampproofing and waterproofing and joint sealant
Insulation
Roofing
Fireproofing
Firestopping
Doors
Windows
Storefront/curtainwall
Walls
Ceilings
Floors
Painting
Specialties
Equipment
Furnishings
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170,000
170,000
170,000
1,275
1
170,000
170
170,000
1
1
170,000
170,000
1
300
8,000
3,500
178,500
161,500
161,500
170,000
1
1
1

SF
SF
SF
TNS
LS
SF
EA
SF
LS
LS
SF
SF
LS
EA
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LS
LS
LS

$20.00
$28.00
$5.00
$3,800.00
$510,000.00
$5.00
$15,000.00
$20.00
$550,000.00
$250,000.00
$20.00
$2.10
$150,000.00
$1,500.00
$100.00
$120.00
$12.00
$8.00
$10.00
$3.00
$750,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00

$3,400,000
$4,760,000
$850,000
$4,845,000
$510,000
$850,000
$2,550,000
$3,400,000
$550,000
$250,000
$3,400,000
$357,000
$150,000
$450,000
$800,000
$420,000
$2,142,000
$1,292,000
$1,615,000
$510,000
$750,000
$1,000,000
$1,500,000
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HIGH SCHOOL
ELEMENT
253
254
255
256
257
258

Special construction
Fire protection
Plumbing
HVAC
Electrical
New Construction Total

QUANTITY

170,000
170,000
170,000
170,000

UNIT

SF
SF
SF
SF

UNIT RATE

$4.50
$10.00
$43.00
$44.00

COST

$765,000
$1,700,000
$7,310,000
$7,480,000
$53,606,000

259
260

170,000 GSF New Construction Total

$53,606,000

261
262

OPTION 1.D: New Middle School/High School For 888 Students Total

$53,606,000

263
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
MIDDLE SCHOOL BUILDING SUMMARY
ELEMENT

Hamilton & Wenham, MA
TRADE COST

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan
Administrative Items
Administrative Items Total
First Floor
First Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls Total
Second Floor
Remove corridor wall and instll an operable glass wall

By Owner
By Owner
$212,500
$212,500
No Cost
$212,500

Second Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls Total

$212,500

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan Total

$425,000

OPTION 2.B: 5 Year Plan
Reconfigure Project Area and Library
OPTION 2.B: 5 Year Plan Total

$542,000
$542,000

OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D)
New Construction
New Construction Total
OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D) Total
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

MIDDLE SCHOOL
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan

8
9

Administrative Items

10
11

Administrative Items

12

Revison of the bell schedule

By Owner

13

MS instrumental and chorus music rooms to be shared by the MS & HS

By Owner

14

Improve the wireless infrastructure to support a true 1:1 technology

By Owner

15

Revison of the bell schedule Total

By Owner

Administrative Items Total

By Owner

16
17
18
19
20

First Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls

21
22

First Floor

23

Relocate the 7th grade team at the north end of the 1st floor wing

By Owner

24

Implement a 1:1 student technology program

By Owner

25

The 1:1 program can eliminate the need for the computer room within the area

26

Remove walls

1

LS

$20,000.00

$20,000

27

Allow for cutting and patching

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

28

Install operable glass walls

2

LOC

$60,000.00

$120,000

29

Allow for patching

1

LS

$20,000.00

$20,000

30

New ceilings

2,500

SF

$5.00

$12,500

31

New flooring

2,500

SF

$10.00

$25,000

32

Allow for painting

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

33

First Floor Total

$212,500

34
35

First Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls Total

By Owner

36
37
38

Second Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls

39
40

Second Floor

41

Relocate the 8th grade team

No Cost

42

Second Floor Total

No Cost

43
44

Remove corridor wall and instll an operable glass wall

45

The 1:1 program can eliminate the need for the computer room within the area

46

Remove walls

1

LS

$20,000.00

$20,000

47

Allow for cutting and patching

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

48

Install operable glass walls

2

LOC

$60,000.00

$120,000

49

Allow for patching

1

LS

$20,000.00

$20,000

50

$5.00

$12,500

New ceilings

2,500

SF

51

New flooring

2,500

SF

$10.00

$25,000

52

Allow for painting

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

53

Remove corridor wall and instll an operable glass wall Total
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MIDDLE SCHOOL
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan

8
54
55
56

Second Floor: Remove walls and install operable glass walls Total

$212,500

57
58

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan Total

354,167

59
60
61

OPTION 2.B: 5 Year Plan

62
63

Reconfigure Project Area and Library

64
65

Reconfigure Project Area and Library

66

Selective demolition

4,000

SF

$8.00

$32,000

67

Concrete

4,000

SF

$3.00

$12,000

68

Miscellaneous metals

4,000

SF

$4.00

$16,000

69

Rough carpentry

4,000

SF

$5.00

$20,000

70

Allow for finish carpentry

4,000

SF

$12.00

$48,000

71

Doors

5

EA

$1,500.00

$7,500

72

Interior glazing

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

73

Interior partitions

4,500

SF

$12.00

$54,000

74

Patch, repair and replace existing

1

LS

$3,500.00

$3,500

75

Ceilings

4,000

SF

$4.50

$18,000

76

Allow for soffits

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000

77

Flooring

4,000

SF

$7.00

$28,000

78

Allow for base

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

79

Allow for wall finishes

80

Painting

81

Visual display

82

Signage

83

Special Construction

84

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

4,000

SF

$0.00

$0

85

Plumbing allowance

4,000

SF

$0.00

$0

86

HVAC; reconfigure

4,000

SF

$10.00

$40,000

87

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

4,000

SF

$10.00

88

Reconfigure Project Area and Library Total

$542,000

Reconfigure Project Area and Library Total

$542,000

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

4,000

SF

$3.00

$12,000

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

4,000

SF

$1.50

$6,000
$0

$40,000

89
90
91
92

OPTION 2.B: 5 Year Plan Total

$542,000

93
94
95

OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D)

96
97

New Construction

98
99

New Construction
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MIDDLE SCHOOL
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

OPTION 2.A: 2 Year Plan

8
100
101

See Option 1D
New Construction Total

$0

New Construction Total

$0

102
103
104
105

OPTION 2.C: Middle School New Construction (See Option 1D) Total

See 1D HS

106
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED SUMMARY

Hamilton & Wenham, MA

ELEMENT

TRADE COST

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Reno Lower Level, Plus Other

$427,798

Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Reno Lower Level, Plus Other Total

$427,798

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$427,798

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Buker Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

$11,972,268

Buker Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,972,268

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,972,268
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BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

46,330 GSF
COST

OPTION 3.A : 5 Year Plan

8
9

Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Reno Lower Level, Plus Other

10

Selective demolition

11

Concrete

NIC

12

Masonry

NIC

13

Miscellaneous metals

3,960

SF

$2.00

$7,920

14

Rough carpentry

3,960

SF

$7.00

$27,720

15

Entry desk

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

Allow for finish carpentry

3,960

SF

$20.00

$79,200

17

Entrance ramp

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

18

Joint sealant

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

19

Doors

6

EA

$1,500.00

$9,000

20

Windows

21

Vestibule doors

22

Storefront

23

Bullet resistant transaction window

24

Interior partitions

25

Patch, repair and replace existing

26

Ceilings

27

Allow for soffits

28

Flooring

29

1,728

SF

$8.00

$13,824

Existing
2

SETS

$7,000.00

$14,000

700

SF

$85.00

$59,500

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

1,944

SF

$12.00

$23,328

1

LS

$8,000.00

$8,000

1,728

SF

$4.50

$7,776

1

LS

$3,000.00

$3,000

1,728

SF

$7.00

$12,096

Allow for base

1

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500

30

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

31

Painting

1,728

SF

$3.50

$6,048

32

Visual display

1

LS

$2,000.00

$2,000

33

Signage

1,728

SF

$2.00

$3,456

34

Fire cabinets

1

EA

$450.00

35

Toilet accessories and partitions

NIC

36

Equipment

NIC

37

Furnishing

NIC

38

Special Construction

NIC

39

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

NIC

40

Plumbing allowance

NIC

41

HVAC; reconfigure

1,728

SF

42

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting
Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Reno Lower Level,
Plus Other Total

1,728

SF

43
44
45

$450

NIC
$35.00

$60,480
$427,798

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$427,798

46
47

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation

48
49

Buker Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

50
51

Renovations

52

Selective demolition

46,330

SF

$8.00

$370,640

53

Concrete

46,330

SF

$3.00

$138,990
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ELEMENT
54

Masonry

55

Exterior façade repairs

56

Miscellaneous metals

57

Rough carpentry

58

Entry desk

59

Classroom casework

60

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

46,330 GSF
COST

LS

$93,300.00

$93,300

1

LS

$933,000.00

$933,000

46,330

SF

$4.00

$185,320

46,330

SF

$5.00

$231,650

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

EA

$15,000.00

$240,000

Allow for finish carpentry

46,330

SF

$12.00

$555,960

61

Remove and replace roof

36,039

SF

$20.00

$720,783

62

Joint sealant

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

63

Fire stopping

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

64

Doors

EA

$1,500.00

$247,500

65

Vestibule doors

SETS

$7,000.00

$28,000

66

Storefront

1,200

SF

$85.00

$102,000

67

Windows

1

LS

$523,000.00

$523,000

68

Interior glazing

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

69

Interior partitions

52,121

SF

$12.00

$625,455

70

Patch, repair and replace existing

1

LS

$208,000.00

$208,000

71

Ceilings

46,330

SF

$4.50

$208,485

72

Allow for soffits

73

Flooring

74

1

165
4

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

46,330

SF

$7.00

$324,310

Allow for base

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

75

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

76

Painting

46,330

SF

$3.00

$138,990

77

Visual display

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

78

Signage

46,330

SF

$1.50

$69,495

79

Fire cabinets

12

EA

$450.00

$5,400

80

Toilet accessories and partitions

6

EA

$50,000.00

$300,000

81

Equipment

1

LS

$250,000.00

$250,000

82

Furnishing

1

LS

$350,000.00

$350,000

83

Special Construction

84

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

46,330

SF

$5.00

$231,650

85

Plumbing allowance

46,330

SF

$18.00

$833,940

86

HVAC; reconfigure

46,330

SF

$38.00

$1,760,540

87

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

46,330

SF

$42.00

$1,945,860

88

Buker Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$0

$11,972,268

89
90

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,972,268

91
92
93
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED SUMMARY
ELEMENT

Hamilton & Wenham, MA
TRADE COST

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Plus Other

$391,950

Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Plus Other Total

$391,950

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$391,950

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Cutler Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

$11,868,603

Cutler Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,868,603

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,868,603
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED ESTIMATE
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

44,455 GSF
COST

OPTION 3.A : 5 Year Plan

8
9

Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Plus Other

10

Selective demolition

11

Concrete

NIC

12

Masonry

NIC

13

Miscellaneous metals

2,000

SF

$2.00

$4,000

14

Rough carpentry

2,000

SF

$7.00

$14,000

15

Entry desk

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

Allow for finish carpentry

2,000

SF

$20.00

$40,000

17

Entrance ramp

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

18

Joint sealant

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

19

Doors

6

EA

$1,500.00

$9,000

20

Windows

21

Vestibule doors

22

Storefront

23

Bullet resistant transaction window

24

Interior partitions

25

Patch, repair and replace existing

26

Ceilings

27

Allow for soffits

28

Flooring

29

2,000

SF

$8.00

$16,000

Existing
2

SETS

$7,000.00

$14,000

700

SF

$85.00

$59,500

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

2,250

SF

$12.00

$27,000

1

LS

$9,000.00

$9,000

2,000

SF

$4.50

$9,000

1

LS

$3,000.00

$3,000

2,000

SF

$7.00

$14,000

Allow for base

1

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500

30

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

31

Painting

2,000

SF

$3.50

$7,000

32

Visual display

1

LS

$2,000.00

$2,000

33

Signage

2,000

SF

$2.00

$4,000

34

Fire cabinets

1

EA

$450.00

35

Toilet accessories and partitions

NIC

36

Equipment

NIC

37

Furnishing

NIC

38

Special Construction

NIC

39

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

NIC

40

Plumbing allowance

NIC

41

HVAC; reconfigure

2,000

SF

42

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

2,000

SF

43

Entrance Reconfiguration, Library Technology Recon, Plus Other Total

$450

NIC
$35.00

$70,000
$391,950

44
45

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$391,950

46
47

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation

48
49

Cutler Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

50
51

Renovations

52

Selective demolition

44,455

SF

$8.00

$355,640

53

Concrete

44,455

SF

$3.00

$133,365
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED ESTIMATE
ELEMENT
54

Masonry

55

Exterior façade repairs

56

Miscellaneous metals

57

Rough carpentry

58

Entry desk

59

Classroom casework

60

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

44,455 GSF
COST

LS

$93,300.00

$93,300

1

LS

$933,000.00

$933,000

44,455

SF

$4.00

$177,820

44,455

SF

$5.00

$222,275

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

EA

$15,000.00

$240,000

Allow for finish carpentry

44,455

SF

$12.00

$533,460

61

Remove and replace roof

46,678

SF

$20.00

$933,555

62

Joint sealant

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

63

Fire stopping

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

64

Doors

EA

$1,500.00

$247,500

65

Vestibule doors

SETS

$7,000.00

$28,000

66

Storefront

1,200

SF

$85.00

$102,000

67

Windows

1

LS

$523,000.00

$523,000

68

Interior glazing

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

69

Interior partitions

50,012

SF

$12.00

$600,143

70

Patch, repair and replace existing

1

LS

$200,000.00

$200,000

71

Ceilings

44,455

SF

$4.50

$200,048

72

Allow for soffits

73

Flooring

74

1

165
4

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

44,455

SF

$7.00

$311,185

Allow for base

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

75

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

76

Painting

44,455

SF

$3.00

$133,365

77

Visual display

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

78

Signage

44,455

SF

$1.50

$66,683

79

Fire cabinets

12

EA

$450.00

$5,400

80

Toilet accessories and partitions

6

EA

$50,000.00

$300,000

81

Equipment

1

LS

$250,000.00

$250,000

82

Furnishing

1

LS

$350,000.00

$350,000

83

Special Construction

84

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

44,455

SF

$5.00

$222,275

85

Plumbing allowance

44,455

SF

$18.00

$800,190

86

HVAC; reconfigure

44,455

SF

$38.00

$1,689,290

87

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

44,455

SF

$42.00

$1,867,110

88

Cutler Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$0

$11,868,603

89
90

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,868,603

91
92
93
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED SUMMARY
ELEMENT

Hamilton & Wenham, MA
TRADE COST

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan
Entrance Reconfiguration

$374,550

Entrance Reconfiguration Total

$374,550

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$374,550

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation
Winthrop Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

$11,943,048

Winthrop Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,943,048

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,943,048
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED ESTIMATE
ELEMENT
7

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

48,000 GSF
COST

OPTION 3.A : 5 Year Plan

8
9

Entrance Reconfiguration

10

Selective demolition

11

Concrete

NIC

12

Masonry

NIC

13

Miscellaneous metals

1,840

SF

$2.00

$3,680

14

Rough carpentry

1,840

SF

$7.00

$12,880

15

Entry desk

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

Allow for finish carpentry

1,840

SF

$20.00

$36,800

17

Entrance ramp

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

18

Joint sealant

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

19

Doors

6

EA

$1,500.00

$9,000

20

Windows

21

Vestibule doors

22

Storefront

23

Bullet resistant transaction window

24

Interior partitions

25

Patch, repair and replace existing

26

Ceilings

27

Allow for soffits

28

Flooring

29

1,840

SF

$8.00

$14,720

Existing
2

SETS

$7,000.00

$14,000

700

SF

$85.00

$59,500

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000

2,070

SF

$12.00

$24,840

1

LS

$8,000.00

$8,000

1,840

SF

$4.50

$8,280

1

LS

$3,000.00

$3,000

1,840

SF

$7.00

$12,880

Allow for base

1

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500

30

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

31

Painting

1,840

SF

$3.50

$6,440

32

Visual display

1

LS

$2,000.00

$2,000

33

Signage

1,840

SF

$2.00

$3,680

34

Fire cabinets

1

EA

$450.00

35

Toilet accessories and partitions

NIC

36

Equipment

NIC

37

Furnishing

NIC

38

Special Construction

NIC

39

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

NIC

40

Plumbing allowance

NIC

41

HVAC; reconfigure

1,840

SF

42

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

1,840

SF

43

Entrance Reconfiguration Total

$450

NIC
$35.00

$64,400
$374,550

44
45

OPTION 3.A: 5 Year Plan Total

$374,550

46
47

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation

48
49

Winthrop Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation

50
51

Renovations

52

Selective demolition

44,455

SF

$8.00

$355,640

53

Concrete

44,455

SF

$3.00

$133,365
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Hamilton Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton & Wenham, MA

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DETAILED ESTIMATE
ELEMENT
54

Masonry

55

Exterior façade repairs

56

Miscellaneous metals

57

Rough carpentry

58

Entry desk

59

Classroom casework

60

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT RATE

48,000 GSF
COST

LS

$93,300.00

$93,300

1

LS

$933,000.00

$933,000

44,455

SF

$4.00

$177,820

44,455

SF

$5.00

$222,275

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000

16

EA

$15,000.00

$240,000

Allow for finish carpentry

44,455

SF

$12.00

$533,460

61

Remove and replace roof

50,400

SF

$20.00

$1,008,000

62

Joint sealant

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

63

Fire stopping

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000

64

Doors

EA

$1,500.00

$247,500

65

Vestibule doors

SETS

$7,000.00

$28,000

66

Storefront

1,200

SF

$85.00

$102,000

67

Windows

1

LS

$523,000.00

$523,000

68

Interior glazing

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

69

Interior partitions

50,012

SF

$12.00

$600,143

70

Patch, repair and replace existing

1

LS

$200,000.00

$200,000

71

Ceilings

44,455

SF

$4.50

$200,048

72

Allow for soffits

73

Flooring

74

1

165
4

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

44,455

SF

$7.00

$311,185

Allow for base

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

75

Allow for wall finishes

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000

76

Painting

44,455

SF

$3.00

$133,365

77

Visual display

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

78

Signage

44,455

SF

$1.50

$66,683

79

Fire cabinets

12

EA

$450.00

$5,400

80

Toilet accessories and partitions

6

EA

$50,000.00

$300,000

81

Equipment

1

LS

$250,000.00

$250,000

82

Furnishing

1

LS

$350,000.00

$350,000

83

Special Construction

84

Fire protection; sprinkler head relocation

44,455

SF

$5.00

$222,275

85

Plumbing allowance

44,455

SF

$18.00

$800,190

86

HVAC; reconfigure

44,455

SF

$38.00

$1,689,290

87

Electrical allowance, technology upgrade and lighting

44,455

SF

$42.00

$1,867,110

88

Winthrop Elementary School Comprehensive Renovation Total

$0

$11,943,048

89
90

OPTION 3.B: Comprehensive Renovation Total

$11,943,048

91
92
93
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Hamilton Wenham Regional
School District
Cropper GIS – Demographic Study

Philip J. Poinelli, FAIA
October 28, 2013

PROJECTIONS vs. FORECASTS
Forecasts
A projection extrapolates the past (and
present) into the future with little or no
attempt to take into account any factors
that may impact the extrapolation (e.g.,
changes in fertility rates, housing patterns
or migration patterns) while a forecast
results when a projection is modified by
reasoning to take into account the
aforementioned factors.

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCING CHANGE
 The bulk of the in-migrating households from the
1990s and 2000s have moved through the prime
childbearing ages and will increasingly become
empty nest over the next 10 years;
 The remaining population in childbearing ages
(women ages 15-45) will have fewer children;
 A large proportion of the locally raised 18-to-24
year old population, in prime childbearing ages,
will continue to leave the area to go to college or
to other urban areas, with the magnitude of this
out-migration flow slowly increasing;
 The district will experience an increase in housing
stock, with an average of 10 units being built each

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCING CHANGE
 Older people moving into towns
– Most in-migration 0 to 9 and 30 – 44 years old

 Lower fertility rates – 1.76 for district vs. 2.1
for replacement
 18 – 24 year olds moving away, if returning,
later in life
 Rise in the number of empty nesters
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HAMILTON WENHAM DISTRICT TOTAL 2010
CENSUS
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TOTAL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT
Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District: Total District Enrollment
PK
K
1
2
3
4
5
Total: PK-5
Change
%-Change
6
7
8
Total: 6-8
Change
%-Change
9
10
11
12
Total: 9-12
Change
%-Change
Total: PK-12
Change
%-Change

2009-10
20
130
138
135
151
135
148
857

2009-10
142
154
173
469

2009-10
166
187
173
175
701

2009-10
2027

2010-11
11
133
127
137
144
155
137
844
-13
-1.5%
2010-11
151
144
152
447
-22
-4.7%
2010-11
173
166
178
166
683
-18
-2.6%
2010-11
1974
-53
-2.6%

2011-12
20
101
132
129
142
149
148
821
-23
-2.7%
2011-12
138
150
142
430
-17
-3.8%
2011-12
175
181
171
177
704
21
3.1%
2011-12
1955
-19
-1.0%

2012-13
29
120
106
140
136
142
145
818
-3
-0.4%
2012-13
156
141
149
446
16
3.7%
2012-13
169
175
184
166
694
-10
-1.4%
2012-13
1958
3
0.2%

2013-14
25
120
121
119
134
137
143
799
-19
-2.3%
2013-14
142
154
145
441
-5
-1.1%
2013-14
165
163
170
180
678
-16
-2.3%
2013-14
1918
-40
-2.0%

2014-15
25
118
119
126
120
137
135
780
-19
-2.4%
2014-15
146
143
153
442
1
0.2%
2014-15
165
163
161
167
656
-22
-3.2%
2014-15
1878
-40
-2.1%

2015-16
25
125
120
125
127
123
134
779
-1
-0.1%
2015-16
138
147
142
427
-15
-3.4%
2015-16
175
163
161
158
657
1
0.2%
2015-16
1863
-15
-0.8%

2016-17
25
122
128
126
126
127
119
773
-6
-0.8%
2016-17
137
139
146
422
-5
-1.2%
2016-17
163
173
161
158
655
-2
-0.3%
2016-17
1850
-13
-0.7%

2017-18
25
121
125
134
127
128
123
783
10
1.3%
2017-18
122
138
138
398
-24
-5.7%
2017-18
168
161
170
158
657
2
0.3%
2017-18
1838
-12
-0.6%

2018-19
25
119
124
131
135
129
124
787
4
0.5%
2018-19
127
123
137
387
-11
-2.8%
2018-19
159
166
159
167
651
-6
-0.9%
2018-19
1825
-13
-0.7%

2019-20
25
118
121
132
132
138
127
793
6
0.8%
2019-20
128
128
122
378
-9
-2.3%
2019-20
158
157
164
156
635
-16
-2.5%
2019-20
1806
-19
-1.0%

2020-21
25
115
120
129
133
135
135
792
-1
-0.1%
2020-21
132
129
127
388
10
2.6%
2020-21
141
156
155
161
613
-22
-3.5%
2020-21
1793
-13
-0.7%

2021-22
25
112
117
128
130
135
132
779
-13
-1.6%
2021-22
140
134
128
402
14
3.6%
2021-22
148
140
154
152
594
-19
-3.1%
2021-22
1775
-18
-1.0%

2022-23
25
109
114
124
129
132
132
765
-14
-1.8%
2022-23
138
142
133
413
11
2.7%
2022-23
149
147
138
151
585
-9
-1.5%
2022-23
1763
-12
-0.7%

2023-24
25
112
111
120
125
131
129
753
-12
-1.6%
2023-24
138
140
141
419
6
1.5%
2023-24
155
148
145
135
583
-2
-0.3%
2023-24
1755
-8
-0.5%

MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOLS ENROLLMENTS
Miles River Middle School
6
7
8
Total: 6-8
Change
% Change

2009-10
142
154
173
469

2010-11
151
144
152
447
-22
-4.7%

2011-12
138
150
142
430
-17
-3.8%

2012-13
156
141
149
446
16
3.7%

2013-14
142
154
145
441
-5
-1.1%

2014-15
146
143
153
442
1
0.2%

2015-16
138
147
142
427
-15
-3.4%

2016-17
137
139
146
422
-5
-1.2%

2017-18
122
138
138
398
-24
-5.7%

2018-19
127
123
137
387
-11
-2.8%

2019-20
128
128
122
378
-9
-2.3%

2020-21
132
129
127
388
10
2.6%

2021-22
140
134
128
402
14
3.6%

2022-23
138
142
133
413
11
2.7%

2023-24
138
140
141
419
6
1.5%

Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School
9
10
11
12
Total: 9-12
Change
% Change

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
166
173
175
169
165
165
175
163
168
159
158
141
148
149
155
187
166
181
175
163
163
163
173
161
166
157
156
140
147
148
173
178
171
184
170
161
161
161
170
159
164
155
154
138
145
175
166
177
166
180
167
158
158
158
167
156
161
152
151
135
701
683
704
694
678
656
657
655
657
651
635
613
594
585
583
-18
21
-10
-16
-22
1
-2
2
-6
-16
-22
-19
-9
-2
-2.6%
3.1%
-1.4%
-2.3%
-3.2%
0.2%
-0.3%
0.3%
-0.9%
-2.5%
-3.5%
-3.1%
-1.5%
-0.3%

POPULATION CHANGE SUMMARY
SCHOOL

CURRENT

’18 – ’19 (5 YRS)

‘23 – ‘’24 (10 YRS) 10 Yrs % Change

Buker ES

239

221

217

Cutler ES

281

322

307

Winthrop ES

254

219

204

774

762

728

- 6%

Middle School

441

387

419

- 5%

High School

678*

651*

583*

- 14%

Total ES’s

*assumes consistent 115 out of district annually

BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

MILES RIVER MIDDLE SCHOOL

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL

POPULATION ISSUES AFFECTING THE MASTER
PLAN
 Perception of Neighborhood Schools
 How Small is Too Small?
 Choice, Impacts on: Curriculum, Building
Size, Operation

Hamilton Wenham Regional
School District
Master Plan Presentation

May 22, 2014

MASTER PLAN TASKS



Demographic Study



Visioning Process



Educational Programming



Previous Studies Review



Options Development /
Costs



MSBA Process

PREVIOUS STUDIES
The reports which were reviewed included:





Dore and Whittier Space Needs and Demographic Study
Dore and Whittier Comprehensive Facilities Study
Evergreen Audit report
Capital Management Committee Facilities Needs Assessment

Matrix developed showing work completed and
items outstanding

DEMOGRAPHIC FINDINGS





Enrollment has decreased by 109 students in past 4
years (-5%)
Enrollment is forecast to decrease by an additional 163
students in next 10 years (-9%)
Smaller cohorts entering / Larger cohorts leaving
–
–
–



Rise in out-migration: 18 to 24 year-olds moving away, if
returning, later in life
Rise in number of empty nesters
a slight decrease in the number of in-migrating of younger
families

Lower fertility rates – 1.76 for district vs. 2.1 for
replacement

BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

MILES RIVER MIDDLE SCHOOL

HAMILTON WENHAM REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL

POPULATION CHANGE SUMMARY
18 - '19
(5 YRS)

23 - '24
(10 YRS)

Decrease

10 yr %
Change

774

762

728

-46

-6%

Middle
School

441

387

419

-22

-5%

High School

678*

651*

583*

-95

-14%

468

-179

-31%

Grades

School

CURRENT

K-5

Buker ES

239

K-5

Cutler ES

281

K-5

Winthrop ES

254

Total ES
6-8
9 - 12

High School
w/o Choice

*assumes consistent 115 out of district annually

POPULATION ISSUES AFFECTING THE MASTER
PLAN




Perception of Neighborhood Schools
How Small is Too Small?
Impacts on: Curriculum, Building Size, Operation
–
–
–

Elementary Schools: How many, where
Middle School: Opportunity to get back to MS Teams
High School: Pressure on curriculum offerings, role of
Choice, adequate space, but inadequate arrangement
and appointments of space

SCHOOL SIZE / GRADE STRUCTURE


Current / Future
–
–
–

Elementary Pre K - 5
Middle School 6 - 8
High School 9 -12

VISIONING: PROCESS TO DATE


Involvement of over 155 teachers,



Core Visioning team of 45
people involved in intense workshops

principals, administrators, students, parents
& community members

totaling three full days in fall 2013



Over 110 additional teachers
and principals interviewed, from all
five schools



Guiding Principles identified to



Visioning Report has been
published and is available on the

help steer development of planning options

District Website

VISIONING: WHAT WE LOOKED AT
The Visioning process involved extensive examination of:
–

The increasingly rapid economic, social, and
cultural changes our students will encounter as they move

towards and into their adult lives. (E.g. it is likely that 65 % of today’s
elementary school kids will end up in jobs that don’t exist today.)

–

The shift in the types of knowledge, skills, and
habits of mind they will need to succeed and thrive in the

colleges, workplaces, and communities they will enter (often called
“21st C skills).

–

–

A selection of educational approaches, including

more active, deeper, and more collaborative learning that will enable
them to develop these “21st” century knowledge and skills. (See next.)

Facilities design principles that support and foster

the development of these approaches. (See next.)

RE-EXAMINE / RETHINK EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY
PAST / PRESENT

GOALS

Teacher Centric

Student Centric

Passive Learning

Active Learning

Classrooms

Flexible Learning Environments

Conventional Technology

1:1 Technology Environments

Individual

Collaborative

Subject Based

Project Based

Standardized

Personalized

VISIONING PROCESS

VISIONING: GUIDING PRINCIPLES 1 & 2
1.

In order to become successful citizens and leaders of tomorrow’s rapidly
changing society students should develop mastery of a blend of traditional

curriculum and new types of skills and knowledge.
2.

In order for students to develop these skills, their learning should be studentcentered, active, relevant, and personalized. Some examples of this kind of
learning include:
– Project-based learning: learning through structured but open-ended long
term challenges with many potential solutions.
– Personalized, mastery-based skill instruction: students master one
learning unit before proceeding to a more advanced task, working at their
own pace and instructional mode to achieve efficient and effective
individual progress.
– Blended learning/ flipped classroom: Blended learning integrates online
with face-to-face activities in a pedagogically valuable manner. Flipped
classroom is when online content, such as a lecture or video, is accessed
as homework, while class time is used for discussion, group projects, and
personalized help.
– Service learning: programs where students engage in real world activities
of value to the community in ways structured to enable them to attain
specified academic learning objectives.

VISIONING: GUIDING PRINCIPLE 3
3.

In order for these types of learning to be integrated in meaningful and rigorous
ways, a school should address the following elements of school operation and
culture in inclusive and carefully planned ways:
–

–

–

–

Empower and support teachers in building on best practices, trying new
approaches, interacting with other schools and teachers, participating in
joint planning and professional development, working in teams and
potentially creating new roles (master teacher, project designer) to move
forward.
Re-think learning facilities to incorporate classrooms with options for
project learning and multiple activities, large and small group work and
presentation spaces, “maker spaces,” more open common areas,
flexibility in configuration, and integration of technology.
Encourage a school culture of flexibility with regard to other elements of
school operations, such as schedules, curriculum offerings, and flexibility
in credit allocation
Develop enhanced interaction with community residents, community
organizations, local businesses, and local government in order to provide
increased authentic learning experiences and extend the range of
experts/career mentors with whom students can interact.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
Meetings conducted in Oct / Nov:








Bessie Buker Elementary School: 16 teachers
Miles River Middle School:
18 teachers
Cutler Elementary School:
25 teachers
Winthrop Elementary School:
24 teachers
Hamilton Wenham Regional HS: 30 teachers

Meetings followed Visioning and meeting with
Tony Wagner

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
Elementary Schools:


Need for Full Day K



Toilet rooms for all Kindergartens



Communication between grade level teachers



Consistent curriculum between the three schools



Need for larger and integrated library / technology rooms



Desire for more STEM opportunities and “Maker Spaces”



Desire for breakout rooms for: differentiated learning,
tutorial, peer to peer

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
Middle School:







Unanimous desire for a Team Structure at the MS
There is an expectation to share resources with the high
school but the different schedule limits that ability
Band and chorus (because of shared teachers) drive the
middle school schedule
Lack of a teachers’ room inhibits interdisciplinary planning
Frustrated by the inconsistency of technology and lack
(and process) of tech support
Low / limited use of library: too far away, not a sense of an
age related environment; most use is for the computer
room

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
High School:








Would like more opportunities for student internships, real
world experiences
Library function and atmosphere needs to change: reduce
volume count, more informal and collaboration areas
desired
Desire for flexible classrooms with better seating and
desks or tables
Need for a large group instruction space
Many feel that 1:1 is needed right now
Although there are courses for science, technology, math,
engineering and math, no one feels there is a STEM
collaborative approach

THEN VS. NOW

Client’s Educational
Experience

21st Century Education

CURRENT / FUTURE?

Conversion of a
traditional classroom
environment to a 21st
C Environment

CLOSER LOOK

HIGH SCHOOL OPTION 1B
RECONFIGURE WITHIN EXISTING FOOTPRINT

First Floor Plan

MIDDLE SCHOOL

First Floor

MIDDLE SCHOOL

Second Floor

MIDDLE SCHOOL

BESSIE BUKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

First Floor Plan

CUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

First Floor Plan

WINTHROP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Floor Plan

OPTIONS / COSTS - ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
2023 - 2024
Proposed
Population

Area (gsf)

MSBA
Construction Project Cost Participation
Cost*
Cost to
(x 1.25)
Town**

Comments

3. Elementary Schools
A. 3 Existing Schools - 5 Year Plan
Buker School
Seismic up-grade if required

218

46,330
46,330

$700,000
$300,000

$875,000
$375,000

$875,000
$375,000

Assumes No MSBA Participation
Assumes No MSBA Participation

Cutler School
Seismic up-grade if required

250

44,455
44,455

$600,000
$300,000

$750,000
$375,000

$750,000
$375,000

Assumes No MSBA Participation
Assumes No MSBA Participation

Winthrop School
Seismic up-grade if required

260

48,000
48,000

$600,000
$300,000

$750,000
$375,000

$750,000 Assumes No MSBA Participation
$375,000 Assumes No MSBA Participation
$3,500,000

728

B. 3 Existing Schools - Comprehensive renovations
Buker School

218

46,330

$17,000,000 $21,250,000 $12,112,500 educational space changes,
comprehensive renovations

Cutler School

250

44,455

$17,000,000 $21,250,000 $12,112,500 educational space changes,
comprehensive renovations

Winthrop School

260

48,000

728

138,785

$17,000,000 $21,250,000 $12,112,500 educational space changes,
comprehensive renovations
$51,000,000 $63,750,000 $36,337,500

Total

Note: if seismic upgrades are not required for Option A, add seismic upgrade costs to Option B

C. Two Schools of equal size

364
364
Total

D. One New School

728
728

62,800
$23,000,000 $28,750,000 $16,387,500
$23,000,000 $28,750,000 $16,387,500
62,800
125,600 $46,000,000 $57,500,000 $32,775,000Say $33 M
105,560

$38,000,000 $47,500,000 $27,075,000 Say $27 M

* 2014 Dollars
** Based on 43% MSBA Reimbursement (recent Accelerated Repairs Projects)

OPTIONS / COSTS – MIDDLE SCHOOL
MSBA
2023 - 2024
Construction Project Cost Participation
Proposed Area (gsf)
Cost*
(x 1.25)
Cost to
Population
Town**

Comments

2. Middle School

Existing Building w/ educational
A. plan changes - 2 Year Plan

420

91,200

$600,000

$750,000

$750,000

No Participation, Modest educational
space changes,
2 year enrollment projection 427

Existing Building w/ educational
B. plan changes - 5 Year Plan

387

91,200

$700,000

$875,000

$875,000

No Participation

C. New school, see component 1D

-

-

-

-

-

* 2014 Dollars
** Based on 43% MSBA Reimbursement (recent Accelerated Repairs Projects)

OPTIONS / COSTS – HIGH SCHOOL
2023 - 2024
Proposed
Population

Area (gsf)

651

125,600

MSBA
Construction Project Cost Participation
Cost*
(x 1.25)
Cost to
Town**

Comments

1. High School
A. High School - 5 Year Plan
Seismic up-grade if required for
Option 1A

$5,000,000

$6,250,000

$6,250,000

No Participation, with Choice

$900,000

$1,125,000

$1,125,000

No Participation, with Choice

$7,375,000

$7,375,000

$52,500,000

$29,925,000 without Choice ***

Total

B. Reconfigure within the
existing foot print

468

125,600

Furniture and Technology
Total

C. Option B with science
addition

583

132,000

Furniture and Technology

$42,000,000
$1,200,000

$1,500,000

$43,200,000

$54,000,000

$30,780,000 Say $31 M

$45,000,000

$56,250,000

$56,250,000

$1,200,000

$1,500,000

$855,000

with 115 Choice, include 7,000 sf new
construction

$57,105,000 ****

Total

D. New HS / MS Building
(HS 468, MS 420)

$855,000

888

170,000

$67,389,069

* 2014 Dollars
** Based on 43% MSBA Reimbursement (recent Accelerated Repairs Projects)
*** Includes Seismic Upgrades
**** The committee voted to not consider this option

$84,236,336

$48,014,712

without Choice, assumes a new site, site
acquisition not included

SPACES FOR 21ST CENTURY LEARNING

MSBA – MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY





Every community is reviewed individually to understand it’s
unique issues
Communities with small student populations are
encouraged to regionalize or expand their region to
maximize building and operational efficiencies
As part of MSBA's Module 3, Feasibility Study, they will
require the district to explore options with the following
issues in mind:
– Building / Construction efficiencies
– Program efficiencies
– Long term operational efficiencies; both operations and
maintenance (fuel, cleaning, power etc.) and staffing

MSBA AND OTHER VARIABLES


The MSBA will not support a Capital Project that includes
space for Central Administration



The MSBA does not include Choice students when it
develops their population projections



If a project eliminates work previously completed within the
past 10 years through a MSBA grant, funds need to be
returned



1 vs. 2 vs. 3 Elementary Schools



Seismic requirements when renovating existing schools



Go it alone on certain projects?

DISCUSSION
NEXT STEPS

VISIONING: PROCESS FORWARD
–

Visioning Report has been published and is
available on the District Website. This publication reports out on
the wide-ranging discussions in the visioning process, and
summarizes the guiding principles considered to be most relevant
to HWRSD, but it is not a plan for specific educational changes.

–

Leadership team to create a process to work
collaboratively with teachers and administrators
to further define and confirm a new HWRSD Vision for Learning, as
well as a Strategic Plan of steps to achieve that vision. This
process will draw from the Visioning Report, District Blueprint,
Superintendent’s Entry Report, and other inputs. The outline of this
process will be announced by September

VISIONING: IMPLICATIONS
–

We need to construct a path for the district to migrate from

current organization and instruction to incorporate the new types
of learning experiences identified through the Visioning process
and selected by the communty.
–

We need to address this challenge in a sustainable way that works
for our students/teachers and our communities, by being creative
and resourceful in educational and facilities planning and
implementation.

–

The opportunity that this challenge opens up is that in re-thinking

and transforming learning and organization we can also address
recent performance issues by increasing personalization and
student engagement and address smaller enrollments through the
use of active, student-centered learning that increases choice and
opportunities in new ways.

1000 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138
617.547.5400
www.smma.com

